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The Acoustic Matrix"- eicbsure
helps the 901 system control

sound by preciselicontoolling
air. Made up 0114 separate

acoustic regions, i- isclat3S the
drivers and regulates inter air
flow, resulting in increased bass

and loves distortion.

The Bose 901 active equal zer uses low -
distortion electronics to co -1:rc 11-e system's
total frequency response, allowiirm a compact
system to produce full-frequencysound.
Digital Dynamic Range  ciraitry makes the
entire system idea for usewit"-.11-e best
sources available.

In the concert hall (above left), listeners hear a complex mixture of direct and reflected
sounds, arriving from different directions and at different times. Bose Direct/Reflecting
speakers (center) are designed to reproduce music in much the same manner, allowing
listeners to hear greater realism and impact. Conventional speakers (above right), on
the other hand, reproduce primarily direct sound, causing listeners to miss many of the
critical acoustic cues that make live music sound live.

system. The 901 system works by reflecting most of its sound, instead
of aiming all the sound toward you like a conventional speaker. So,
anything you listen to over a 901 system-from digital audio to hi-fi
video-picks up a sense of concert hall realism, because the system

reproduces the natural concert hall balance of direct and reflected
sound. Best of all, the 901 system's ultra -high efficiency and
unlimited power handling in home applications make it
compatible with virtually any stereo system.

The New Bose 601TM Series III system.
The floor -standing 601 system makes much of the 901 system's

legendary Direct/Reflecting speaker performance available to a
wide range of music lovers.

In the 601 system, careful engineering has been used to integrate
a series of innovations into a furniture -quality cabinet that is com-
fortable with almost any room. High power handling capability and
high efficiency allow the 601 -III system to be easily driven to digital
concert levels with a wide range of amplifiers. Direct/Reflecting '
speaker design means that the 601 system, like the 901 system,
brings a greater sense of realism to anything you play through it-
making it an ideal cornerstone for any audio/video system.

The right speakers for your entire system.
The new Bose 601 Series III and the Bose 901 Series V speakers

will allow you to get the most out of both your stereo system and your
software investment-because they will allow you to hear all of the
realism that a truly good audio and video system is capable of pro-
ducing. Audition the Bose 901 and 601 Direct/Reflecting ° systems at
your Bose dealer and judge for yourself. Then, take the next step-
and invite a legend home.

There is an entire line of Bose speakers available that incorporate
much of the advanced technology developed for the 901 and 601
systems. For more information and an all -product brochure, write
Bose Corporation, Dept. SR, 10 Speen Street, Framingham,
MA 01701.

When you ask for more information, be sure to request a copy of
Dr. Amar Bose's "Sound Recording and Reproduction." This paper
describes the research effort behind the original Bose 901 system.

Ct Capyrpnl 1986 Bose Corporals, All oghts reserved Covered by mai. rights issued arv:Vor pand.ng
Features and spoc.ficabons subefct Ss change ed.. now* Chno/Reflecang. Syncorn.if Free Space. 901. and Dgrtal Dynamo Range are recestered trademark,
of Bose Corporals, DOS Frequency. /wow. Mao., and OM we trademarks of Bose Corpora....
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Better sound through research.



. . . the Bose 901 Series V
speaker. A system
designed to one standard:
Live music.

If you have ever heard mus c live, you can appreciate what is
behind the Bose 901 and 60--v systems.

Live music is :he complex nteraction o' direct and reflected
sound. Most speakers, however, are not designed with this in
mind, which is why they sound more like speakers instead of
live music.

This was the conclusion reached years ago by a Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology research team led by Dr. Amar G.
Bose. Through exhaustive research, his team discovered the se-
cret of live music: that it is the precise balance of direct and reflec-
ted sound heard during a live performance that makes live music
sound live. Finally, they designed a product that could put this dis-
covery to work in the living room: the lege-idary Bose 901 system.

The Bose 901 Series V speaker:
a system of audio innovations.

The introduction of the revplutionary Bose 901 system in 1968
redefined the phrase "high fidelity." For the first time, a speaker was
capable of reproducing music with much of the impact, clarity and
spaciousness of a live performance. The 301 system's concert hall
sound and compact size made the speaker an instant success with
both audio critics and buyers.

Today's 901 Series V system incorporates some 350 improve-
ments over the original. The speaker's innovative audio technology
turns your entire listening room into an essential part of your stereo

The Bose 901 system's Direct/Reflecting speaker design turns your listening
room into part of your stereo system You'll hear full stereo throughout the
listening environment-no matter where you sit or stand.

The 901 system's nine full -range
HVC drivers are precisely
arranged to re-create live
music's natural balance of direct
and reflected sound. Each driver
is matched and tested by the
Bose Syncom II computer.

The Bose -built HVC driver is made out of some
of the strongest advanced composite materials

available. The heart of the dr ver is the Helical
Voice Coil, which handles instantaneous peaks
of up to 4,000 watts! Multiple HVC drivers give

the 901 system unlimited power handling in
home applications.



T
he speakers on this page look and sound

different from
 any otier. B

ecause unlike ordinary designs,
these speakers ta.ce their cues from

 the concert hall.
T

he result is that they sot_ id less like speakers and m
ore like m

usic.

T
he m

usical realise and im
pact that these speakers are

capable of producing v II surprise you w
hen you first hear them

.
B

ut tie reasons for it are -ooted in scientific research and com
m

on
sense. B

asically, the people responsible for these speakers
didn't start off by built ng speakers. R

ather, they first learned
the secret of live m

usic. O
r ce they discovered it, they built it into a line

of JettE
r-sounding spE

 akers for you to ow
n, listen to and enjoy.

T
he speakers belch are the latest addition to that line.

C
hances are, their steer m

usicality w
ill surpass that of any

com
pany's top -of -the -line speaker that you have ever heard-w

ith
one im

portant exception. A
nd w

e m
ake that one, too.

Introducing the B
ose 6017"' S

eries III D
irect/R

eflecting speaker:
D

esigned to m
eet the standards set by an audio legend . .

.



BULLETIN

by Christie Barter and
William Burton

NEW MARANTZ COMPANY
Saul Marantz, founder of Ma-

rantz Company, Inc., and John
Curl, former designer for Mark
Levinson, have created a new
audio company called Lineage.
Based in New York City, the
company will make solid-state
products, aimed at the high end
of the audio market, to be sold
by independent specialty deal-
ers. The first products, a
preamp and power amp priced
below $2,000 each, should be
available this year. A CD player
is slated to be the third product
from the new company.

MORE COMPACT DISCS
Nimbus Records, the indepen-

dent British company that was
among the first to abandon LP's
for a CD -only policy, has now
set its sights on the American
record buyer. The company has
opened a New York office and
will initially market some forty
classical CD's in this country.
Twenty-five to thirty new titles
will be added each year. Nimbus
owns two CD manufacturing
plants in the west of England
where it produces its own CD's
and those of a number of other
companies, including several
American pop labels.

THE SOUND OF AMPS
Challenged to modify one of

his power amplifiers so it would
sound like a Conrad -Johnson
tube amplifier, Robert Carver,
president of Carver Corporation,
came up with a design that has
gone into production as the
Model M-1.Ot. Judged by a lis-
tening panel to sound identical
to the Conrad -Johnson mono
amplifiers (priced at $6,000 per
pair), the Carver amp delivers
201 watts per channel at a
price of $549.

BOOMTOWN KNIGHT
Bob Geldof, lead singer of the

Boomtown Rats, who has raised
millions of dollars for famine
relief in Africa, has been made a
Knight Commander of the Most
Excellent Order of the British
Empire. He is thus allowed to
use the initials KBE after his
name but cannot call himself
Sir Bob since only British sub-
jects can in a true sense. be
knighted. Geldof is Irish.

VHS AND 8MM VCR
Displayed as a prototype at

the Chicago Summer Consumer
Electronics Show, Samsung's
"Translator" videocassette re-
corder-which has transports
for both VHS and 8mm video-
tapes-could be shown to deal-
ers for actual distribution at the
next CES in Las Vegas next
January. Chances that the deck
will be marketed are only fifty-
fifty, according to Samsung
spokesman Richard Leister, be-
cause of opposition from the
Motion Picture Association of
America, which is concerned
that the deck will be used to
make copies of copyrighted
movies. If it is marketed, the
unit is expected to sell for un-
der $1,000.

VIDEO NOTES
Elektra Records has just

launched its own line of music
videos with the Cure's "Staring
at the Sea-The Images," a ret-
rospective compilation parallel-
ing their LP "Standing on the
Beach-The Singles." Future
Elektra videos will be devoted to
other in-house acts like Dokken,
Motley Crue, and Howard
Jones.... MGM Home Video has
signed an agreement to employ
the Macrovision anti -copying
process on all of its upcoming
videocassettes. Other companies
currently using the process in-
clude CBS/Fox, MCA, and Thorn/
EMI.... Scny Video Software has
begun licensing and distributing
music videos produced in the
U.K. by Virgin Music Video. The
first release includes videos by 7
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the
Dark, James Brown, Tina Turn- rg

er, and Bryan Adams.

TECH NOTES
The United States and other

Western nations have agreed on
a proposal to extend the AM
band from 1605 to 1705 kHz,
allowing for more AM radio sta-
tions (perhaps an additional
300 in the U.S.) and a possibili-
ty of better sound on AM with
better AM receiver stan-
dards.... According to the Elec-
tronic Industries Association,
1,800,000 CD players will be
sold to dealers this year, com-
pared with 13,200,000
VCR's.... Test broadcasts to
demonstrate the potential of
high -definition television
(HDTV) are planned for Wash-
ington, D.C., this fall by the NAB
and the Association of Maxi-
mum Service Telecasters.... A
coupon redeemable' for a free
Sony audio cassette (with the
purchase of two others) is en-
closed in specially marked
boxes of Clearasil.

CABLE NEWS
When the rock group Journey

made their latest album, "Raised
on Radio" (CBS), they used
more than 4,000 feet of differ-
ent kinds of Monster Cable to
connect various parts of the re-
cording equipment. Monster Ca-
ble gets a credit on the jacket
for helping to achieve "state-of-
the-art sound," and the group's
manager, Herbie Herbert, says
he thinks it is "the finest
sounding commercial rock al-
bum ever produced." Within a
month of its release "Raised on
Radio" was in the top five on
Billboard magazine's chart of
best-selling albums.
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Biter the World of Digital Technology
Radio Shack's Command Performance Receiver

The Realistic STA-780 receiver pt..ts precision
control and dynamic audio power at your finger-
tips. The digital -synthesized tune 'matures a
search mode that lets you scan up and down the

Radio /hat*
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

IA AE

TREEF

Send Me Your 1986 Calalog!
Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. 87 -A -C35
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth T I '6102

CITY STATE ZP

FLA and AM bands. The system stops at each sta-
tion and locks it on-clanr el, automatically skip-
ping over weaker stations. It also provides you
with a featt-er-touch control bar for manual tuning
awl a computerize° memory td store six FM and
six AM stat ons for nstant recall. Exact station fre-
oLencies are shown on the digital fluorescent dis-
pLay. The STA-780 boasts a full array of 27 controls
including tape mon tor, loudness and subsonic fil-
ter. And 21 LED function Ind cators keep you in
complete cDmmanc. The amp ifier delivers the
pcwer to get the most from today's dig.ta audio
equipment. 45 watts per channel. minimum rms
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than
0.08% THD. You can connect a compact -disc
p ayer, TV -sound source, tape deck, turntable and
two pairs of speaker systems. All this for just
$349.95. Come in for a test -I sten.

Price applies al participating Radio Shack sto-ss ant Dealers.
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SPEAKING MY PIECE

by William Livingstone

With JBL's John Eargle (left) at Ford's
audio labs in Dearborn. Michigan

Speakers and CES

FTER this summer's Consum-
er Electronics Show in Chica-

go, Julian Hirsch com-
mented that speaker de-

signers continue to come up with
new solutions to old problems. He
said that after more than twenty-
five years of testing audio products
he is still learning new things about
speakers.

John Eargle, senior director of
product development and applica-
tion at JBL, thinks improved meas-
urement techniques are in part re-
sponsible for the generally higher
quality in speakers from most man-
ufacturers. Another contributing
factor Eargle mentions is the great
improvement in software, such as
the compact disc. The speaker
shown on this month's cover is
from Eargle's company, and
Hirsch's test report on it appears on
page 35.

At CES, Akai gave audio journal-
ists private demonstrations of its
first made -in -America speaker, still
a work in progress. Allison Acous-
tics showed a new speaker with an
onboard user -adjustable sound
stage which may be ready by the end
of the year. Carver Corporation
showed its first speakers ever, and
they are included among the CES
show stoppers on page 67.

Some of the fabulous imaging
characteristics introduced during
the last couple of years in top -of -
the -line speakers from Acoustic Re-
search, dbx, and Polk Audio are, I

am happy to say, now being made
available in less expensive speakers
from all three companies. The high-
est prices I noticed at CES were for a
new line of powered speakers from
Canton, which go up to $12,000 a
pair. Not officially at the show,
Magnepan was in Chicago demon-
strating its new planar speakers,
which sounded wonderful and cost
only $2,000 a pair.

At the show I sensed a trend back
toward separate electronic compo-
nents. There were impressive re-
ceivers from such companies as
NAD and ADS, but there were
interesting power amplifiers and
preamps from many other manufac-
turers such as Denon, Luxman, On-
kyo, and Proton.

Another discernible trend was the
cautious move toward brighter
colors for electronic products, not
just the mauve, avocado, and
peach -colored cabinets that make
many new TV sets look like washers
and dryers from the color -coordi-
nated American kitchens of the
1960's. Sony is using a brilliant yel-
low for its sports line of portable
audio/video products, and Pana-
sonic is showing portable systems in
yellow, pink, and electric blue.

Pastel shades of aqua, lilac, pink,
and baby blue, once thought of as
feminine, have become stylish fash-
ion colors in menswear, perhaps be-
cause of their association with the
TV show Miami Vice. Those colors
are used in dbx product literature
and even on some Sony and Magna-
vox products. Kirksaeter, a high -
end German speaker manufacturer,
showed a new line with brilliantly
lacquered cabinets in lemon yellow,
emerald green, and Chinese red.

Adcom is making its new ampli-
fier available not only in basic black
but in white as well. Canton, which
has successfully popularized white
speakers, showed a dazzling white
preamp designed for use with its
new powered speakers.

As is usual in September, we are
focusing this issue on speakers, but
this month we are also celebrating
Julian Hirsch's silver anniversary
with STEREO REVIEW. Hirsch is in-
terviewed by Michael Smolen on
page 81. He began testing products
for us in 1961, but as if to show how
up to date he is, he's wearing a
fashionable pink shirt.
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THE ONE HIGH -END AUDIO SYSTEM
GOOD ENOUGH TO PLAY IN EVERY ROOM.

The finer your audio system, the more
you should enjoy it. So why confine your

listeni-g pleasure to just one room?
Nc N Kyocera's Full System Remote

components let one system drive up to three sets
of speakers in dif-erent rooms -and let you

control ever...thing tom any room!
With up to three

remote sensors and a
wireless control ?f, you can

adjust volume, ctloose
tracks on the Corr act Disc

player, tune AM or =M stations,
even record cassettes without

ever leav ng your chcir. Just as
important, Kyocera Ful System

Remote components a e greatly
improved versions of the rime

Receivers, Casette Decks. and CD
Player that earned Kyocera -s high -end reputation.

So don't settle for an audophile system that only plays in one
room when you car own the ore audiophile

system that plays in three.

CIRCLE NO 72 ON REACER SERVICE :ARD
KYLICER2

Kyocet International, Inc ,100 RandolphRood,CN 6700. asmerset, rJ 08873-1284. (201) 560-0060
Kyocera Canada. Inc.. 7470 Both Rood. Visessougo, Ont - LrT 112. Condo. (416) 671-4300



Matthew Polk's New Generation of Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs

SDA SRS 2
$995.00 ea.

SDA SRS
$1395.00 ea.

SDA 1A
5695.00 ea.

SDA CRS 
S395.00 ea. SDA 2A

S499.00 ea.

Matthew Polk's new generation of revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDA Loudspeakers fully realize the astonishingly
lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities of stereophonic reproduction.



"The Genius of Matthew Polk BringsYou
A New Generation of Extraordinary Sounding SDAs"

L J "Mindboggling...Astounding...Flabbergasting"

- he result is ultray better than would be
achieved by conventional speakers."

Stereo Rerhxr Magazine

Polk's critically acclaimed, Audio Video Grand Prix Award

winning SDA technology is the most important fundamental

advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself. Listeners aft

amazed when they hear the huge, lifelike, three-dimensional sonic

image produced by Polk's SDA speakers. The nation's top audio

experts agree that Polk SDA loudspeakers always sound better than

conventional loudspeakers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular ...the

result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

speakers." High Fidelity said, "Astounding...We have yet to hear

any stereo program that doesn't benefit." Now the dramatic

audible benefits of Pork's exclusive TRUE STEREO SDA technolog

are available in 5 uniquely superb loudspeaker systems, the SDA

SRS, SDA SRS 2, SDA-IA, SDA-2A, and the SDA CRS + .

"They truly represent a breakthrough"
Rolling Stone Magazine

Without exaggeration, the design principals embodied in the

SDAs make them the world's first true stereo speakers. When the

big switch was made from mono to stereo, the basic concept of

speaker design was never modified to take into account the

fundamental difference between a mono and stereo signal.

What is the difference between a mono and stereo speaker? The

basic concept of mono is that you have one signal (and speaker)

meant to be heard by both ears at once. However, and basic

concept of stereo is that a much more lifelike three-dimensional

sound is achieved by having 2 different signals, each played back

through a separate speaker and each meant to be heard by only

one ear apiece (L or R). So quite simply, a mono loudspeaker

is designed to be heard by two ears at once while true stereo

loudspeakers should each be heard by only one ear apiece (like

headphones). The revolutionary Polk SDAs are the first TRUE

STEREO speakers engineered to accomplish this and fully realize

the astonishingly lifelike three-dimensional imaging capabilities

of stereophonic sound.

How Polk SDAs Achieve True Stereo
Polk SDA technology solves one of the greatest problems in

stereo reproduction. When each ear hears both speakers and

signals, as occurs when you use conventional (Mono) speakers to

listen in stereo, full stereo separation is lost. The undesirable signal

reaching each ear from the "wrong" speaker is a form of acoustic

distortion called interaural crosstalk, which confuses your hearing.

The Polk SDA systems eliminate interaural crosstalk distortion

and maintain full, True Stereo separation. by incorporating two

SDA Signature Reference

System (SRS) - $1395.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner

Thz finest speaker that Polk manu-
factures. This limited production
flagship model combines patented
SDA TRUE STEREO technology with

phase -coherent focused line -source

mtiliple driver topology to achieve
new levels of state-of-the-art imag-
ing. detail. coherence. dynamic
rar ge and bass reproduction.

New SDA-SRS 2 - $995.00 ea.
This new scaled down version of the
SRS incorporates virtually al its

inrovations without significantly
compromising its awesome sonic
performance

SDA 1A - $695.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner

A beautifully styled. lull size floor -
standing system combining Polk's
state-of-the-art components with ex-
clusive TRUE STEREO technology for

extraordinarily lifelike sound. It is
now available in vinyl at a new lower
prise. High Fidelity said "the Polk
SOlk 1 Loudspeaker provides startling
evidence of the audio industry s es-
sertial creative vitality."

New SDA 2A - $499.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winne,

The new SDA 2A is a lull size floor

standing system which incorporates
many of the latest refinements in SDA

technology developed for the SRS
models. It represents an extraordi-
nary value which combines szec-
tacJlar SDA performance with a

remarkably affordable price. High
Fidelity said listening to the SDA 2 is
"ar amazing experience...

New SDA CRS + - $395.00 ea.
Audio Video Grand Prix Winner

The new SDA CRS is the world's
best sounding bookshelf loudspeaker
anc now incorporates many o' the
latest refinements in SDA technology
developed for the SRS models. It
combines the extraordinarily ifelike
three-dimensional sonic performance
of Folk's patented SDA technclogy
with a handsome enclosure (stand or
shelf mountable) of attractively mod-
est proportions. Stereo Review said
the CRS is "an impressive acnieve-
me it" .

High Fidelity Magazine

completely separate sets of drivers (stereo and dimensional) into

each speaker cabinet. The stereo drivers radiate the normal stereo

signal, while the dimensional drivers radiate a difference signal

that acoustically and effectively cancels the interaural crosstalk

distortion and thereby restores the stereo separation and imaging

lost when you listen to normal "mono" speakers. The sonic

benefits are remarkable.

"Breathtaking...a new
world ofhi- listening"

Stereo Buyers Guide

"Mindboggling... astounding...flabbergasting"
High Fidelity Magazine

Words alone cannot fully describe how much more lifelike SDA

TRUE STEREO reproduction is. Reviewers, critical listeners and

novices alike are overwhelmed by the magnitude of the sonic

improvement achieved by Polk's Stereo/Dimensional technology.

You will hear a huge sound stage which extends beyond the

speakers and beyond the walls of your listening room itself. The

lifelike ambience revealed by the SDAs transports you to the

acoustic environment of the original sonic event. Every instrument,

vocalist and sound becomes tangible, distinct, alive and firmly

placed in its own natural spatial position. You will hear

instruments, ambience and subtle musical nuances (normally

masked by conventional speakers), revealed for your enjoyment by

the SDAs. This benefit is accurately described by Julian Hirsch in

Stereo Review, "...the sense of discovery experienced when playing

an old favorite stereo record and hearing, quite literally, a new

dimension in the sound is a most attractive bonus..." Records,

CD's, tapes, video and FM all benefit equally as dramatically.

"You owe it to yourself to audition them"
High Fidelity Magazine

SDAs allow you to experience the spine tingling excitement,

majesty and pleasure of live music in your own home. You must

hear the remarkable sonic benefits of SDA technology for yourself.

You too will agree with Stereo Review's dramatic conclusion: "the

result is always better than would be achieved by conventional

speakers... it does indeed add a new dimension to reproduced

sound."

polk
The Speaker Specialists 6

1915 Annapolis Road, Baltimore. Maryland 21230

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer; see page 133.
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Is Open -Reel Passe?
In your answer to George Eaglin's let-

ter in the June issue, you imply that
reel-to-reel [open -reel] tape recording is
passe. I have been recording classical
music with this method since 1945, and
at present my collection numbers well
over two thousand composers. In the
past forty years I have gone through
about twenty recorders, and I would
greatly appreciate your thinking on
whether I will be able to procure anoth-
er reel-to-reel machine when mine
wears out in a few more years.

R. H. COBB
Osprey, FL

I disagree with your assessment of
reel-to-reel recording as "outdated"
(June "Letters"). Many of my music -
conscious friends, dissatisfied with the
limitations of the cassette medium, cur-
rently own or are looking to purchase
reel-to-reel machines. First, every cas-
sette player runs at a slightly different
speed. Second, editing is impossible
with any other format except prohibi-
tively expensive digital reel-to-reel
units. Third, the quality is superior.

I defy you to find one recording stu-
dio in the world that doesn't utilize the
reel-to-reel format. STEREO REVIEW
does the art of musical reproduction a
disservice by discounting the viability
of reel-to-reel.

BRIAN GRAIFMAN
San Francisco, CA

You don't tell Mr. George Eaglin why
reel-to-reel recording is passe. For my
money, reel-to-reel ceased being worth-
while with the appearance on the mar-
ket of the superb Sony PCM-Fl digital
encoder/decoder. Along with a portable
video recorder to absorb the digital data
stream, this processor costs about dou-
ble the price of a good, basic reel-to-reel
machine-a Revox B77, say. But it is
more portable and, along with the VCR,
it can record a full-length opera on a
couple of motorcycle batteries with fi-
delity superior even to 15-ips reel-to-
reel at about one -sixth the cost in tape.
A further advantage is that once you've
set your levels properly at a concert or
opera, there is practically no need to
monitor gain and watch out for over-
load, since the dynamic range of digital
recording is little short of miraculous.

And, of course, you don't have to
change tape during the course of a nor-
mal concert.

In spite of all this, I gather that the
PCM-Fl was not a roaring commercial
success. Hi-fi fans continue to look for
reel-to-reel recorders or often buy fancy
and extraordinarily expensive audio
cassette recorders with metal -tape capa-
bilities and hot and cold running water.
A PCM processor with a VCR will do
anything your lushest Nakamichi cas-
sette recorder will do, and very much
better. Cheaper too, as the price of a
three-hour VHS tape beats that of a
couple of metal C -90's.

JOHN WITHEY
Washington, CT

For a large majority of our readers the
quality of today's cassette decks is more
than adequate. For those few who want
to edit tapes, reel-to-reel machines are
still made by such companies as Akai,
Revox, Tandberg, Teac, Technics, and
Uher. Mr. Cobb seems to wear out an
open -reel machine every two years. He'll
probably to able to get a new one in
1988. We wouldn't want to bet on
1990.



LETTERS

Stereo -Video Review
I must take exception to Mi. John

Frost's letter in the July issue. Changing
the name STEREO REVIEW to Stereo -

Video Review is absolutely out of the
question if you want me to ccntinue
subscribing. I am one of your many
"belligerent readers," and I love your
magazine. I beg you to keep the best
stereo magazine around the best stereo
magazine around.

ADAM GOLDBERG
Laurel, MD

Champagne Taste
Having purchased a Luxman R-404

AM/FM stereo receiver a month before
the July issue Of STEREO REVIEW ar-
rived, I loved each and every word in
the test report on the Luxman R-406.
Let the owners of other receivers argue
who's got the second -best -looking re-
ceiver. One has to see the Luxman to
appreciate its champagne -tinted front
panel and large gold -tinted volume
knob, offset by a contrasting black -vel-
vet-like body. And the beauty of it is
that Luxman has an identically styled

CD player and other components to
match the R-406 receiver's good looks.

Of the three methods of volume con-
trol-slide, pushbutton, and knob-I
prefer the knob. There's nothing like
turning up a knob when you hear the
coda of a Beethoven or Brahms sym-
phony or Mahler's First Symphony ap-
proaching. Sherwood has also gone
back to knob controls on its receivers.

JOHN KALUS
Cleveland, OH

Thinking Digitally
There appears to be some contention

that digital recording and the compact
disc format are justified by the fact that
the brain functions "digitally" and that
the ear acts merely as an audio -to -digi-
tal (A/D) converter (a comment to this
effect was quoted in July's "Japanese
Audio Technology"). A fault lies in this
logic, however. If the car works as an
A/D converter, then we should listen to
"analog sound," not "digital sound."

One realizes the absurdity in both
lines of reasoning. (What makes a
sound more digital or more analog?)
The brain is not aided by the digital

medium just because the brain happens
to work "digitally." Recorded music,
whether in analog or digital form, must
be in analog form when leaving the
speakers or headphones.

I am not criticizing the digital
formats, only pointing out that a new
technology should be accepted on the
basis of its merits, not because of illogi-
cal rationalization.

JONAS CHO
Monterey Park, CA

Audiophile Listening
You really saved the best for last in

the July issue. In one page, "The High
End," Ralph Hodges more clearly and
accurately defined an audiophile than I
have ever heard it done-or could have
done myself. I can think of only one
thing he left out, which is that when an
audiophile finds a piece of music that
produces the emotions Mr. Hodges was
speaking about, he considers that piece
of music to be a masterpiece of art.
Inasmuch as this is true, I am infuriated
with Warner Bros. for destroying a mas-
terpiece. The CD release ofJethro Tull's
"Aqualung" has more hiss than my

Our new UX tapes deliver
higher highs, lower lows and
wider dynamic range.

If you're going to listen to music at all,
you may as well get it all. No matter how
high or low, how loud or soft. Captured so
faithfully that trying one of these new
tapes at least once is something you owe
yourself. And your music.

Each of these four new UX tapes rep-
resents the kind of advancement of music
reproduction you've come to expect from
Sony. UX-ES, for instance, offers the best
frequency response of any Type II tape
we've ever formulated. Yet UX-PRO actually
goes one better with a ceramic tape guide
that yields the most incredibly quiet tape
housing Sony has ever produced.

Sony UX tapes. Now when a musician
really extends him- SONYself, so will your tape.

THE ONE AND ONLY.

1986 Sony Corporation of America Sony and I no One and Only are
trademarks of Sony.
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Lots of new companies make speakers for cars.
AR has made speakers since this car was new.

.re TELEDYNE ACOU
330 Turopke Street. Canton. MA 02021



In 1954, tre Dodgers were in
Brooklyn 3ranco was on the waterfront,
and Elvisvias n Sun Studios. In
September 1%4, a classic two-seater
called the Fo-c Thunderbird went into
prod ucticr

That sane dear, Acoustic Research
invented -he Accustic Suspension
principle anc used it to createanother
classic: the first high fidelity boDkshelf
speaker. Soon.PR products became the
most reve-ed most sought-after, most
imitated Epeal-e-s in history.

Now. AcoL sic Research puts its
years of loudspeaker experience on the
road. With the sophisticated new GCS
Speakers. Mos- car speakers a m their
tweeters a: you rear window, rot at your
ears. AR's 130 system has separate
compone-t woofe.rs, midranges and
tweeters. So yoJ :an mount the tweeterE
up front, where you can hear trem. And
the GCS -300, a classic 6 x 9, tilts the
tweeter towards tie front. While many
car speakers rare no crossover at all,
these AR s3eak2rs have true electronic
crossovers fir -minimum IM
And while j:hers use flimsy paper cones,
AR uses ul:ra--1-ri polypropylene.

Ultimate y riaking car speakers is
easy. The hard p3it is making speakers
sound good. And -hat's precise y what
AR has beE n don for 32 years.

111
AC )USTIC

RESEARCH

We speak from experience.
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fourteen -year -old LP. They must have
cut the CD from a cassette! Even more
deplorable is that the ending of the last
selection was cut off. I sincerely hope
that the idiot who butchered this mas-
terpiece is forced to listen to Quiet Riot
till he turns purple.

JOHN LARRISON
Austin, TX

"Bachbusters"
I am a lover of classical music, and

about 85 percent of my 130 -plus CD's
are classical, with the remainder being
just about everything except rock and
punk. Bach and Tchaikovsky share the
honors for the most CD's. My favorite
Bach CD is Don Dorsey's "Bachbus-
ters." It is a new advance in the art of
music. Synthesizers can now take their
place among the serious instruments
such as the violin, the drum, the horn,
and others.

Stoddard Lincoln's short review of
"Bachbusters" in the July issue refused
even to mention the title of the CD and
exhibited an extreme amount of preju-
dice and a lack of honesty. This is not
just a point of disagreement. I believe

this man was downright hostile to Bach,
Don Dorsey, the average reader of
STEREO REVIEW, classical -music lovers,
and myself specifically. I beg for a
retraction.

JOEL LICHTENWALNER
Anaheim, CA

I agree completely with Stoddard Lin-
coln's July review of "Bachbusters."
Don Dorsey wasted the technology he
had before him by selecting all the
wrong synthesized sounds. I don't see
how anyone could make Bach sound
much worse. Unfortunately, this album
is going to seduce many people, like
myself, who are longing for another
"Switched -On Bach." I wish I hadn't
spent $15 for the "Bachbusters" CD.

KEN PAULUS
Massilon, OH

Design Acoustics
It's always pleasant to have one's

products shown in STEREO REVIEW,
even when the context is not exactly
correct, so please accept our mildly
qualified thanks for including our De-
sign Acoustics PS -30 speaker system in

your July wrap-up of "Japanese" audio
products. The slight error was under-
standable since most Audio-Technica
products are, indeed, made in Japan. A
notable exception, ironically, has been
our Design Acoustics speakers. We pur-
chased the Design Acoustics company
from its founder, in California, several
years ago, and have since moved the
manufacturing and engineering opera-
tions to Ohio, where they remain.

Anyway, the color picture was well
reproduced, and its inclusion cannot
hurt, though it may shake up a few of
our dealers who have been assured that
our speakers are of American origin.

DON KIRKENDALL
Director, Marketing Communications

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc.
Stow, OH

Salvaging a Damaged CD
While listening to my favorite CD the

other night, I noticed with some alarm
that the player was skipping on one par-
ticular cut. I removed the disc for exam-
ination and discovered a small defect in
the protective plastic surface that was
apparently causing the laser to misread

It wasn't like I was in a dream or
anything like that. It seemed peilectly natural.

I got in the car alter work. And just het
driving. Where 1 was headed wasn't impo

The music Commn' out of my Kenwood.
So gohl ight.

Driving Oil



LETTERS

and skip. Since I didn't have my receipt
and lived too far away from where I
bought the CD to consider exchanging
it anyway, I decided to try repairing it
myself.

After some unsuccessful attempts at
scraping the offending glitch off the sur-
face, I hit upon the idea of using a mild
liquid abrasive and some elbow grease.
I applied a tiny bit of the rubbing com-
pound used on car paint, and after
twenty minutes of rubbing with a clean
cloth I had removed the glitch. I cleaned
and polished the CD, then tried ii out. It
played perfectly!

I wouldn't recommend doing this un-
less all options for exchange have been
explored, but if you're desperate ....

THOM PINTELLO
San Juan Bautista, CA

R -&-B Blues
Why is it that the category "r -&-b" is

so widely used for music by black per-
formers? I ask this because I see reviews
and comments on such artists as Morris
Day and Prince routinely placed in the
category of "r -&-b" music. I find Prince
nasal, affected, and generally obnox-

ious, and he couldn't perform anything
resembling rhythm-and-blues if Albert
King came up and bit him. I don't know
what category his sort of music should
be put in-unless the term "insubstan-
tial" should become popular nomencla-
ture-but "r -&-b" it ain't!

DAVID J. SECORD, JR.
Irving. TX

Ban Canoe Stereo
It was inevitable. First came the trail

bikes, then the dune buggies, followed
by the snowmobiles tearing up the earth
and filling the air with fumes and noise.
Now we have Glenn Treml's "Guide to
Hi-Fi Stereo Sound in a Canoe" in your
July "Letters" columns. Our Canadian
friend describes the "extreme quietness
of a lake environment" (isn't that what
we seek?) and then suggests the equip-
ment to buy to shatter that same quiet-
ness. "Lots of amplifier power is as
important as your paddle," says Treml.
One can imagine the idiotic gleam in his
eyes and the drool trickling from his lips
as he cranks up his deep -cycle, 12 -volt
battery. Goodbye, loons. Goodbye, her-
on. Goodbye, moose. Goodbye, sanity.

If acid rain is killing off half the
northern lakes, Treml has provided the
formula for killing off the other half.
Hasn't this chap ever heard of the
Walkman?

JAMES MORSKE
Latham, NY

Willem Mengelberg
On page 100 of the July issue, David

Hall incorrectly referred to the world-
famous conductor Willem Mengelberg,
to whom Richard Strauss dedicated Ein
Heldenlehen, as Wilhelm Mengelberg. I
am sure that Mr. Hall, a most presti-
gious, renowned, and excellent music
critic, would not have reviewed music
composed by Riccardo Wagner or con-
ducted by Richard Muti or Arthur Tos-
can ini.

WILLIAM GUNTHER
Bronx, NY

We regret the error, which was intro-
duced when Mr. Hall's original refer-
ence using only Maestro Mengelherg's
Iasi name was editorially amplified. We
aim for zero distortion in editing hut do
not always achieve it.

The opportunity to indulge in the enriching moments
of life should never be taken away. That's why Kenwood

invented the theft -proof KRC-838-a simple lip of a lever
releases the head unit so you can keep it with ye u. Without
losing the preset memory

Its superior audio features include a higi-power
ampifier, separate bass aid treble cont-ols, 2z- station
presets, auto -reverse, a 4 -channel bi-azimuth tape head for
flawless tracking, Tape Scan, Dolby * B and C, and a Tuner
Call that plays the radio during fast forward or rewind.

The KRC-838. Designed by Kenwood tc enhance the
finer moments in your life.

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, call 1 -800 -CAR SOUND.
 Dolby aid the double D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laborator,es Corporation.

KENWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR
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DIMENSION REDEFINED.

Cerwin-Vega's new Select Edition Series.

Sonic realism that creates a new dimension.

These stunning speakers give you high-tech outside,
and inside-where it counts most. We've combined
exacting engineering standards with superior inno-
vation to deliver defined, dimensional per-
formance. All six models offer expertly
matched componentry for clear linear
response and electrifying depth.

Advances in consumer electronics demand
progressive loudspeakers. With its unsur-
passed efficiency (as high as 102dB 1W @ 1M)
and power handling (up to 405 watts con-
tinuous), the SE Series delivers incompara-
ble dynamic range (exceeding 92dB). Even

at extraordinary output levels, reproduction
remains remarkably defined and distortion free.

Finally, speakers that do justice to everything
you've got-from compact discs to 8mm digital
video playback.

For those who know a great thing when
they hear it. And see it.

Cerwin-Vega's SE Series.

A new classic.

i-l'erwin-Vega!
Fpmore information please wrote or call
Cerwrn-Vega 12250 Montague St /Arleta CA 91331 18181 896-0777
Cerwln-Vega Canada 2360 Midland Av. Unit 21/Scarborough Ontario MIS 4A9
Cerwin-Vega Europe: Skarale  9.4 71 /DIC-8680 Rs Denmark
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NEW PRODUCTS

Pioneer
The wireless remote control for Pio-

neer's Elite Series C-90 audio/video
control amplifier can select the input
source and turn the motorized volume
knob as well as controlling other com-
patible Pioneer components. Audio in-
puts are provided for two tape decks, a
tuner, a turntable, and a CD player. To
minimize distortion, the C-90 has sepa-
rate power supplies for each audio
channel and for the video circuits. The
C-90 has five video inputs, three video
outputs, and a video enhancer to im-
prove detail, sharpness, and noise re-
duction. One video or audio source can
be monitored while another is being
recorded. The unit measures 2111/16
inches wide, 87/8 inches high, and 187/8
inches deep. The side panels are cov-
ered in rosewood -grain vinyl. Price:
$799.95. Pioneer, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
1720, Long Beach, CA 90801.
Circle 120 on reader service card

dbx
Circuits in the dbx 3BX-DS (shown)

and 1BX-DS signal processors, includ-
ing the dbx OverEasy compression cir-
cuit, control dynamic range, restore
musical impact, and adjust the width
and spaciousness of the sound stage.
Dynamic range can be increased or
decreased by as much as 50 percent to
simulate live music or to make record-
ings with more consistent volume levels
for automotive or background listening.
The Impact Recovery circuit is de-
signed to restore the power of transients

that are sometimes softened in process-
ing and manufacturing recordings.

The three -band 3BX-DS has three
rows of LED'S to display expansion or
compression of the high, middle, and
low frequencies. Three other rows of
LED's show the effects of the Impact

Recovery circuits in the same frequency
bands. The one -band I BX-DS has a sin-
gle row of LED's for each display func-
tion. Prices: 3BX-DS, $499; 1BX-DS,
$279. dbx, Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box
100C, Newton, MA 02195.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Sonographe
The Sonographe SD -1 CD player has

a single four-part control for its play,
pause, forward -scan, and reverse -scan
functions. Other buttons allow skipping
to the beginning or end of a track, pro-
gramming a series of tracks, reviewing
the program, displaying time or track
information, and repeating a track, pro-
gram, or the entire disc. There is a front -
panel headphone jack.

The SD -I uses four -times oversam-
piing and digital filtering. The final
active filter is a discrete FET circuit cou-
pled by a polypropylene capacitor to the
final output. To eliminate phase shift,
each channel has its own digital -to -ana-
log converter. Price: $695. Conrad -
Johnson Design, Dept. SR, 1474 Path-
finder Lane, McLean, VA 22101.
Cirde 122 on reader service card
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Sharp
Sharp's VC-H65U videocassette re-

corder has VHS Hi-Fi capabilities for
high -quality sound and HQ circuits that
produce a higher white -clip level for
enhanced picture quality. It includes an
MTS decoder for programs broadcast in
stereo or with a separate audio program.
A double comb filter is used to reduce
cross -color video noise. The VCR can
record simulcasts by recording the vid-
eo signal from its tuner section and the
audio signal from an FM tuner. Other
features include a 110 -channel cable -
compatible tuner, automatic playback
and repeat, a fourteen -day, six -event
daily or weekly programmable timer,
and automatic program search. The
VC -I -165U includes a twenty -three -
function infrared remote control with a
numerical keypad for instant channel
selection. Price: $819.95. Sharp Elec-
tronics, Dept. SR, Sharp Plaza, Mah-
wah, NJ 07430.
Circle 123 on reader service card

.- lamp, 5.1-1ARP

Shure
The Shure Ultra D6000 CD player

provides for wireless remote control of

volume, programming, forward and
backward track skip and scan, stop,
pause, and repeat functions. The player
uses a three -beam laser, dual digital -to -

analog converters, and a digital filter
with more than 80 dB of attenuation.
Analog filters attenuate frequencies
above 30,000 Hz. Minimum laser life is
said to be 8,000 hours, and the player
comes with a five-year laser -replace-
ment warranty. Average track -access
time is 0 to 3 seconds. Frequency
response is given as 5 to 20,000 Hz
± 0.25 dB. Dynamic range and signal-
to-noise ratio are rated as 102 dB, har-
monic distortion as 0.005 percent at
1,000 and 20,000 Hz. Price: $649.
Shure, Dept. SR, 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, IL 60204.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Sony
The SL-HFT7 SuperBeta "Movie

Theater" videocassette recorder from
Sony has a 20 -watt -per -channel stereo
amplifier so that the unit can be con-
nected directly to optional speakers.
Sound -enhancement circuits simulate
theater and concert -hall acoustics. The
circuitry can also synthesize stereo
sound from mono sources. In addition
to recording and playing Beta Hi-Fi
soundtracks, the SL-HFT7 includes a
video tuner with an MTS decoder for
stereo broadcasts. The SuperBeta cir-
cuits are said to produce pictures that
are 20 percent sharper than those from a
standard Betamax VCR.

Recording and playback functions in-
clude high-speed picture search, slow

motion, pause, and freeze-frame. Other
features include a ten -key direct -access
wireless remote control, a synchro-edit
switch to minimize loss in picture defi-
nition when editing, a linear time

counter, 148 -channel express tuning,
and a seven-day, six -event timer. Price:
$699. Sony, Dept. SR, Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656.
Circle 125 on reader service card
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Find out in Stereo Review.
Subscribing to Stereo Review makes sense. Whether you're
shopping for your first stereo system, upgradiflg your
present one, looking for maintenance tips or trying to sort
through the hundreds of new recordings released every
month, Stereo Review has answers you can rely on.

Our world-famous Equipment Test Reports l'elp you
select new audio equipment. Explanations of features,
laboratory test results and comments from our expert tech-
nicians make it easy for you to select components for a great
audio system.

If you already have a terrific sound system, Stereo
Review can help you care for it anc upgrade it. With hints on
getting four -channel sound from your stereo discs ...how to
care for your tape deck's heads...how to handle records to
preserve them ...and much more.

Stereo Review also helps you select the music to play
over your sound system. We cover every category of record-
ing on disc or tape, to help you steer away from uninspired
performances or mediocre recordings.

Stereo Review. When you subscribe you'll join the
group of people who enjoy music on their own terms-and
truly know what to buy.

Use the coupon to subscribe
-and save 50%!

r

Half Price
Subscription Certificate

Stereo Review PB.o0u. der,
2
Colorado 80322

YES! Please enter my subscription to Stereo
Review at 50% off (based on the full one-year
subscription price of $9.98).

DOne year (12 issues) for $4.99
111Two years for $9.98
 Three years for $14.97

CHECK ONE: :1 Payment enclosed I Bill me later

Mr /Mrs /Ms
(pease print full name)

Address Apt
8H01

City

State Zip

Foreign postage: Add $1 a year for Canada Add $5 a year (cash
payment in U.S. cu-rency only) for other countries outside U.S. and
possessions Please allow :10 to 60 days for delivery of first issue

1



INTRODUCING THE ONLY AM/FM TUNER/
CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING

MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9%!
FROM CARVER, NATURALLY.

The new TX -Seven and TX -Nine auto -
reverse AM/FM tuner/cassette audiophile
decks represent yet another example of
Carver's ability to solve previously insoluble
audio problems and deliver you more musi-
cal enjoyment

CARVER TUNER TECHNOLOGY
TAKES TO THE ROAD.

Each deck employs the same Asym-
metrical Charge -Coupled FM Detection .

circuitry as Carver's revolutionary TX -11a
home tuner, along with an ingenious auto-
matic computer logic -controlled antenna
switching system that further vanquishes
multipath distortion.

In point of fact, no other autosound
tuner/cassette decks in the world - regardless
of price - even begin to approach the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine's ability to maintain a hiss -free,

glitch -free, interference -free FM listening
environment in your car.

Both also possess a multitude of other
useful, state-of-the-art features which will rec-
ommend them to the most discriminating
autosound audiophile.



COLLIDING WITH MULTIPATH DISTORTION.

By its very definition as a moving
reception point a car's FM tuner constantly
falls prey to signal reflections from hills, sky-
scrapers, bridges and even other vehicles.
These extra phase modulating signals trick
conventional tuners into producing audible
sounds we call multipath.

Startling outbursts of clicks, pops,
"picket fencing" and other rude and indescrib-
able sounds.

The trouble is, by its very nature, multi-
path distortion cannot be cured by conven-
tional circuit "improvements!' In fact the better
an autosound tuner is, the more faithfully it is
deceived into converting phase modulation
into ghastly -sounding interruptions in your
favorite station.

COMPUTER LOGIC -CONTROLLED DIVERSITY
ANTENNA SWITCHING DRIVES AROUND

MULTIPATH.
One way to get temporary relief from

interference at home is to move the antenna
around slightly. That is in effect what the
Carver TX -Seven and TX -Nine do with sophis-
ticated circuitry in your car. Instead of physi-
cally moving one antenna, they turn your rear
defroster into a second separate antenna, 180
degrees out of phase with the first. When
multipath occurs, a special smart circuit
automatically switches (at the speed of light)
to the other antenna, automatically correcting
phase and eliminating the multipath before
you ever hear it In serious cases, the circuit
actually uses both antenna inputs at once,
deriving a signal through sum and difference
principles.

ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE -COUPLED
FM DETECTION CIRCUITRY BRINGS

IT ON HOME.
What little multipath distortion gets

through the TX -Seven and TX -Nine's unique
smart antenna system runs headlong into the
remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity
Magazine described as "distinguished (by) its
ability to pull clean, noise -free sound out of
weak or multipath-ridden signals!'

It specially treats the critical, multipath-
prone left -minus -right (L -R) signal with a
Charge -Coupled circuit that detects "dirty mir-
ror image" signals and cancels them before
they can reach your ears. Then the Leading
Edge Detector circuit processes the final 5%
of the L -R and interleaves it with the tuner's
receiver matrix.

Alone, without antenna diversity switch-
ing, the TX -Seven and TX -Nine's Asymmetri-
cal Charge -Coupled FM Detection Circuit

delivers a net noise and distortion reduction
of 929%: Together, they set a new standard
for clear, clean FM autosound reproduction.

THE MULTIPATH MARATHON: REAL WORLD
CONFIRMATION IN THE MISTS OF THE

NORTHWEST.

Bob Carver is both a theorist and a
practical inventor. Circuits that work on paper
get exhaustively tested in the field before
release.

So he assigned a hapless engineer to
map out the ultimate multipath-ridden route
for confirmation of the TX -Seven and TX -

Nine's special circuitry. With mountains, hills,
huge evergreen trees, skyscrapers, large steel
bridges, good robust traffic jams and a few
assorted six -story -tall Boeing hangars, it didn't
take long to map out a 6 -mile course that -

could regularly deliver at least 287 separate
multipath occurrences.

Engaging the Asymmetrical Charge-

Coupled FM Detection circuit and automatic
antenna switching reduced occurrences to an
average of two during the same 6 -mile course
while listening to the same stations!

Although results may vary in your locale,
the same 90+% reduction in multipath has
been confirmed in other widely diverse por-
tions of the U.S.: The TX -Seven and TX -Nine
work, and work well.

OTHER REMARKABLE TUNING
FEATURES, TOO.

First the TX -Seven and TX -Nine also
receive Long Wave and Short Wave stations.
And of course, both tuner/cassette decks
have plenty of random presets...you can tune
any fifteen AM, FM, SW or LW stations quickly
for instant recall. Plus auto -scan and manual
tuning.

But they also have a system that makes
setting up all fifteen presets virtually instanta-
neous. Just press the button marked BEST
and the tuner's logic circuitry will automatically
select the fifteen cleanest strongest signals
and lock them in on the presets!

And that's in addition to your fifteen indi-
vidual random presets.

As with all Carver products, the
TX -Seven and TX -Nine do not sacrifice ease
of use for useless, complicated frills. Instead,
they answer every possible need without
resorting to elf -sized buttons or glitzy flashing
light displays.

Their metal -compatible, Dolby® NR,
auto -reverse cassette sections rival any in the
world. Both the TX -Seven and TX -Nine have
separate bass, treble, balance and loudness

CARWRCorporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

and four-way fader controls and a full -

function LCD display with night illumination.

All operations are signaled with a gentle
"beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not
on the compact ergonomically -styled deck.

There's even a security code system that
renders the TX -Seven or TX -Nine inoperable
to anyone but you (and a window sticker to
impart this discouraging information to others).

Or, if you prefer, use the quick removal
system that slips out your TX -Seven or
TX -Nine in seconds for storage in trunk
or house.

THE BEGINNING OF THE PERFECT
AUTOSOUND LISTENING ENVIRONMENT.

Out of the hundreds of tuner, cassette
models currently available, only the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine deliver home -stereo quality FM
in your car. They achieve it with unique tech-
nology. And they are built to outlast your car,
no matter what kind of climate you live in.

Coupled with a clean amplifier, such as
The Carver M-240 Car Amplifier and state-of-
the-art speakers, your ability to transform your
car into a concert hall is almost unlimited.

We urge you to audition the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine at your Carver dealer soon. They
can put you in the driver's seat of a unique,,
interference -free musical experience.

-  j
 I-3 NCJ DJ DECIDE -11

THE TX -SEVEN AND TX- NINE

TUNER 0 Asymmetrical Charge -Coupled FM Stereo Detector 0
Automatic Computer -Controlled Diversity Antenna Switching 0 AM,
FM, Long Wave and Short Wave Bands 0 15 Random Presets 0
BEST Circuit for Auto -Selection of 15 Strongest Stations (in addition
to 15 individual presets) 0 Preset Frequency Auto -search 0 Auto-
scan Tuning 0 Manual Tuning 0 LCD Frequency Read-out
CASSETTE, 0 Auto -reverse 0 Programmable Music Search (TX -Nine
only) 0 Computer Logic Activated Controls 0 Dolby B NR 0 Dolby C
NR (TX -Nine only) 0 Metal Tape Bias Selector GENERAL 0 Secu-
rity Code System 0 Audible Confirmation of All Functions 0 Sepa-
rate Bass, Treble, Balance and Loudness Controls 0 Full -function
LCD Read-out w/Night Illumination 0 CD Line Level Input (TX -Nine
only) 0 Quick Release Removal System 0 Year Warranty
SPECIFICATIONS: 0 Tuner S/N,-76dB 0 S/N-65dB with
Dolby, B NR,- 70dB with Dolby C NR 0 Tape Frequency
Response 20 Hz -15 kHz 0 Dimensions,180mm Wx 51mm H
160rnm D (DIN mount)

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories

POWERFUL MUSICAL ACCURATE

CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

ADC
Advanced error -correction circuits

are said to enable ADC's Model 16/2R
CD player to play right through scuffed,
scratched, and dirty CD's with fewer
audible effects than other players. The
circuits also make the metal -chassis
player more resistant to impact. Sixteen
tracks can be programmed into memory
for play in any order. The three -beam
laser in the remote -controlled 16/2R
generates one beam for signal data and
two beams for tracking data. To reduce
distortion of the audio signal, linear dig-
ital -to -analog conversign is employed.
The display shows the current track
number and its elapsed time. Price:
$369.95. ADC, Dept. SR, 71 Chapel St.,
Newton, MA 02195.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Vector Research
The VCX-220 stereo cassette deck

from Vector Research has Dolby B and
Dolby C noise reduction, a timer button
for recording controlled by an external
timer, and soft -touch transport controls
that allow switching between modes
without stopping first. Other features
include record -level and balance con-
trols, soft eject, a three -digit tape count-
er, metal -tape capability, separate LED
level indicators for each channel, and a
stereo headphone jack. Wow -and -flut-
ter is rated as 0.055 percent wrms, sig-
nal-to-noise ratio with Dolby C as 75
dB. Weight is 7.7 pounds. Price:
$149.95. Vector Research, Dept. SR.
20600 Nordhoff St., Suite 310, Rowland
Heights, CA 91748.
Circle 127 on reader service card

Yamaha
A two -band parametric equalizer in

Yamaha's C-85 preamplifier allows a
user to select the center of two frequen-
cy bands, adjust the bandwidths, and
set the levels. The center of the low -fre-
quency band can be selected from a
range between 31.5 and 800 Hz. The
center of the high -frequency band can
be selected from a range between 800
and 20,000 Hz. Each bandwidth is ad-
justable from three -tenths to three times
the center frequency. Levels are also set
separately, with a range of ± 12 dB.

The preamplifier has inputs for a CD
player, a video sound source, two tape dual tape -monitor inputs and a record- six outlets. Price: $799. Yamaha Elec-
decks, a tuner, and a turntable. An LED out selector permit recording one tronics, Dept. SR, 6660 Orangethorpe
display indicates the selected input. source while listening to another. Other Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620.
Loudness is continuously variable, and components can be powered through Circle 128 on reader service card
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The Equalizers
These new equalizeramplifiers from Coustic

add a new dimension to car audio. By including
either the model EQ-1013 or the mocel EQ-1020
in your mobile audio system you car program 4
different spectral settings into memory for
instant recall. You no longer need to fumble with
mechanical sliders until you discove- the best
settings for each musical style. With a Coustic
equalizer, if you are listening to your favorite
classical FM station anc you need 1 or 2 dB of
bass boost while leaving all other functions flat,
you can program memory 1 for recall by a
simple touch of a button. If your prized jazz
cassette recording has too much no se, just cut

Available at fine dealers such as:

Austin, TX Vancouver B.C.
Indy Aralex Acoustic Ltd.
512 835-2096 604 879-2566

Rochester, MN
Sound World
507 288-8326

Vestal, NY
Hart Electronics
607 748-3260

tilt.,

Caguas, Puerto Rico
Consumer Electronic Distnbu ors
809743-3132

Bangkok, Thailand
Inter Audio moo., Ltd.
(66-2) 277-3619

15 Khz by 2 or 3 dB and enter the setting into
memory 2 for recall.

The EQ-1010 and EQ-1020 have built-in
spectrum displays, to indicate the music's
spectral density for easy identification of
frequencies needing a boost or a cut. Both the
EQ-10-0 and EQ-1020 have an auxilliary input
for digital compact disc players. The EQ-1020
also has dbx* noise reduction, which is 100
times more effective than Dolby** when
listenirg to dbx-reccrded music.

All o: these features, plus built-in high power
makes Caustic...a sound investment.

4111111 CCSUStie4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596
213.582-2832
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- dbx is a registered tradernaik of dbx rnc. _ - -
-.Dolby is a registered trademark t>'_Dotby Laboratories. -
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AUDIO Q. AND A.

by Lany Klein told, however, that records can be dam -
aged if several hours are not allowed to
elapse between each play. If that is so,
why do manufacturers provide a repeat
function?

walls and cause gouging or scratching.
0 There is enough heat generated
(through pressure) at the minute junc-
tions of the stylus tip and the groove
walls to fuse the vinyl momentarily to

. CHARLES W. SPURR the stylus tip. When the connection is
St. Mary's City, MD torn asunder, the vinyl becomes scuffed

and scored.
happens at the stylus/ 0 It has been suggested that pitting isAWhatever

groove-wall interface is a dynamic caused by subsurface stresses produced
I , process taking place on microscopic by the pressure shock wave generated

Wii'
1 b!4' t, I

.a

level, which makes it particularly diffi- by the traveling stylus.
,l

- .# !. ,;
cult to observe and then generalize
about. For many years the theory was

0 And we shouldn't forget the two
major groove killers; improperly track -

1

..,-
that during normal play a stylus slightly
indented the vinyl groove walls, which

ing cartridges and worn styli.
All these types of damages are clearly

.k
e

., ,, -a? r"` ' ,1::

1 e

would then take a certain amount of
time to recover. If the groove was
replayed before the vinyl had a chance

visible under a scanning electron micro-
scope, although, for several reasons, the
damage frequently looks worse than it

to regain its shape, permanent deforma- sounds.
tion would take place. The theory origi- In any case, I have never heard any
nated before long -contact, light -tracking noise or distortion that I could attribute
styli were available and was never mod-
ified in the light of later experience with

solely to quickly repeated plays. In fact,
an audiophile of my acquaintance once

today's better cartridges. set up an automatic player to replay a

Repeat -Play Damage Wear comes about through a variety
of mechanisms:

small section of a record repeatedly.
During later playback of the entire disc,

turntable has a repeat function CI Hard foreign particles, such as dust there was no way to tell the heavilyQMy
that allows a record to be played or grit, become trapped between the played section from the rest of the

several times in succession. I have been sliding surfaces of the stylus and groove record. Keep in mind, however, that the

Discwasheretakes the tackles off your tape path.

For home and car.

Discwasher tape care products
do away with tacky contaminants
for the purest sound possible.

The Discwasher" Perfect Patlfm
Cassette Head Cleaner removes
oxides and residues from all tape
heads and the entire tape path. This
unique dry cleaning system is gently
effective and totally non-abrasive.

Discwasher C.P.RJTM cleans
capstans and pinch rollers to prevent

'

tape jamming. And Discwasher"
D'Mar eliminates magnetism
problems that could erase portions
of your tapes.

Discwasher, with a complete
tape care system, is the technological
leader in keeping your tapes and
equipment in top form. Discwasher,
4309 'fransworld Road, Schiller
Park, IL 60176.

Find out what we can do for your record,
compact disc and video equipment, too!

discwasher®
For good, clean fun.

c 1986 Discwasher
A Division of International Jensen Inc

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ANNOUNCING THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB

ANY 2 COMPACTDISCS FOR $1.00=-1.s.gp

340323

PRINCE AND THE
REVOLUTION

PARADE

343822

)
HEART

337519

344135

338616. Miami Vice-Music
From The Television Series.
G. Frey: el You Belong To The
City; many more. (MCA)
339903. The Cars-
Greatest Hits. Tonight She
Comes; Drive; more. (Elektral

341263. Enoch Light & The
Light Brigade-Big Bands
Of The Dirties. Begin The
Beguine; more. (Protect 3)

322008. Linda Ronstadt &
The Nelson Riddle Orch
What's New. !Asylum)

DIRE STRAITS

BROTHERS
IN ARMS

336222

RAISED ON RADIO

344242

343947

323261. Lionel Richie-
Can't Slow Down.
All Night Long; Stuck On
You; Hello; etc. (Motown)

340182. Philip Glass-
Mishima. Original music
from the film (Nonesuch)
335547 Berlioz:
Symphonie Fantastique.
Barenboun, Berlin Phil
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)
331264. Bryan Adams-
Redcless. ml hit: Heaven; Run
To You, etc (ABM(

The age of CD sound is here-and
you have a practical new way to find the
CDs you want. As your introduction to the
CBS Compact Disc Club, you can choose
any 2 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00.
Fill in and mail the application-we'll send
your CDs and bill you for $1. You simply
agree to buy 2 more CDs (at regular
Club prices) in the next year-and you
may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so.
How the Club works. About every
four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive
the Clubs music magazine, which
describes the Selection of the Month for
your musical interest... plus many exciting
alternates.

If you wish to receive the Selection of
the Month, you need do nothing-it will
be shipped automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response cord always provided and mail
it by the date specified. You will always not choose 2 CDs for $1 right now.
Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2-so write in both numbers.

CHOOSE STATE-OF-THE-ART SOUND
IN THE LATEST CD RELEASES.

ORIGINAL SOUNOTRACA

RUTHLESS
PEOPLE

sm.
BILLY JOEL
BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN
MICA JAGGER
DAN HARMON
LUTHER

SAW VANDROSS

345892

GERSHWIN
RHAPSODY IN BLUE

ORIGINAL VERSION

339226

343160. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Choral).
Bruno Wolter, Columbia
Sym. (CBS Masterworks)

318089. Michael Jackson-
Thriller. Billy Jean; The Girl Is
Mine; etc. (Eoic)

273409. Beethoven: Piano
Sonatas. Vladimir Horowitz
plays. Appassionata, Moon
light; Pothehaue. (Columbia)

320499. The Police-Syn-
chronicity. Winner of three
Grammy Awards! (ABM(

SCHUBERT
SYMPHONIES
NO. 2
4
,uNTIN8iSHED,

WeENSOINI
BIALIN PHIL

34167 7

CLAUDE BOLLING'S
SUITE FOR CELLO

& JAZZ PIANO TRIO
YO -Y0 MA. CELLO

f -14

263293

341073. Steely Dan -
A Decade of Steely Dan.
Reeling Ir. The Years; Hey
Nineteen, more (MCA)

337279. Placid° Domingo -
Save Your Nights For Me.
Love songs. (CBS;

288670-398677 Barry
Manilow-Greatest Hits.
It's A Miracle, Mandy, etc.
(Counts as 2-Arista)
322024. Huey Lewis & The
News-Sports. Bod Is Bock
Heart 8 Soul, etc. (Chrysalis)

hove at least "0 days in which to make
your decision. If you ever receive any
Selection without having 10 days to
decide, you may return it at our expense.

The CDs you order during your
membership will be blled at regular Club
prices, which currently are $14.98 to
$15.98-plus shipping and handling.
(Multiple -unit sets may be somewhat
higher.) After completing your enrollment
agreement you may cancel membership
at any time; if you decide to continue as a
member, you'll be eligible for our money-
saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: Well send details
of the Club's operation with your
introductory shipment. If you ore not
satisfied for any reason whatsoever, lust
return everything within 10 days and you
will have no further obligation. So why

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB:Terre Haute, IN 47811

336396-396390 (2 CDs)

343293

346270

GOLD & PLATINUM
POINTER SISTERS 'FF.

CVNO. LAURER
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
LIONEL RICNIE

TEARS FOR FEARS
BRYAN ADAMS

%MAW  PAUL YOUNG
SAGE  JOHN WARE

ml TUESDAY
HALL A OATES

REO SPEEDWAGON

14 GIANT HITS

342147

336578-396572. Badi:
Flute Sonatas--Rompal,
flute: Pinnock, harpsichord,
etc (Counts as 2-Digital-
CBSMasterworks)
314443. Neil Diamond's 12
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2. You
Dori, Bring Me Flowers (with
Barbra Streisand), etc.
(Columbia)

340760. Stevie Nicks-
Rod A Little. Top 10 Talk
To Me; I Can't Wait;
title cut; etc. (Modern)

WYNVON MARSALIS
TOM A SI JOUVE T

TRUMPET CONCERTOS

343327

343095

Barbra Streisand-

The Broadway
Album

342097

344408

328740. Mozart: Piano Con-
certo No. 26 (Coronation);
Rondos. Murray Perahia and
English Chamber Orchestra.
(Digito/- CBS Masterworks)

219477 Simon & Garfunkers
Greatest Hits. El Condor
Paso; Bridge Over Troubled
Waters, etc. (Columbia)

COMPACT

0
DIG TAL AUDIO

r CBS COMPAC 1. DISC CLUB
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129

Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined
in this advertisement. Send me the 2 Compact Discs listed here and
bill me only $1.00 for both. I agree to buy two more selections at
regular Club prices in the coming year-and may cancel my
membership at any time after doing so.

Send me
these 2
CDs

My main musical interest is (check onek
IV I may always choose from ether category)

 ROCK/POP  CLASSICAL
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

P. 'sr

Address

City

7

State Zip
Do you have c VCR? (Check one.) 1:1 Yes El No 779/F86
Do you have o credit cord? (Check one.) ID Yes 1:1No
Ths offer is not OvCiobie in APO FPO Alaska Howar,, Puerto Rico please write for
detach of °Perna/re? otter

Note: All applications ore subiect to review The CBS CompactL Disc Club i eserves the right to 'elect any application. TRK/NZi
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AUDIO Q. AND A.

cartridge used had excellent tracking
ability and a light, but adequate, stylus
force. A single play with a mistracking
stylus is likely to cause far more audible
groove damage than repeated plays with
a long -contact stylus tracking properly
at a low force.

Cassette Cleaning
QI have a large collection of cassettes

whose life span I want to preserve
and extend as much as possible. Are
there any products that clean cassette
tapes?

DARYL WOERLEY
Fort Stewart, GA

-41 Yes, and they are called cassette
recorders. The bad news is that

each time you play or record a cassette,
a minute amount of the tape coating is
deposited on your machine's capstan
and idler wheel. The good news is that
in the last decade improved tape -coat-
ing techniques have significantly less-
ened the seriousness of the oxide -shed-
ding problem. In fact, many coating
binders now used in manufacturing top -
of -the -line audio tapes were originally
developed for videotapes. Obviously,
any coating that can withstand the wear
and tear of rapidly spinning video heads
will not run into trouble when traveling
at a leisurely Pis ips over stationary
audio cassette heads. There are several
excellent cassette -machine cleaning
tapes available, and their use every
three or four months should take care of
any coating debris that might accumu-
late on your machine's heads, capstan,
and pinch -rollers.

There are no cassette -tape cleaners as
such, mostly because there is no need to
clean cassette tapes. And, in fact, use of
the wrong type of cleaning substance
could chemically damage the tape coat-
ing and possibly clog your machine.
Proper storage conditions are your best
guarantee of extended tape life. Keep
your tapes at least several feet away
from sources of magnetic fields (speak-
ers and any equipment with power
transformers or motors), and try to keep
the temperature and humidity reason-
ably constant. Cassettes should be
stored vertically, and frequent fast-
wind/shuttling of the tape should be
avoided.

Some experts recommend that you
"exercise" your tapes by playing them
from end to end at least every six
months, on the theory that this will pre-
vent adhesion and minimize magnetic
transfer of the signal between adjacent
tape layers. I've seen no authoritative
data, however, on whether the problem
(or the solution) is valid. In any case,
such a procedure could turn out to be a
full-time job for anyone with a large
tape collection.

Remote -Control Interference
QWith an increasing number of
components operating with in-

frared remote controls, what are the
chances that two remotes will interfere
with each other?

WILLIAM NABOR
Mission Viejo, CA

A Unfortunately, very good. For ex -
PI ample, the remotes for my JVC
VCR and Pioneer videodisc player will,
in certain functions, switch channels on
my Proton monitor's tuner. And GE's
"universal" remote control, the Control
Central, which can "learn" the codes of
several separate remotes from other
manufacturers, won't solve the problem
of different machines responding to the
same coded signal for different func-
tions.

I recently read something about a Jap-
anese committee being set up to stan-
dardize function codes on remote con-
trol units, but I have no further details.
In any case, I wish the committee good
luck. I predict that there will ultimately
be a standard, since I can't think of any-
one with a vested interest in a particular
coding scheme who would want to
stand in the way.

Cassette variations
QWithin the broad categories of tape
(normal, high -bias, and metal),

there seem to be variant subcategories
with slightly different characteristics
produced by each manufacturer. Can
you help me identify those characteris-
tics? Also, are C-120 tapes reliable? I've
been told they have a tendency to stretch
and to have more print -through.

NORMAN KRASNOW
Brooklyn, NY

AI'm afraid you've come to the
wrong place for help in sorting out

the variations found within each tape
type. It would be difficult to identify the
sometimes subtle permutations in tape
coating characteristics wrought by the
various manufacturers in competitive
pursuit of sales. I can tell you this, how-
ever: manufacturers have been known
to change a cassette tape's coating for-
mulation without necessarily changing
its "model" number. That's the reason
why two batches of the same brand and
designation bought eight months apart
may sound slightly different in playback
despite the use of the same bias settings
during recording.

Apparently, many cassette -deck man-
ufacturers still regard C -120's as risky
and recommend against their use. In a
C-120 cassette, both the base material
and its magnetic coating may be
thinned out in order to cram the extra
tape footage between the halves of a
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New Pyle Driver® Pounders

standard cassette shell. As a result, the
mechanical and electrical performance
of a C-120 is difficult to maintain at the
same quality level as that of a C-90.

Videotape Erase
QDoes anyone manufacture a device

to wipe the recorded audio and vid-
eo material from a videotape similar to
those used to erase audio tapes?

WALTER PETRYSHYN
Essex Falls, NJ

AWhat you want is called a bulk
eraser. It is actually a large AC elec-

tromagnet designed to radiate a strong
alternating electromagnetic field into
any object brought close to its active
surface. This 60 -Hz field scrambles any
existing recorded magnetic patterns on
a tape, thus erasing it.

The instructions for most bulk (and
tape -head) erasers tell you to remove
the tape from the vicinity of the eraser
before turning it off. The purpose of
that maneuver is to provide a gradually
attenuated erase signal rather than risk
producing a large magnetic pulse on the
tape at the moment the eraser is
switched off. You'll find videotape bulk
erasers at most video -equipment retail-
ers at prices ranging from about $30
several hundred dollars for professional
units.

Tape Eject
QI've read in several articles that the
better car stereo tape players are all

designed to eject cassettes at end of play
or when the car's ignition or the player is
switched off As I understand it, the pur-
pose is to prevent damage to the tape or
drive mechanism that might occur if the
cassette is left in a playing position. I
recently bought an expensive top -of -the-

line model from a well-known manufac-
turer, and only after it was installed did
I become aware that the cassette did not
eject as it should. The dealer tells Inc, not
to worry, that there is no problem. Is
there?

ROBERT SINGER
Mamaroneck, NY

AProbably not. Those who offer ad-
vice on car cassette players should

be aware that some player mechanisms
simply disengage from the cassette rath-
er than physically eject it from the
player. You can test by ear whether or
not the mechanism in your player dis-
engages. With a cassette in play and the
volume turned down, put your ear close
to the cassette well and then switch off
either the car's ignition or the player.
You should be able to hear the player's
solenoid system releasing the head and
capstan drive mechanism from the
playing position.

Pound for Pound the Best
Speaker System you can buy!
Powerful new speaker systems fo- pickups
hatc'ipacks, sports cars, vans and 4 x 4's.
Pound for pouni, the most marnic
speaker systerrs on or oft the ..oad.

tf

PYLE DRIVER
SPEAKERS

Pyle In: lushes, Inc  501 Cenier St
Hurtngton. IN 46750  (219) 356-1200
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The volume
no bookshelf should be without.
Tosh ba ltroduce. a nowel idea bookshe f -size s-ereo with
311 the features of a 1LII-size Eyster-: double cassette deck,
with double reverse and nigh speed recordirg, plus cigital syn-
thesized :uner. Weve evei doubled the power of -.he aTp/pre-
3mo to al epic 35 +,,vs -t- per zhan-el In To Ach Tanorrow
Tosiiba'5 systerr
is Dou nd to be a be:As-elle-.
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CHALLENGING
DESIGN.

HOW BOB CARVER CREATED A NEW
MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER WITH THE
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF A $3000

MODEL, SATISFIED SOME OF THE WORLD'S
MOST HIGHLY TRAINED AUDIO EARS...
AND HOW YOU CAN OWN HIS DESIGN

FOR UNDER $500.

Bob Carver's newest Magnetic Field
Amplifier is sending shock waves through
the staid audiophile world. Because it won
a challenge that no other amplifier de-
signer could even consider.

The M -1.0t was judged, in extensive
listening tests by one of America's most
respected audiophile publications, to
be the sonic equivalent of a pair of legen-
dary, esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail for over fives times as much.

A DESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGE OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION.

Before you learn the fascinating details
of Bob Carvers unprecedented feat, let's
consider the final product of that chal-
lenge. An amplifier design which stands
on its own merits in any case, with aston-
ishingly high voltage/high current out-
put and exclusive operation features. An
amplifier for the demands of compact
digital discs, VHS Hi-fi and other wide
dynamic range playback media.

THE M-1.Ot:
Has a continuous FTC sine -wave
output conservatively rated at 200
watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
than 0.15% THD.

0 Produces 350-500 watts per channel
of RMS power and 800-1100 watts
peak power for transients. (8 ohms and
4 ohms respectively).

0 Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine
wave output at 8 ohms in bridging
mode without switching or modification.

0 Employs Bass Phase Inversion circuitry
that can essentially double current out-
put at low frequencies.

0 Has a -110dB signal-to-noise ratio and
no need for noisy external fan, making
it exceptionally quiet.

0 Includes elaborate safeguards includ-
ing DC Offset and Short Circuit Power
Interrupt protection.

0 Is capable of handling unintended
1 -ohm speaker loads without shutting
down.

0 Uses a power display capable of 1 milli-
second peak response time and instant
warning of clipping.

Accurate to as little as ldB, the MlOt's 2 -color
power meters respond within a millisecond ^`
transient impulse, identity momentary c ,

and serve nntirn of nrotection ar.'

POWER FOR THE CHALLENGES
OF MUSICAL WAVEFORMS.

The rating differences between the
M-1.0t's FTC and Carvers continuous

MAXIMUM POWER OUTPUT OF THE 141.01
ROO A  OM LOADaIwnm
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POWER FOR
TEST TONES
440 WATTS RAG
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TRIE OPECONDS)

The Carver M 10t delivers massive power at all
important output levels.

RMS power reserves represent Bob's
insistence that electronic designs should
address real world problems. He rea-
soned that the M -1.0t must excel at

reproducing those types of power wave-
forms that are most essential to music's
stunning impact and realism.

First there are the instantaneous peak
transients-the sudden individual attacks
of each musical note which demand a tre-
mendous amount of amplifier power.
While these waveforms last less than
1/100 of a second, they form the keen
edge of musical reality.

Next come combinant musical crests
of demand from multiple instruments
and their harmonics. These longer -term
power demands usually come and go in
less than a second, yet can tax all but the
most powerful amplifier.

Thus, even at 8 ohms and at extremely
high output current levels, the Carver
M-1.Ot not only delivers over 800 watts
of peak power for momentary musical
transients, but can provide over 350
watts RMS of long-term power for
demands lasting up to 20 seconds. More
power, more current and more voltage
than any other comparably -priced
amplifier.

Two r vely different approaches to sonic
91(Ct''

THE MAGNETIC FIELD
AMPLIFIER VS. CONVENTION.

Audiophiles, critics and ultimately
other manufacturers have accepted



So last year, he made a bold offer to
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one
of America's most respected audiophile
publications. He claimed that he could
make special modifications to his new
amplifier design which would enable it to
sound EXACTLY like any high-priced,
esoteric, perfectionist amplifier (or
amplifiers) the editors could choose.

Moreover, his design work would not
happen in his Lynnwood, Washington lab-
oratory, but in a motel room near Stereo-
phile's offices in New Mexico. And would
match the M-1.Ot's final sound to any con-
tender in 48 hours!

As the magazine put it, "If it were pos-
sible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just
couldn't pass up unchallenged"

Out of respect, ethics (and even a little
bit of awe), neither Stereophile Magazine
nor Carver will divulge the name of the
legendary "world class" mono vacuum
tube amplifiers that were selected as the
M-1.Ot's contender.

Suffice to say that what transpired in
the next 48 hours is high fidelity history. It
makes great reading in Stereophile, Vol. 8,
No. 6, or in the reprint we'll send you on
request.

MUSIC IS THE FINAL PROOF.

The Stereophile evaluation team was
admittedly skeptical ("We wanted Bob to
fail. We wanted to hear a difference').

the wisdom of Bob Carver's innovative
approach to delivering power in musical
terms. Yet only Carver has so elegantly
translated theory into practice.

Figure 1 shows the new Carver M-1.Ot
Magnetic Field amplifier. It weighs 20
pounds and runs cool to the touch.
Behind it is the outline of the pair of leg-
endary mono amplifiers you'll read more
about below. Even individually, they can
hardly be lifted and demand stringent
ventilation requirements. And yet, accord-
ing to some of the most discriminating
audiophiles in the world, Bob's new design
is their sonic equal.

The ultimate secret lies in the patented
Magnetic Field Coil (figure 2) employed in
the Carver M -1.0t. Instead of increasing
cost, size and heat output with huge stor-
age circuits, Magnetic Field Amplification
delivers its awesome output from this
small but powerful component The result

Fig. 2

A single Magnetic Field Cod supplants traditional
heavy power supplies

is a design capable of simultaneous high
current and high voltage. A compact cool-
running design that fills your room with
sound, not bulk.

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER
CHALLENGE.

On the merits of its enviable specifica-
tions and features alone, the nii-tot could
easily have become another industry
benchmark of power, accuracy and
economy.

But Bob is never satisfied. He felt that
his fifth Magnetic Field Amplifier design
should be even more remarkable.

CAR Corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046

They drove both amplifiers with some
of the finest components in the world.
Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome.

But it was their ears and carefully
selected music ranging from chamber to
symphonic to high -impact pop that led
them to write, "... each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same
musical passage again, and hear exactly
the same thing. On the second day of lis-
tening to his final design, we threw in the
towel and conceded Bob the bout. Accord-
ing to the rules... Bob had won."

The inquiring audiophile can't help but
wonder if M -1.0t production models will
sound as good. Ask the man who designed
it "I promise they will sound exactly the
same. And just as good. In fact, I stake my
reputation and that of our company on it"

SHARE THE CHALLENGE
AND THE VICTORY.

The real winner is you. Because you
can own world class, superlative electron-
ics at reasonable prices by visiting your
nearest Carver dealer. Compare the new
M -1.0t against any and all competition.
Including the very expensive amplifiers
that have been deemed the M-1.0t's sonic
equivalent. But even if you can't make
that comparison, you won't be surprised
when the M -1.0t lives up to every other
claim made in this ad.

What you will be surprised at is just
how affordable this much power, musi-
cality and accuracy can be.

SPECIFICATIONS: Power, 200 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20KHz, both channels driven
with no more than 0.15% THD. Longterm, sustained
RMS power, 500 watts into 4 ohms, 350 watts into 8 ohms.
Bndged Mono RMS power, 1000 watts into 8 ohms. Noise,
110dB IHF A -Weighted Frequency Response, +03d8 10Hz-
1COKHz. Slew Factor, greater than 200. Weight 20 lbs.
Finish, light brushed anthracite, anodized.

POWERFUL

CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MUSICAL ACCURATE

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology



GOING ON RECORD

bv Christie Barter

Congratulating tenor Luciano Pavarotti, who has won Gold and Platinum status

All That Glitters

WHAT is a Gold Rec-
ord, anyway? Or a
Platinum one? Or
Multi -Platinum, for

that matter? Who gives them out,
on what basis, and to whom? Is it all
just hype intended to sell more
records? These are questions a good
many of our readers probably ask
themselves-and not unreasonably,
since we can't always explain-
whenever we refer to Gold or Plati-
num in the "Bulletin" or "Record
Makers" sections of this magazine.
And the answers to those questions
can be a little complicated.

The awards are given by the Re-
cording Industry Association of
America (RIAA), which describes
itself as a "non-profit trade associa-
tion representing the U.S. sound re-
cording industry." It was founded
in 1952 and is supported by some
150 member companies, which
manufacture and distribute over 85
percent of the prerecorded music
sold in this country, and its awards
program was set up to focus con-
sumer and trade attention on the
best sellers produced and marketed
by those companies.

The (always capitalized) Gold Al-

bum award was established in 1958.
Under today's criteria it is given
when an album sells a minimum of
500,000 units, including LP's, tape
cassettes, and Compact Discs (sets
of multiples count as one unit).
Album sales must also reach a
"manufacturer's dollar volume" of
at least $1 million, calculated as a
third of the suggested list price. The
first Gold Album was the original -
soundtrack recording of Oklaho-
ma!, released by Capitol in 1955.
The total number of albums "certi-
fied" Gold by the RIAA as of the
end of May was 2,665.

Just to make sure the record com-
panies are not inflating the figures
when they submit a recording for
award consideration, the RIAA en-
gages an independent accounting
firm to certify that required sales
totals have been met.

Gold Singles are easier to certify
than Gold Albums. Singles must sell
at least one million units; no dollar
figures are involved. A twelve -inch
single, usually a remix of the tradi-
tional seven-inch single, counts as
two units.

Beyond Gold there's Platinum.
Platinum Albums must sell a mini-

mum of a million copies, with a
manufacturer's dollar volume of $2
million-based, again, on one-third
of list-and Platinum Singles are
those that reach sales of two million
units. (Luciano Pavarotti, by the
way, is the only classical artist to
achieve both Gold and Platinum
status for a solo album, his Christ-
mas album "0 Holy Night" on Lon-
don Records. He also holds Gold
for his "0 sole mio" album.)

Beyond Platinum, even, there's
Multi -Platinum, achieved when an
album or a single can be certified for
additional million -unit sales. Re-
cent examples are John Cougar
Mellencamp's "Scarecrow" and
Barbra Streisand's "The Broadway
Album," both of which have been
certified at the three -million level,
and Whitney Houston's phenomen-
al debut album, which has sold over
five million in little over a year.

The Platinum awards program
was initiated by the RIAA in 1976,
and until now albums released any
earlier than that have been ineligi-
ble for Platinum certification. As of
June of this year, however, any
recording released since the incep-
tion of the awards program in 1958
can obtain single or multiple Plati-
num certification. And there are
bound to be a good many.

Keeping up with the times, the
RIAA has also set criteria for music
videos. To be certified Gold a music
video must rack up sales of 25,000
units or the equivalent of $1 million
in sales at the suggested list price.
Platinum certification goes to any
music video selling in excess of
50,000 units or $2 million at list.

Sometimes you'll read that a par-
ticularly hot album has "shipped
Gold." This simply means that ad-
vance orders from retailers have
met sales quotas sufficient for Gold
certification before the actual re-
lease date that was set by the record
company.

To whom do the awards go? They
go to the artist(s) and producer(s),
who usually get their Gold or Plati-
num award discs with elaborate
presentations from the record com-
pany, which pays for them. They
don't cost a lot (it's not real gold,
Virginia). The true worth of the
award lies in its value as a mark of
success-and all that that means.
Which is a lot.
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER FROM RCA
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TAKE
ANY

.ONE
Choose One of these Top Compact Discs Free

when you join the Compact Disc Club!

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND
AND SAVINGS!

Yes, any Compact Disc
here is yours FREE-when
you become a member of
the Compact Disc Club. You
pay only shipping and hand-
ling-then need buy just one
more selection at regular
Club prices (usually $15.98)
during the next year.

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
As a member, you select

from hundreds of exciting
Compact Discs described in
the Club's exclusive bulletin
mailed to you 13 times a
year. Each issue highlights a
Featured Selection in your
preferred musical division
plus an impressive array of
alternate selections. If you'd
like the Featured Selection,
you need not do a thing; it
will be sent to you automati-
cally. If you'd prefer a dif-
ferent Compact Disc, or none
at all, just return the Notifica-
tion Card enclosed with each
issue of CD Discovery by the
date specified on the card.
You will have at least 10 days
to decide, or you may return
your Featured Selection at
our expense. And you may
cancel your membership at
any time, after completing
your membership agree-
ment, simply by writing to us.

HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN!
As a member of the Com-

pact Disc Club, you enjoy big
savings. With every Com-
pact Disc you purchase at
regular Club prices, you
receive a bonus certificate.
Collect two bonus certifi-
cates and take a Compact
Disc of your choice for just
half the regular member's
price, plus shipping/handling.
CD24

115437

133507

ltzhak Perlman
MOZART

%lobo Concertos
Nos. 3 at 5

DI

115146

PRINCE

140234

MOZART
Piano Concertos

Nos. l2& 20
Rudolf Serkin

Luna..
SN

115062

Aix Mister
WILCOw TO THE

REAL Meta

143765

Chick Corea: Elektric Band
Rumble, Side Walk, Cool
Weasel Boogie, Got A Match'?
etc. GRP DIGITAL 140093

Brahma, 21 Hungarian Dances
Claudio Abbado conducts the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.
DG DIGITAL 115408

Alabama: Greatest Hits  She
And I. Why Lady Why, Feels So
Right. Tennessee River, others.
RCA 120247

Carmen (Highlights)  Film
soundtrack. Migenes-Johnson.
Domingo. Maazel conducts.
Erato DIGITAL 154105

Phil Collins: No Jacket Re-
quired  One More Night. Sus -
audio, Don't Lose My Number,
etc Atlantic 120771

r

WRITE THE NUMBER OF YOUR
FREE MEMBERSHIP CD HERE:

D
I am most interested in the following
type of music -but am always free
to choose from both categories
(check one only)

1 , CLASSICAL
2 POP/SOFT ROCK

COPIIIPACT

MCLUB-=-.

Pavarotti
PASSIONE

115441

%%TOP
AFTEII NEI

LEAr
164042

s Ga

nry
Irr

In The Pink

151758

The Glenn Miller Orchestra:
In The Digital Mood  In The
Mood, Chattanooga C hoo-C hoc
etc. GRP DIGITAL 143?93

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40
& 41 (Jupiter)  Jame> Levine
with the Chicago Symphony.
RCA DIGITAL 104810

John Cougar Mellencamp:
Scarecrow  Small Town,
ROCK InTheUSA, etc.
Riva 144512

Bach, Organ Works  Daniel
Chorzempa plays the Toccata
8 Fugue in D Minor, others.
Philips DIGITAL 115193

Daryl Hall & John Oates: Live
At The Apollo  Apollc Medley,
Everytime You Go Away, others.
RCA 140625

Dire Straits
BROTHERS,

IN
ARMS

114734

Boston .bos
*I1 lams

AMERCA,
THE DF.EAM

GOES on

115134

Dave GM°
Riteivurlee

I,[ HAR12:91mv

EE
(Pay just shipping & handling)

Vivaldi
The Four
Seasons

The held. Caen
Noma

115356

GRIEG.

PEER GYNT SUITES

SIBELIUS. PELLEAS
et MELISANDE
01.1M 1111

HERBERT
VON NARAJAN

115169

111 DVORAK
New World
Symphony

Chicago

SY.SennY

Solti

15420::. 115168

Wagner, Orchestral High-
lights From the Ring  Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra/Solti
London DIGITAL 115426

Lionel Richie: Can't Slow
Down  All Night Long (All
Night), Runn ng With The
Night, etc Motown 110767

The Cars: Gleatest Hits
Tonight She Comes, Drive, You
Might Think, Shake It Up, others.
Elektra 153702

The Canadian Brass: High,
Bright, Light dr Clear  Ba-
roque gems for brass ensem-
ble RCA DIGITAL 144529

Mozart, Requiem  Schreier
leads the Leipzig Radio Choir &
Dresden Stat.? Orch. Philips
DIGITAL 115039

Eurythmics

IN 1
evenge©

110770

170220

Whitney

154381

Simple Minds: Once Upon A
Time  Alive And Kicking, All
The Things She Said, others
A&M 142320

Sunday In The Park With
George  Bernadette Peters,
Mandy Patinkin & original cast.
RCA DIGITAL 154014

Bach, Brandenburg Concertos
Nos. 4-6  The English Concert
led by Trevor Pinnock Archly
DIGITAL 125417

Rimsky-Korsakoy, Schehera-
zade  Andre Previn conducts
the Vienna Philharmonic. Philips
DIGITAL 115415

Led Zeppelin IV (Runes) Stair-
way To Heaven. Black Dog.
Rock And Roll, Four Sticks,
etc Atlantic 112014

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE
Mail to: Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46491
YES, please enroll me as a member of the Compact Disc Club and send me the Compact

Disc I have indicated below tree. I reed buy just one more CD at regular Club prices in the next
year... without obligation to buy anything further! (ShippingThandling added to each shipment.)

MR.
MRS

. MISS First Name Initial Last Name (PLEASE PR,'.'

Address Apt

City

Telephone I

State

Area Code
Limited to new members. continental U S A Only one membership per family
We reserve the right to request additional informal on or roant any application
Local lanes, it any, will be added

Zip

VJS23 AT



TECHNICAL TALK

by, ulian Hirsch

Optimistic Specifications:
Loudspeakers

No consideration of opti-
mism in hi-fi equipment
performance specifica-
tions would be complete

without discussing loudspeakers. In
fact, speaker specs are virtually syn-
onymous with optimism. It would
be fair to describe most of them as
pure fantasy, even if they were
created with the best of intentions
and technical skill. Sad to say, they
rarely have the slightest kinship to
the real world of listening to repro-
duced music.

In the case of an amplifier or tun-
er, it is possible to measure a single,
unique output for each specific in-
put level or frequency. Whether or
not this sort of measurement is ade-
quate to describe the listening per-
formance of the component (it
usually is not), it is reasonably
repeatable and serves as a basis for
comparing the performance of a
product with its manufacturer's
claims. For a phono cartridge,
things are a little more complicated.
We can measure a cartridge's output
quite nicely, but we have no way of

knowing what the input signal was.
If we assume that a specific test
record has a known frequency re-
sponse (a generally unwarranted as-
sumption), we can at least compare
the output of a cartridge with what
its manufacturer says it will deliver
from that specific test record. Any
other make of record (and often a
different pressing of the same rec-
ord) is unlikely to produce the same
result. Still, for better or for worse, it
is possible to make repeatable mea-
surements and use them as an aid to
a product evaluation.

With speakers, we simply have no
easy way to get a handle on the
input and output signal relation-
ship. It is easy to define the input
signal, whether it is a sine wave,
pulse, noise, square wave, or any-
thing else. But how does one define
the "output" of a speaker? It can be
a pressure measurement on any of
an infinite number of axes and dis-
tances, or it can be a room measure-
ment in the far field, with almost
any combination of measurement
time or bandwidth; it can be made
in an anechoic environment or in a
highly reverberant environment, or
anywhere between those limits. The
possibilities are endless. There is
absolutely no standard or even a
consensus on what the real output
of a speaker might be in the sense
that we use the term for other audio
component specifications.

So, although we can easily deter-
mine what input is being supplied
to a speaker, we have no way to
define its output or even such por-
tions of it that affect the sound we
hear in the same room that was used
for the measurement. Even if we
could establish a clear input/output
relationship for a speaker in a given
room, it is certain that it would not

Tested This Month

JBL LlOOT Speaker System
Sony CDP-203 CD Player
Proton D1200 Power

Amplifier
JVC DD-VR77

Cassette Deck
Cerwin-Vega 250SE

Speaker System

be valid for any other room (such as
your listening room). I rather doubt
that we will ever be able to nail
down the input/output speaker
transfer function in such a way as to
give more than the haziest of ideas
of what its sound is like, if for no
other reason than the near impossi-
bility of defining subjective effects
in objective terms with any degree
of rigor.

In the light of the known prob-
lems in the speaker measurement
area, let's look at some of the specs
that are applied to speakers. Fre-
quency response, for example: since
a speaker's output can never be
known, how do you define its fre-
quency response? Easy. Just pick
two nice limits such as 40 to 18,000
Hz (if you tend toward conserva-
tism) or perhaps 20 to 20,000 Hz (if

Almost all published
speakerfrequency-response
specifications are, !fnot
invalid, at least unlikely to
give a consumer any useful
clues to what the speaker
might sound like.

you don't). All this tells the consum-
er is that driving the speaker at a
level short of its burn -out limits
produces some measurable output
over that frequency range outside
the speaker cabinet. Often, toler-
ances are published as well, and ± 3
dB or ± 5 dB may be appended to
the specification. Given the some-
what irregular nature of a speaker's
output, these tolerances suggest a
fairly close microphone placement,
on the axis of the tweeter, and per-
haps a moderate amount of smooth-
ing of the measurement output to
limit the plotted variations.

Now, this measurement tech-
nique is not wrong. We do much the
same thing here at Hirsch -Houck
Labs, since there is good reason to
believe that very narrow -band re-
sponse irregularities have relatively
little effect on a speaker's sound
coloration compared with the effect
of octave -to -octave variations. A
certain amount of response smooth-
ing is necessary to prevent the im-
portant information from being ob-
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"How Big An Amp Do I Really Need?"
Contrary to popular belief,

lots of amplifier power isn't necessarily
the solution to getting lots of dynamic
ange from your system.

Fact is, amplifier power alone
las little effect on the dynamic range
we hear in compact discs and other
nodern recordings. Your speakers
Lave far more effect on dynamic range
han the amplifier or any other corn-
)onent in your system.

We compared a KLIPSCH®
.oudspeaker with four other models
rom various makers. (The KLIPSCH
nodel was not the most expensive.)
)oubling, even tripling the power to
le speakers had little effect on their
ynamic range.

Compared to the KLIPSCH
model, the other speakers required at
least 30 times more power to achieve
a normal listening level. And regard-
less of the total power consumed by
the other speakers, the KLIPSCH
model still had 20 dB higher output.

Are we suggesting KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers have the widest dynamic
range in the industry? You bet. In
most cases, the addition of KLIPSCH
Loudspeakers will be the most effec-
tive and efficient way to widen the
dynamic range of your system. Our
special compression drivers are the
reason why. They give you more con-
trolled imaging, greater clarity and
wider dynamic range.

As these characteristics be-
come higher priorities to your musical
taste, we encourage you to compare
KLIPSCH to any other
speaker mated to any
size amplifier. Decide
for yourself what gives
you the most for your
money.

For your near-
est KLIPSCH dealer,
look in the Yellow
Pages. Or call toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

KLIPSCH FORTE PICTURED ABOVE

A LEGEND IN SOUND -
PO BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TECHNICAL TALK

scured by unnecessary detail, which
in this context is equivalent to
noise. The key point to remember is
that almost all published loudspeak-
er frequency -response specifications
are, if not invalid, at least unlikely
to give a consumer any useful clues
to what the speaker might sound
like. Although our own speaker re-
sponse curves help us to assess the
overall quality of a speaker, they
would probably not convey much
information to readers of STEREO
REVIEW, which is one reason why
we do not publish them.

Most other speaker specifications
have little to do with sound quality.
Perhaps because of that, they do not
seem to be subject to as much exag-
gertion or hyperbole as frequency -
response measurements. Sensitivi-
ty, for example, is an important
indicator of the amplifier power re-
quirements of a speaker, and, de-
spite different test conditions, we
have found an excellent agreement
between our measurements and
those of most manufacturers.

When I discussed the matter of
speaker power ratings in this col-
umn a few months ago, I pointed
out that they are only a rough guide
and should not be interpreted too
strictly. Similarly, a speaker's im-
pedance rating is little more than a
guide to the user who might wish to
drive more than one pair of speak-
ers from the same amplifier, so that
he can avoid loading the amplifier
with an excessively low impedance.
It has nothing to do with sound
quality. In most cases, a speaker's
impedance varies widely with fre-
quency, although it is generally con-
sidered to be the first minimum val-
ue above the bass resonance fre-
quency (an accepted rating method
that is frequently ignored when
the impedance specification is
created).

Speaker distortion is another per-
formance specification that is quite
meaningless in most practical situa-
tions. The distortion of a speaker is
rarely given, and you will under-
stand why if you have seen the typi-
cal results of such measurements.
There can be large variations in har-
monic -distortion readings through-
out the operating frequency range of
any speaker. A major reason for
such distortion variations is the
speaker's irregular frequency re -

Speaker distortion is another
spec that is quite meaningless
in most practical situations.
There is no evidence that
moderate amounts ofordinazy,
low order harmonic distortion
in a speaker are audible.

sponse. If a speaker is driven with a
1,000 -Hz sine wave and has a 10 -dB
peak at 3,000 Hz, any third -har-
monic distortion will be tripled in
the measurement. If the frequency
is changed slightly (perhaps only by
1 percent or so) the distortion can
easily change by a factor of several
times. Without automatic -plotting
distortion analyzers, such a meas-
urement is impractical. Even if it is
made, there is no evidence that
moderate amounts of ordinary, low -
order harmonic distortion in a loud-
speaker are audible as sound colora-
tion in reproduced music.

Sometimes the distortion spec re-
fers to intermodulation distortion
(IM), a sum or difference frequency
created when two signals of differ-

ent frequency are applied to the
speaker. That, too, is usually a
meaningless rating, since in multi -
way speaker systems many IM fre-
quencies are outside the passband
of the driver in which they would be
created, so they cannot be radiated
by it. Fortunately, few companies
publish speaker distortion ratings,
and so far no one (to my knowledge)
has been able to demonstrate its sig-
nificance.

At Hirsch -Houck Labs, we do
measure speaker distortion, but
only in the woofer's operating range
below 100 Hz. Most woofers are
fairly smooth up to several hundred
hertz, so these measurements can be
made with reasonable accuracy.
Our purpose is not so much to
establish the inherent linearity-or
lack of it-of the woofer, but to
determine how low in frequency it
can go before it loses its grip on the
air, so to speak, and its cone excur-
sions extend into nonlinear operat-
ing regions. This specification is al-
most never published by speaker
manufacturers, but it is probably a
more meaningful indicator of a
speaker's true bass limits than any
frequency -response measurement. 
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... the McIntosh has the best sound yet of any

COMPACT DISC PLAYER . . ."

mg Ininh MCI) 7000 COMPAC1 DISC PLAYF

McIntosh has earned world renown for its
technological contributions for improved
sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not
only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to
superior sound reproduction, you buy
technological integrity proven by time. The
McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the newest
evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000
Compact Disc Player and other industry -leading
McIntosh products write:

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A105
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

MOP Mt T110.

m =1,,

4
Handcrafted with p de in th nited

s''by'dedIcated, highly trained craftspeople.
Ente No 22 on Reeder Service Card



BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUDIO

THE ONKYO INTEGRA DX -320 WITH OPTO-COUPLING
THE SOUND IS NO ILLUSION

The Integra DX -320 Compact Disc player is the first of ONKYO's new generation of CD players to incorporate
Dur unique Opto-Coupling digital signal processing system. Conventional CD players transmit digital data
nternally via printed circuit board wiring, which interacts with analog audio signals to produce Digital Signal
nterference (DSI), resulting in an audible "harshness" in the music.

Specially designed high speed Opto-Coupling modules in the DX -320 transfer the digital audio and other
data signals to the analog output stage via fiber optics, preventing DSI. The result is noise -free, life -like
-eproduction with none of the harsh sound characteristics often attributed to other CD players. This remarkable
iew technology can only be found in the ONKYO DX -320.

Double oversampling and digital filtering greatly improve phase and harmonic accuracy. A fully
programmable wireless remote control includes memory selection, phrase capability, and indexing for
maximum convenience.

Our unique transport design incorporates ONKYO's exclusive Poly -Sorb, a rubber -like compound that
mproves isolation by absorbing extraneous vibrations, eliminating skipping and mistracking.

The Integra DX -320 Compact Disc player fulfills the promise of digital audio, Artistry In Sound
with sound quality that's as close to the original as anything you've ever heard.
Audition the DX -320 at your authorized ONKYO dealer today. 3NPIst.

CIRCLE NO 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 07446



TEST REPORTS

JBL LlOOT SPEAKER SYSTEM
fi

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE JBL LIOOT is a floor -
standing speaker system in
a handsome oiled -walnut
cabinet. It has a 12 -inch

woofer, a 5 -inch cone midrange
driver, and a 1 -inch dome tweeter.
The woofer port opens to the rear of
the cabinet. The recessed binding -
post terminals on the rear are
spaced on 1/4 -inch centers to accept
dual banana -plug connectors. The
L1OOT has no external controls or
adjustments.

The black grille cloth is supported
about an inch from the speaker -
board on plastic mounting posts,
which snap into sockets on the
board. Since the speakerboard is
finished to match the rest of the cab-
inet, the grille can be removed if
desired. The woofer is centered lat-
erally on the board, but the mid-

range and high -frequency drivers
are vertically aligned and offset
about 11/4 inches right of center. This
arrangement is apparently not re-
lated to imaging, since the left and
right speaker units are identical (not
mirror image). The JBL L100T
measures 37 inches high, 16 inches
wide, and 13 inches deep. It weighs
about 70 pounds. Price: $525 each.
JBL, Dept. SR, 240 Crossways Park
W., Woodbury, NY 11797.

Lab Tests
The room response of the JBL

L1OOT was among the flattest and
widest we have yet measured from a
speaker, within ± 6 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. The differences between
the response curves of the left and
right speakers-measured separate-
ly, with the microphone on the axis

of the left unit and about 30 degrees
off the axis of the right speaker-
were very small. Bass response was
also relatively unaffected by bound-
ary effects. Although the raw room
response of a speaker is almost as
much a property of the room as of
the speaker, the response we meas-
ured from the JBL L1OOT was noth-
ing less than remarkable.

The close-miked woofer response,
measured separately at the cone and
the port, varied only 7.5 dB overall
from 20 to 900 Hz and a mere 3.5
dB between 35 and 700 Hz. Splicing
the woofer curve to the room re-
sponse resulted in a composite fre-
quency response of ± 3.5 dB from
20 to 20,000 Hz, which is a very
impressive performance for any
home speaker. With a 2.83 -volt in-
put, the system's sensitivity was 92
dB sound -pressure level (SPL)
measured at 1 meter. When we
drove it with 2.25 volts (corre-
sponding to a 90 -dB midrange SPL),
the woofer distortion was between
0.2 and 0.5 percent from 100 Hz
down to 60 Hz. Below 60 Hz, the
port was contributing much of the
sound output, but the distortion
was still a very low 3 to 3.4 percent
in the 20- to 35 -Hz range.

The impedance of the L100T was
at a minimum of about 5.3 ohms at
120 Hz and 5 ohms from 15,000 to
20,000 Hz. It peaked at 24 ohms at
50 Hz and varied between 5.5 and
13 ohms over most of the audio
range. A 6- to 8 -ohm impedance rat-
ing would seem to be reasonable for
this speaker. During our pulse -pow-
er tests (one cycle on, followed by

The room response of the JBL
L100Twas among the flattest
and widest we have yet
measured from a speaker, and
the differences between the
on -axis and off -axis response
curves were very small.

128 cycles off), the woofer cone
reached the end of its linear travel
range with an input of 550 watts at
100 Hz into its 5.5 -ohm impedance.
The 8 -ohm midrange driver han-
dled the full 1,400 -watt output of
the test amplifier at 1,000 Hz with-
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TEST REPORTS

out distortion, and the tweeter be-
gan to show nonlinearity when driv-
en with 300 watts at 10,000 Hz (into
its 6 -ohm impedance).

Our quasi-anechoic FFT frequen-
cy -response measurements con-
firmed the exceptional width and
smoothness of the L 100T's re-
sponse. It was flat within ± 2.25 dB
from 180 to 24,000 Hz when meas-
ured at 1 meter on the tweeter's
axis. Although we had no informa-
tion on the crossover frequencies

A total lack ofmid-bass
boominess on male voices set
the L 100T apart from most
other speakers-and they are
few in number-that share its
ability to generate clean, deep
bass down to 20 Hz.

used in the system, response meas-
urements with the microphone
placed approximately equidistant
from the woofer and midrange
cones and from the midrange to the
high -frequency dome revealed
sharp cancellations at approxi-
mately 900 and 3,000 Hz, which
would be reasonable crossover
points. There was no clue to the
actual crossover frequencies in the
room -response measurements. The
phase linearity of the system was
very good; the group delay was con-
stant within ±0.1 millisecond from
3,000 to 20,000 Hz, and the maxi-
mum change was 1 millisecond at
about 1,000 Hz. The frequency -
response curves measured on -axis
and 45 degrees off -axis differed by
no more than 4 or 5 dB up to 10,000
Hz, the difference increasing to 8 or
9 dB at 15,000 Hz.

Comments
The excellent measured perform-

ance of the JBL L 1 OOT came as no
surprise. We listened to the speakers
for some time before making any
tests, and it was obvious from our
first hearing that these were excep-
tional speakers. Their balance,
smoothness, and extended response
at both ends of the audio spectrum
were all striking, and a pair of
speakers we had previously favored
always came off as second-best in

A/B comparisons with the LIOOT's.
A total lack of mid -bass boomi-

ness on male voices set the L 100T
apart from most other speakers-
and they are few in number-that
share its ability to generate clean,
deep bass down to 20 Hz. Similarly,
the clarity and transparency of its
high -end response were distinctly
superior to what we have heard
from most competitively priced
speakers, as well as some far more
expensive models. Yet, because of
its flat response, which extends well
beyond the audio range, it never
had a trace of "edginess" or
"bite."

Although our tests showed that
the L 100T can handle very large
peak -power inputs without damage
or obvious distortion, it is consider-
ably more sensitive than most
speakers of comparable quality and
can be driven to very high volume
levels with any good 80 -watt ampli-
fier. As with any speaker whose
woofer operates in a vented enclo-
sure, it is advisable to limit the
infrasonic output of the amplifier

used with the L100T (although you
are unlikely to damage this speaker
with any signal that your hearing
can tolerate).

Our recent experience with speak-
ers in the $500 to $600 range indi-
cates that there are a number of
superior -sounding models in that
price bracket, which seems to offer
the highest ratio of sonic perform-
ance to price available to serious
audiophiles. Without attempting to
make any specific comparisons, we
can state that the JBL L1OOT is one
of the star performers in its price
range. We find it strange, however,
that the speaker's model designa-
tion conveys the impression of a
relationship with the L100 series
that JBL manufactured for many
years. One could not imagine two
more different -sounding speakers,
to say nothing of the differences in
size and price between them. The
L1OOT is something wholly new,
and it should carve out its own
reputation in the marketplace with
no difficulty.
Circle 140 on reader service card

"Here's an excellent cartridge for $399. sir. It's also available without the Brazilian
rosewood box, the French crystal inner case, the set of three precision screwdrivers
for mounting, the puregold hinges and clasp, and the silk slip case for $18.95."
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ELITE COMPONENTS.
AT LAST AUDIOPHILE QUALITY
AT AN AFFORDOPHILE PRICE.

Elite Components are incredibly

rich. Rich with sound, quality, and
value. So rich we could easily charge

a whole lot more. But we'll leave
that job to the competition.

Pioneer's never had a sound

this good. Designed by Pioneer's

Professional Products Division, these

components can hold their own
against anyone.

The sound from Elite Components

is so nearly perfect, there's no need for

complicated controls.Their achieved
design goal: ultimate sound quality
made simple, at a very affordable
price.

The A-88X(BK) amplifier: "...it
can hold its own sonically against just

about any competitor, including audio-
phile specialist models that can boast
much greater mystique -and cost:'
High Fidelity Magazine

The PD-9010X(BK) Compact
Disc Player: "The Pioneer PD -9010X

is one of the most value -laden CD

players it has been my pleasure to
evaluate so far. I'll bet the competition

is tearing apart several PD-9010X's

right now, trying to figure out how
Pioneer did it." Leonard Feldman,
Audio Magazine

The CT-A9X(BK) cassette deck:
"To say that we were impressed with

the Pioneer CT-A9X would be an

understatement. Outstanding as its
measured performance was, it did
just as well in actual use" Julian

Hirsch, Stereo Review Magazine
The F-99X(BK) FM/AM tuner:

"The 1986 Grand Prix Award Winner,

Pioneer's F-99X(BK) is one of the

high-performance components in
the company's Elite series, a system
of ambitious scope:'AudioVideo
International

Elite speakers are equally im-

pressive. Designed and developed

to maximize the superior sound
Elite Components deliver, these

speakers guarantee optimum
sound reproduction for demanding

digital applications.
The Pioneer Elite series clearly

illustrates just how far Pioneer has

gone to make audiophile components

truly affordable. For more informa-

tion regarding your nearest
Elite dealer, call Pioneer's

Customer Service Division
at 1-(800)-421-1404.

1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc

i' )neer Electronics (USA) Inc.Long Beach. CA
Pioneer Electronics of Canada. Inc Ontario, Canada

(V) PIONEER'
CATCH THE SPIRIT OFATRUE PIONEER.

CIRCLE NO 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD





In an effort to push past the
boundaries of conventional ampli-
fication technology and design,
Luxman engineers took a daring
step back, and rediscovered the
vacuum tube.

The result-Luxman's LV-105
and LV-103 Brid Amplifiers.Their
design is so advanced it took 1985's
prestigious "Good Design Award"
from the Japanese Ministry of
International 'Trade and Industry of instruments.You hear extended
They are the worlds first "hybrid" highs and lows. And you hear a
amplifiers combining in

find Twin 'Triode
tubes perfectly
matched with
MOSFET high
speed semicon-
ductors.
Together they

form an extraordinary hybrid cir-
cuit which delivers sound so clear,
so pure and accurate, it's virtually
indistinguishable from an original
live performance.

Of course the real test, is to turn
on a Brid amplifier and hear it per-
form for yourself.

At once, your ears are treated to
smooth and natural, three dimen-
sional sound .You hear the subtleties

warmth and fullness of
the warm, rich sound of traducing' sound that's truly music
vacuum tubes, with the the worlds first to the ears.

hybridpower of transistors. h And to create a com-
Indeed, over the years, rotegRted plete audio and video

audio engineers have been performance in your
searching for a design in amp ill iers home, the LV-105 incor-
amplification that would reproduce porates a Professional Grade video
that elusive quality of sound called, amplifier. It improves both TV pic-
live performance. ture and VCR recording quality. So

To create such a design, our en- you get as much pleasure viewing,
gineers didrit simply fine tune solid as you do listening with a Brid.
state components, but drew upon At Luxman, our engineers took
Luxman's 60 years of vacuum tube a bold step back to achieve a rare
technology and found the 6CG7A standard of audio/video excellence.
Twin Triode tube. A distinction that Now you can take a remarkable
makes the Brid Amplifiers nothing step forward and enhance your
less than pure listening pleasure. listening and viewing pleasure with

Examine the inner work- T .uxmAN Luxman's LV-105 and LV-103
ings of the Brid design.You'll 'I4 II ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS Brid Series Amplifiers.

For more
information
just call toll
free 1-800-
4-LUXMAN.
Luxman/A Division of
\ !pine Electronics of America,
19145 Gramercy Place,
Torrance, California 90501

CIRCLE NO 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

SONY CDP-203
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Sony CDP-203 compact
disc player features Unilin-
ear Converter circuitry, a
combination of double

oversampling, digital filtering, and a
digital -to -analog (D/A) converter,
all controlled by a single master
clock signal. According to the man-
ufacturer, this design virtually elim-
inates the spurious ultrasonic sig-
nals (beat frequencies) that are often
found in players employing differ-
ent clock frequencies for their vari-
ous functions. The CDP-203 also
has an Envelope Differential Detec-
tion system that "freezes" the mo-
tion of the laser pickup when no
tracking signal is present. Instead of
mistracking if the data flow is inter-
rupted by a disc flaw or other cause,
the Sony system is said to be able to
play without audible dropouts or
loss of tracking in situations that
most conventional tracking systems
could not handle.

The CDP-203's Random Music
Sensor (RMS) system can be set to
play any selection of tracks in any
desired order. The front -panel nu-
merical keypad used for the RMS
programming also provides direct
access to any track. By using the
+10 and 0 buttons together with
the keys numbered 1 to 20, tracks
numbered as high as 99 can be
selected. The RM-D350 infrared
Remote Commander furnished
with the CDP-203 duplicates all its
basic operating and programming
functions.

The CDP-203 can step forward or
backward one track or one index
number at a time and scan in either
direction at a high speed (with audi-
ble sound) to locate any part of a
recording quickly. A display win-
dow shows the player's operating
status, including the current track
and index numbers and the playing
time on the current track. Also in

the window is the Music Calendar, a
fluorescent display corresponding
to the keypad on the front panel.
When a disc is loaded, the Music
Calendar lights the numbers of all
the tracks. After each track is
played, its number is extinguished.

A row of small buttons below the
display and keypad section selects
the player's special operating
modes. One of the two REPEAT but -

The CDR -20 3' s Envelope
Di erential Detection system

eezes" the laser pickup
when no tracking signal is
present, enabling it to play
without audible dropouts or
loss of tracking in situations
most conventional tracking
systems could not handle.

tons is used to define and repeat a
phrase or section of a program, and
the other is used to repeat an entire
disc or programmed sequence. The
AUTO SPACE button inserts a 3 -sec-
ond pause between selections dur-
ing play, and the TIME button
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They look like receivers...
Until you turn them on!
The Nakamichi SR -3A and SR -2A are unlike any

receiver you've ever heard!
They're designed...and sound...like "separates"

-like component tuners, preamps and power amps.
They're the first with STASIS power amplifiers

-like our highly acclaimed PA -7 and PA-5-which gives them
an uncanny ability to elicit optimum performance from every loudspeaker.

They're the first w,th Nakamichi Isolated -Ground Power Supplies
-like our Series -7 components-which prevent interstage coupling

and produce a sound stage of extraordinary depth and realism.
And they have a Quartz -Locked PLL Synthesis Tuner that is gaining

a reputation for unusually clean reception with exceptional stereo separation.
Escape from the ordinary.

Experience the reality of Nakamichi Sound.
'STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation

ralkNakamichi
Nakamichi U S A. Corporation 19701 South Vermont Ave Torrance. CA 90502 (213) 538-8150

In Canada. W Carsen Co.. Ltd , 25 Scarsdale Road, Don Mills. Ontario M3B 3G7



TEST REPORTS

FEATURFS

O Front -loading motorized disc
drawer

O Soft -touch operating controls
O Double oversampling, 16 -bit

digital -to -analog conversion
0 Single clock frequency operates

all internal digital functions
O Fast track search
O Fast scanning (sound audible)
O Display of all track numbers on

disc (up to twenty) or
programmed tracks only, elapsed
time of track or disc, total
number of tracks and playing
time of disc, current track/index
number

O Direct or programmed access to
any track up to Track 99

O Repeat entire disc, programmed
track sequence, or defined
section
Switchable Auto Space to add
3 -second pauses between tracks

O Shuffle -play mode to play all
tracks in random order

O Headphone jack with separate
level control

O Wireless infrared remote control

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 1.84 volts
Total harmonic distortion at 1,000

Hz: 0.0035% referred to 0 dB;
0.016% referred to -10 dB;
0.014% referred to -20 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio: (A -weighted):
102 dB

Channel separation: 98 dB at
1,000 Hz; 93 dB at 10,000 Hz

Frequency response: +0, -0.3 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Cueing time: 1.5 seconds
Cueing accuracy: A
Impact resistance: top, B; sides, A
Defect tracking: tracked all defects

on Philips TS5A test disc

switches the display between show-
ing the elapsed or the remaining
time in the current track.

The SHUFFLE button is a novel
and useful feature of the CDP-203.
Pressing it once programs the ma-
chine to play all of the tracks on a
disc in a random order. If the repeat
function is also activated, the entire
disc will be replayed indefinitely but
with a different sequence each time.
The PROGRAM and CHECK buttons
are used for programming a se-
quence and checking one's pro-
gramming, and the CLEAR button
clears all programming from the
player's memory.

The CDP-203 has a front -panel
stereo headphone jack with an adja-
cent volume control. The rear apron
contains the gold-plated output
jacks, a single unswitched a.c. out-
let, and a subcode connector for use
with future accessories that may re-
quire access to the digital program
information.

The Sony CDP-203 is finished in
black with white control markings.
It measures 17 inches wide, 111'4

inches deep, and 31/4 inches high,
and it weighs 91/4 pounds. The Re-
mote Commander, powered by two
AA cells, is approximately 7 inches

long, 2V4 inches wide, and 4t inch
thick. Price: $500. Sony Corpora-
tion of America, Dept. SR, Sony
Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

Lab Tests
With an EIA standard load of

10,000 ohms in parallel with 1,000
picofarads of capacitance, the CDP-
203's output was 1.84 volts from a
maximum -level (0 -dB) recording.
The two channels had identical out-
put levels. The frequency response
was perfectly flat from 20 to about
4,000 Hz, dropping off slightly to
-0.1 dB at 10,000 Hz and -0.3 dB
at 20,000 Hz. The total harmonic
distortion was 0.0035 percent at 0
dB, increasing to about 0.015 per-
cent at the -10- and - 20 -dB levels.
The A -weighted noise level was
- 102 dB referred to a 0 -dB re-
corded level.

Channel separation, an almost
unmeasurably high 110 dB at 100
Hz, decreased to 98 dB at 1,000 Hz
and 89 dB at 20,000 Hz. Because of
the double oversampling, the inter -
channel phase shift was relatively
low, reaching a maximum of less
than 40 degrees at 20,000 Hz. The
laser pickup slewed from Track 1 to
Track 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc

in 1.5 seconds, faster than most cur-
rent players, and it had no difficulty
making the transition from Track
17 to Track 18, which are not sepa-
rated by a silent interval, without
clipping the opening syllable on
Track 18. It tracked all the cali-
brated defects on the Philips TS4A
and TS5A discs without audible er-
rors. The CDP-203 was relatively
immune to impact on its sides, but
the pickup would skip when the
player was slapped sharply on the
top (above the disc drawer).

Comments
The Sony CDP-203 is a full -fea-

tured CD player without the draw-
back of a complicated control panel
that might discourage effective use
of its facilities. As with any piece of
hi-fi equipment, it is advisable to
read the instruction manual before
attempting to use the player, but the
Sony manual is complete and not
difficult to master. The only part of
its operation that was not immedi-
ately obvious to us was the random
programming system.

If you have discs with a large
number of tracks, such as samplers,
the SHUFFLE feature enables the

The Shuffle button
programs the CDP-203 to
play all of the tracks on a disc
in random order. If the
repeat function is activated,
the disc will be replayed with
a different sequence each time.

CDP-203 to deliver high-fidelity
background music all day with no
more likelihood of excessive repeti-
tion than you will find on many FM
stations. For more conventional lis-
tening, the player is indeed flawless
in sound and handling. The head-
phone volume was excellent with
medium -impedance phones-you
could even dispense with an ampli-
fier if you prefer headphone listen-
ing. Although the Sony CDP-203 is
not one of the least expensive CD
players you can buy, it would be dif-
ficult to fault it in any respect. The
Sony pedigree is very evident in this
fine component.
Circle 141 on reader service card
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Proton's acclaimed 40 Series Audio Components top to
bottom: 1)940 Stereo Receiver with DPDTm. 440 Stereo
Tuner, D540 Stereo Amplifier with DP1Irm, 740 Stereo
Cassette Deck and the 830k Compact Disc Player.

Hear What
You've Been
Missing
Introducing DPDTM from Proton

If you're running that terrific new CD player off an
amplifier or receiver that's three to five years old, you're
missing out on a great deal of clean, uncompromising
sound. Most amps of that vintage just can't create the
extra headroom that's necessary for accurate digital
reproduction. Every time the music hits a peak, your amp
will be gasping for breath. And you'll definitely hear
about it. Unless you have a Proton 40 Series amplifier or
receiver with our exclusive, patented DPD circuitry.

Reserve power in an instant
DPD stands for Dynamic Power on DemandTM

Designed for the increased demands of today's digital
audio discs and hi-fi video sound, it utilizes a
sophisticated, dual power supply which acts as a power

reserve. During musical
peaks, it delivers up to
four times the amplifier's
rated power for an
amazing six dB of
headroom. And DPD
handles these boosts
much more smoothly.

Plus, DPD sustains
that dynamic power up to
400 milliseconds. More

than enough time for you to hear all the crisp, clean
transient response you've been missing. From the pluck of
a cello. To the crash of a cymbal. As faithfully as if they
were being performed live.

Best of all, DPD gives you all of this extra power
without your having to pay the extra price for a much
larger amplifier.

So if you want totally uncompromising digital sound,
you can't afford to compromise with your system. That's
why you need Proton with DPD. With anything else,
you'll be missing out.

For the Proton Audio/Video Dealer nearest you,
call (800) 772-0172 In California, (800) 428-1006

PROTON
41. l'atr

737 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90220



A centaur's horn cries hauntingly. A siren's song whispers

untold promises. For listeners with discerning ears, those

rare and magical sounds can be a reality. A reality evoked by

a speaker possessing a higher fidelity. Altec Lansing!

How did Altec Lansing bring this world to life? By creat-

ing the ideal materials to more perfectly recreate the timbre,

texture and power of every musical composition. Carbon

Fiber Woofers for soft passages that come across as dramat-

ically as loud passages. A Polyimide Mid Range and Tweeter for

rich, uncolored sound. And to coordinate these components

for remarkably true-to-life sound, we delivered the "art of

balance:' Even our hand-crafted cabinets have oeen specially



designed for optimum musicality. The result? Speakers so pure,

so uncompromising, they capture the very soul of sound.

If you have an uncompromising ear, measure it against our
new line of loudspeakers. And hear what others only imagine.

Altec Lansing is sold only by leading high fidelity retailers.

For information and the name of your nearest Altec Lansing

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

dealer, call 1-800-ALTEC 88. (In PA, 717-

296-H1F1). In Canada call 416-496-0587

or write 265 Hood Road, Markham.

Ontario, Canada L3R 4N3.

© 1986 Altec Lansing Consumer

Products, Milford, PA 18337
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PROTON D1200
POWER AMPLIFIER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch Houck Laboratories

pROTON'S D1200 power am-
plifier features a Dynamic
Power on Demand (DPD)
circuit design that gives it an

extraordinary dynamic -headroom
rating of 7.3 dB. In the "Technical
Talk" column in the April 1986
issue Of STEREO REVIEW, I dis-
cussed the significance of a high
short-term power -output capability
in an amplifier intended to repro-
duce musical waveforms and some
of the design approaches used to
achieve this performance. Proton's
DPD system was first used in the
40 -watt D540 amplifier, and in the
D1200 it is responsible for some of
the highest power outputs we have
measured from any amplifier.

The DPD circuit is designed to
allow an amplifier to deliver many
times its rated steady-state power
for short time intervals. Many mu-
sical waveforms can place such de-
mands on an amplifier. Conven-
tional amplifiers can deliver their
rated power for extended periods
and can usually develop a slightly
higher output for short intervals.

Such short-term output is the sub-
ject of the EIA dynamic -headroom
specification, which is based on a
20 -millisecond tone burst repeated
twice per second. Typical amplifiers
may have a dynamic headroom in
the range of 1 to 2 dB, correspond-
ing to power outputs 25 to 50 per-
cent greater than their rated values.
In order to deliver several hundred
watts of short-term power to a
speaker, such amplifiers must be ca-
pable of high continuous power out-
puts, and they are correspondingly
large, heavy, hot, and expensive.

Proton's D1200 is a moderately
powerful amplifier, rated for 100
watts continuous output into 8 -ohm
loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no
more than 0.02 percent distortion.
In addition to its normal power sup-
ply, the D1200 has a second one
that can supply a much higher d.c.
voltage to the output transistors
when required. Normally the ampli-
fier operates only with the main
power supply, but when the signal
approaches its clipping level, the
second power supply is connected

to the output stages by fast electron-
ic switches. It is designed to supply
a higher voltage for a short time, up
to about half a second, after which
the voltage gradually decays back to
the normal operating value. After
the transient peak is gone, the sec-
ond power supply completely dis-
connects and recharges to await the
next peak.

The effect of the DPD circuit is to
give a 100 -watt amplifier the ability
to deliver very high power outputs
for several hundred milliseconds in-
stead of merely the 20 milliseconds
called for in the dynamic -headroom
standard. The major advantage of
this approach, compared with con-
ventional amplifiers, is that the
power supply, heat sinks, and out-
put transistors do not have to be
able to deliver an unnecessarily high
continuous power. The resulting
economies make a DPD amplifier
the sonic equivalent of far larger
and more expensive conventional
designs. Nevertheless, there is no
sign of skimping in the Proton
D1200, which boasts two toroidal
power transformers (apparently for
the two channels) and a number of
very large filter capacitors.

In addition, the D1200 is rated
very conservatively. It is protected
against short-circuits by relays that
shut it down in such an event, and it
has no current -limiting circuits that
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TEST REPORTS

LABORNIORY MEASUREMENTS

1,000 -Hz continuous output power
at clipping: 155 watts into 8
ohms, 175 watts into 4 ohms,
350 watts into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output): 1.9 dB (8 ohms)

Dynamic power output: 593 watts
into 8 ohms, 1,187 watts into 4
ohms, 1,800 watts into 2 ohms

Dynamic headroom: 7.73 d13 (zi
ohms)

Harmonic distortion (1,000 Hz, 8
ohms): 1 watt, 0.005%; 100
watts, 0.0027%

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output):
105 millivolts

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt output): -78.6 dB

could prevent it from driving low -
impedance speaker loads (or that
could cause distortion under certain
load and drive conditions). In com-
bination with the DPD system,
these features give it some extraor-
dinary power ratings, ranging from
a clipping power of 110 watts into 8
ohms to a dynamic power of 1,500
watts (for 20 milliseconds) into 2
ohms! Moreover, the D1200 can
also be operated in a bridged mode,
becoming a mono amplifier with
double its stereo power ratings.

The D1200 is finished in black,
with clear plastic over its two large
power meters. The meters' logarith-
mic scales span a range from a few
milliwatts to many hundreds of
watts (into 8 ohms), and the point-
ers have a rapid response time to
follow program peaks. Insulated
binding -post speaker connectors,
input jacks, and a stereo/mono
switch are in the rear of the ampli-
fier. The D1200 measures 161/2

inches wide, 141/4 inches deep, and
41/4 inches high and weighs 33
pounds. Price: $599. Proton Corp.,
Dept. SR, 737 W. Artesia Blvd.,
Compton, CA 90220.

Lab Tests
The exterior (especially the top)

of the Proton D1200 became quite
hot during its 1 -hour precondition-
ing at one-third rated power, but its
temperature did not increase
beyond that during subsequent test-
ing. The DPD system made clip-
ping -power measurements some-
what awkward. Since the initial clip-
ping -power level was so much high-
er than the continuous value, the
waveform would appear to clip and
then collapse. By gradually increas-
ing the drive level until the onset of
clipping, backing off' from that
point, and waiting for the waveform

to stabilize, we made the necessary
measurements without difficulty.

The D1200's output clipped at
155 watts per channel into 8 ohms,
175 watts into 4 ohms, and 350
watts into 2 ohms. We measured the
dynamic power response of the am-
plifier with bursts of 20, 100, and
200 milliseconds repeated twice per
second. The 8 -ohm output with a
20 -millisecond burst was 593 watts,
for a dynamic -headroom measure-
ment of 7.73 dB. The power in-
creased to 1,187 and 1,800 watts
into impedances of 4 and 2 ohms,
respectively. During the longer
bursts the available power was low-
er, of course, but even at 200 milli-
seconds the 8-, 4-, and 2 -ohm power
readings were 478, 700, and 1,055
watts. It appeared that only after the
signal duration exceeded 1 or 2 sec-
onds did the power output fall to its
steady-state value.

The 1,000 -Hz harmonic distor-
tion was between 0.0025 and 0.005
percent from 1 to 130 watts into 8
ohms. The 2- and 4 -ohm readings
were in the range of 0.008 to 0.003
percent from 1 watt to their clipping
levels. With both channels driving
8 -ohm loads, the distortion was typ-
ically about 0.003 percent from 50
to 2,000 Hz at power outputs from
10 to 100 watts, and the maximum
reading was 0.024 percent at 20,000
Hz and 100 watts.

The sensitivity of the amplifier
was 0.105 volts for a reference out-
put of 1 watt, and the A -weighted
output noise was -78.6 dB referred
to 1 watt. The slew factor was 2.5 (a
100 -watt sine wave became triangu-
lar at 50,000 Hz). The amplifier was
stable with reactive simulated
speaker loads. Its frequency re-
sponse was flat within +0, -0.2 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, falling off to
-3 dB at 260,000 Hz. The amplifier

apparently has an infrasonic filter
(not mentioned in the specifica-
tions) that reduced its response by
1.5 dB at 15 Hz, 10 dB at 10 Hz, and
31 dB at 5 Hz.

Colored LED's on the front panel
accurately signal the onset of DPD
circuit action and flash at peaks of 3
and 6 dB above rated power. The
dimly lit meters cannot be read at
any distance from the amplifier,
and their indications were consist-
ently about 40 percent low. They
responded to burst signals so rap-
idly, however, that with our 20 -mil-
lisecond test signal they read only 3
dB lower than the amp's steady-
state value.

Comments.
The Proton D1200 comfortably

surpassed virtually every one of its
specifications that we tested, and in
such important respects as dynamic
power output it performed far
beyond its ratings. There is no
doubt that the D1200 is one of the
most powerful amplifiers made for
home use despite its nominal "100 -
watt" rating.

This is also an uncommonly at-
tractive amplifier. Many powerful
basic amplifiers are ungainly, fea-
tureless blocks of black metal, but
the D1200 is a component that
almost no one would mind having
on display in the listening room.
The weak illumination of the me-
ters unfortunately diminishes their
usefulness, though the LED indica-
tors for DPD action worked well.
Operationally, the D1200 is as silent
and unobtrusive as one could hope
for. It emits no fan noise (another
benefit of the DPD design), it does
not hum or buzz, and it sounds
every bit as good as it looks.

About the sound ... well, since I
do not subscribe to the popular
notion that good power amplifiers
sound "different" from each other,
there is not much I can say on that
subject. Still, when we were playing
some CD's with exceptional dy-
namic range through this amplifier,
the impact of the high-level tran-
sients-which often lit the 6 -dB
DPD light and produced meter
readings of more than 400 watts-
was nothing short of stunning. Not
too many "100 -watt" amplifiers can
match that performance.
Circle 142 on reader service card
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JVC DD-VR77 CASSETTE DECK
Craig Stark, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

DESIGNED for listeners who
want the convenience of
autoreverse, the JVC DD-
VR77 cassette deck is a

three -head, three -motor unit with
Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduc-
tion, a tape -positioning editor, and
multiple search and play options.

The reverse mechanism, which
can be activated either automati-
cally or manually at the end of a
side, switches control of the tape
motion between a direct -drive for-
ward capstan and a belt -drive rear
capstan. Simultaneously, a second
motor rotates the Sen-Alloy record/
playback head by 180 degrees, plac-
ing the head elements in position to
scan the tape's reverse side without
physically turning over the cassette.
This design minimizes the time lost
during the reversing process; manu-
ally operated, the turnaround seems
almost instantaneous. A third mo-
tor handles both of the reel hubs,
and separate erase heads are used
for each direction.

The cassette well on the DD-
VR77 is slightly deeper than usual.

The greater depth permits the door
to contain a multiple -LED display
that shows the direction in which
the tape is moving, but it slightly
restricts label visibility and head ac-
cess for cleaning and demagnetiz-
ing. Bias and equalization are auto-
matically selected by detectors in-
side the well that "read" the rear
cut-outs on the cassette shell.

Recording levels are controlled by
a long -throw (4 -inch) slider and a
channel -balance knob, and they are
indicated on two displays. The
main display is a pair of fifteen -seg-
ment -per -channel fluorescent indi-
cators that read peak levels from
-20 to +9 dB. The supplementary
display is a digital readout that reg-
isters the level of the higher channel
in 1 -dB steps from 0 to + 12 dB.
(This second display is necessary
because JVC, like a number of other
Japanese manufacturers, uses a 0 -
dB reference point that is 4 dB
below the IEC standard reference
level. As a result, to utilize the full
dynamic range of metal tape, it
must be recorded at levels slightly

beyond what can be shown by the
DD-VR77's primary record -level
indicators.)

A separate four -digit fluorescent
counter is used to show either the
elapsed or remaining time on a side,
the tape length, conventional tape -
counter units, or the number of
selections (up to twenty) to be
scanned. The DD-VR77 also per-
mits the user to define the beginning
and end points of a section of tape
for automatic return to stop or
repeat play. A tape -editor feature
facilitates jockeying the tape back
and forth at either normal or half
speed, enabling exact location of the
start of a passage. In addition, dual -
speed fade-in and fade-out controls
are provided.

The transport is solenoid -oper-
ated through soft -touch pushbut-
tons, and additional buttons and
switches are provided to select noise
reduction, a stereo multiplex filter,
high-speed scanning, record muting,
and operation from an external tim-
er. The front panel also contains a
playback level control, a headphone
jack, and a socket for attaching a
remote -control device. No micro-
phone inputs are provided.

The JVC DD-VR77 cassette deck
measures 17 inches wide, 4I/2 inches
high, and 11 inches deep, and it
weighs a little under 111h pounds.
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THINK OF IT AS THE
WORLD'S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER.

Now you can take the dynamics of
digital performance anywhere. Wih
TDK HX-S. It captures the purity and
nuances of digital sound like no other
high -bias audio cassette.

Specifically designed to record
digitally -sourced materials, HX-S 3ffers
four times the magnetic storage capa-
bility of other high -bias cassettes avail-
able today. Plus unmatched high
frequency MOL (Maximum Output
Level) for optimum performance.

With all this going for it, HX-S daes
more than step-up your pocket -sized
player. It also acts like fuel injection for
your car audio system. And it can turn
a boombox into a portable music nail.

TDK HX-S. One small step for digital.
One giant leap for music -kind.

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE.
TDK is the world's leading manufact_yer of audio & video cassettes and f
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TEST REPORTS

FEATURES

O Fast -acting autoreverse
CI Multi -speed tape editor
CI Dolby B and Dolby C noise

reduction
111 Peak -reading and digital level

indicators

CI Digital elapsed/remaining-time
indicators.

CI User -definable tape segment for
auto stop or replay
Defeatable FM multiplex filter
Wear -resistant Sen-Alloy heads

5

0

5

NC DaVR77
RECORD-PIATBACK RESPONSES

--H

\I-TDK AD (TYPE I, FERRIC)
TDK SA (TYPE I)CHROMEEOUIVA1ENTI

-IDE MA (TYPE Iv, META()

---.... ....\

.._ .- .._ " .. .

5

IVO lk

PlArBACR.ONir RESPONSES
(IECSTANDARD BASF TEST TAPES)

-120,4 (TYPE
70 .3 (TYPES II AND IV)

/2F;;' N.C1 IN HERTZ

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast -forward time (C-60): 90
seconds

Rewind time (C-60): 94 seconds
Speed error: -0.3% (forward);

- 0.4% (reverse)
Dolby tracking error: Dolby B,

+1.0, -0 dB: Dolby C, 4-1.5,
-0 dB

Wow -and -flutter: forward, 0.047%
wrms, 0.062% DIN
peak -weighted; reverse, 0.64%
wrms, 0.96% DIN peak -weighted

Line input for indicated 0 dB:
70 mV

Line output at indicated 0 dB:
0.43 volt

Meter indication at IEC-standard
0 dB: +4 dB

CI Tape: TDK AD (Type I, ferric)
IEC 0 -dB distortion: 0.50%
Meter indication at 3% third -

harmonic distortion: +8 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):
Unwtd. CCIR

NR off 54.2 59.8 57.7
Dolby B 58.0 68.8 62.8
Dolby C 58.8 73.5 76.4

O Tape: TDK SA (Type II,
high -bias)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 1.05%
Meter indication at 3% third -

harmonic distortion: +8 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

Unwid. A-wtd. CCIR
NR off 54.5 60.8 58.3
Dolby B 56.4 68:5 68.2
Dolby C 58.5 74.8 76.9

O Tape: TDK MA -R (Type IV,
metal)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 0.74%
Meter indication at 3% third -

harmonic distortion: +10 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

CCIR
.VR off 56.5 62.2 59.4
Dolby B 59.2 70.2 69.3
Dolhi C 60.0 76.4 78.0

Price: $500. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Slat-
er Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.

Lab Tests
When we received the DD-VR77

at the lab, the heads were mis-
aligned, revealing a significant tre-
ble rolloff( -18 dB at 18 kHz) in the

forward direction, though the deck
performed normally in reverse. Af-
ter realignment, the forward play-
back frequency response with our
IEC standard Cr02-type and ferric
test tapes was very smooth, but
there was still a slight high -frequen-
cy rolloff (3 to 5 dB at 18 kHz). In

reverse the response was almost
identical.

Record -playback response was
measured with our center -line cas-
sette samples of TDK AD (ferric),
SA (chrome -equivalent), and MA
(metal). At a 0 -dB level the response
with the ferric and Cr02-type tapes
was typical of decks in this price
class, although the low bass ex-
tended further down than normal.
The increased treble capacity of the
metal tape (above 10 kHz) was also
more pronounced than usual. The
+3 -dB peak shown for TDK MA in
the accompanying graph, while son-
ically harmless, appears to be a
product either of slight over -equali-
zation or under -bias. With the other
tapes, response was extremely flat
out to the 16- to 17 -kHz area, which
is the deck's rated upper limit.

Signal-to-noise measurements
were extremely good, especially
with the Dolby circuits on. Indeed,
the Dolby -induced frequency -re-
sponse errors were far less than we
normally encounter. On the other
hand, the wow -and -flutter figures
were not as good as we could nor-
mally expect from a deck of this
price. The explanation lies in the
compromise made to achieve the
autoreverse feature. The two cap-
stans never simultaneously engage
the tape to form a flutter -reducing
closed loop as they do in most dual -
capstan transports. Instead, they op-
erate independently.

Comments
The DD-VR77's controls are gen-

erally well laid out and easy to use,
though we would have preferred a
slightly smaller pause button and a
slightly larger stop button. The dis-
plays are also easy to read.

Sonically, we would rate the DD-
VR77 as good. Its freedom from
hiss was commendable, and the
sound it captured and reproduced
was wide in frequency range but
slightly muddied (especially, to our
ears, in the reverse mode) by residu-
al wow -and -flutter. Few listeners of
our acquaintance are quite as sensi-
tive to this particular fault as we are,
however, so you must listen and
judge for yourself. If autoreverse is
high on your list of priorities, the
JVC DD-VR77 is well worth con-
sideration.
Circle 143 on reader service card
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BECAUSE TOO MUCH
PERFORMANCE

IS NEVER ENOUGH

Harman Kardon's drive for sonic excellence has
elevated the standards of high fidelity for over
30 years. Our striving for the ideal is often con-
sidered "too much" by our corn-
cetitors. Now the pleasure of "too
much performance" is brought to
the automotive environment.

Our competitors must feel that
20-20,000Hz ±3dB is "too
much performance" to
expect from an in -dash
cassette/tuner, or they
would offer it. We be -
',eve it the minimum
necessary for true
high fidelity repro-
duction. Even our
'east expensive model offers this and other`
'over design" distinctions: Dolby' dual gate
MOSFET front ends, superior tuning sections,
nand selected tape heads and heavy duty
transports.

Shown The new CH161 DIN -mount indash
cassette/tuner. and CA260 automotive amplifier

Or competitors must feel that High instantan-
eous Current Capability, Low Negative Feed-
back and discrete componentry corstitute

"too much performance" in
automotive amplifiers. All of our
mobile amps, from the 3.5 Watt/
channel CA205 to the 60 Watt/

channel CA260, are 'aver
designed" to include these

superior desigr
criteria.

Automotive high
fidelity perform-

ance from
Harman Kardon.

It's too much.

Fcr more informatior and your nearest dealer call toll free
1-300-633-2252 Ext. 250 or write 240 Crossways Flak West.
WDodbury, New Yor< 11797.

harman / kardon
'Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laborctones. Inc

A iorman International Company

High Performance Necessities for the Mobile Auciophile.



TEST REPORTS

CERWIN-VEGA 250SE
SPEAKER SYSTEM
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

CERWIN-VEGA, best known
for musical -instrument and
sound -reinforcement speak-
ers, recently introduced a

line of five speaker systems for the
home market. Called the Select Edi-
tion Series, the speakers combine
the smooth response and wide dis-
persion of home hi-fi speaker de-
signs with the high power -handling
capability and high sensitivity of
professional models.

The Model 250SE, at the mid-
point of the Select Edition 200 Se-
ries, is a floor -standing three-way
system based on a 10 -inch woofer
operating in a vented enclosure (the
vent opening is in the rear of the

cabinet). The nominal system im-
pedance is 6 ohms, and the rated
frequency response is 32 to 20,000
Hz ± 3 dB. The system's sensitivity
is specified as 95 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 1 -watt
input. At 550 Hz, there is a 12 -dB -
per -octave crossover to a 6 -inch
cone midrange driver, and at 3,500
Hz there is a similar crossover to a
1 -inch dome tweeter.

The tweeter's voice coil is both
cooled and damped by a silicone
compound, and its dome is loaded
by a horn that Cerwin-Vega calls an
Elliptical Acoustical Transformer.
While any horn can be described as
an acoustical transformer, this one

has an elliptical cross section (with
the longer axis oriented horizon-
tally) that is said to give it better
directional properties than those of
a dome radiator alone.

Although it is not a part of the
250SE, or required for its proper
operation, Cerwin-Vega also manu-
factures a special bass equalizer, the
DB-10 Bass Turbocharger, that can
be connected in the amplifier's sig-
nal path to increase the drive level
by either 5 or 10 dB at 32 Hz. The
equalizer has no effect above 60 or
70 Hz and attenuates signals below
20 Hz. It is intended to restore deep -
bass response to speakers whose
output falls off below 40 Hz or so (a
category that includes most home
speakers).

Removing the 250SE's black grille
cloth, which is retained by sturdy
plastic snaps, reveals the drivers
and two knobs for adjusting the lev-
els of the high -frequency and mid-
range drivers. The cabinet measures
28 inches high, 121/i inches wide,
and 11 I/2 inches deep (including the
integral pedestal base), and it has a
black woodgrain-vinyl finish with a
black flocked covering on the front
panel. The rear contains the spring -
loaded speaker -wire connectors.
Each speaker weighs about 35
pounds. Price: $300 each; DB-10
Bass Turbocharger, $49.95. Cerwin-
Vega, Dept. SR, 12250 Montague
St., Arleta, CA 91331.

Lab Tests
We experimented with several

combinations of control settings
when measuring the room response
of the Cerwin-Vega 250SE's. The
flattest response was obtained with
the high -frequency control set at its
minimum and the midrange control
at its midpoint, so these settings
were used throughout our subse-
quent measurements.

When we combined the room re-
sponse with the close-miked woofer
response, the composite frequency -
response curve of the 250SE was flat
within 7.5 dB from 24 to 15,000 Hz.
Although the response shape could
be altered to suit almost any taste
with the speaker's controls, the
high -frequency output dropped rap-
idly above 15,000 Hz. Our quasi-
anechoic FFT response measure-
ments confirmed the general nature
of the response curve, including the
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can't afford it,
spareyourself the heartache of listening to it.

We are all aware that money as:de, it is an easy matter to upscale cur quality of life, but difficult to
lower it. In this -egard, ignorance is kiss ar:..' strict abstinence is sometimes better than a taste of some-
thing finerthatwe can't have. So it is wit- Concord high-fidelity, high performance car audio. One
listen, one taste. will significantly alter yolr demands for mobile h gh-fidelity.

Uncompromising performance; tl-eConcord story begins and erds with it. Concord's
performance engineering cver the yea73 113: -esulted in a list of meEmcizing characteristics
that, as you bec3rce aware ofthem, wit change your perception ofcarstem.

For inEtana: A sound rites dai-1 E -he best they've ever heard in a car
stereo-home ligh-fidelity sound. = Supett, stereo imaging, wide band fre-
quency response, and very low cisto-: or ...wets are just some of tie quaL-
ties of Concoxis exclusive Matcred FimeAmorphous Core Tape Had
0 Electronic EC Servo tape drive fo7 erended life and accurate
control of tape speed. 0 A leaner szurdi:g FM than you ever,
believed pcssibb, thanks to the exclus ve-.Concord FNR
FM noise reducion system. High irmered inboard
amplifiers-natec at 50 watts the anitv to simply
plug in external amplifiers fo- additional Dower.

A few of the features founc in the EH. 540
shown here are: Dolby B and C noise -e:-.1:3tion
systems, tuner/tape switch, tape searc&, and the
smooth convenimce of full logi= tape oonttols.
The ergoncmic design insures easy opera-
tion of all fianctims.

One lis:er to all of this and vou will bE
exhilarated, and if you've read this far vcu
are no longer blissfully unaware. You:
taste has been it proved. If you can
afford it, you already deserve, and
probably cle-rama the best in design,
engineering and of course
-uncomprcmisiig
performance.

CONCORD'
Anything else is a compromise.

Concord Systems, Inc.
25 Hale Street, Newburyport, MA 01950

800-225-7932, (in MA) 800-892-0565
A Penril Company
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TEST REPORTS

high -frequency rolloff above 15,000
Hz. It also showed a periodic re-
sponse variation, with peaks occur-
ring at intervals of about 1,500 Hz
over the entire frequency range.
This characteristic was also visible
on the FFT response plots supplied
by the manufacturer. It was not
apparent in the room -response
curves, however.

The difference in frequency re-
sponse between the on -axis and 45 -
degree off -axis measurements was
less than 6 dB over the full range up
to about 15,000 Hz. The phase lin-
earity of the system was good, with
an overall group -delay variation of
about 0.4 millisecond from about
500 Hz to beyond 20,000 Hz.

The system's sensitivity meas-
ured 93 dB at 1 meter with an input
of 2.83 volts (1 watt) at 1,000 Hz.
The impedance reached a maxi-
mum of 25 ohms at the bass -reso-
nance frequency, 63 Hz, and a min-
imum of 4 ohms at 32 and 130 Hz.
At frequencies above 600 Hz it was
between 10 and 15 ohms. The bass
distortion (measured at a drive level
of 2 volts, corresponding to a mid-
range output of 90 dB SPL) was
about 0.7 percent from 100 to 70
Hz, rising to 2 percent at 50 Hz and
3 percent at 40 Hz. Although we
were not specifically testing the DB-
10 bass equalizer, we did measure
its frequency response and con-
firmed that it essentially matched
the manufacturer's claims (a boost
of 9 dB at 32 Hz or 4 dB at 35 Hz,
less than a 0.5 -dB effect above 100
Hz, and a cut of 3 dB at 20 Hz).

During our pulse -power tests, the
250SE's woofer "bottomed" with a
loud rasp at 100 Hz with an input of
100 watts into its 4.3 -ohm imped-
ance. At 1,000 Hz, the amplifier
clipped at 240 watts into the speak-
er's 15 -ohm impedance, and at
10,000 Hz it clipped at 270 watts
into 15 ohms.

Comments
As received, the Cerwin-Vega

250SE speakers had their level con-
trols set to their maximum limits.
Lacking any instructions or sugges-
tions for their adjustment, we ini-
tially listened to the speakers at
these settings. The sound quality
was very bright and "forward," but
it was greatly improved when we
reduced both control settings.

Because of the variable midrange
and treble response adjustments, it
is difficult to describe the frequency
response of the Cerwin-Vega 250SE.
Within wide limits, it can have
almost any response you wish it to
have if you have the patience to
experiment with the control set-
tings. Although our test settings
yielded the flattest measured re-
sponse, the resulting sound was too
subdued for our taste, and we even-
tually increased the treble control to
its midpoint and the midrange to its
maximum. To our ears the sound
was much improved, but obviously
each user will have to establish his
own preferred settings.

The speakers sounded good, al-
though we noted a tendency toward
a "forward" character, presumably
from a midrange emphasis. This ef-
fect was strongly program -depen-
dent and was most noticeable in
A/B comparisons with other speak-
ers we knew to be flat throughout
the middle and high frequencies.

We connected the DB-10 equaliz-
er to our playback system and
found, as we expected, that it had
no audible effect on most program
material. Only the deepest bass fre-
quencies are boosted by this device,
and such frequencies (under 40 or
50 Hz) are rare in most recorded
music. When these frequencies were

present, however, the effect was
clearly audible.

The woofer of the 250SE was the
only one of its drivers that we were
able to drive into nonlinearity on
musical program material with our
amplifier (the 15 -ohm impedance of
the midrange and high -frequency
drivers is not ideal for drawing high
power from a transistor amplifier).
We could hear the onset of a woof-
er -suspension rattle while playing a
recording of bass drums at a high
volume with the DB-10 set to a 10 -
dB boost, and sometimes at the 5 -
dB setting, but not when the equali-
zation was switched out.

Like almost any product, the Cer-
win-Vega 250SE must be viewed in
the context of its price. These days,
$300 speakers are often small- to
moderate -sized bookshelf units,
whereas the 250SE is a husky floor -
standing system that is considerably
more muscular than most speakers
in its price range. In addition, its
high sensitivity makes it usable with
amplifiers having one -quarter the
rated power output that would be
needed for a typical small speaker
selling at a comparable price. If you
take the time to adjust the balance
controls to your taste, the 250SE
can be a very cost-effective addition
to your system.
Circle 144 on reader service card

"Isn't that a little tacky-'enjoy' instead of 'power?"
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HOW TO BUY
LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKERS take power from a
receiver or amplifier and
turn that electrical energy
into acoustical energy, other-

wise known as sound. This is easy to
do, but not so easy to do well.
Speaker designers strive toward at
least two goals: the illusion of mu-
sical reality and the accurate trans-
duction of the audio signal. Speak-
ers embodying the first ideal would
create the illusion that the music is
being performed live in the listening

by William Burton

Ten tips on choosing the speakers most compatible with your equipment,your room, and your tastes

room. Speakers embodying the sec-
ond ideal would put out an exact
copy of what went in-an acoustic
waveform that is an exact analog of
the electrical waveform.

Most speakers are not very close
to either ideal. In fact, the sonic per-
formance of speakers varies more
than any other type of component.
They have personalities, and their
characters change according to
where they are placed in a room (see
the article on speaker placement on

page 61). Here are a few tips to help
you choose speakers that are com-
patible with your music, your am-
plifier, your room, and your ears.

1 Listen to live music. Unless you
only listen to recordings of sound
effects, thunderstorms, crashing
waves, or crashing bores, your
speakers will probably reproduce
music. To judge how well they do
that, listen to music as it is being
produced.
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Listen seriously at live concerts.
The sound of the instruments will
be affected by the concert hall, so
don't expect to get the big sound of
big spaces in a small room, even
with superb speakers. Do listen for
the qualities that good speakers can
reproduce, such as:

-Smooth frequency response.
Each part of the music, from bass to
countertenor, is at just the right vol-
ume, with no part slighted or exag-
gerated.

-Extended frequency range.
There are low lows that you can feel
as well as hear, and the high highs
are pure, clear, and shimmering:

-Precise imaging. You can close
your eyes and tell where the sound
is coming from.

-Accurate transients. The chang-
es from soft to loud are powerful
and clean.

You can listen for the same char-
acteristics of live sound at a rock
concert as at a chamber recital. Of
course, the sound of electric instru-
ments comes through their ampli-
fiers and some sort of speakers or
PA system, so you must consider
that in relation to imaging.

Both electric and acoustic music
will sound great through great

speakers. In fact, considering the
awful sound systems and horren-
dous acoustics at some rock con-
certs, electric music can sound bet-
ter in your living room than in live
performance.

2 Listen to good speakers. Re-
member how good live music
sounded in the concerts you went
to? Judge speakers by how closely
they come to this ideal. Do they give
you the thrills and chills of live
music? Good speakers should not
slight or exaggerate any part of the
frequency range. They will repro-
duce a delicate pianissimo in the
lower octaves at just the same level
as a delicate pianissimo in the upper
octaves. They will make a piano
sound exactly as forte as it should
from its lowest octave to its highest.
Good speakers are a reference that
you may be able to use more easily
than a live concert.

Speakers vary according to the
goals of the designer. Some designs
are based on principles of time and
phase coherence. Some designs are
completely incoherent. Some speak-
ers direct the sound straight at the
listeners. Some bounce sound off
the walls. Speakers may have one,

two, three, or more drivers in
sealed, open, or passively radiating
cabinets. Most are wood boxes, but
some are flat panels or other un-
usual shapes. Designers may have
to compromise between accuracy
and efficiency, or size and bass
response, or cost and quality. Re-
member, however, that the design is
only as good as the result. The proof
of the design is in the listening.

3 Read about speakers. Different
kinds of speakers may be better at
doing different things. Bass -reflex
(ported) speakers tend to be effi-
cient, making a lot of sound with
only a little power, but they may
sound boomy. Acoustic -suspension
(sealed) speakers tend to be less effi-
cient, but they often have tight and
accurate bass. Large, flat speakers
such as electrostatics may have su-
perb imaging, but they are some-
times weak in the bass department.
Knowing such juicy tidbits can help
you narrow the range of speakers
you have to choose from.

To learn about the different kinds
of speakers, keep reading STEREO
REVIEW and other audio publica-
tions, and refer to reference works
on audio and acoustics. Reading 0
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test reports can lead you to particu-
lar speakers that may be right for
you, and they will also teach you
about the theory and practice of
speaker design.

4 Consider your receiver or am-
plifier. If you are buying speakers
for a receiver or amp you already
own, find out how many watts per
channel it delivers. This informa-
tion should be in your owners' man-
ual or on the rear of the unit, or you
can look it up in STEREO REVIEW'S
Stereo Buyers' Guide. Look for
speakers that will work with the
power you have.

Don't buy a speaker that won't go
as loud as you want with the elec-
tronics you have. And don't buy a
speaker that might melt down if you
crank the volume up on your mon-
ster amp. The amount of power a
speaker needs can be indicated in
two ways. The manufacturer may
say something like, "These speakers
should be used with amplifiers de-
livering between 35 and 100 watts
per channel." Also, the sensitivity
specification will tell you how loud
the speaker will play when 1 watt of
power is put into it. A sensitivity
spec might look like this: "83 dB
SPL/W/m." Translated, this means
that the speaker will produce a
sound -pressure level of 83 decibels
1 meter away from the speaker with
1 watt of input power.

5 Consider your listening room.
Big speakers are better for big
rooms, and small speakers are bet-
ter for small rooms, but you can let
your taste, budget, and decorating
sense be your guides. For the same
playback volume, large rooms re-
quire more powerful amplification
or more efficient speakers than
small rooms. Make sure, however,
that the amp/speaker combination
can produce the volume you want
in your listening room without dis-
tortion. You can rarely have too
much power, and your speakers can
never be too efficient.

Speakers sound different in differ-
ent locations. Walls, floors, and ceil-
ings reflect and reinforce sound, es-
pecially low -frequency sound, so
putting a speaker against a wall or in
a corner will exaggerate the bass.
Think about where the speakers can
go, and buy speakers that work in
those locations. For example, some
speakers are designed to bounce
sound off rear and side walls-if

your rear wall absorbs sound be-
cause of draperies, books, or soft
furnishings, you won't get the de-
sired effects.

6 Take your favorite music shop-
ping. Choose music you are familiar
with. Vocals are good because the
human voice is the musical instru-
ment that you hear most often. If
you can't bring your own record-
ings, use singing or speaking voices.
Male voices often sound boomy on
poor speakers. (These speakers ex-
aggerate mid -bass to hide a lack of
low bass.) I recommend acoustic
rather than electric music because
acoustic instruments are more con-
sistent in their sound quality.

Don't limit yourself to classical
music: folk or acoustic jazz can be
excellent. If you do prefer classical,
remember that small ensembles
sound more natural than full or-
chestras in small rooms. Schubert's
Piano Trio No. 1, in B -flat Major,
Op. 99 (performed by the Borodin
Trio on Chandos) is my most recent
favorite for evaluating speakers. My
bass -response and dynamic -range
test is The Cinema Show from the
live Genesis album "Seconds Out."
The albums "The Roches" and
"Rickie Lee Jones" also have wide
frequency range and gorgeous
sound.

7 Listen at the store. Ask your
salesperson to match the levels of
each pair of speakers you listen to,
using a tuner or receiver tuned to
the noise between FM stations.
Make the speakers the only vari-
able: use the same source material,
the same amplifier, and the same
kind of placement for each pair.

To reduce confusion, compare
only two speaker systems at a time.
Decide which one you like best, and
then compare the winner with the
next pair. Ask a lot of questions and
listen to the answers.

8 Be aware of how you hear. The
ear is a marvelously sensitive organ,

but ears-or, rather, the brain-can
be fooled. For example, louder
speakers usually sound better. To
distinguish fine differences, switch
quickly from one speaker pair to the
other and back again. Hearing one
pair in the morning and another
pair in the afternoon is not the best
way to compare. Acoustic memory
is too short. Differences from one
room to another, or between
sources, may seem to be differences
between speakers.

9 Consider three-piece systems.
A three-piece system consists of a
subwoofer for the low frequencies
(usually below 200 Hz) and two sat-
ellite speakers for the higher fre-
quencies. To split the signal, a cross-
over network must be provided in
the subwoofer or separately. Like
any speaker, subwoofers require
power-and because they move a
lot of air, they need a lot of power. If
your amp is underpowered, you can
upgrade it, or you can get a sub -
woofer with a power amp built in.
There are three ways you can buy a
three-piece system:

-You can buy a matched system
consisting of a subwoofer and two
satellites from the same maker.

-You can buy a subwoofer from
one manufacturer and another
brand of speakers to use as satel-
lites. You will have to provide for a
crossover network separately if one
is not built into the subwoofer, and
the crossover frequency should be
adjustable so that the subwoofer
blends smoothly with the satellites.
For the same reason, make sure the
subwoofer has a level control.

-You can buy a pair of full -range
speakers now and add a subwoofer
later. The cautions mentioned
above must still be observed, of
course.

10 Damn the torpedoes. You're
buying these speakers for your ears.
Don't let anybody else's prejudices
decide what you will hear. If you
like the sound of a speaker, buy it. If
a salesperson won't match levels so
you can compare speakers, go to a
store with more helpful and better
informed salespeople. Don't be
talked into price ranges that make
your head spin either. Inexpensive
speakers can sound surprisingly
musical. They won't make you be-
lieve you're at a live concert, but
they can do a good job of reproduc-
ing the sound of music.
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SPEAKER

nil IC[11[ii
Understanding the fundamentals

of room acoustics

AFTER countless hours of criti-
cal listening in a variety of
hi-fi showrooms, you have

finally found the loud-
speaker of your dreams. It delivers
the transparent, airy treble, the solid
low bass, and the wide, natural ster-
eo image that you've been looking
for. You cheerfully write your
check, take delivery, set up the sys-
tems in your listening room, turn up
the music, and . . . disappoint-
ment strikes! Your new and expen-
sive speakers sound only marginally
better than the ones they replaced.
What has gone wrong?

Although there's a slight chance
that your new speakers are defec-
tive, the most likely source of your
difficulty is not the speakers them-
selves, but rather their placement
and the acoustic properties of your
listening room.

The Highs
Sound is very much like light in

that it can be reflected, diffused, and
absorbed. The sound produced by
loudspeakers-or any other sound

BY LARRY KLEIN

source-is reflected by hard sur-
faces diffused by irregular surfaces,
and absorbed by soft surfaces. It fol-
lows from this that your interior
decorating can dramatically in-
fluence the sound of your speakers.
A very modern room with an abun-
dance of acoustically reflective ex-
posed floor areas and chrome, plas-
tic, and glass furniture will reflect
and reinforce the highs. Such an
overly reflective room will sound

IDEAL LISTENING ROOMS

Height Width Depth
Small Room
Ratio I 1.25 1.6
Dimensions 8' 10' 12'9"
Average
Room
Ratio 1 1.6 2.5
Dimensions 8' 12'9" 20'
Large Room
Ratio 1 1.25 3.2
Dimensions 8' 10' 25'6"

too bright, or even shrill or harsh.
At the other extreme, a traditional
room with heavy drapes, wall-to-
wall carpeting, and overstuffed fur-
niture may cause music to sound
dull and muffled because the higher
frequencies are soaked up by the
furnishings. Most rooms fall be-
tween the two extremes, and only
minor adjustments are required to
achieve a good frequency balance.

The Lows
Although speaker placement to

some degree affects all the frequen-
cies radiated into a room, it most
strongly influences the lower fre-
quencies. The unwanted effects oc-
cur in two different ways and in two
different bass -frequency areas.

Short -wavelength sonic reflec-
tions from nearby wall and floor
surfaces cancel or reinforce (de-
pending on their phase) the speak-
er's direct sound in the upper bass.
Most speakers will show response
irregularities in the 200- to 400 -Hz
range unless special care is taken in
their installation (and design).
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k
Your listening area should be rough y equidistant from both speakers.

The longer (lower -frequency)
wavelengths are very much affected
by room dimensions. Room nodes,
or standing waves, occur at frequen-
cies whose wavelengths are twice a
room's dimension. Standing waves
cause the low bass to be unnaturally
emphasized or de-emphasized in
certain areas of the room. Since
such nodes can't be eliminated, it's
best to distribute them as evenly as
possible to ensure a smooth spread
of bass frequencies throughout the
room. If you have the option, you
can help achieve this by avoiding
having any of the room dimensions
(height, width, and depth) the same
as or a multiple of another.

The preferred ratios for well -dis-
tributed room nodes are shown in
the chart on the preceding page.
Also shown are the ideal room
widths and depths for a standard 8 -
foot ceiling.

If you are troubled by standing
waves and can't change the dimen-
sions of your listening room, your
only recourse is to avoid placing
your listening chair, or your speak-
ers, in a standing -wave peak or null
area. In respect to room bass re-
sponse, there's a reciprocal relation-
ship between the locations of the
speakers and the listener. In other
words, if you were to place a speaker
in your listening chair and listen at
the speaker's normal location, you
would hear the same level of bass
response. So if the bass sounds too
heavy, relocate your listening area
away from the wall; if it's too light,
move your chair closer to or against
the wall.

Proper Balance
What is the proper frequency bal-

ance in a home hi-fi system? Some
people will tell you that it's all a

matter of taste. Certain listeners
prefer a "bright" sound that empha-
sizes the high frequencies, while
others go for a more mellow tonal
quality with a preponderance of
mid bass. Aside from the taste of
any particular listener, the ideal
speaker has a "flat" response in
which every musical frequency is
given equal treatment. That does
not mean that all notes will be
amplified to the same level; it sim-
ply means that the original relative
strengths of the highs and lows will
be preserved. This is important be-
cause the ear translates small differ-
ences in tonal balance into large dif-
ferences in tonal quality and colora-
tion. Here are some tips on speaker
and furniture placement that can
help you achieve the best balance
from your speakers-and perhaps
lead you to a new appreciation of
their sound potential.
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A soft wall hanging between shelf systems will soak up excess highs.

 Speakers almost always sound
best when they are installed on the
long wall of a room, from 6 to 10
feet apart and equidistant from the
two room corners. If there seems to
be a sonic "hole" between the two
speakers, move them closer to-
gether; if the stereo stage is too nar-
row, move them further apart. The
imaging of some speakers seems to
improve when they are angled in
slightly toward the center of your
listening area.

 Your listening area should be
roughly equidistant from both
speakers, with the distance between
your chair and the speakers about
one and a half times the spacing
between the speakers. Although
your amplifier's balance control can
compensate somewhat for off -cen-
ter listening, stereo imaging may
suffer.

 Never position "bookshelf "

speakers directly on the floor or
hide them behind a couch or chair.
Speakers must have a direct line to
the listener's ears. The stereo per-
spective will sound more natural if
the speaker is at ear level-the
seated ear, that is. Bookshelf speak-
ers installed on the floor usually
sound dull and muddy.

 The closer a speaker is installed
to a wall or a room boundary (where
walls meet each other or where a
wall meets the floor or ceiling), the
more bass it will produce. Too
much bass, however, can easily
overbalance the midrange and tre-
ble frequencies and muddy the
sound.

 If you can install your speakers
2 or 3 feet or so away from any wall
(including the rear wall), they will
probably deliver a greater sense of
openness and clarity in addition to
improved stereo imaging.

 If the stereo image seems
blurred, imprecise, and lacking
depth, there may be excessive mid -
and upper -frequency reflections in
the speaker's mounting area. A soft
wall hanging placed between shelf-
mounted systems or an upholstered
couch and a rug placed between
floor -mounted systems will soak up
the excessive highs.

With the help of these tips, and
some understanding of the acoustic
principles involved, you should be
able to arrange your speakers and
your listening room for best results.
But as the professional acousticians
who worked at Lincoln Center
found, a great deal of trial and error
is almost always necessary to
achieve optimum results. You
should expect no less when adjust-
ing the acoustic performance of
your own private concert hall.
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CROSSOVER BASICS
Knowing crossover characteristics can help you predict a speaker system's sound

IT'S hard to know what a speaker
sounds like without hearing it.
You can get some idea if you
know something about its driv-

ers. For example, a big speaker with
two 15 -inch woofers is likely to
have better bass than a small speak-
er with one 6 -inch woofer.

Drivers aren't the only parts in a
speaker, however. When a speaker
has different drivers to handle dif-
ferent parts of the frequency range,
something else is necessary-a
crossover network.

A crossover network divides the
audio signal coming from a receiver
or amplifier and sends the right
parts of it to the right drivers. In a
three-way speaker, it sends the lows
to a woofer, middle frequencies to a
midrange, and highs to a tweeter
(see Figure 1). To know what fre-
quencies each driver handles, you
have to know the speaker system's
crossover frequencies-the point(s)
at which a rising or falling note will
cross over from one driver to anoth-
er. In addition to crossover frequen-
cy, other important features of
crossover networks are the rate and
shape of its attenuation slopes,
which determine how the frequen-
cies fade out from one driver and
fade in to the next.

Because crossovers are designed
for specific drivers in multiway
speakers, they are usually built into
each speaker. But they can also be
purchased as separate components,
especially for three-piece satellite/
subwoofer systems or for biampli-
fied and triamplified systems.

Whether a crossover comes with
the speaker or is separate, knowing
its characteristics can tell you some-
thing about the speaker's sound be-
fore you hear it. Different types of
crossovers have different advan-
tages and disadvantages. Some are
hard on drivers (making them han-
dle a wide range of frequencies),

by Richard Chinn

while others have problems with
phase coherence (giving two drivers
the same signal out of phase) or
time alignment (causing the drivers
to produce the same sounds at
slightly different times).

Sonic Effects of Crossovers
Many multiway speakers have

level controls for the midrange and
the tweeter that act like broadband
tone controls. The so-called turn-
over points of these controls are the
crossover frequencies. Obviously,
adjusting these controls can dramat-
ically change the sound of a speaker.

A more subtle crossover effect is
caused by the different distortion
characteristics of different drivers.
A crossover frequency that is too
low or too high can send signals to a
driver that it can't reproduce with-
out distortion, and this distortion
will get worse at higher volumes.

The amount of overlap a cross-
over network allows between driv-
ers-that is, when a signal is repro-
duced by two drivers because its fre-
quency is in the high part of one
driver's range and in the low part of
the other's-can also make a differ-
ence in the system's sound. Some
speakers, such as those made by
Bose, are touted for their large over-
lap (nearly an octave in the Bose
601 III's), while others, such as the
JSE Infinite Slopes, are touted for
their minimal overlap (with slopes
over 100 dB per octave).

Crossovers and Drivers
Typically, there is a crossover

output for each driver in a speaker.
Since the limiting factor is driver
capability, a speaker designer's se-
lection of drivers dictates his choice
of crossover frequencies.

For example, sending too much
low -frequency energy to a tweeter is
an easy way to send the tweeter to
an early grave. The tweeter can't
move far enough to reproduce very
low -bass frequencies. And even if it
could survive that much motion, its
voice coil will burn out first because
of the excessive energy levels.

Another driver limitation that af-
fects crossover design is how evenly
a driver disperses sound. If a woofer
has wide dispersion and a tweeter
has narrow dispersion, the speaker
may sound weird and "beamy." If
the dispersion patterns of the driv-
ers don't match well, stereo imaging
is likely to be lousy, especially for
the overlap frequencies produced by
both drivers.

How Crossovers Work
A crossover network is nothing

more than a collection of electrical
filters. A two-way speaker needs a
highpass filter to pass highs to the
tweeter while holding back the lows
and a lowpass filter to pass lows to
the woofer while holding back the
highs. A three-way speaker will also
need a bandpass filter to pass the
middle frequencies to the midrange
driver while holding back both the
highs and the lows.

Figure 2 shows the output curves
of the filters in a typical three-way
crossover network. Notice how the
lowpass filter lets the low frequen-
cies, up to about 200 Hz, go through
untouched while reducing the level
of the higher frequencies, so that a
note at, say, 4,000 Hz reaches the
woofer at a level about 24 dB lower
than a bass note. As the frequency
increases, the output level from this
filter steadily decreases.

The highpass filter works the op-
posite way, allowing its output level
to increase as the frequency in-
creases until about 10,000 Hz,
above which it passes the high-fre-
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quency signals to the tweeter un-
changed. In the middle of the net-
work, the bandpass filter attenuates
both lows and highs while leaving
middle frequencies unchanged.

A system's crossover frequencies
are determined by the cutoff fre-
quencies of its crossover filters,
which are the points at which their
output level is 3 dB below the max-
imum output (which would produce
a sound only half as loud). Signals
beyond the cutoff frequency-
above it for a lowpass filter, below it
for a highpass filter, and either way
for a bandpass filter, which has two
cutoff frequencies-are still allowed
to go through, but at a decreasing
level as the frequency changes.

In Figure 2, the cutoff frequency
of the lowpass filter and the lower
cutoff of the bandpass filter are just
over 400 Hz, while the upper band-
pass cutoff and the highpass cutoff
are just over 4,000 Hz. These two
points, therefore, are the crossover
frequencies of the speaker system.

Crossover 7:Ves
Ideally, the acoustic output of a

speaker with more than one driver
should be the same as the output of
a speaker with just one perfect full -
range driver. In practice, however,
it is difficult to make different driv-
ers work together in perfect harmo-
ny. The speaker's designer must
choose the right crossover frequen-
cies as well as the right shapes and
rolloff rates for the filter slopes if the
system is going to sound anything
like the ideal.

A crossover filter's characteristics
are described mathematically in an
equation that represents a curve like
those in Figures 2 through 6. Filter
curves have three parts: the pass -
band section, which is where the
curve is level (or flat) because the
filter is passing all signals in that fre-
quency range; the stopband section,
which is the part of the curve
beyond the cutoff point that appears
as a straight line with a certain con-
stant angle, or slope; and the transi-
tion region between the passband
and the stopband, which is the part
that is truly curved.

The slope of a filter is the rate at
which it rolls off or attenuates, its
output beyond the cutoff point giv-
en a constant -level input. It is usual-
ly expressed in decibels per octave,
and for mathematical reasons the
figures are almost always multiples
of six. As the slope of a filter gets
steeper and steeper, it approaches
the ideal limit of a so-called "brick -
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Figure I. The crossover network in a
three-way speaker system needs three
filters: a highpass filter to send the high
frequencies to the tweeter, a bandpass
filter to send the middle frequencies to
the midrange driver, and a lowpass
filter to send the bass frequencies to
the woofer. Different types of
crossovers will provide more or less
overlap between the signals sent to
drivers in adjacent ranges.

Figure 2. Response curve for the cross-
over network in a typical three-way
system. Each of the three filters lets a
certain range offrequencies pass
through to its associated driver un-
altered while rolling off the unwanted
frequencies beyond its range. The
crossover points for the system are
where the filter outputs are 3 dB down
from their maximum levels.

Figure 3. Response of a first -order
crossover for a two-way system. The
slope beyond the crossover point is a
gentle 6 dB per octave, creating a wide
overlap in the frequency ranges sent to
each driver.

Figure 4. Response of a two-way, sec-
ond -order Butterworth crossover. The
rolloff slope is 12 dB per octave.

Figure. 5. Response of a two-way,
third -order Butterworth crossover, with
a slope of 18 dB per octave.

Figure 6. Response of a two-way,
fourth -order Linkwitz-Riley crossover.
In this special case of a Butterworth
crossover, the rolloff curve is sharper
and the crossover point is at -6 dB
instead of the usual -3 dB. Beyond
the crossover point, the slope is the
same 24 dB per octave as with any
fourth -order filter.
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wall filter," in which the attenua-
tion is so sharp that the curve repre-
senting it seems to drop straight
down from the passband like a wall.

Crossover slopes are also some-
times described as being of a certain
order, namely, the mathematical or-
der of the equation describing the
filter. To convert the order of a
crossover into a decibel -per -octave
slope, simply multiply the number
of the order by six. Thus, a second -
order crossover has a filter slope of
12 dB per octave, and a third -order
crossover has a slope of 18 dB per
octave.

Just as important in characteriz-
ing a crossover as its filter slope (or
order) is the shape of the crucial
transition region between the pass -
band and the stopband. The equa-
tions defining these curves are
called transfer functions, and the
different types are named after the
mathematicians who identified
them. The filters most commonly
used for speaker crossovers are de-
scribed, respectively, by Butter-
worth, Chebychev, Besse!, and Link-
witz-Riley transfer functions (the
last being a special case of the But-
terworth type). Each function can be
of any order, but only the first
through fourth orders are common-
ly used for audio filters, and even
among these only a few of the possi-
ble combinations are practical for
speaker crossovers.

Design Tradeoffs
The various types and orders of

crossover filters have different char-
acteristics in practice, and these
present advantages and disadvan-
tages to the designer of a speaker's
crossover network. For instance,
Butterworth filters have the flattest
passband response of the three main
types. That is, the frequencies that
should be passed through to the
driver unchanged are least affected
by going through the filter circuit.

Chebychev filters, on the other
hand, have the advantage of rolling
off faster than Butterworth filters
with the same slope. That is, the
transition from the passband to the
stopband is sharper. The disadvan-
tage is that the frequency response
of Chebychev filters is not as flat in
the passband as that of Butterworth
filters, and for this reason they are
not used very often.

Bessel filters do not roll off as fast
as either Butterworth or Chebychev
filters, which means that in most
speaker crossovers a Bessel filter
would have to have at least a fourth -

order slope to be effective. That
increases the network's complexity
and expense, but the advantage of
using Bessel filters is that they have
the best phase performance of the
three basic types.

There are also advantages and
disadvantages to different orders of
filter slopes. A crossover network
with first -order filters-which
means slopes of 6 dB per octave
beyond the cutoff points-is inher-
ently phase coherent. The two (or
more) crossover outputs combine
perfectly. (Figure 3 shows the re-
sponse of a typical two-way first -
order crossover network.) On the
negative side, the rolloff such a net-
work provides is not very sharp, so
the drivers in the speaker system
must be capable of handling a sig-
nificant amount of input signal
beyond the crossover points. The
large amount of overlap in a first -
order crossover requires the drivers
to be well matched in terms of their
frequency response and phase co-
herence.

Second -order Butterworth cross-
overs (see Figure 4) have been the
mainstay of theater -style speakers
for more than five decades. The
rolloff slope is fairly sharp (12 dB
per octave) and thus doesn't make
ridiculous demands on the drivers.
The disadvantage is that the outputs
in a system of this type will be 180
degrees out of phase with each other
at the crossover point(s). This is
usually remedied by switching the
wires going to one driver so as to
invert the phase of its input, result-
ing in an in -phase acoustic output.

Nevertheless, whether the cross-
over's phase inversion is remedied
or not, a speaker using second -order
Butterworth will depart from flat
response at the crossover point,
where the outputs from the filters
are equal. If you electrically sum the
two signals in phase, you get a 3 -dB
response peak, while if they are
opposite in phase you get an infinite
null. The acoustical outputs of
speaker drivers don't sum that pre-
cisely, so the result is usually just a
small peak or dip-but it's enough
to have made second -order Butter -
worths fall into disfavor.

The third -order Butterworth
crossover (Figure 5) combines a fast
rolloff (18 dB per octave) with good
phase characteristics. The two filter
outputs sum well in either polarity,
and the resulting phase response is a
gradual shift over the audio range.
On the negative side, a third -order
network cannot be corrected for

speaker time -offset effects (when
the drivers are not aligned in the
same acoustic plane) by using a
time -delay circuit.

The fourth -order Butterworth
crossover suffers from the same
problem as the second -order Butter-
worth: the outputs are 180 degrees
out of phase at the crossover points.
The 24 -dB -per -octave slope of a
fourth -order filter greatly mini-
mizes interaction between the driv-
ers in the crossover region, but this
advantage is overshadowed by the
large phase shift. Moreover, while
the types of crossover previously
discussed can all use passive (unam-
plified) filters, the complexity of a
fourth -order network makes it eco-
nomically impractical to produce a
passive design.

A special case of the fourth -order
Butterworth crossover is the fourth -
order Linkwitz-Riley crossover
(Figure 6). Again, its slope is 24 dB
per octave, but the outputs of the
individual filters are down 6 dB at
the crossover point, instead of the
standard 3 dB. Although the cross-
over point is 3 dB lower, this does
not cause an audible dip in the fre-
quency response because of the
phase characteristics of the two
drivers.

Simple in concept and elegant in
performance, the fourth -order Link-
witz-Riley offers the best set of com-
promises of all the designs we've
discussed. Its outputs sum neatly
for a flat frequency response, they
are in phase at the crossover fre-
quency, and their phase relationship
permits time correction for drivers
that are not in the same acoustic
plane. The third -order Butterworth
and the fourth -order Linkwitz-Riley
are the filters of choice for most
speaker crossovers, although some
first -order filters are still being used
in inexpensive speakers for reasons
of economy.

Whatever type of crossover is
used in a speaker system, the suc-
cess of the overall design can only
be judged by listening to how the
speaker sounds. Any speaker design
represents various tradeoffs. Under-
standing the basics of crossovers,
however, will help you to narrow
your selection to the speakers that
are most likely to satisfy your listen-
ing tastes, budget, and system re-
quirements. El

Richard Chinn is a sound engineer
who is involved in recording and
acoustical design. This article is based
on a technical paper that was written
for Audio Control.
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STOPPERS
by Michael Smolen

The big news from Linn was the in-
troduction of an affordable turntable

that approaches the same kind of per-
formance as the renowned Linn Son-

dek LPI2. The Linn Axis has such ad-
vanced features as a twenty -four -pole

AC synchronous motor with special
load -sensing circuitry, low -distortion

Class A amps driving each motor
phase, and electronic switching. Price:
$575, with Linn Basik LVX tonearm.

The MAN (Maloney & Nusinow) MP-

1 preamplifier (left) and MA -1 power
amplifier were among the most strik-

ing products at SCES, and well deserv-
ing of their Design and Engineering
awards. MAN claims that the MP -1

has no aural character at all, and that
the MA -I mono tube amp is aurally

undetectable except for pure gain. Price:
MP -1, $2,000; MA -I, $3,500 per pair.

C E

HE consumer electronics
tndustry grows and
changes its shape every few

r
months. Last April we told
you about a number of
special products introduced
In Las Vegas at the Win-
ter Consumer Electronics

Show, products that were notewor-
thy for technology or design. These
"show stoppers," as we call them,
included CD changers for the car,
optically coupled CD players, FMX
tuners, and even prototypes of such
things as digital audio tape (DAT)
decks. Now, only six months later,
some of the prototypes have become
real products, and there were new
show stoppers to take their places
at the Summer CES in Chicago.

The ones we liked best are shown
here. The Chicago show was also
stopped by Sony's two working R-
DAT decks (one for home, one jor
car). The electronics for these units
were still in a footlocker, but you
can expect salable DAT machines
from Sony, Sharp, and Onkyo in
Japan in October and in the Unit-
ed States in early 1987.

The controversial FMX stereo -
FM system appeared in Tandberg's
TR-3100, a 100 -watt high -end re-

-Or

S

ceiver, and in a new receiver from
NAD. Allison added a variation on
the theme of sound -field manipula-
tion used by dbx and Polk with the
new Model 10 speaker, which does
its signal processing onboard in-
stead of outboard. Polk also
launched its new SDA-SRS2, a
smaller version of the SDA-SRS
with silver -coated tweeters and a
one-piece v -groove cabinet.

Other noteworthy products were
AR's new MGC-2 loudspeaker,
Clearaudio's tiny preamp/equalizer
that attaches directly to a moving -
coil cartridge, Celestion's thunder-
ous new subwoofer, B&W's revolu-
tionary new Matrix speakers, and
ADC's new CD player with ad-
vanced error -correction circuitry.

It was an excellent show, and
there were certainly more interest-
ing new products than the sam-
pling we show on the next few
pages. Some of them will be tested
by Hirsch -Houck Labs, and others
will be described in the "New Prod-
ucts" pages of forthcoming issues.
Then there will be another Con-
sumer Electronics Show in Las Ve-
gas next winter, and you can be
sure that we'll be there to tell you
which products stop that show.
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Sony's CDP-C10 compact disc
changer for home use comes
with the same XA-I0 disc maga-
zine found in Sony's automotive
DiscJockey. With up to ten discs
available at any time a listener
can enjoy over 10 hours of unin-
terrupted music, and the pro-
gramming possibilities are vir-
tually endless. Features include
auto -pause, high-speed music
search, multi -mode repeat, and
an automatic music sensor
(AMS). Price: $799.95; extra disc
magazines are $19.95 each.

Acoustic Research introduced a
new line of sleek, minimalist
components headed by the Mod-
el X-10 receiver. With many of
its less frequently used controls
hidden behind a hinged front
panel, the 100 -watt X-10 features
eight FM and eight AM radio
presets, moving -magnet and
moving -coil phono inputs, audio
and video switching for two
VCR's, and wireless remote con-
trol. Price: $779.95.

Available in black as well as
the traditional champagne fin-
ish, Harman Kardon's TD302
cassette deck further refines ultra-
wideband design with Dolby
HX Pro headroom -extension cir-
cuitry, low negative feedback, so-
lenoid controls, a bias fine -trim
control, an autorepeat function,
and Dolby C noise reduction.
Each deck comes with a frequen-
cy -response data sheet signed by
the technician who performed
the test. Price: $430.

Nakamichi's CA -7A is billed as
the "Ultimate Preamplifier." Its
outstanding performance comes
from features such as extensive
internal shielding, independent
toroidal power transformers for
analog and digital circuits, opti-
cally coupled logic controls, re-
lay -activated switching, a motor -
driven volume control, acoustical
fine-tuning controls, and a low -
noise differential-Fer moving -
magnet preamp/equalizer.
Price: $2,195.
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The Quad 306 power
amplifier uses a refined
version of the feedforward
error -correction circuitry,
called "Current Dump-
ing," that was patented by
the company in 1975.
Rated at 50 watts (8
ohms), the amp can han-
dle a variety of loads and
has new protection circuit-
ry featuring a sensor on
the AC input side of the
power supply. Price: $595.

Aiwa unveiled a high -end
car audio system, the CT -
X50011, that adds even
more antitheft features to
its STOP (Stereo Total
Operations Panel) design
concept introduced last
year. The cassette radio
has a removable chassis
and a hideaway hinged
front panel that houses a
wireless remote control.
Price: $599.

Dubbed "The Amazing
Loudspeaker," Carver's 6 -
foot -tall, flat -panel design
is said to solve many of
the problems encountered
in both ribbon -array and
conventional speakers.
The speaker has a pure
line -source ribbon driver
(unbaified to provide a di-
pole radiation pattern)
that is rated for a flat re-
sponse from 125 to 40,000
Hz. Bass frequencies be-
low 125 Hz are handled
by multiple uniform -drive
planar subwoofer drivers,
open to the rear. Price:
$1,700 per pair.
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Meridian's Model 207 compact
disc playing system is a fitting
successor to the Pro-MCD. The
player is constructed in two
parts, one containing a custom -
designed CD transport mecha-
nism and the massive power sup-
plies, the other containing all the
decoding electronics, controls,
D/A converters, and analog pro-
cessors. Special electronic gain -
control circuits allow direct con-
nection of Meridian's active
speakers. Additional features in-
clude inputs for a tuner and a
tape deck and Pro-MCD-style
equalization and error -monitor-
ing lights. Price: about $1,500.

Luxman's flagship integrated
amplifier, the LV-105, incorpo-
rates a hybrid circuit design that
combines FET's in the first am-
plifier stages, twin triode tubes
in the driver stage, and high -cur-
rent MOSFET semiconductors in
the output stage, all said to low-
er its distortion significantly as
compared with conventional am-
plifiers. The LV-105's specs in-
clude a power output of 80 watts
into 8 ohms and a dynamic
headroom greater than 2.9 dB.
Price: $800.

The dbx Soundfield 100 incor-
porates the Soundfield imaging
technology of the revolutionary
Soundfield 1, introduced in
1984. in a smaller cabinet at a
considerably lower price. The
dbx 100 is a three-way vented
system with a 10 -inch woofer, a
40 -inch midrange, and three ul-
trawide-dispersion 0 -inch tweet-
ers. The drivers are positioned in
a left/right pair of asymmetrical
32 -inch -high walnut -veneer cabi-
nets. Price: $899 per pair.



THE BASIC REPERTOIRE
ON COMPACT DISC

Part I (fa critical discography ofsyn 'phonic music now on CD

by Richard Freed

THE standard works that
make up the basic reper-
toire of American sympho-
ny orchestras have also

been the best-selling classical re-
cordings during the LP era. It is
hardly necessary by now to catalog
the advantages of the compact disc
over the LP, and it is understand-
able that individual collectors as
well as the recording companies
themselves now focus prime atten-
tion on this new medium. The me-
dium itself, however, is not an abso-
lute guarantee of excellence. While
most recordings-those from the
early years of monophonic LP's as
well as the most recent "true -digi-
tal" ones-sound better on CD than
on LP or tape, there are some
instances of the reverse.

The recommendations offered
here are based on both musical and
sonic considerations and constitute
the first installment in a
two-part, highly abbre-
viated survey of the basic
orchestral repertoire cur-
rently available on CD.
Handel's Messiah and
Mahler's Das Lied von der
Erde, though they predom-
inantly involve singers, are
certainly considered reper-
toire standards and have
been added simply to
round the picture out.

Record labels are spelled
out for each of the respec-
tive manufacturers. One
conspicuous abbreviation
is "DG" for Deutsche
Grammophon, a longish
name that figures abun-
dantly in the discussions
and recommendations.

 BACH: Brandenburg Concertos. The
most all-round satisfying version of
these six works, in any format, is the
one by the English Concert under Trev-
or Pinnock, in DG's Archiv series. The
concertos are available separately on
410 500-2 and 410 501-2 or with the
four Orchestral Suites and the Concerto
for Flute, Violin, and Harpsichord in a
four -disc set (413 629-2). Christopher
Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient
Music give perhaps even more stimulat-
ing performances in their two -disc set
on L'Oiseau-Lyre (414 187-2) but not of
the standard Brandenburgs-what Hog -
wood offers are the "original versions,"
which differ in content and occasionally
in instrumentation from the ones Bach
finally presented to the Margrave of
Brandenburg. Fascinating as a supple-
ment to, but not as a substitute for, the
standard versions.

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra.
Fritz Reiner's compellingly vivid per-
formance with the Chicago Symphony

Antal Dorati: authoritative Bartok

on RCA is still "the one." Coupled with
Reiner's somewhat later recording of
Bart6k's Music for Strings, Percussion,
and Celesta, the CD transfer (set for
September release-no catalog number
as of press time) is a great buy. Georg
Solti's recording with the same orches-
tra is impressive too and comes with the
Dance Suite (London 400 052-2). Antal
Dorati's latest, with the Concertgebouw
Orchestra, also emanates brilliance and
authority, with Deux Images as the sec-
ond work (Philips 411 132-2).

0 BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No.
5, in E -/)at Major ("Emperor,. Claudio
Arrau, in his remake with the Dresden
State Orchestra under Colin Davis
(Philips 416 215-2), brings a lifetime of
understanding and commitment to this
work, but what is most remarkable
about the performance is its freshness.
Arrau's enlivening balance of vigor and
elegance enables us to rediscover the
familiar music along with him. The
partnership with Davis is outstandingly

successful, and the sound is
superb. It all adds up to a sur-
prisingly clear choice.

0 BEETHOVEN: Violin
Concerto in D Major. Quite in
a class by itself, both as per-
formance and as value, is the
stunning recording by Jascha
Heifetz with the Boston Sym-
phony under Charles Munch,
which comes with no mere
"filler" but nothing less than
the complete Brahms con-
certo (RCA RCDI-5402). An-
other outstanding recording is
the one by Anne -Sophie Mut-
ter with Herbert von Karajan
and the Berlin Philharmonic
(DG 413 818-2). The mono
recording by Yehudi Menuhin
with Wilhelm Furtwangler
and the Philharmonia Orches-
tra is of more than historical
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Michael Tilson
Thomas: fine

accounts of
Debussy's La

Mer and of
Gershwin's
Rhapsody

in Blue.

interest, and it comes with an elegant
account of the Mendelssohn Concerto
in E Minor (Angel CDC -47119).

O BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 1-
9. Otmar Suitner may be little known in
our country (though he has conducted
some of our major orchestras), but his
six -disc set with the (East) Berlin State
Orchestra is remarkably satisfying
throughout the cycle. My only com-
plaint is the inadequate stuff that passes
for English annotation in the Denon set
(C37-7251-6). Suitner is generous with
repeats, too, and the sound quality, I
believe, surpasses what DG has derived
from the Telemondial video sound-
tracks for the new set by Herbert von
Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic.
Karajan's probably final Beethoven cy-
cle is in the nature of a testament, how-
ever, reaching impressive heights in
some of the individual works, and his
six -disc set includes four overtures-
Egmont, Coriolan, Fidelio, and Leonore
No. 3 (DG 415 066-2). Kurt Masur's set
on Philips (416 274-2) also includes
those overtures and is a fine buy, but it
is sonically and musically outclassed by
the Suitner and Karajan recordings.

O BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique.
Of the ten versions on CD so far, none
is less than satisfying. I still find more of
the essential Berlioz in Carlos Paita's
reading with the London Symphony
(Lodia LOCD-777), but the combina-
tion of a brilliant performance and
absolutely gorgeous sound may give
Charles Dutoit and his Montreal Sym-
phony the edge (London 414 203-2).
Other choice versions are the sizzling
one by the Philadelphia Orchestra un-
der Riccardo Muti (Angel CDC -47278)
and the successfully transferred one by
Colin Davis and the Concertgebouw
(Philips 411 425-2).

 BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2, in
11 -flat Major. Emil Giles, Fritz Reiner,
and the Chicago Symphony still seem
the best -balanced team in this work

(RCA RCDI-5406). Among newer re-
cordings, the strongest contender may
be the one by Krystian Zimerman,
Leonard Bernstein, and the Vienna
Philharmonic (DG 415 359-2). It is
more intense than the straightforward
Gilels/Reiner but just as remarkable for
its total integration between soloist and
conductor.

 BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D
Major. The phenomenal Heifetz/Rei-
ner recording sounds as good as new,
and, with the Beethoven concerto on
the same disc, it is surely the best buy
(RCA RCD1-5402).

O BRAHMS: Symphony No. 4, in E
Minor. Carlos Kleiber's Fourth, with
the Vienna Philharmonic, is electrify-
ing, but the sound is curiously muffled
for a 1981 digital recording (DG 400
037-2). The old Bruno Walter, with the
Tragic Overture as filler, may be a bet-
ter buy (CBS MK 42023).

O BRITTEN: The Young Person's
Guide to the Orchestra. There is so far
only one recording on CD of this bril-
liant "concerto for orchestra" in the
form of variations on a Purcell theme,
but it is a splendid one-the remake by
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra (RCA RCD1-2743). There is
no narration, despite information to the
contrary in some catalogs.

O BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 4, in
E -flat Major ("Romantic"). There's not
a disappointing version among the half -
dozen or so available, but the deepest
Brucknerian satisfactions are to be had
from Karl BOhm and the Vienna Phil-
harmonic (London 411 581-2) or Her-
bert Blomstedt and the Dresden State
Orchestra (Denon C37-7126), both
sumptuously recorded. Eliahu Inbal
and the Frankfurt Radio Orchestra offer
a rare opportunity to hear the first
(1874) version of the work, which has a
totally different scherzo and enough
other differences to make it intriguing

for serious Brucknerians (Teldec CDT -
42921).

0 CHOPIN: Piano Concertos No. 1, in
E Minor, and No. 2, in F Minor. Eman-
uel Ax's splendid performances of both
works, with Ormandy and the Philadel-
phia Orchestra, are on a single gener-
ously filled RCA disc (RCD1-5317).
This version of the First Concerto is
perhaps the finest concerto recording
Ax has made so far, as well as the most
persuasive current account of this work.
Andras Schiff, with Dorati and the Con-
certgebouw, brings a quite exceptional
feeling of substance and intimacy to the
Second, paired in this case not with
Chopin but with the Schumann con-
certo (London 411 942-2).

0 COPLAND: Appalachian Spring.
Bernstein's remake with the Los An-
geles Philharmonic is all one could ask,
and it comes with similarly superb per-
formances of Barber's Adagio for
Strings, William Schuman's American
Festival Overture, and Bernstein's own
Candide Overture (DG 413 324-2).

El DEBUSSY: La Mer. Again, there is
no disappointing version in circulation.
If I were to pick Reiner (RCA RCD1-
7018) or Leonard Slatkin (Telarc CD -
80071) over Michael Tilson Thomas
and the Philharmonia (CBS MK
37832), it would be only to avoid dupli-
cating the Nocturnes, the other work on
Thomas's disc.

CI DEBUSSY: Nocturnes. Bernard
Haitink's disc is not too generously
filled, but his performance is outstand-
ing and comes with a similarly persua-
sive one of the remarkable Jeux (Philips
400 023-2). Thomas's fine account is
enhanced by shimmeringly realistic
sound, but there is still magic in the ver-
sions by Ernest Ansermet (London 414
040-2) and Leopold Stokowski (Angel
CDC -47423), despite less than fully
competitive sonics.

 DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B Mi-
nor. Mstislav Rostropovich's coupling
of this work and Tchaikovsky's Rococo
Variations, recorded with Karajan in
1968 (DG 413 819-2), may be super-
seded by his remake of the same cou-
pling with Seiji Ozawa and the Boston
Symphony, due soon from Erato. Hein-
rich Schiff's version, with Colin Davis
conducting and the Elgar concerto as
the second work (Philips 412 880-2), is a
contender, and so is the especially poet-
ic realization by Frans Helmerson, with
Neeme Jarvi conducting, on a less gen-
erously filled but brilliantly recorded
Bis CD (CD -245).

0 DVORAK: Symphony No. 9, in E
Minor ("From the New World,.
Among the several really fine versions, I
would place Lorin Maazel's with the
Vienna Philharmonic at the top of the
list (DG 410 032-2), followed by the
fleet and fresh James Levine/Chicago
Symphony version (RCA RCDI-4552)
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and the solid one by Vaclav Neumann
and the Czech Philharmonic (Supra-
phon 33C37-7002). Of these, only the
Maazel recording comes with an extra
composition (the Carnival Overture) to
fill out the disc.

 FALLA: Nights in the Gardens of
Spain. Alicia de Larrocha, with Rafael
Frtlhbeck de Burgos and the London
Philharmonic, is poetic and authorita-
tive (London 410 289-2), but Eva Maria
Zuk, with her husband Enrique Batiz
conducting, is no less magical, and the
latter performance comes with an out-
standing account of Falla's The Three -
Cornered Hat (Varese/Sarabande VCD-
47210).

 FRANCK: Symphony in D Minor.
There's only one digital recording of
this favorite work on CD so far, Bern -
stein's with the Orchestre National de
France (DG 400 070-2), and it's prefera-
ble to FurtwAngler's "historical" mono
recording. Bernstein's disc has an ex-
quisite filler, Saint-Saens's Le Rouet
d'Omphale.

 GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue.
For the most satisfying performance
and sound, regardless of collateral ma-
terial, the choice comes down to the
recording by the late Eugene List with
Erich Kunzel, whose disc includes An
American in Paris (Telarc CD -80058),
or the one with Michael Tilson Thomas
conducting the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic from the keyboard in the original
jazz -band orchestration along with the
Second Rhapsody and a bunch of
Gershwin novelties (CBS MK 39699).

 GRIEG: Piano Concerto in A Minor.
Radu Lupu, with Andre Previn, gives
an exceptionally fresh and appealing
performance, coupled with the Schu-
mann concerto (London 414 432-2). If
you don't want that coupling, the older
Arthur Rubinstein recording, with
Alfred Wallenstein conducting, has a
good deal to recommend it-and comes
with Rubinstein's final recording of the
Tchaikovsky Concerto No. 1, with
Erich Leinsdorf and the Boston Sym-
phony (RCD RCDI-5363)

 HANDEL: Messiah. Curiously, it
seems to be easier to narrow down the
choices in cases where there are a dozen
recordings instead of only two or three.
For Messiah, I find more pleasure in the
"authentic" version conducted by John
Eliot Gardiner (Philips 411 041-2) than
in any other-although the one under
Hogwood, with boys instead of women
in the chorus (L'Oiseau-Lyre 411 858-
2), is nearly as pleasing. Among the larg-
er -scaled performances, I would pass
over the recent ones under Solti and
Davis in favor of the live one conducted
by Dorfiti in Washington, D.C., in 1984,
a "reconstruction" of the big Handel
festival performance two hundred years
earlier on the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the composer's death (Pro Arte
CDD-232).

 HANDEL: Water Music. Pinnock
and the English Concert combine the
best of modern scholarship and inspirit-
ing performance, surpassing all rivals in
either the "original -instruments" or big -
modern -orchestra category (DG Archiv
410 525-2). Hogwood's version is also
appealing (L'Oiseau-Lyre 400 059-2),
but he has recorded only one of the
three suites that make up this work-
the big one in F Major, which includes
the best-known numbers-and his disc
doesn't even carry a listing of the indi-
vidual movements, let alone index or
track access to them.

 HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E-
lliot Major. From another virtually
"can't miss" line-up of recordings, my
choices would come down to Maurice
Andre's latest, with Muti conducting
(Angel CDC -47311), and the one by
Wynton Marsalis with Raymond Lep-
pard conducting (CBS MK 37846). Ger-
ard Schwarz, playing and conducting, is
at least as appealing, but his Delos CD
is not very well filled out (DCD 3001).

 HAYDN: Symphony No. 94, in G
Major ("Surprise"). Hogwood turns in
one of his very finest performances,
superbly recorded and paired with the
Symphony No. 96 (L'Oiseau-Lyre 414
330-2). Davis and the Concertgebouw
are nearly as persuasive in Nos. 94 and
96, and their disc has the advantage of
including a third work, an absolutely
marvelous performance of No. 93 (Phil-
ips 412 871-2).

 HOIST: The Planets. Karajan's
Berlin remake is superb (DG 400 028-
2), but don't overlook the richly re-
corded performance by the Scottish Na-
tional Orchestra under Alexander Gib-
son, probably the finest thing that this
conductor has done on records (Chan -
dos CD 8302).

Riccardo Muti: brilliant Berlioz

 LISZT: Piano Concertos No. 1, in E -
fiat Major, and No. 2, in A Major. The
sturdy old recording by Sviatoslav
Richter, with Kiril Kondrashin con-
ducting the London Symphony, has
been reissued on CD, and the sound is
splendid (Philips 412 006-2).

 MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde.
The transfer to CD accomplished a
miraculous transformation in terms of
sound quality for the incomparable
1952 mono recording by Kathleen Fer-
rier, Julius Patzak, and the Vienna Phil-
harmonic under Bruno Walter (London
414 194-2). Nothing else comes very
close, but if you must have stereo try
Otto Klemperer's recording with Chris-
ta Ludwig and Fritz Wunderlich (Angel
CDC -47231).

 MAHLER: Symphony No. 4, in G
Major. The most beautiful performance
of this most lovable of Mahler's sym-
phonies is the live one from the 1950
Salzburg Festival, with Bruno Walter
conducting the Vienna Philharmonic
and Irmgard Seefried as soloist (a some-
what more expansive reading than Wal-
ter's famous recording with the New
York Philharmonic). Its belated release
is on CD only, and the mono sound is
surprisingly rich, warm, and vivid
(Varese/Sarabande VCD-47228). For
those who require true -digital stereo
conics, the recordings by Maazel, with
Kathleen Battle and today's Vienna
Philharmonic (CBS MK 39072), Klaus
Tennstedt with Lucia Popp (Angel
CDC -47024), and Haitink with Roberta
Alexander (Philips 412 119-2) are all
richly satisfying in every respect.

 MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto
in E Minor. No "far and away the best"
among the eight CD's of this work: they
are all irst-rate. I find Cho-Liang Lin,
with Thomas conducting, especially
fresh sounding in both this concerto
and the companion Saint-Saens Third
(CBS MK 39007), and Kyung-Wha
Chung and Dutoit are almost equally
so, with an elegant Tchaikovsky con-
certo on their disc (London 410 011-2).

 MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies
No. 3, in A Minor ("Scottish"), and No.
4, in A Major ("Italian"). Claudio Ab-
bado's performances, in his set of all of
Mendelssohn's mature symphonies and
then some, are now by far the most
appealing ones of both of these popular
works. It's a four -disc set, but with such
wonderful music making, who's count-
ing? For the sense of freshness and dis-
covery in the familiar works as well as
the big choral work Mendelssohn desig-
nated his Second Symphony, this is one
of the most thoroughly recommendable
"integral" recordings ever made-irre-
sistible, indispensable, and a joy (DG
415 353-2).

This article is excerpted from a more
extensive discography that will be
made available in pamphlet form
later this year.
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A SPECIAL TEST REPORT

0

0

YAMAHA DSP 1
DIGITAL SOUND FIELD PROCESSOR

NUMEROUS audio signal -
processing techniques
have been developed with
the aim of improving the

realism of stereo sound reproduc-
tion. Most have attempted to ex-
pand the subjective space surround-
ing the listener, using time delay or
phase manipulation to mask some
of the spatial and imaging flaws of a
typical home listening environ-
ment. Time -delay systems, howev-
er, whether analog or digital, were
expensive, and if not used carefully
they could create worse problems
than those they were meant to
cure.

Another approach involved in-
creasing the two stereo channels to
four, usually by matrixing tech-
niques that depended on electro-
acoustic legerdemain to maintain
an illusion of separation between
channels. At their best, these quad-
raphonic systems were able to pro -

The DSP-1 will enlarge

your listening room

and let pu shift to

dozens of derent

sonic environments.

byJulian Hirsch
111

duce a substantial improvement in
the spatial qualities and "natural-
ness" of sound, but the user was at
the mercy of the record manufactur-
ers, and before long most quad discs
were designed primarily to create a
gimmicky and unnatural surround -

sound effect. The whole concept
then suffered a rather swift demise
in the marketplace and today is
mourned by few.

Currently there are several spa-
tial -enhancement systems on the
market that use either electronic or
acoustic means to control the time
and amplitude relationships be-
tween the outputs of two stereo
speakers. Although some of these
systems can be very effective, they
often impose undesirable restraints
on the positions of the speakers and
the listeners, and even at their best
very few succeed in removing the
room from the listening equation.

The goals of the designers of the
Yamaha DSP-1 Digital Sound Field
Processor ($849) were more ambi-
tious than those of their predeces-
sors. Yamaha's aim was actually to
transfer the acoustic properties (the
"sound field") of real concert halls
and other live -music venues into

YAMAHA NATURA_ SOUND DIGITAL SOUND FIELD PROZ:ESSOR OSP-1
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the home listening room. There
have been claims of similar achieve-
ments in the past, but they proved
not to be justified. Yamaha's ap-
proach, however, seems to be based
on a more solid foundation. Recent
advances in digital technology and
the manufacture of very -large-scale
integrated circuits (vest's) have for
the first time made a product like
the DSP-1 conceivable for the con-
sumer market.

Direct and Reflected Sound
The sound field surrounding a lis-

tener in any environment consists
of the direct sounds arriving from
all sources, a large number of "early
reflections" arriving 10 to 100 milli-
seconds after the direct sounds, and,
finally, a reverberation component.
Yamaha's studies led the compa-
ny's engineers to the conclusions
that the early reflections give a sense
of directionality, timbre, and clarity
to the sound and that the subse-
quent reverberation contains no di-
rectional information, is essentially
constant throughout the listening
area, and tends to lessen clarity and
definition. The system used in the
Yamaha DSP-1 does not afect the
direct arrivals, which are universal-
ly understood to provide specific
localization clues to the listener.

As a first step, Yamaha engineers
analyzed the actual sound field at

MAIN EFFEC

--- MODE

ACOUSTIC SURROUND

EFFECTOR MEP MOO

specific listening locations in a
number of halls throughout the
world. The analysis was done by
using a cluster of four closely spaced
microphones, which enabled the en-
gineers to pinpoint the location of
an apparent sound source accurate-
ly by digitally processing the ampli-
tude and time -arrival information
in the microphone outputs. This
technique had been employed in
earlier Yamaha projects, including
the development of a unique sound -
image control system for the Steel
Pavilion at Japan's 1985 Tsukuba
Science Exposition. The digitally
processed signals in that system
contained -the information needed
to specify the actual sound field at a
specific point in the hall.

In the DSP-1, an inverse opera-
tion takes place. The device synthe-
sizes a transfer function that is ap-
plied to an incoming signal to make
it seem to the listener as though he
were located at the microphone po-
sition in the original hall, hearing
the sound originating from its stage.
Of course, this theoretical result of
the DSP-1's operation is subject to
modification by the playback speak-
ers, their placement, and the specif-
ic recording being played (hall am-
bience in the program will inevita-
bly alter the reproduced sound
field).

The heart of the DSP-1 is a vt..sI

PROGRAM NO.

developed by Yamaha, which is the
world's largest musical -instrument
manufacturer, for use in electronic
musical instruments. This vui, the
Yamaha YM-3804, is a very power-
ful general-purpose audio processor
that makes it possible to perform a
wide variety of signal -processing
operations in real time. It uses the
same sampling rate and quantiza-
tion as CD players (44.1 kHz and
16 -bit linear sampling), giving it the
same dynamic range (94 dB) and
distortion level (0.005 percent) as a
CD in all of its signal -processing
operations. In addition, the compu-
tational capabilities and speed of
the YM-3804 are further enhanced
by its internal 24 -bit arithmetical
processing.

The information assembled by
Yamaha from hall measurements-
including echo patterns, timing, ap-
parent source directionality, vol-
ume level, and frequency re-
sponse-was stored in the read-only
memory (ROM) of the DSP-1. Us-
ing this information, the YM-3804
calculates the early reflections in
real time as music is played through
it. In fact, the three YM-3804 proc-
essors used in the DSP-1 can syn-
thesize up to eighty-eight early re-
flections (that is, twenty-two apiece
for four additional "effect" speak-
ers), and each of these reflectiqps
Las its own timing and level.

PROOR ATV



The memories of the DSP-1 con-
tain the key information on sixteen
different acoustic environments,
ranging from a disco to a cathedral.
Any one of these can be called up at
the touch of a button on its wireless
remote control. In addition, the spe-
cific parameters of any of the stored
"halls" can be modified at will, and
the result can be stored in a second
bank of sixteen USER PROGRAM
memories. These alterable parame-
ters include reverberation time,

The 3.5 -second reverberation
time o f the MUNSTER
(cathedral) setting imparted
an awesome sense of realr'ty to
organ and choral works that
were meant to be heard in such
an environment.

room size, liveness, front- and rear -
channel time delays, highpass and
lowpass filter cutoffs (to limit the
bandwidth of the processed signal),
signal -component levels, and the
relative proportions of front- and
rear -channel information in the
processed (effect) output.

Finally, the DSP-1 can be
switched to perform a wide variety
of sound -effect operations on the
output of an electronic musical in-
strument plugged into its front -pan-
el jacks. It also has two Yamaha sur-
round -sound modes as well as Dol-
by Surround decoding for use with
home video systems. In all, it can
provide up to forty-eight instantly
accessible listening environments or
special -effect modes.

Speakers All Around
The Yamaha DSP-1 requires ei-

ther two or four effect speakers in
addition to the regular front stereo
speakers. For best results, it is rec-
ommended that four be used, one in
each corner of the room. The stereo
program from the preamplifier out-
put is passed through to the main
power amplifier unchanged. Two
low -powered stereo amplifiers can
be used to drive four effect speakers,
or Yamaha's new M-35 power am-
plifier ($249) can be used to supply
two 40 -watt channels or four 20 -
watt channels. Alternatively, if rear
speakers only are added, the DSP-1
can be set to mix the processed
front -channel programs with the
main stereo channels.

The Yamaha DSP-1, finished in

black, measures 171/6 inches wide,
121/2 inches deep, and 2l4 inches
high, and it weighs 10 pounds. Its
operating status is shown in a large
front -panel window, which contains
a red alphanumeric display that
identifies the selected program by
name and gives its individual pa-
rameters as they are keyed in from
the remote control. Other readouts
in the window show the operating
mode-ACOUSTIC, SURROUND, EF-
FECTOR, or USER PROGRAM-the
program number, and whether the
main or effect channel has been
muted (like program and parameter
selection, muting can also be done
from the remote control).

There are input and output jacks
in the rear for connection to a tape
deck, and a front -panel switch se-
lects the line -input or effect (proc-
essed) signal for recording or sup-
plies the playback from a tape deck
to the processor inputs. Three con-
cealed phono jacks on the front pan-
el are used for injecting mono or
stereo signals from an external mu-
sical instrument.

The rear apron also contains an
INPUT BALANCE control (for use
with Dolby Surround) and the vari-
ous signal input and output jacks,
including a mono output for driving
a center -fill channel with either a
full bandwidth signal or only the
bass frequencies (below 200 Hz). In
addition, there are switches that
mix the effect signal with the main
(front) outputs and reduce the main
signal by 10 dB when the DSP-1 is
used with low -efficiency surround
speakers, and there is a single un-
switched a.c. outlet. All jacks on the
DSP-1 are gold-plated.

Lab Tests
Conventional laboratory meas-

urements are difficult to make on
most signal processors and usually
tell little about their subjective qual-
ities. Not only is the Yamaha DSP-1
no exception to this rule, but its
unusual complexity makes the
problem even more difficult. None-
theless, we did make some measure-
ments of its basic performance.

The main channel had a gain of 0
dB (as rated) with a high -impedance
load and -1 dB with a standard
EIA load of 10,000 ohms in parallel
with 1,000 picofarads of capaci-
tance. The output clipped at 2.8
volts. The clipping level at the front
and rear effect outputs was in the
range of 0.8 to 1.1 volts, depending
on the operating parameters. The A -
weighted noise output of the main
channels was -106 dB (referred to

1 volt), and in the effect channels it
was between -82 and -85 dB,
again depending on the operating
parameters. At 1 volt output and
1,000 Hz, the total harmonic distor-
tion plus noise was 0.0019 percent
in the main channels, 0.017 percent
in the front effect channels, and
0.026 percent in the rear effect chan-
nels. In addition to varying with the
different control settings, the effect
channels' distortion measurements
consisted mostly of low-level wide -
band noise; the actual harmonic dis-
tortion was well below 0.01 percent.
The leakage from the 44.1 -kHz sam-
pling frequency into the DSP-1's ef-
fect outputs was only 5 microvolts
(-106 dB referred to 1 volt), al-
though we also found a 13,000 -Hz
component at -93 dB.

We measured the frequency re-
sponse of the effect -channel outputs
with a number of the available filter
cutoffs. The -3 -dB frequencies
were very close to the specified val-
ues, and the cutoff slopes were 6 dB
per octave. The frequency response
in the THRU (flat) setting of the fil-
ters was well within the rated +0.5,
-3 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The
high -frequency response rolled off
to -2 dB at 20,000 Hz, apparently
because of the lowpass filter (similar
to that in a CD player) used to
remove ultrasonic components
from the output of the digital -to -
analog (D/A) converter.

The only other measurement we
made was of the effect of the PITCH
CHANGE mode. According to the in-
dications on the front -panel display,
this feature can change the pitch (in
real time) of an incoming signal
over a ± 12 -percent range without
altering the time relationships (tem-
po) of the program. Subjectively, it

With our test CD's, we never
found a program whose sound
was not improved by the
proper use of the DSP-1. The
improvement ranged from
substantial to mind -boggling

appeared to do just that. With a
sine -wave input, the frequency
changes could easily be measured.
The actual frequency shift was typi-
cally about 60 to 70 percent of the
indicated shift, reaching maximum
shifts of +78 and -44 percent
at the ± 100 -percent indications.
There is also a FINE SHIFT mode,
which shifted the frequency by ± 6
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YAMAHA DSP-1 PROGRAM MODES
ACOUSTIC

1. HALL I
2. HALL 2
3. HALL 3
4. CHAMBER
5. MUNSTER
6. CHURCH
7. JAZZ CLUB
8. ROCK CONCERT

9. DISCO
10. PAVILION
11. WAREHOUSE LOFT
12. STADIUM
13. PRESENCE

Large hall
Medium-sized hall (1,000 -person capacity)
General-purpose hall for concerts, plays, etc.
Large room with high ceiling for chamber music
Large church or cathedral
Small church (300 -person capacity)
Low -ceiling, small -room jazz club
Bright -sounding club with not much
reverberation
Much reflection, high -density crowd
Large pavilion like Japan's Budokan
Large concrete warehouse or storeroom
Outdoor stadium, reflections mostly in front
A single (different) delay in each speaker

SURROUND

14. SUR
15. SUR 2

16. DOLBY SURROUND

1. DELAY L, R
2. ST ECHO
3. ST FLANGE A
4. ST FLANGE B
5. CHORUS A
6. CHORUS B
7. ST PHASING
8. TREMOLO
9. SYMPHONIC

10. ECHO ROOM
11. PITCH CHANGE A
12. PITCH CHANGE B
13. AUTO PAN L TURN
14. AUTO PAN R TURN
15. AUTO PAN F -R
16. AUTO PAN L -R

Large theater with wide stage (Yamaha surround)
Medium-sized theater with depth (Yamaha
surround)
Digital -delay Dolby Surround (six channels plus
subwoofer)

SOUND EFFECTOR

Straight four -channel digital delay
Stereo feedback echo
Sweeping comb -filter stereo modulation
Deeper flanging effect
Shimmering stereo chorus
Deeper chorus effect
Stereo phasing
Pitch modulation
Lyrical and shining sound
Highly reflective live room
Real-time pitch shift of input signal
Two notes added above input signal
Automatic circular panning to the left
Automatic circular panning to the right
Automatic panning front to rear
Automatic panning left to right

percent over the indicated ± 100 -
unit scale.

bstenzng Tests
Our other tests were entirely sub-

jective. First, for each of the thirty-
two available programs in the unit's
memories (we did not try the USER
PROGRAM feature), we measured
the indicated adjustment range of
each parameter, as well as its initial
(default) value. Some of these pa-
rameters (time delays and filter
bands, for example) are in standard
units, while others (room size, live-
ness) are expressed in arbitrary or
relative terms.

We then listened to a couple of
dozen CD's, both classical and pop-
ular, using every available and ap-
plicable program setting. Our listen-
ing setup, though hardly ideal, did
make use of the full suggested
complement of six speakers. Sepa-
rate stereo integrated amplifiers
drove the two sets of effect speakers,
while our regular amplifier and
preamplifier, with the DSP-1 con-
nected between them, drove the
main speakers. The usual listening
position is just forward of the rear
effect speakers, but we moved about
considerably during the listening
tests.

As might be expected, the effec-
tiveness of the Yamaha DSP-1 de-
pended greatly on the musical pro-
gram as well as on its internal pro-
gram selection and related adjust-
ments. A final instruction manual
was not available at the time of our
test. Fortunately Yamaha supplied
a fifteen -page operation guide that
was a model of clarity and made
possible a reasonably complete
evaluation of this unique product.

The guide emphasized that the
unit should be operated with the
processed output audible at a level
at least as high as, or even higher
than, the level of the main speakers.
This recommendation is directly
opposite to the procedure for con-
ventional time -delay enhancement
systems, which must be set to al-
most subliminal levels to avoid arti-
ficial effects. When listening in the
vicinity of the rear speakers, we
sometimes heard an unnatural qual-
ity as individual instruments or
voices appeared from the rear as
well as the front, so we preferred to
reduce the rear level, though we
usually did this by shifting the effect
signal balance toward the front in-
stead of turning it down altogether.
The best results were usually ob-
tained by listening closer to the
main speakers than we usually do.
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In that position, the subjective level
of the effect sound can exceed that
of the main speakers by a consider-
able amount without being distin-
guishable as a separate source.

It was obviously important to pre-
serve a sense of scale in the repro-
duction of the music. The 3.5 -sec-
ond reverberation time of the
MUNSTER (cathedral) setting im-
parted an awesome sense of reality
to organ or choral works meant to
be heard in such an environment,
but it hopelessly muddled the
sounds of single instruments, sing-
ers, or chamber groups. By the same
token, while close-miked singers or
jazz performers were completely at
home in the JAZZ CLUB or DISCO
environments, these imparted no
significant enhancement to the
sound of a large choral group. Any
new owner of a DSP-1 should (and
no doubt will) experiment with its
capabilities, but for the ultimate ap-
preciation of its benefits, it should
be used intelligently.

Comments
Even our short (too short!) expo-

sure to the Yamaha DSP-1 was suf-
ficient to produce a strong addiction
to its capabilities. After only a few
moments of listening, muting the
effect signals from the controller
caused a devastating collapse of the
sound field into the two main
speakers, which suddenly seemed
dull and lifeless-as they assuredly
were not! We have experienced a
similar reaction when switching off
a properly adjusted time -delay sys-
tem, but beyond that the similarity
ends. Although it has time -delay
functions, the DSP-1 is much more
than a mere time -delay device.

One of the most unexpected qual-
ities of the DSP-1 is the enormous
subjective level increase it frequent-
ly produces when it is turned on,
especially in the bass. You sense
that the effect sound is perhaps 5 to
10 dB stronger than the main
sound, yet the measured output of
the front and rear effect amplifiers
rarely reached that of the main am-
plifier, let alone exceeded it. Also,
the combined bass contribution of
all four of the small effect speakers
we used could hardly have com-
pared to that of only one of the
main speakers. Clearly, the level in-
crease was an auditory illusion, but
a most convincing one.

We never found a program whose
sound was not improved by proper
use of the DSP-1. The improvement
ranged from substantial to mind -
boggling. Prior to our tests, we had

The DSP-I 's remote control provides
instant access to thirty-two different
program modes.

attended a press demonstration of
the DSP-1 given in a much larger
room, with appropriate speakers
carefully placed. The sound was
very impressive, but we expected no
less from a proper demonstration by
people familiar with the instrument.
It was gratifying to find that using it
made a worthwhile improvement
even under the much less ideal cir-
cumstances of our own test.

Although the information sup-
plied with the DSP-1 explained its
fundamental operation well enough,
we hope some things will be ex-
plained in more detail in the final
instruction manual. For example,
the stored programs for some envi-
ronments contain a parameter
called REVERBERATION TIME, a
standard acoustic term expressed as
usual in seconds, and one called
HIGH, which is expressed in arbitra-
ry units from 1 to 10. Our bench
tests showed that the HIGH setting
varies the overall echo density in
the program, but it should be ex-
plained further. Similarly, other
programs have the parameters
ROOM SIZE (from 0.1 to 8) and LIVE -
NESS (0 to 10). The ROOM SIZE set-
ting apparently adjusts the total
number of echoes and the time
spacing between them, and LIVE -
NESS controls the amplitude of the
reflections as a group.

It is likely that cynics will dismiss
this product as simply an improved
time -delay device with frequency -
response control, numerous simul-
taneous time delays, and a digital
memory system that stores a num-

ber of preset conditions. The DSP-1
has all of those things, of course,
but to describe it in those terms
would be like describing a Boeing
747 as an overgrown version of the
Wright brothers' biplane with a bit
more power, comfortable seating,
and a lot of fancy gadgets. On the
other hand, it would be misleading
to say that the DSP-1 can magically
transport the listener to one of the
real environments on which it is
based. I am afraid that doing so
would take something more than
three YM-3804 VLSI chips and a
rather large memory (according to a
Yamaha spokesman, the DSP-1
contains over 1 megabyte of digital
storage).

This product is not a panacea for
audio's ills and limitations. But the
Yamaha DSP-1 does actually fulfill
most of the claims we have seen
made, usually with unwarranted op-
timism, for a host of previous signal
processors. They were supposed to
make the walls of your room move
back, and perhaps disappear. Some
of them almost did that, but they
usually added enough artificiality to
the sound to discourage their con-
tinued use. At most, they could alter
your listening room's sound in the
direction of a larger, more reverber-
ant environment.

The DSP-1 takes a giant addition-
al step in the same direction. It
probably will not fool you into
thinking that you are in Carnegie
Hall or the Metropolitan Opera
House, but with your eyes closed
you will surely have trouble believ-
ing that you are still in your familiar
listening room! Best of all, you can
shift to dozens of different environ-
ments, at the touch of a button,
from your favorite listening posi-
tion. And you can tailor any of these
environments to your exact taste for
the music you are listening to. The
possibilities are endless.

I have not discussed the SOUND
EFFECTOR programs of the DSP-1,
which will be of special interest to
people who play or compose with
electronic instruments (I am not
one of them). Such features as the
ability to change pitch in real time
(you can make it different for the
left and right sides, if you wish!) and
to rotate the sound in various direc-
tions at controllable rates will
doubtless appeal to many. There
simply is not space here to describe
the Yamaha DSP-1 fully. I have
spent a number of days getting
acquainted with it, and it is unique
in my experience. Hear it if you pos-
sibly can.
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Tian Hirsch
Issilver anniversary salute to the director of Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

by Michael Smolen a

This fall marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of Julian

Hirsch's association with STEREO REVIEW
His first test reports for the magazine were published

in the October 1961 issue.

5
INCE 1954, Julian Hirsch has been a pivotal figure in the audio
world, and for the past quarter -century he has both delighted
and infuriated hi-fi enthusiasts with his honest, accurate equip-
ment test reports in STEREO REVIEW. He has answered count-
less readers' questions, and his "Technical Talk" columns have
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Lon' t get all worked up
over every little innovation.

Today's way-out audiophiles
are eager to perceive

everything new as wonderfill
and marvelous, but no one's

going to thrill me by
rearranging the buttons and

lights on a panel.
IM.

cleared the air around some per-
plexing audio subjects. Moreover,
audio manufacturers have come to
respect his opinions implicitly.

This October will mark the twen-
ty-fifth year of Hirsch's close asso-
ciation with STEREO REVIEW, and
consequently we felt this was a
proper time to give you a look at the
man behind our component testing
program. And if you were expecting
a picture of a doddering scientist in
a worn lab coat entrenched in a
room full of scopes, wires, flashing
lights, and gutted pieces of hi-fi
equipment, you're in for a big sur-
prise.

Born in New York City, Julian
Hirsch grew up in a nearby suburb.
He completed his education with a
bachelor's degree in electrical engi-

neering from Cooper Union. He
was then an amateur radio enthu-
siast, and the license plate on his car
still sports his call sign.

While working for General Preci-
sion Laboratories in Pleasantville,
New York, in 1949, he got his start
in audio. Working in the same de-
partment as Hirsch were several of
the early rabid audiophiles who at-
tended the annual audio fairs in
New York, built amplifiers, and
read the official journal of the Au-
dio Engineering Society, Audio En-
gineering, the precursor of today's
Audio magazine. An article in Audio
Engineering by two men named
Sarcer and Sprinkle, about how to
build an Americanized version of
the original Williamson amplifier,
caught Hirsch's eye. His decision to
try to build that amplifier sparked
his audio career.

"I found out that the original Wil-
liamson amplifier-the purest of

the pure-could still be built," re-
calls Hirsch. "The Partridge trans-
former, which was not available in
this country, could be bought from
England. It cost about $20, a lot of
money in those days, and I bought
one. It was a huge, heavy transform-
er with a special winding configura-
tion that D. T. N. Williamson de-
veloped for his amplifier. It had
very low leakage inductance, a very
wide bandwidth, and a very flat fre-
quency response from about 2 Hz to
at least 200 kHz, and that's through
the transformer!

"So I built the amplifier using a
pair of 807 tubes, transmitting tubes
with which I was very familiar, and
a power supply that I constructed
out of World War II surplus parts. It
put out something on the order of
12 watts at the clipping point, and
when you got down below 10 watts
or so the distortion was well under
0.1 percent, about ten times less
than commercial amps in those
days. It was a great amp. It could
give you flat feet if you carried it
around too much!

"I think my first speaker system
used a GE 1201D, a 12 -inch GE
driver that was to the speaker world
what the GE variable -reluctance
cartridge was to the pickup world. I
built it into a cabinet that was
designed by C. G. McProud, the
publisher of Audio Engineering. By
then I had the incurable hi-fi bug,
and I still do."

About five years later, early in
1954, Hirsch and his audiophile
friends came across Consumer Re-
ports' first hi-fi amplifier report.
Startled that with all the test facili-
ties Consumers' Union had the re-
port rated a Bogen DB-20-a pret-
tified PA amp-as a "Best Buy" and
placed the 30 -watt McIntosh MC30
far down the list, Hirsch and his
friends decided to take the bull by
the horns and form what turned out
to be the first underground audio
publication, the Audio League Re-
port.

Their employer at General Preci-
sion Laboratories let them use the
company's extensive test and listen-
ing facilities on their own time, and
the League formed the first consum-
er audio publication for the "way-
out" audiophiles of the time. One of
Hirsch's buddies put up $250 to buy
a one -sixth -page ad in High Fideli-
ty. (Hirsch was interested, but not
enough to stick his neck out and
invest his own money.) The ad
offered subscriptions to the Audio
League Report for $3 a year. "There
was no issue and no equipment to
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test," says Hirsch with a laugh, "but
at least the road was paved with
good intentions."

A "very surprising" number of
subscriptions and checks came in,
and in the fall of 1954 the League
published its first issue, full of tests
on equipment Hirsch and his part-
ners had either bought themselves
or had borrowed from their friends.
And it was during these tests that
Hirsch and his associates first real-
ized how often equipment failed to
meet manufacturers' advertised
claims.

Their second issue contained a
write-up of the annual Audio Fair,
then held in the New Yorker Hotel
in New York City, where Audio
League members handed out leaf-
lets and were able to convince some
manufacturers to let them put
copies of their publication in the
exhibit booths.

"That was the year the AR -1 was
first exhibited," says Hirsch. "I'll
never forget AR's room. It was
large, and it had one speaker sitting
there-this was before stereo-with
a number of seats some distance
away. Ed Villchur and Henry Kloss
were spelling each other on booth
duty-they were the whole Acoustic
Research company then-and I
went in and sat down and listened,
and I just couldn't bring myself to
leave that room. I left a few times to
go hear other speakers, but I invari-
ably ended up back in the AR room.
You just can't appreciate today the
revolution in sound that the AR -1
represented."

The Audio League Report wrote
up the AR -1, Hirsch and co-worker
Gladden Houck doing the testing
and Hirsch writing the report. That
set the framework for the magazine,
and with the other members of the
league handling the advertising and
business affairs the magazine soon
took off. But such an amicable
working arrangement did not last,
and soon Hirsch was not only doing
99 percent of the testing and writ-
ing, he was processing subscriptions
as well.

The League published sixteen is-
sues over a period of three years
before the letters from irate readers,
the Post Office, and the Better Busi-
ness Bureau began to get "rather
ominous." By that time the Audio
League Report had 5,000 subscrib-
ers, all from word of mouth, and
Hirsch and his wife often spent
entire evenings sorting out subscrip-
tion problems. They realized they
just couldn't handle it. But the origi-
nal members of the League were by

then all working in different places,
so they decided to try to find some-
one else to fulfill the subscription
requirements.

In 1958 the business aspects of the
Audio League Ripon were turned
over to a nearly defunct magazine
published by Milton Sleeper. That
magazine soon went out of busi-
ness, the Audio League disbanded,
and Hirsch and Gladden Houck
went on to form Hirsch -Houck Lab-
oratories. The first publication to
which Hirsch -Houck sold its ser-
vices was Audio Craft, edited by
Roy Allison (now a well-known
speaker manufacturer). But Audio
Craft also failed shortly thereafter.

Around the same time that
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories was es-
tablishing itself, in 1958, Hi-Fi Mu -

sic Review was founded by the Ziff -
Davis Publishing Company. With
the introduction of stereo, Hi-Fi
Music Review quickly became Hi-
Fi/Stereo Review-you now know it
as STEREO REVIEW-and in 1961
the magazine made Hirsch -Houck
Laboratories an offer it didn't re-
fuse. Their first contribution, which
appeared in the issue of October
1961, was a roundup of lab tests of
phono cartridges made by ESL,
Knight, Sonotone, General Electric,
and Dual.

There was very little public accep-
tance or awareness of the audio field
in those days. Hirsch remembers
that if you mentioned hi-fi, people
would look at you blankly and ask
what it meant. There was no hi-fi
advertising; it was strictly a hob-
byist's activity. Most people bought
their own equipment and built their
own speakers. Hirsch wound his
own crossover networks and built

Lan see that 'digital' is
the catchwordfar now and
probably the

fa
It's

getting to be cheaper to do
things digitally, and once
something is done digitally,
there's a tendency to
do more whether it's
necessary or not.
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Tere is no magic
in this business at all.

There is a great deal of
ingenuity and a lot of
truly brilliant design,

but no magic. I certainly
would not accept as

gospel anything that anyone
says about a product.

his own cabinets as well. The only
speaker he ever bought was the AR -
1, for $93 on an accommodation
sale (list price was $186). He bought
a Marantz 1 A preamp the same
way. That was a tremendous
amount of money in those days, and
the Klipschorn, then the reigning
king of speakers, was selling for
around $700. But nothing else had
as strong an impact on Hirsch as the
AR -1.

"My AR -1 is unique," explains
Hirsch. "Its serial number is 136-
they started with number 100-and
it was put out before they had
printed their patent labels and in-
struction manuals. In those days the
AR -1 was a 4 -ohm speaker, but it
was designed to work with a damp-
ing factor of 1. If your amplifier had

a high damping factor you could
improve it by having a 4 -ohm resis-
tor in series with it to give it a
damping factor of 1. The AR -1 had
a built-in 4 -ohm resistor for just
that purpose. You just connected
the amp to a different set of termi-
nals on the back of the speaker. On
mine the instructions were hand-
written on the back by Henry Kloss
and signed by him, so you can see
why I tend to treasure that speaker.
It still works fine, and every few
years I drag it out and listen to it.
The tweeter, by the way, was an 8 -
inch Altec 755A, Altec's version of a
GE midrange, and it had a 12 -inch
acoustic -suspension woofer crossing
over to the tweeter somewhere
around 500 Hz."

Elsewhere in this issue Julian
Hirsch reminisces about some prod-
ucts that he thinks were landmarks
in the development of the audio
industry. But he feels that it was the
people who created those products
who are responsible for the true

advancement of audio. He was con-
stantly crossing paths with men
such as Avery Fisher, H. H. Scott,
Peter Pritchard, Paul Klipsch, Hen-
ry Kloss, Ed Villchur, Saul Marantz,
Jim Lansing, and countless others.
Few (if any) other writers currently
active in this field can boast that
kind of audio upbringing. Hirsch
has seen, met, and heard it all, over
a career spanning some thirty -odd
years. But what is it that gets him up
in the morning still as excited and
enthusiastic about hi-fi as he was
back in 1949?

"I can't really explain it," he says.
"Sometimes I think I really must be
crazy, a little off the deep end. I

think, though, I do it by not getting
all worked up over every little inno-
vation that comes along. I am
amused by today's way-out audio-
philes and their eagerness to per-
ceive everything new as being won-
derful and marvelous. No one's go-
ing to thrill me by rearranging the
buttons and lights on a panel.

"Long ago I took the viewpoint,
which grew out of my engineering
experience, that the circuit topology
of anything is really of very little
importance in the overall scheme of
things. It's only important as it
achieves a certain result, but with
audio equipment that result may
not have anything to do with what
you hear. In other words, the partic-
ular combination of solid-state de-
vices used to get a result is of mod-
erate interest, but not a reason for
choosing one component over an-
other. I have always treated a com-
ponent as a hypothetical black box
with input terminals and output ter-
minals, and all I do is put a signal
into the input, measure the output,
and compare the two. I don't care
what's inside the box except in the
most casual way."

That is one of the views with
which Hirsch has infuriated people
over the years. His critics also main-
tain that he has never met a speaker
he didn't like. But if you ask him,
he'll tell you he's run into quite a
significant number of "dogs" over
the years.

Hirsch would like it explained,
however, that if his test reports give
STEREO REVIEW readers a some-
what one-sided, rosy view of things,
it's because he doesn't test products
that are known or expected to be
worthless or of doubtful value. "I
keep telling people that I have noth-
ing to do with the selection pro-
cess," he says. "The choice of a
product for test is made by an editor
who has heard it and knows wheth-
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Our secret ingredient
for brighter brights.

The view from NEC's new 46"
projection TV is breathtaking!' Your
favorite TV stars have never s-ione so
brightly. Or so clearly. And the sky has
never been bluer.

While these improvements are
visible even to the untrained eye, the
breakthroughs responsible a -e hidden
deep within. That's where NEC's own

high-powered picture tubes create a forefront of high-technology video for
brighter image. Liquid cooling keeps them years. In fact, NEC's professional theater
at the peak of performance. For crisp, system is the world's largest projection
clean colors, we improved the phosphors. TV. This pro video expertise is cur real
And NEC's all -glass, optically -coupled secret ingredient.
lenses keep things in perfect focus.

It shouldn't surprise anyone that the
company behind this brighter projection
TV is NEC. After all, we've been at the

NEC
We bring high technology home.

NEC Home Electronics IU S A ), Inc. 1255 Michael Drive VVcod Dale, IL 60191
Mode4P1-4650EN with 46 -screen, measured diagonall,.. Cabinet finished m genuine oak veneer TV reception simulated CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



INTRODUCING PHASE LINEAR' GRAPHITE'
Graphite. The final piece of technology that ad-

vanced the state of the art in sports equipment, elec-
tronics, and even space exploration. Graphite makes it
possible for the new Phase Linear s speakers to deliver
a level of car stereo performance you've never heard
before.

Phase Linear speakers are technologically unique
with the only car stereo woofer cones made of graphite
fibre. The higher rigidity and light weight of this versa-
tile material results in superb impulse response. This
means less coloration and distortion. The results are
wider dynamic range which means fuller, richer sound -
livelier, closer to the source than ever before possible.

The tweeters and midranges in these speakers are
made of polycarbonate which combines low mass with

a high amount of internal damping. This results in wide,
flat frequency response and superb off -axis dispersion
for excellent sound reproduction of the mid to high fre-
quency signals. This advanced design plus the addition
of ferrofluid-filled dome tweeters also results in greater
power handling. For example, the Phase Linear 6" x 9"
handles 110 watts continuous, 250 watts peak power!

The incredible specs and the unique materials used
in these speakers makes them digital ready -perfect part-
ners for compact disc players. The proof is in the hear-
ing-music so crisp and clear, so rich and full, it's what
you've been listening for.

Built upon 50 years of car audio manufacturing
experience, these great new speakers are truly a car stereo
breakthrough. Hear them at your Phase Linear dealer.

phase linear

40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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er it has any merit. From there on I
take over and see what it does when
it's tested."

Video is a subject that doesn't
excite Hirsch much. He says he has
seen and heard enough of it to know
it can be enormously impressive,
but that sort of entertainment just
doesn't appeal to him. Although the
hi-fi audio capability of videotape is
very impressive, he thinks it is of
little value to the serious recordist
because of the impossibility of edit-
ing it properly except by tricky dub-
bing processes that continuously re-
duce the excellent original signal-to-
noise ratio. Pointing out that not
too many of us need to record with
the full capability of a hi-fi VCR,
much less a digital recorder, he
would steer you toward a high -qual-
ity cassette deck featuring some cir-
cuit advancement such as HX Pro
and a good advanced -formula tape
and tell you that it's probably all
you need.

This same practical approach
colors Hirsch's view of the future of
audio. He believes the future will
bring us many more digital prod-
ucts, but he does not believe the
average hi-fi enthusiast will need
the capability provided by some of
the digital components that will
shortly become available to con-
sumers.

"By my standards," says Hirsch,
"much of the digital audio capabili-
ty we now have is a case of overkill.
I'm sure that digital audio tape
(DAT) can and probably will be suc-
cessful technologically, but I'm not
sure how successful it will ultimate-
ly be in the market because for most
people I don't think it offers much
of a fundamental performance ad-
vantage over a good present-day
cassette deck. Of course, audio-
philes are not a monolithic group.
There's the guy like me who does
his recording at home and gets his
live music by going to live perform-
ances; I'm not concerned about du-
plicating those performances at
home, so a cassette deck is good
enough for me. But there are guys
who do a lot of live recording, and I
can understand their urge to get
something better, though I don't
know just how much better digital
recording is. It's not clear to me
what the prime reason for the DAT
format really is. It's clever and it's
marvelous for what it does and for
the size of the cassette, but after
that . . . .

"I can see that 'digital' is the
catchword for now and probably the
future. It's getting to the point

where it's actually cheaper to do
things digitally instead of by analog
means, and once something is done
digitally there's a tendency to go
ahead and do more whether it's nec-
essary or not. I'm thinking in partic-
ular of many of the receivers that
have been introduced recently. All
they really need of a digital nature is
a synthesized FM/AM tuner. But
once manufacturers have the micro-
processors in there, they realize that
their capabilities go much further,
and we get stuck with a host of mar-
velous features that many of us can
live without. It's called progress, I
think"'

Hirsch's reservations about some
aspects of the big push for digital
technology should not be inter-
preted as a lack of enthusiasm for
the compact disc. He recognizes
that its quality and convenience are
wonderful and that the CD has giv-
en the audio industry just the shot
in the arm it needed, but he does
not see the need for a compact disc
the ordinary consumer can record
on. Even though the recordable CD-
ROM (read-only memory) is just
over the horizon, Hirsch can't imag-
ine what anyone could possibly re-
cord at home that would require the
resources of digital technology. "As
far as the CD-ROM goes," he says,
"I don't think that's the affair of
consumer audio."

Whether you view Hirsch's atti-
tudes about hi-fi's digital future, or
hi-fi itself, as myopic, practical, or
whatever, you should not underesti-
mate his knowledge of and dedica-
tion to audio. And even with his
reservations about some digital
products and his hard-line attitude
toward audio gadgetry in general,
each time he's presented with the
latest whiz-bang digital component
he still reacts like a kid with a new

toy-or a grown man with a new
Porsche. An example of this kind of
enthusiasm is his report on the Ya-
maha DSP-I digital sound proces-
sor elsewhere in this issue.

When I asked Hirsch if, after
tracking the audio industry since
Day One, he had any great message
to those whose blood flows with the
industry, his answer was a most
emphatic "Yes!"

"I don't know how this is going to
sit with people who are involved in
the industry in sales, design, or
advertising," he said, "but my mes-
sage really goes back to my own
beginnings in this field. My friends
and I started out because we ques-
tioned the claims manufacturers
made for their products. We formed
our testing group because we didn't
believe the things that were being
said, and our tests convinced us that
we were right in not believing them.
1 think people should continue to
question claims, whether they are
made by manufacturers or by any-
one else.

"The way things are being pre-
sented today, I think people have to
learn to trust their own judgment
and their own hearing much more.
Granted, it's a complicated field.
You don't know what to buy, and
you have to trust a salesman, or a
friend, or a reviewer. But you
should never abandon your com-
mon sense.

"As I've always said, there is no
magic in this business at all. There
is a great deal of ingenuity and a lot
of truly brilliant design, but no
magic. I certainly would not accept
as gospel anything that any other
person says about a product, and I
would advise no other person to
believe even me without question,
because the best I can say about a
product is what I have discovered
about it for myself and what my
own perception of it is.

"Over the years I've tested well
over three thousand products, and
in a surprising number of cases I can
still remember what my response
was to them. (Many others were not
memorable and I've forgotten
them.) We're dealing with a subjec-
tive field, and the real worth of any
of these things is what we see and
hear in them, not what someone
else sees and hears in them. I just
want to make an appeal to common
sense. Don't go off the deep end.
That's really the name of it. I can be
very impressed with all this stuff,
but I always wonder just how much
it can contribute to the life of John
Q. Public." 0
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A. TEAC THREE HEAD CASSETTE DECK
Ultimate cassette sound with outo reverse

convenience  Dolby and dbx noise
reduction

TEAC R888K $44995

B. TEAC DOLBY B & C CASSETTE
DECK Perlect add-on to any system  Solt
touch transport and level meters for precise
sound

TEAC V3BOC

D. TEAC PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE
DECK Produce your own cassettes will
high speed dubbing  Dolby B/C and dbx
noise reduction

TEAC W813012)( 5599"
E. TEAC STEREO DOUBLE CASSETTE

DECK Kph speed one touch dubbing
 High tech Clock finish makes this a great
addition to ony system

57995 TEAC W440CGI 989"
C. KOSS DIGITAL READY

HEADPHONES New and improved  Pro
closed cusnioned earpads Wide dynamic
frequency response

KOSS PRO4AAA $5495

F. TEAC AUTO REVERSE CASSETTI
DECK Cositinuous playback & recording
 Dolby E and C noise reduction  Bring great
sound to you, home

TEAC P4DC 9 2995

G. TEAC B/C & dbx CASSETTE DECK J.
 Professional 3 -head recording design puts
you In control  Memory playback logic
transport

TEAC V850X ........... . $34995

H. TECHNICS DOUBLE CASSETTE K.
DECK -Bring high speed dubbing tionse
 One button starts the process filack finish
with Dolby B

TECHNICS RSTIO 112995

GENEVA CASSETTE ACCIESSORIES

GENEVA HEAD CLEANER . '5.95
GENEVA HEAD DEMAG . $12.95

GENEVA SUPER BLAST....65.95

`AIMS' FOR FAST SERVICE

TEAC BLANK TAPES

TEAC CDC -90 Each $2.99

TEAC CDC -60 Each $2.49
TEAC CRC -90 Each $2.49

MAXELL BLANK TAPES

MAX ELL MX -90 Each $3.49

MAXELL MX -60 Each $2.99
MAXELL X1.11590 Each $2.39
KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES

KOSS PRO4X + $57.95
KOSS SST/5 $32.95
KOSS K6X + $24.95

CALL 1-800-221-8180

COME BROWSE ALL THAT'S NEW AND EXCITING IN SIGHT AND SOUND
AT J&R MUSIC WORLD...WITHOUT LEAVING HOME.
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A BEYER DYNAMICS STEREO
HEADPHONES  Enioy outstanding sounc
and lightweight comkvrt Serni-open an
design  True boss eproduction

BEYER DT330MI0I
54495

B AKAI CLARITY MIDI AUDIO
SYSTEM  EvenlOrtg you need  AM FM
tuner  Double cassette  Bet drive turntable
 Equalizer  60 watt omplorier  Speovers

AKAI MBW $299"

C RECOTON VIDEO ENI4ANCER
 Improves brightneb and contrast  Stabilizer
with lock control  Built In RF converter

RECOTON V604A . 919"

G. ADC SPATIAL EXPANDER
EQUALIZER  Concert hall sound at home
 10 -bands per channel  Mult -color LCD
display

ADC SStt7X $14995

H. NUMARK EQUALIZER/ANALYZER
 Accurate sound at a modest once
 Calibrated microphone  Spectri.m display
. 10 -bonds per channel

IIUMARK EQ2450 $26995

J. TECHNICS DIGITAL AM/FM
RECEIVER  35 watt.. per channel  Blue
LCD trequenc,, display  Tape ,norktor
--Versatile and affordable sound

11ECHNICS SAI90 $11995

K. SONY SUPER BETA HIFI STEREO
VCR  Stereocost M-S5AP decoder
 Wireless -emote  Slow motion
 7 day. 6 even'  Cable ready tuner

SONY 51.111450 544995

L MAXELL VIDEO CASSETTES
MAXELL EX 7120 or L750 Ea 54.49

MAXE.1. HGX "120 or L750 Ec 55.99

MAXE.L GOLE 1120 or L750 Ec $6.99

M. SCOTCH VIDEO CASSETTES
SCOTCH EG T120 or L750 Ec. $4.49

SCOTCH EG+ 1120 or L750 Ea $5.99
SCOTCH EGX 1120 or 1750 Ea $6.49

D. RE.7.0T0.1 VIDEO PROCESSOR
 Ennancer with snarpness and detail control
 Color praCessor  Luminance meter

RECOTON 1615A 959"
E. PANASONIC CABLE READY VHS

HO VCR  Improved sharpness and detail
 2 week and repeat event timer Wireless
remote convenience

PANASONff: PVI361 $29995

F. VIDICRAFT SPECIAL EFFECTS
GENERATOR  Make tapes ike the pros
 Over 20 different patterns  Fades wipes
and more

VIDICRAFT SEG200 $35995
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A. NUMARK PROFESSIONAL
TURNTABLE -Pro quarz direct drive  Easy
cueing stylus light  High quality "S" toneorm

NUMARK 111600 $309"

8. TECHNICS DIRECT DRIVE
TURNTABLE  Sleek low profile black
styling  Easy to use front controls  Auto
return convenience

TECHNICS SLQD22

D. RABBIT VCR MULTIPLYING SYSTEM
 Now every TV in you house con shore a
single video recorder  With transmitter and
-eceiver

RABBIT TR7000 $13995

E. AKAI AUDIO/VIDEC RECEIVER  80
watts per channel fills even the largest of
rooms  Easy to use electronic controls

$9495 AKAI AAV4OIS $19995

C. AKAI GRAPHIC EQLALIZER
 Customize your sound system  Ada new life
to your music  Nine bond individual control

AKAI EAA2 $10995

F. AKAI AUTO REVERSE STEREO (DECK
 Reverse recording and playback  Dolby
3C and dbx  Computer controlled transport

AKAI GKR6OS $19995

ORDER WIT -I CONFIDENCE 1-800-221-8180
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UX PRO
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G. PANASONIC VHS HQ H141 VIIDEO
RECORDER  Wireless remote  Cabe
ready tuner  14 cloy14 event timer
 Spectcculor Hi -R sound

PANASONIC PV1564 $56995
H. TECHNICS DIGITAL COMPACT

DISC PLAYER  Newly developed Fl
laser  Memory play lets you pick the
selections you wont to hear

TECHNICS SLPIOO 99995
J. TECHNICS REMOTE CONTROL

COMPACT DISC PLAYER Conhol
prcgramming, search and more from the
comfort of your easy chuir

TECHNICS SLP300 $24995

TUNERS

IMAM 8' 40-

ucx 90 u.c..x_500
a SONY

SONY

SONY

SONY

US-PR0607 SONY

to -F.51060 I SONY

LD-PR060 ! SONY

Uk-PRO60 I SONY

60
UkPRO60

Lk P13060

uk-PR060

LX-PRO60

sItTrik MA -R

X41 -Cie MA -R

*TICK 46110 MA -R

*TEX. Gio,MA-R

IC SONY BLANK TAPES

SONY UKPR090.. . Each 53.49

SONY HFS90 2-Pa=k52.99

SONY UCX-S90 Each 51.79

RECOTON CD ACCESSORIES

RECOTON CLEANING KIT .. '14.95
RECOTON JEWEL CASE 2 -Pack '3.49

RECOTON 10 -CD HOLDER

PHONO CARTRIDGES

AUDIO TECHNICA AT-221EP 439.95

STANTON 680EL-DISCO '44.95
SHURE V15 TYPE V -MR *139.95

00 00 s.

I

,211:1K Rag MA -R

ryTOK MA -R

X4y1714C l MA -R

SrTDK MA -R



A. CLARION SUPER CAR AUDIO
SYSTEM  Digital AM FM auto reverse
cassette  20 watts per channel  Equalizer
 free 3 -way 6x9 speakers

CLARION 942SSYSTEM $49995
B. SONY FM STEREO SPORTSBAND

RADIO  Active lifestyle delight Water
resistant  Attaches to supplied head & arm
bands  Rechargeable battery

SONY SRFF I $4995

D. BRENTWOOD 5" PORTABLE G.
TELEVISION  High contrast black & white
picture  Under cabinet slide tray AC.
battery and 12 -volt operation Choose
Green or Lavender colors

BRENTWOOD BTV21 $6995
E. CASIO LCD PORTABLE TELEVISION

 Take this block & white TV anywhere
 AC DC operatic  Rod antenna  Built-in
speaker

CASIO MO
$8995

H.

SONY RECORDING SUPER
WALKMAN  True cassette case size  AM
FM tuner  Auto reverse  folding
headphones  Rchorgeoble batteries

SONY WM.200 $14995

SONY ")ISCMAN" PORTABLE CD
PLAYER Enjoy exciting digital ound at
home or an the go  LCD display  Battery
pack case optional

SO8 Y DSCELUXE 969"

K. DESIGNER SLIM LINE TELEPHONE
 Push Dutton dialing  Ringer volume
control  Choose from Bye colors

ET 2600 98"
L PANASONIC AUTO DIAL

TELEPHONE  Ultimate convenience
 LCD timer clock  SpeaEerphone
 Stores 28 numbers  Wal or desk
applications

PANASONIC KX12135 $79"

C. TERK INDOOR FM STEREO F. SONY WATCHMAN J. SONY SPORTS SOLAR WALKMAN M. SONY VIDEO CASSETTES
ANTENNA  Amplifies the incoming FM TELEVISION/CLOCK RADIO .2 -inch  AM FM stereo cassette  Water resistant SONY T120 or L750 Ea '4.99
signal up to 18 times  Enjoy great reception high contrast picture  Built-in AM/FM stereo  Solar powered with bullt-in batteries
wherever you live  AC operated radio  Atorm  AC/DC operetta°  Mini headphones SONY ES -HG TI20 or L750 Ea '5,69

TERK 8403 $59" SONY FRU 95995 SONY WMF107 949" SONY HI-FI T120 or L750 Ea '6.99

SEE OUR SPECIAL OFFER Anag]

NOW YOU CAN TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF AMERICAS LARGEST
SELECTICtl...AT DIRECT-TO-YOUSAVNGS.

ONY SONYSONY

ES -HG

M.

ES -1 -1" -
,ES -HG



SE IT, HEAR IT,

LIVE IT, TAPE IT...

HAVE IT ALL!

CALL NOW! 1-800-221-8180 J-dmr.
CIRCLE NO 39 ON READER SERV CE CARD

A. TEAC PRO REEL TO REEL TAPE D.
DECK stx nods provide auto reverse
convenience abz noise reduction  Two
speed dual capstan design

TEAC 5200012 $929"
B. BEYER DYNAMICS PROFESSIONAL

HEADPHONES  True professional
monitoring neddpnones for your home  Fine
detail  Wide Plot frequenCy response

BEYER DTBISOMONITOR 939"
C. PANASONIC "OMNIMOVIE"

CAMCORDER  Make your own movies
 New HQ circuitry  Auto focus power zoom
lens  CCD tubeless pickup design

PANASONIC PV300 939995

TECHNICS TOPOFTHELINE CD
PLAYER  Wirtzt'ess remote with volume
control  Direct access programming  Dollar
filtering  Fluorescent display

TECHNICS SLP500 ,34995

E. SONY LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO
HEADPHONES ,New digital -reedy dri-ers
Perfect for CD sound Greet sound at
home or on the go

SONY MDRCDS $649$

F. TOSHIBA 26" MONITOR/ RECEP/ER
 Large square color picture  Cable reedy
MIS stereo tuner  Wireless remote  Direct
audio video inputs

TOSHIBA CZ2696 $69995



G. CODE A PHONE ANSWERING K.
MACHINE  Never miss another ca I Easy
operation  Beeperless remote  Modem
compact style  Toll saving ring selector

CODE A PHONE 3530 $11995

H. CDT Two -LINE PHONE & L.

DIRECTORY Alphamumenc keypad &
display  Stores 200 names numbers 2
line hold and conference  Speakerphone

CDT AP2002 $12995

J. PIONEER LASERVISION/CD PLAYER
 Brings the ultimate in hi -tech to your home
 Play laser video discs and compact clis:s
 Wreless remote control

PIONEER CLD900 $59995

MAXELL OPEN REEL TAPES

MAXELL XLI35180 Each '19.95
MAXELL UD-3590 Each '5.49
MAXELL XLII.3590 Each '11.99

FUJI VIDEO CASSETTES

FUJI 1120 or L750 Each 54.49

FUJI SHG 1120 or L750 Each '5.99
FUJI HI Fl 1120 or L750 Each '6.99
OPEN REEL ACCESSORIES

TDK 10" ALUMINUM REEL ....'8.99
TEAC WAND DE-MAG '27.95
MAXELL TAPE CARE KIT '5.99

ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE
BY PHONE OR MAIL FROM

AMERICA'S LARGEST AUDIO -VIDEO -RECORD
MAILORDER CATALOG...

OFFERING YOU FIRST QUALITY
ELECTRON CS AT DIRECT -TO -YOU SAVINGS.

ALL BAC<ED BY A 16 -YEAR REPUTATION
OF SERVICE AND INTEGRITY.

WE HAVE THE NATIONS LARGEST SELECTION OF RECORDS,
PRE-RECORDED AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES

ARMUS1CWORLD
CALL NOW, 1-800-221-8180

OUR KNOWLEDGEABLE PHONE OPERATORS
WILL HANDLE YOUR ORDER PROMPTLY

AND EFFICIENTLY. NOT AN ORDER DESK
BUT PART OF A TEAM OF OVER 250 EMPLOYEES_

ALL READY TO SERVE YOU.
PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30.1986

SHE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

REGISTER FREE TO WIN!
$2500

HI-FI VIDEO SYSTEM FROM
J&R MUSIC WORLD AND SONY TAPES

PRIZE CONSISTS OF: SONY PAK-8 HANDYCAM 8MM VIDEO
SYSTEM, SONY SL-HF450 SUPER BETA HI-FI VIDEO

RECORDER, SONY KV-25XBR HIGH RESOLUTION COLOR
TELEVISION MONITOR AND 20 SONY L-750 ES -HG HIGH

GRADE BETA VIDEO CASSETTES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

,.511. .144, laina_CD [JintW.rdnit1.1

rR

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

PRIZES FURNISHED BY SONY TAPES
INDEPENDENT DRAWING TO BE HELD OCTOBER 31, 1986

MAIL COUPON -0:
"J&R SUPER SONY DRAWING"
23 PARK ROW
NEW YORK CITY NY 10038-2302 SR0986



JULIAIN HIll SCH'S
HI-FI LANDMARKS

1 9 4 6
Paul Klipsch began
manufacturing his

folded -bass -horn speak-
er some forty years

ago. The Klipschorn is
still in production to-
day, and its price has

remained relatively un-
changed since it was

first introduced.

9 5 8
Harman Kardon's Solo
II audio receiver, com-
bining a tuner and an
amplifier, was the fore-
runner of what has be-
come the largest -selling
type of hi-fi component.

WHICH COMPONENTS
HAVE MADE A
REAL DIFFERENCE IN
THE COURSE OF
AUDIO HISTORY?

BY JULIAN HIRSCH

WHEN the editors of
STEREO REVIEW

asked me to write
about some twenty

landmark hi-fi components, I ex-
pected it to be an easy assignment.
With well over 3,000 tests logged in
the last thirty years or so, I merely
had to skim through my records and
memories-or so I thought!

The trip down memory lane was
most enjoyable, but I soon became
aware that most of the components
I have tested were quite conven-
tional, representing at best a minor
evolutionary advance over their
competitors and predecessors. I was
looking for products that, in the
light of history, made a lasting im-
pact on the hi-fi industry or its tech-
nology. I finally came up with a gen-
erous baker's dozen.

The first two actually predate my
active involvement in hi-fi, but they
are unquestionably milestones. In
1946 or thereabouts, Paul Klipsch
began manufacturing and selling the
loudspeaker that bears his name,
the folded bass horn he had de-
signed and patented several years
earlier. The Klipschorn is still in
production, and its dollar price to-
day is little more than it was in
1946! It was, and still is, a most
impressive sounding loudspeaker,
and I will never forget the first time
I heard one.
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Also in 1946, General Electric in-
troduced its Variable Reluctance
magnetic cartridge. Those of us who
had previously depended on crystal
cartridges, tracking at forces of
many ounces and with a ragged fre-
quency response limited to a few
thousand hertz (we called them "cy-
cles per second" then), were amazed
at the GE cartridge's smooth top
end, extending beyond 10,000 Hz,
its 6 -gram (0.2 -ounce) tracking
force, and its total absence of acous-
tic "needle talk." Its price, less than
$5 retail, permitted its use in mass -
market record players. Hi-fi for the
masses was fast approaching, al-
though they didn't know that at
the time.

In 1954, I heard the Acoustic Re-
search AR -1 speaker at the New
York Audio Fair, and I knew that
its impact on the fledgling hi-fi
industry would be enormous (this
was even more apparent after I

tested one in 1955). In terms of low -
bass response and distortion, the
AR -1 far surpassed any contempo-
rary speaker of comparable size or
price ($185). Many people, includ-
ing me, considered its bass perform-
ance superior to that of any other
speaker, regardless of its size or
price, then available for home use.
Today there are many acoustic -sus-
pension speakers, but the AR -1 was
the first. It made high-fidelity sound
a realizable goal for rooms and bud-
gets of average size.

At about the same time, the
Weathers FM pickup (mono, of
course) was pointing the way to hi-fi
record playing as we now know it. It
was a delicate capacitance pickup
(the "FM" was a bit of hype, being a
by-product of the pickup's opera-
tion that had nothing to do with its
superb quality) integrated with a
unique low -mass tonearm and sup-
plied with a small demodulator unit
that delivered an equalized line -lev-
el output. In those days, 3 to 6
grams was considered a featherlight
tracking force, so the 1 gram needed
by the Weathers pickup was ob-
viously a major advance. Like some
"tweak" products of today, the
Weathers had to be trimmed and
retuned with disturbing frequency,
and it usually made a number of
trips to the factory for repair or
modification during its lifetime. Its
sound, however, was unmatched by
any other pickup of the time (and by
few since then).

In 1958 I tested the Harman Kar-
don Solo II. Its sole mark of distinc-

19 6 0
The British Quad

was the first
commercially
successful full -

range electrostatic
speaker. One of the

sweetest -sounding
speakers ever

made, it remained
in production until

only a couple of
years ago.

Edgar Villchur's
S58 AR turntable
outperformed the

most respected
turntables of the

time. It remained
on the market for

many years.

1 9 61
When stereo first
became available
to the consumer,
Koss was ready
with the Koss
Stereophone. It
was the first good
set of headphones
wired for separate
inputs to the left
and right ears.
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1.969
The Rabco SL -8

was the first
commercially

made, high-tech.
servo -driven

radial -tracking
tonearm. It was

finicky. but at its
best it was a near -

ideal tonearm.

1911
The Advent 201
cassette deck was
noteworthy for
built-in Dolby B
noise reduction
and equalization
.for chromium -
dioxide tape.

1980
The 200 -watts -per -

channel Carver
M-400 was, and

still is, one of the
smallest and light-

est amplifiers of
its power rating.

Carver's Magnetic
Field circuit is

still used in Carver
amplifiers, and it

remains unrivaled
in its watts -per -

pound ratio.

tion was in being the first hi-fi
receiver (or one of the first). Prior to
that time there were separate tuners
and amplifiers, but this was the first
unit I tested in which the two were
combined. Although it was other-
wise undistinguished, it was a fore-
runner of what would eventually
become the largest -selling type of
hi-fi component.

In 1960, Acoustic Research intro-
duced the AR -3. In addition to hav-
ing an improved version of the AR -
1's bass driver, the AR -3 was the
first speaker system to use dome
radiators for the middle and high
frequencies (earlier systems usually
had cone drivers or sometimes
horn -loaded compression drivers).
In addition to its acoustic qualities,
the AR dome driver-sometimes
referred to as the "fried egg"-was
more resistant to voice -coil burnout
than small cone speakers. Today
dome radiators are commonplace in
speakers at most price levels.

The British Quad electrostatic
speaker also made its appearance in
1960. It was, I believe, the first com-
mercially successful full -range elec-
trostatic speaker, and it remained in
production until only a year or two
ago. Despite its limitations in reli-
ability, low -bass response, and dis-
persion, the Quad ESL was one of
the sweetest -sounding speakers ever
made (it was my favorite for many
years).

The year 1961 saw my first test of
a Koss Stereophone (I don't recall
the model designation). There was
little novel about these phones oth-
er than their stereo wiring, but until
Koss did it, you could not buy rea-
sonably good headphones wired for
separate inputs to left and right ear-
pieces. Of course, before stereo re-
cordings became available, there
had been no real need for such a
product.

Not every memorable product
was a success. The first all -transis-
torized amplifiers to reach the mar-
ket, from Transistronics, were dis-
asters. At that time silicon transis-
tors were prohibitively expensive,
so the TEC 15 and TEC 25 had to
use germanium transistors. These
notoriously heat -sensitive devices
tended to "run away" and self-
destruct with impressive consisten-
cy. In 1961 and 1962, you had to use
a bit of imagination to visualize sol-
id-state audio components that
could compete with "good old reli-
able vacuum tubes." The TEC am-
plifiers did show, if nothing else,
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how compact and light such prod-
ucts could be, and I think they
deserve honorable mention in spite
of their untimely demise.

A more successful 1962 contribu-
tion to hi-fi was the AR turntable
from Acoustic Research. Previous-
ly, a heavy platter and powerful
motor were considered the neces-
sary marks of a high -quality turnta-
ble. Edgar Villchur, AR's founder,
showed that a light platter, belt -
driven by a tiny motor and
mounted together with the tonearm
as a separate structure isolated from
the base and external environment,
could outperform the most highly
regarded turntables of the time.
Combined with a rather basic arm,
the entire package initially sold for
$58, and it remained on the market
for many years. Its basic design fea-
tures have been incorporated into
many of the most prestigious "high -
end" turntables currently on the
market, and, in a slightly revised
form, it is back in the AR line.

The year 1969 saw the arrival of
the Rabco SL -8, the first commer-
cially made, high-tech, servo -driven
radial -tracking tonearm. Designed
by Jack Rabinow, one of the most
prolific inventors of our time, it
could be finicky, but at its best it
was a near -ideal tonearm. There
have been others since, including
the bargain -basement versions
found in some low-priced Japanese
record players, but Rabco was there
first. It is only fair to mention that
the SL -8 was preceded by other
radial arms, but they did not use
servo drive. I recall the Bard Ortho-
Sonic arm of 1958, which carried a
mono cartridge at 6 grams and
worked well, although its advan-
tages over pivoted arms were debat-
able. Since the record groove did all
the work of moving the cartridge,
the arrival of stereo records and car-
tridges tracking at less than 2 grams
sent this rugged arm, with its "V"
configuration of ball bearings riding
on a track, into obsolescence.

The Advent 201 cassette deck of
1971 was noteworthy for two things:
built-in Dolby B circuits and equali-
zation for chromium -dioxide tape.
The Fisher RC -80B and Harman
Kardon CAD -5 had similar fea-
tures, but the Advent deck also used
the mechanically operated but su-
perbly reliable Wollensak tape
transport and had user -accessible
adjustments for levels and biases to
insure compatibility with the Dolby
system regardless of the tape used.

In a real sense, the Advent 201
helped make cassette recording a
true high-fidelity medium. Mine
still works perfectly, while many
others have come and gone over the
years.

In the earlier years of hi-fi, ampli-
fiers rated at more than 50 watts
were uncommon, and a rating of
100 to 150 watts was about the lim-
it. In 1971, the 350 -watt -per -chan-
nel Phase Linear 700, designed by
Bob Carver, broke the power bar-
rier, and it held the lead in the pow-
er race for some years. For the first
time the audiophile could experi-
ence the added realism afforded by
virtually limitless amplifier power.
There are other high -power ampli-
fiers nowadays, but few have
matched or exceeded the capabili-
ties of the Phase Linear 700.

Introduced in 1980, the 200 -
watts -per -channel Carver M-400
was, and still is, one of the smallest
and lightest amplifiers of its power
rating-and all its close rivals also
carry the Carver name. Carver's
Magnetic Field amplifier circuit is
still used, in improved forms, in
other Carver amplifiers and receiv-
ers. It remains unrivaled in its
watts -per -pound ratio.

In addition to specific landmark
products, there have been signifi-
cant technological developments
that have been incorporated into
many components. One of these de-
velopments was the noise -reducing
circuitry designed by Dolby Labora-
tories, which I consider was instru-
mental in making the tape cassette a
viable hi-fi medium. The develop-
ment of the cassette format by Phil-
ips was, of course, a prior require-
ment for this success, but without a
universal and low-cost noise -reduc-
tion system the cassette could not
have achieved its present state of
performance and acceptance. Dolby
B was the catalyst.

Finally, I consider the compact
disc to be the most important recent
audio development. Despite heated
arguments about its merits and
flaws, this joint creation of Philips
and Sony has brought an awareness
of hi-fi sound to the general public
in a way not matched by anything
else in recent years. It might be
compared in its impact to the LP
record, which in 1948 sounded the
death knell for the 78 -rpm record,
except that the present size of the hi-
fi industry gives the CD a potential-
ly far greater effect on people's
lives.

1910's
One of the most
significant audio de-
velopments ever was
the noise -reducing
circuitry designed by
Dolby Laboratories.
Dolby technology
was instrumental in
making the tape
cassette a viable hi-fi
recording medium.

1980's
The compact disc is
the most important
audio development in
recent years. Despite
arguments about its
merits and flaws, this
joint creation of
Philips and Sony
has brought a greater
awareness of high-
fidelity sound to the
general public.
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The concert continues
with the Ford JBL Audio System.

Imagine the music of 12 speakers driven by 140 watts...

Just imagine a car audio system that could really
deliver music as rich and powerful as a live concert.

Imagine music emanating from 12 JBL speakers-
specifically equalized and adjusted to the surrounding
environment and deftly capable of reproducing
digitally accurate full -range, high fidelity sound.

 12 JBL speakers including 2-6" x 9" woofers, 2-31/2"
midrange speakers and 2-7/8" tweeters located in the
rear deck; 2-51/4" woofers mounted in the doors;
and 2 tweeters and 2 midrange speakers in the
instrument panel. Selective frequency fading so all
woofers remain in operation at controlled levels
when faded front/rear.

Imagine the sheer impact of 140 watts of total system
power. Ample power to virtually eliminate distortion
for the most comfortable listening-even at high
volume for very long periods of time.

 140 watts TSP-4 amplifiers, 35 watts per channel
into 4 ohms at 1000 Hz with .07% THD. 105 dB
SPL maximum acoustic output. Excursion control
computer with continuously variable loudness
compensation and automatic overload
protection.

Then stop imagining and hear the real thing for
yourself, exclusively at your Lincoln-Mercury dealer
today.

JBL loudspeakers are featured in world
renowned sound systems everywhere,
including Tokyo's NIFIK Hall, Los Angeles
Music Center, Tanglewood Music Shed,
Frankfurt Opera House and now the Lincoln
Continental and the Lincoln Town Car.

CIRCLE NO 70 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AUDIO SYSTEMS



BEST OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

STEVE EARLE'S
IMPRESSIVE
"GUITAR TOWN"

STEVE EARLE, like Dwight
Yoakam before him, is one of
the new breed of Nashville
rebels whose music is too

rough -edged and real for the won-
derful folks who bring us Kenny
Rogers. Unlike Yoakam, though,
Earle is not a traditionalist, not
even, strictly speaking, really a
country artist. He is an authentic,
unrepentant hillbilly, but what he's
doing is sneaking up on rock-and-
roll territory.

"Guitar Town," Earle's first al-
bum, makes this fairly explicit. His
songs deal, in part, with traditional
country themes-faithless lovers,
the continuity of family life, poverty
and hard times-but from a re-
markably sophisticated and modern
perspective, and he can be mordant-
ly funny in a way that would never
have occurred to, say, Ernest Tubb.

Earle: sneaking up on rock

Writing about the break-up of a
relationship, in Goodbye's All We've
Got Left, for example, Earle ob-
serves, "I don't think that it'll get
any better/So maybe you could just
write me a letter./And I could open
it when I'm stronger/Another ten or
twelve years, maybe longer."

The music behind all this is simi-
larly out -of -kilter. Even a tradition-
al -sounding song like Hillbilly
Highway, powered by the diamond -
hard, evocative lines of snappy
young guitarist Richard Bennett,
revs up into rock -inflected over-
drive. And Good 01' Boy, which at
first seems to be a standard, if well -
written, country lament about the
state of the economy ("Just my
luck," Earle sings, "I was born in
the land of plenty, now there ain't
enough"), boasts a bridge section
that John Cougar Mellencamp
might kill for.

The whole album's like that-not
quite country, not quite rock-and
while a lot of people (the Long Ryd-
ers come to mind) have been chas-
ing this kind of Eighties synthesis,
Earle is the first one who doesn't
strike me as at all self-conscious. If
there's any justice, "Guitar Town"
will get played on both country and
rock radio, but even if it doesn't, it's
undeniably one of the more impres-
sive debuts of the year. And the dig-
ital sound is aces. Steve Simels

STEVE EARLE: Guitar Town. Steve
Earle (vocals, guitar); Richard Bennett
(guitar); Emory Gordy, Jr. (bass); other
musicians. Guitar Town; Goodbye's All
We've Got Left; Hillbilly Highway;
Good 01' Boy (Gettin' Tough); My Old
Friend the Blues; Someday; Think It
Over; Fearless Heart; Little Rock 'n'
Roller; Down the Road. MCA 0 MCA -
5713 $7.98, C) MCAC-5713 $7.98.

A MALESTIC
DIDO FROM
JESSYE NORMAN

THE new Philips recording of
Dido and Aeneas, in which
Jessye Norman and Thom-
as Allen sing the title roles,

is sheer perfection. Not since 1952,
when Kirsten Flagstad made the
historic recording of Purcell's

Norman: subtlety and skill

"opera perform'd at Mr. Josias
Priest's boarding -school at Chelsey
by young gentlewomen," has there
been such a complete realization of
this extraordinary work by the Fa-
ther of English Opera.

Commissioned to demonstrate
the musical and dramatic abilities
of students, Dido and Aeneas is
truly a small giant. Small only be-
cause it requires less than sixty min-
utes to perform; a giant because it
embodies those virtues by which
operatic masterpieces on a grander
scale are judged-an economical
and skillful libretto by Nahum Tate
(no mean dramatist himself, made
poet laureate in 1692), lively and
contrasting action, cleanly etched
characterization, and, most impor-
tant, music that, while complement-
ing the poetry, creates and sustains
mood and character.

Playing the 1952 recording along-
side the present one, I frequently
found it difficult, if not impossible,
to distinguish Flagstad from Nor-
man, so rich, so warm, so secure are
the voices of these great artists.
There is a signal difference, howev-
er. Whereas Flagstad creates a Dido
of calm, stately, and ultimately re-
signed queenliness, Jessye Nor-
man's Dido is finally stripped of
regality to stand a woman denied,
bereft, and desperate. These effects,
subtly achieved, are apparent in her
inflection of line and her coloring of
tone. Norman's performance, beau-
tifully sung, is always skillfully con-
ceived in dramatic terms.

Thomas Allen's rich and supple
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baritone makes Aeneas a convinc-
ing character, one combining weak-
ness and bragging charm. Aeneas,
who is told by a spirit what he will
do and then, in leaving Dido, does
it, makes less than a credible lover,
but perhaps the circumstance of
Purcell's commission led the com-
poser to expend the greater effort in
creating the womanly Dido.

In the 1952 recording, a young
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf sings the
role of Belinda, Dido's nurse -com-
panion. The new performance of-
fers Marie McLaughlin, whose
voice is a bit warmer and fuller than
Schwarzkopfs. Although her color-
atura in the passage "Pursue thy
conquest, Love!" lacks the excite-
ment of Schwarzkopfs, McLaugh-
lin creates a sympathetic Belinda,
torn between her own natural gaiety
and her concern for Dido.

Patricia Kern's Sorceress evokes
an appropriate eeriness, and Patrick
Power's cockney sailor is delightful,
an original and amusing touch that
fits nicely into Purcell's design. Der-
ek Ragin contributes a clear -voiced
Spirit, and the remaining soloists
acquit themselves very well indeed,
as does the chorus and orchestra.

Special plaudits go to Raymond
Leppard, who draws from all con-
cerned a finely honed ensemble,
crisp and well focused. Such a crys-
talline, exquisitely balanced per-
formance is no mean achievement.
Nor is the beautiful sound of the
recording itself. Enthusiastically
recommended. Robert Ackart

PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas. Jessye
Norman (soprano), Dido; Thomas Al-
len (baritone), Aeneas; Marie McLaugh-

lin (soprano), Belinda; Patricia Kern
(mezzo-soprano), Sorceress; Patrick
Power (tenor), Sailor; Derek Ragin
(countertenor), Spirit; others. Chorus;
English Chamber Orchestra, Raymond
Leppard cond. PHILIPS 0 416 299-1
$10.98, 0416 299-4 $10.98, 416 299-
2 no list price.

GRIT AND GLITZ
IN NEW SONGS
BY TONIO K.

TONIO K. is the funniest seri-
ous songwriter in America.
Readers with long memo-
ries may recall that I de-

clared each of his previous LP's to
be "the greatest record ever made,"
but since this is a conservative era
I'm going to restrain myself on the
subject of "Romeo Unchained,"
K.'s latest effort on What Records.
Let me simply say up front that
while it retains the sardonic wit and
general rock-and-roll savvy of its
predecessors, it also reflects a cer-
tain optimism about the state of
things in the closing quarter of the
twentieth century. There's a new-
found subtlety and vulnerability in
the vocals, too, and a thoroughly
modern production gloss that
doesn't hit you over the head with
how hip it is. In short, "Romeo
Unchained" is the kind of album
that will sound good on MTV and
make you think anyway.

As the title suggests, the album
deals with relationships between the
sexes. K. has been down this partic-
ular cul-de-sac before. He is, after

Tonio K.: unsuspected levels of nuance and feeling

z

all, the songwriter who once threat-
ened an unconstant lover with the
prohibitive cost of a private hospi-
tal room. But where previously his
musings had' a misogynistic edge
(tempered with a certain measured
irony, to be sure), here he seems to
be taking the woman's side. Living
Doll, for example, is a wry and com-
passionate account of a young girl's
progress from victimization to inde-
pendence, and You Don't Belong
Here, a semi -surrealist tale of a sin-
gles -bar encounter, absolutely skew-
ers the self-pity and self -destructive-
ness of its male character.

Since this is a Tonio K. album, of
course, there are also some inspired
japes with only passing relevance to
the grand theme. Romeo and Jane is
a wonderful meditation on the un-
likely romance between characters
created by Shakespeare and Edgar
Rice Burroughs ("I've heard of un-
faithful lovers, but this is outra-
geous!" K. huffs). And at least one
number, I Handle Snakes, dis-
penses with the theme altogether. A
sort of heavy-metal theological trea-
tise, it features such inspirational
verse as, "I handle snakes/I hug 'em
and I kiss 'em/I handle snakes/And
if they kill me I'll sure miss 'em."

Musically, meanwhile, the album
is as sharp as a tack. The songs are
concise, tuneful mixtures of blues -
based guitar grit and electronic glitz.
K.'s singing achieves heretofore un-
suspected levels of nuance and feel-
ing. The various supporting players,
including co -producer T -Bone Bur-
nette on You Will Go Free and what
sounds like an uncredited Maria
McKee of Lone Justice on You Be-
long with Me, perform as if their
lives depended on it. Altogether,
"Romeo Unchained" is a thrilling
piece of vinyl, and as Robert Schu-
mann is reputed to have observed
upon first hearing Chopin, "Hats
off, gentlemen." Let me add, at the
risk of repeating myself, "This is the
greatest album ever recorded."

Steve Simels

TONIO K.: Romeo Unchained. Tonio
K. (vocals, guitar); other musicians.
True Confessions; Perfect World; Ro-
meo and Jane; You Belong with Me;
Impressed; I Handle Snakes; Emotional
War Games; Living Doll; You Don't
Belong Here: You Will Go Free. WHAT/
A&M WR-8340 $8.98, WC -8340
$8.98.
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RATTLE'S NEW
BRITTEN
COLLECTION

0 E'ER the past three years,
angel has issued three
miscellanies of orchestral
and concerted works by

Benjamin Britten, each featuring
one or more pieces new to records.
The latest collection, which in-
cludes the Sinfonia da Requiem and
An American Overture, is the most
interesting of them all.

The Sinfonia da Requiem, com-
posed by Britten in memory of his
parents, was the most substantial
product of his American sojourn
during the early years of World War
II. Britten himself conducted two
recordings of the work, issued over
here by London. Both are now de-
leted, but the two versions con-
ducted by Andre Previn are still
available.

In the new Angel recording, how-
ever, Simon Rattle and the City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
hold their own point -for -point
against the competition in a per-
formance of fiery grandeur. The
Lachrymosa has a final climax that
can be described simply as soul -
shattering, the Dies Irae is the very
embodiment of stark terror, and the
Requiem aeternam brings blessed
catharsis. Moreover, the digital re-
cording is a stunning tour de force.

The other U.S.-composed work
here was originally titled Occasional
Overture but is now called An Amer-
ican Overture to avoid confusion
with the other work of that name,
Opus 38. Written for Artur Rod-
zinski and the Cleveland Orchestra
in 1941, it was not only never per-
formed but was actually lost. The
score turned up finally at the New
York Public Library's Music Divi-
sion, and it was given its premiere
in Birmingham under Rattle in
1983. Britten himself had totally
forgotten having written the piece
and was willing to acknowledge it
only after recognizing his handwrit-
ten notation. Nonetheless, the mu-
sic is fascinating, and in its amal-
gam of solemnity and brilliance it
seems to me to combine elements of
Hoist and Copland.

Rattle: fiery grandeur

The Occasional Overture of 1946
is a splashy, exuberant work com-
posed for the inauguration of the
BBC's Third Programme. It was
withdrawn by the composer follow-
ing the broadcast premiere, under
Sir Adrian Boult, and was resur-
rected in 1983 by way of a concert
premiere by Raymond Leppard and
the Chicago Symphony.

Most substantial of the smaller
works here is the five -movement
Suite on English Folk Tunes, which
takes its subtitle from elegiac lines
by Thomas Hardy. The third move-
ment was written in 1966 for the
opening of the Queen Elizabeth Hall
in London, and it was a badly ailing
composer who finished the other
four movements in 1974-and who
heard the first full performance at
Aldeburgh in June 1975, eighteen
months before his death. The work
is dedicated to the memory of Percy
Grainger, whose folk -song arrange-
ments Britten greatly admired.

The recorded sound is absolutely
first-rate throughout. In terms of
both performance and engineering,
this release is among the very best
that Angel has produced with Si-
mon Rattle and his Birmingham or-
chestra. David Hall

BRITTEN: Sinfonia da Requiem, Op.
20; An American Overture, Op. 27; Oc-
casional Overture, Op. 38; Suite on
English Folk Tunes, Op. 90 ("A time
there was . . ."). City of Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra, Simon Rattle
cond. ANGEL 0 DFO-38236 $11.98, C)
4DS-38236 $11.98, 0 CDC -47343 no
list price.

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of
previously released LP's

POPULAR
El A CHORUS LINE (Marvin
Hamlisch-Edward Kleban). COLUMBIA
CK 33581. Original -cast recording
(1975) of Broadway's longest -running
show.

0 JETHRO TULL: Benefit.
CHRYSALIS VK 41043. "A rock -age
marvel" (Best of Month, August 1970).

 BILLY JOEL: Streedife Serenade.
COLUMBIA CK 33146. "Rings with real,
if slightly lopsided, truth" (Best of
Month, February 1975).

 ELTON JOHN: Caribou. MCA
MCAD-37065. "Good, lightweight
English pop" (October 1974).

KOOL AND THE GANG: As One.
MERCURY 822 535-2. "Revitalizing
dance music" (February 1983).

 THE MOODY BLUES: Long
Distance. THRESHOLD. 820 105-2. "One
of their best" (October 1981).

SANTANA. COLUMBIA CK 30595.
"Furious energy" (Best of the Month,
January 1972).

 GEORGE THOROUGHGOOD
AND THE DESTROYERS: More.
ROUNDER CD -3045. "Terrific fun"
(April 1981).

CLASSICAL
 BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3.
Kleiber. LONDON 414 626-2. One of the
classics (recorded in 1959).

 CHOPIN: Waltzes. Lipatti. ANGEL
CDC 47390. Recorded in France in
1950 at the now -legendary pianist's last
public concert.

 GILBERT AND SULLIVAN: The
Mikado. D'Oyly Carte. LONDON 417
296-2 (two CD's). "Wonderful" (July
1975).

 MAHLER: Symphonies (complete).
Bernstein. CBS MK 42194 through
M3K 42200 (thirteen CD's). Highly
charged performances (released as a set
on LP in 1967).

OFFENBACH: La belle Heene.
Norman; Plasson. ANGEL CDCB-47156
(two CD's). "Every moment sparkles"
(Best of Month, May 1986).

 PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut. Callas;
Serafin. ANGEL CDCB-47392 (two
CD's). More prime Callas (recorded in
1959).

 RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and
Dances. Marriner. ANGEL CDC -47116.
"Suave" (September 1976).
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POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Phyl Garland
Alanna Nash
Mark Peel
Peter Reilly
Steve Simels

ANITA BAKER: Rapture. Anita Baker
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Sweet Love; You Bring Mc'
Joy; Caught Up in the Rapture; Been So
Long; Mystery; and three others. ELEK-
TRA 60444-I $8.98, © 60444-4 $8.98.

Performance: Super
Recording: Fine

During the past year and a half, Whit-
ney Houston and Sade have zoomed
from obscurity to conspicuous success
as popular singers with roots in the soul
tradition, but now they'll have to move
over just a bit to make room for a third
exceptional artist who fully deserves the
sort of acclaim they have received. Her
name is Anita Baker. Baker's distinc-
tion is that she possesses not only a
remarkably lustrous voice but also the
kind of taste and intelligence that mark
her as one of the finest vocal interpret-
ers to emerge in quite some time.

In her new Elektra album, "Rapture,"
Baker uses lyrics and melody to fashion
dramatic sound pictures of human
emotions. She sings as though she were
turning her heart inside out with every
utterance. In depth of feeling, sensitivi-
ty, and conviction, she is comparable
with such singers as Barbra Streisand,
Gladys Knight, and Aretha Franklin.
But Baker doesn't sound like any of
them. Her instrument is distinctively
her own, and she uses it with a consum-
mate sense of phrasing. The texture is
silken, yet rich and full-bodied, with
never a hint of strain. While some
might say there's a touch of gospel in
her style, its main ingredients are drawn
from jazz, popular ballads, and the
most sophisticated rhythm-and-blues.

Baker was actively involved in all
phases of the creation of "Rapture,"
serving as executive producer, writing
some of the songs, even playing key-
boards on one track, and her good taste
prevails throughout. While she is clear-
ly better than some of the material she
sings, all of the songs have a certain
appeal. Sweet Love, Been So Long, and
Watch Your Step are among the better

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

O '` DIGITAL -MASTER ANALOG LP
 - STEREO CASSETTE.

DIGITAL COMPACT DISC
MONOPHONIC RECORDING

ones, but everything else pales beside
You Bring Me Joy. Weaving her way
through the haunting melody and etch-
ing each note with passion, Baker does.
indeed, induce rapture in an unforgetta-
ble vocal interpretation. Anyone who
can make this sort of musical magic is
bound to have a brilliant future. P.G.

THE BLOW MONKEYS: Animal
Magic. The Blow Monkeys (vocals and
instrumentals). Digging Your Scene;
Animal Magic; Wicked Ways; Sweet
Murder; Aeroplane City Love Song; and
six others. RCA NFL I -8065 $6.98,
NFKI-8065 $6.98.

Performance: Unmemorable
Recording: Okay

Here's yet another act purveying the
effete, post -disco British r -&-b that is all
the rage these days, a music inhabiting a
space somewhere between bad Culture
Club and bad Spandau Ballet (the latter
admittedly a redundancy). Dr. Robert,
the photogenic pretty boy who writes
the material and fronts the band, has
been hailed as the reincarnation of
Marc Bolan, which is somewhat apt, but
it should be noted that on Wicked
Ways, one of the group's recent hits, he
sounds more like George Harrison hav-
ing a snit in the Material World. On the
rest of the album he contributes reason-
ably inventive guitar work but other-
wise carries on with all the soul and pas-
sion of a large herring. S.S.

GEORGE CLINTON: R&B Skeletons
in the Closet. George Clinton (vocals);
Stephen Washington (bass, guitar,
trumpet, keyboards); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Hey Good
Lookin'; Do Fries Go with That Shake!?:
Mix -Master Suite; and four others. CAP-
ITOL ST -12481 $8.98, © 4XT-12481
$8.98.

Performance: Chaotic
Recording: Unsubtle

George Clinton is one of the strangest
people making music today, and possi-
bly the funniest. He is also the con-
science of funk, and "R&B Skeletons in
the Closet" is his manifesto against the
evils of crossover-commercial tenden-
cies that dilute, homogenize, and other-
wise bleach funk of its essential nasti-
ness.

"R&B Skeletons" comes with a label
warning the squeamish would do well
to heed: it contains "illicit drug use,
improper grammar and/or slang, Com-
munist agitator lyrical overtones, wel-
fare fraud, voodoo cultism, and Bambe-
zi fertility rites." It also contains the
best pick-up line of 1986 ("Do fries
come with that shake?") and is infected
with the famous P -Funk Beat, an unre-
lenting, irresistible pulse that won't go
away even after the record's finished.
On top of the Beat, Clinton dumps the

last two years' accumulation of musical
mistakes, mannerisms, and cliches,
snippets of show tunes, TV ads, and
Top 40 references, together with what-
ever his usual gang of wackos-about
thirty of them-feel like playing at that
moment. Somehow, it all works. Try it
at your next party. M.P.

NEIL DIAMOND: Headed for the Fu-
ture. Neil Diamond (vocals); instru-
mental accompaniment. Headed for the
Future; I'll See You on the Radio (Lau-
ra); Stand Up for Love: Love Doesn't
Live Here Anymore; The Man You
Need; and five others. COLUMBIA OC
40368, 0 OCT 40368, no list price.

Performance: Diamond sharp
Recording: Assertive

Despite the title of the album and the
hard -driving, exuberant title song,
which leads off everything, Neil Dia-
mond's newest release finds him mostly
holding firm to the formulas that have
been successful for him in the past.
Could be his millions of fans want it
just that way-even if some of us would
welcome a bit more adventurousness
now and then.

Still, there's no denying the emotive
force Diamond brings to his particular
brand of forlorn ballads. The worthiest
originals here in that familiar mode
include The Story of My Life and Me
Besides You (the latter a collaboration
with Burt Bacharach and Carole Bayer
Sager). Some of the other tracks, in the
hands of a less dynamic performer than
Diamond, would be instantly forgetta-
ble, especially the disappointing Lost in
Hollywood, co -written with Stevie
Wonder. Roy Hemming

THE DRAMATICS: Somewhere in
Time (A Dramatic Reunion). The Dra-
matics (vocals); instrumental accom-
paniment. Dream Lady; Razor Blade;
One Love Ago; Show Me What You Got;
and five others. FANTASY F-9642 $8.98,
© FC-9642 $8.98.

Performance: Together again
Recording: Satisfactory

Although the Dramatics were never
quite in the top rank of male soul
groups during the Sixties and Seventies,
they enjoyed a vogue among those with
a taste for solid vocal harmonies and
spirited rhythm -and -blues -based mate-
rial. "Somewhere in Time" is their first
album since they disbanded in 1980,
and it shows they've lost none of their
verve and musical cohesion. Among the
best songs here are When Love Is Over,
which displays the group's fine sense of
vocal interplay, and Days of Yea and
Nay, a love ballad. But the real highlight
is a medley of their old hits-Some-
where in Time, Fell for You, and Girl,
Stop Your Weeping. While the album is
probably not distinctive enough to win
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the Dramatics many new followers, it
should bring back memories to anyone
who remembers their early days. P.G.

STEVE EARLE: Guitar Town (see Best
of the Month, page 99)

FORESTER SISTERS: Perfume, Rib-
bons and Pearls. Forester Sisters (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment.
100% Chance of Blue; Heartache Head-
ed My Way; Somebody's Breakin' a
Heart; That's Easy for You to Say; and
six others. WARNER BROS. 25411-I
$8.98, © 25411-4 $8.98.

Performance: Peppy
Recording: Good

The Forester Sisters are sometimes re-
ferred to as Warner Bros.' answer to the
Judds, who are on RCA Records, and
the Whites, who record for MCA. But
the Forester Sisters, who were nomi-
nated for a Grammy last year with their
first album-this is their second-arc
neither as progressive as the Judds nor
as traditional as the Whites. They are
also not nearly as interesting nor as
overtly talented, since none of the four
Foresters has a strong, distinctive voice
to rival Wynonna Judd's, and their har-
mony is not as unmannered as Cheryl
and Sharon White's.

The majority of the songs the Fores-
ters sing here have a contrived, formu-
laic country -pop veneer. What they do
to the Supremes' Back in My Arms
Again is unprintable in a family maga-
zine, but suffice it to say that the voices
of the Forester Sisters seem totally un-
connected to either their heads or their
hearts. On the other hand, they're a
good singles group, with decided coun-
try radio presence and an ear for pleas-
ant, commercial sounds. But a copy of
the Judds, or possibly the Whites?
We're not even talking the same
league. A.N.

PETER GORDON: Innocent. Peter
Gordon (tenor sax, clarinet, synthesiz-
ers, vocal); David Van Tieghem
(drums, percussion); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Romance; The
Day the Devil Comes to Getcha; The
Double; That Hat; St. Cecilia; and five
others. COLUMBIA BFM 42098, © BFT
42098, no list price.

Performance: Entertaining
Recording: Excellent

It took me a little time to warm up to
Next Wave saxophonist Peter Gordon's
"Innocent," but I'm glad I stuck it out.
The problem was two avant -garde -with -
a -capital -A tracks-The Day the Devil
Comes to Getcha, with idiosyncratic ly-
rics by Laurie Anderson that muscle
Gordon's tepid rap -funk right off the
record, and The Hat, which is also
undone by a needlessly obtrusive vocal.
Once you get past those two losers,

PETER GABRIEL
pETER GABRIEL performs with an
intensity and absorption you'd
expect to find only among evan-
gelists, anarchists, and the in-

sane. Timed to coincide with Gabriel's
Amnesty International concerts, his
new album, "So," is no exception. At
first blush, its powerful rhythmic ca-
dences, churning counterpoint, and
cracked, feverish vocals seem to signal
an even greater fervor, as if Gabriel had
embraced a new cause he was burning
to share.

But "So" is a problematical record.
Gabriel has grown too dependent on a
few stylistic signatures-the double -
tracked vocals shouted over a thicket of
tribal drumming and the dark electron-
ic bottom created by the constant pres-
ence of a Fairlight. Melody and harmo-
ny are, for all practical purposes, absent.
Tones rise and fall, to be sure, but
rhythm is the heart, brain, bone, and
muscle of this music. Gabriel puts
layers of electronics between himself
and the listener (this record sounds as if
it had been recorded through the walls,
then amplified up to listenable levels),
and his music settles into a kind of
black funk, drained of all brightness and
color.

The lyrics, too, fall short of Gabriel's
best work. On "Security," he re-created
Carl Jung's transcendental experience
with an African tribe, then led us up the
top of a mountain as an old Indian chief
kept a final appointment with his gods.
"So" takes us nowhere. Three love
songs with all the charm and intimacy
of a Sam Shepard play are sung with a
rapt passion that would scare off most
women. The fairly pat subject matter of
songs like Big Time, a skeptical look at
the trappings of successs, and Don't
Give Up, a lifeless duet between Gabriel
and Kate Bush about a man whose
homeland has been devastated by war,

wouldn't have
Gabriel album.

Still, there is an undeniably powerful
presence at work here. Even second-rate
Gabriel is charged with a furious inner
energy very few artists are capable of.
Gabriel's side men-the wonderfully
facile Tony Levin on bass, guitarist Da-
vid Rhodes (who plays like a percus-
sionist by nature), Jerry Morrata and
Manu Katcht on drums-can do this
stuff blindfolded by now. "So" is seam-
less, almost effortless. But it's not for
lack of effort that the album comes up
short. Rather, it's the dimming of Ga-
briel's white-hot vision. Mark Peel

made it onto a better

PETER GABRIEL: So. Peter Gabriel
(vocals, piano, CMI); Tony Levin
(bass); David Rhodes (guitar); Jerry
Morrata, Manu Katche (drums); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Red
Rain; Sledgehammer; Don't Give Up:
That Voice Again; In Your Eves; Mercy
Street; Big Time; We Do What We're
Told. This Is the Picture (cassette and
CD only). GEFFEN GHS 24088 $8.98, ©
M5G 24088 $8.98, 24088-2 no list
price.

however, you begin to discover how
imaginative a composer Gordon is, and
how daring an improvisor.

"Innocent" ranges from the cheery,
tuneful funk of Afternoon Drive to the
dark, Zappa-like orchestration of The
Announcement. But even when the mu-
sic is light, Gordon's sax improvisa-
tions keep things off balance. On Ro-
mance, for instance, Gordon cuts in on
a playful flute melody with a manic
tenor -sax attack launched from both
ends of the instrument's registers.

Shifting rhythmic gears without no-
tice is one of Gordon's signatures. So is
his sense of humor. The farfisa obbliga-
to of Diamond Lane, Dave Van Tiegh-
em's use of toy ray guns as percussion
instruments on The Announcement, the
horrific screams (created on a Fairlight

CMI) that punctuate Psycho-all are
evidence of a musical sensibility that
approaches avant-garde as something
that should be entertaining rather than
instructive or mind-expanding. Recom-
mended. M.P.

DOBIE GRAY: From Where I Stand.
Dobie Gray (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. That's One to
Grow On; From Where I Stand; In the
Family; Keep What We Had Going;
The Dark Side of Town: and five others.
CAPiTot../EM I ST -12489 $8.98, C) 4XT-
12489 $8.98.

Performance: The real thing
Recording: Very good

Dobie Gray, of The In Crowd and Drift
Away fame, has for the past eight years
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been living in Nashville and working on
his songwriting. Gray's hits have usual-
ly come far apart-the aforementioned
songs were recorded over a seven-year
span-and his new album proves that
in the music business, especially in
country music, you can be a certified
corpse one day and a desirable property
the next.

This isn't really so much a country
album as it is a slightly updated version
of Gray's stylized country -pop -blues,
with heavy emphasis on compelling, in-
telligent ballads. Gray has always been a
brilliant, cathartic vocalist, and finally
he has an entire album of material that
lets him show it. The central theme is

chord heavy-metal guitar solos and was
intrigued by the comparative complex-
ity and inventiveness of "jazz" improv-
isors. While some fusion still survives,
most of its listeners grew tired of the
noise and affectation and moved on to
serious jazz or "New Age" or back to
rock.

Actually "The Early Years" isn't an
altogether accurate name for these recy-
cled tracks from Jan Hammer's solo
albums for Nemperor. By the time
Hammer had left the Mahavishnu Or-
chestra and begun making records on
his own, his reputation had already
peaked. If anything, his solo albums
only served to diminish his popularity.

Journey: (from left) Steve Perry, Jonathan Cain, and Neal Schon

emotional honesty, often at a mam-
moth price, such as a lifetime of suffer-
ing-just the ticket to let Gray's expres-
sive baritone dig in and take over your
central nervous system. There's plenty
of upbeat stuff, too. All of it is well writ-
ten, and it's complemented by Harold
Shedd's even-handed production. In
short, a recording of uncommon integri-
ty and power. A.N.

JAN HAMMER: The Early Years. Jan
Hammer (keyboards, synthesizers, per-
cussion); instrumental accompaniment.
The Seventh Day; Plants and Trees;
Bambu Forest; Oceans and Continents;
and four others. NEMPEROR FZ 40382,

FTZ 40382, no list price.

Performance: Fidgety
Recording: Good

This rather blatant attempt to cash in
on Jan Hammer's return from the dead
as maestro of Miami Vice is a walk
down memory lane for anyone who
remembers the late, lamented music
form known as "jazz-rock fusion" or
just "fusion." Fusion had tremendous
appeal for an AOR audience that was
growing tired of the same old three -

Most of these tracks swing between
spacy, synthesized, greeting -card mel-
odies and rapid-fire keyboard diddling.
In retrospect, Hammer was no more or
less corny than most fusion musicians.
If his attempt to re-create "The First
Seven Days" (from which half of "The
Early Years" is taken) is pompous and
silly, it's not nearly so laughable as a
typical Chick Corea album from the
same era.

Hammer's music was often pretty
heavy, but "The Early Years" makes
you appreciate how clean his sound was
compared with the dense, amphetamine
onslaughts of the Mahavishnu Orches-
tra. It's also clear how Hammer was to
influence Jeff Beck's two extraordinary
comeback albums, "Blow by Blow" and
"Wired." In Beck's hands, jazz-rock be-
came a springboard for electrifying im-
provisations. It wasn't so fiery or bril-
liant for Hammer, but he certainly
could play. M.P.

HOWARD JONES: Action Replay.
Howard Jones (vocals, keyboards); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment.
No One Is to Blame; Look Mama (Ex-
tended Mix); Hide and Seek (Long Ver-

sion); Always Asking Questions; Bounce
Right Back (Cause & Effect Mix); Spe-
cialty. ELEKTRA EP 60466-1 $6.99, C)
60466-4-Y $6.99.

Performance: Fiasco revisited
Recording: Excellent

Three of the six songs on this EP are
remixed or rerecorded versions of songs
from "Dream into Action," one of the
biggest flops of 1985. The remixes are
improvements, but the songs are still
unforgivably wimpy. They include a
slowed -down version of No One Is to
Blame produced by Phil Collins-it
sounds like Collins, too, with its delib-
erate, soulful tempo. There's a nice dub
reworking ofLook Mama, with repeat-
ed choruses and remixed and reshuffled
tracks, but it's still a flimsy song. Two
new songs-the preachy Always Asking
Questions and the saccharine Special-
ty-are cut from the same cloth.

Only Hide and Seek, from Jones's
brilliant first album, can be enjoyed
without embarrassment. It's a tribute to
the power of the song that this extended
version, with its sweeping synth intro-
duction, really doesn't add much to the
original, which seemed just as grand
and majestic at some four minutes
shorter. I keep waiting for Jones to
come up with a worthy successor to
"Human's Lib," still my favorite record
of 1984. But I'm beginning to think it's
not going to happen. M.P.

JOURNEY: Raised on Radio. Journey
(vocals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. Girl Can t Help It; Positive
Touch; Suzanne; Be Good to Yourself
Once You Love Somebody; Happy to
Give; and five others. COLUMBIA OC
39936, © OCT 39936, CK 39936, no
list price.

Performance: Velveeta-rock
Recording: State of the art

At the risk of sounding like an elitist
twit (or a rock critic, which is often the
same thing), I have to admit that Jour-
ney is a band that inevitably rouses me
to paroxysms of indifference. Still, after
being favorably impressed by lead sing-
er Steve Perry's modestly soulful turn
on We Are the World, I decided to
approach the group's new album with
something like an open mind. Maybe, I
thought, these guys are up to something
that I have heretofore willfully ig-
nored.

Unfortunately, after listening to the
whole of "Raised on Radio" I remain
convinced that Journey is the most
inexplicable band in America. It's not
that they're bad. In fact, if they were
really lousy I'd probably be able to
relate. No, as far as I can tell, it's more
as if they're utterly and irredeemably
lacking in personality, brains, body
odor, or any other recognizably human
characteristic.

The new album is business as usual.
Perry continues to sound less like a rock
singer and more like a tenor auditioning
for a regional performance ofRigoletto;
Neal Schon continues to dispense his
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GREAT JAZZ inmulse!/S MADE ON
ANNOUNCING THE RETURN OF ONE OF THE MOST LEGENDARY JAll LABELS

Fifteen Simultaneous Compact Disc, Album & Cassette Releases

HENRY BUTLER
Pianist Henry Butler kicks off the return of Impulse! Records
with a five star, all-star date. Fivin' Around is swinging. pro-
gressive jazz solidly in the tradition of Impulse Featuring
Freddie Hubbard, Charlie Haden, Billy Higgins Azar Lawrence
and Steve Kujala. An auspicious debut from a major new jazz
talent. Full digital recording features 47 minutes of music. Com-
pact disc features three additional improvisations and over
52 minutes of music.

MIKE METHENY
Mike Metheny's mellow trumpet and flugelhorr has a quicksilver
quality that recalls the best of Chet Baker. Day In -Night Out is a
recording of pretty, melodic, gently swinging jazz that is easy
on the senses and sweet to the ear. Mike's second recording
features Rufus Reid, Dick Odgren, Pat Methery and Tommy
Ruskin. A beautiful showcase for this promising trumpet
and flugelhorn talent.

JOHN COLTRANE
The legendary master and spiritual leader of Impulse! has
never sounded as good as on John Coltrane -Master Tapes, a
special compact disc -only compilation, digitally re -mastered
from the original master tapes. It contains two never -before -
released performances and over 50 minutes of the best sound-
ing Coltrane you've ever heard,

AND THESE TWELVE CLASSIC TITLES:
Art Blakey Quartet
A Jazz Message
Oliver Nelson
Blues And The Abstract Truth
Gil Evans Orchestra
Out Of The Cool
John Coltrane
A Love Supreme
John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman
John Coltrane & Johnny Hartman
Charlie Mingus
The Black Saint & The Sinner Lady
Sonny Rollins
On Impulse
Quincy Jones
The Quintessence
Count Basie
& The Kansas City Seven
Duke Ellington & Coleman Hawkins
Duke Ellington Meets Coleman Hawkins
Ahmad Jamal Trio
The Awakening
Benny Carter
Further Definitions

All Classic Impulse! titles are digitally re -mastered from the original master
tapes. Also available on high quality albums and Dolby HX-Pro cassettes.
Album inner sleeves feature all of the original photographs and liner notes.

MU

Manufactured and distributed by MCA Records, Inc.
70 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA-U.S.A.

I MCA
I. impulse!



Radical Designs
And Innovations

By Magnat
While some manufacturers have
been content with decades -old
technology, Magnat TM engineers
have consistently developed
radical new designs in their pur-
suit of the perfect loudspeaker.

1974 Magnatdesignslve
wound ribbon -wire woofer voice coils for
greatly improved transient response and
dynamic range

1976 first
o dr wuhceer es tahl ei r

drivers use computer -wound
ribbon -wire.

1979 Magnet
devel-

ops revolutionary
plasma high -fre-
quency driver,
which produces
sound by modu-
lating a small,
controlled cloud
of ionized air.

MaGnat

1982 Magnat's Plasma speak-
ers win "Hi Fi Preiz:'

Germany's most prestigious audio
award, and "Decibel d'honneur:'
France's highest award.

1983 Magnat111 devel-
ops a patented soft -
metal dome tweeter
that is far more rigid

than soft plastic or tex-
tile domes, but doesn't

suffer from the high -
frequency resonances of

other metal domes.

1984 Magnat
designs

Magnasphere-omnidirec-
tional drivers. These
ball -shaped, baffle -
free transducers
emanate sound in
all directions. Mag-
nasphere speakers
receive a record three
"Decibel d'honneurs'

MaGnat'"

Box 808
Marblehead. MA 01945
(617) 639-1400

Magnat and Magnasphere are trademarks
of Magnat Electronik, GMBH 8. Co KG

trademark tasteful. Hendrixisms; and
the group's songs are fully up to their
past standard of high-tech pomposity.
Even the title track, a token rocker
whose lyrics are snippets from a bunch
of famous songs dating back to the Fif-
ties, fails to break through the over-
whelming miasma of uninspired com-
petence that seems to be Journey's sty-
listic signature. The one bright spot here
is a nice mixing job by the redoubtable
Bob Clearmountain. S.S.

TONIO K.: Romeo Unchained (see
Best of the Month. page 100)

GREG KIHN: Love and Rock and Roll.
Greg Kihn (lead vocals, guitar); Steve
Wright (bass guitar, vocals); Joe Sa-
triani (lead guitar); Tyler Eng (drums);
Pat Mosca (keyboards, vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Love
and Rock and Roll; Little Red Book;
Wild in Love with You; Beat of the
Night; Another Girl Another Planet; and
five others. EMI AMERICA ST -17180
$8.98, ©4XT-17180 $8.98.

Performance: Not his best
Recording: Murky

I had to laugh at the hyperbolic press
release that called this album "Kihn's
boldest musical statement since 'Jeo-
pardy.' " That's like saying, "Mike
Curb's most sophisticated composition
since the Partridge Family theme."
Greg Kihn doesn't make bold musical
statements, he makes bar -band rock-
and-roll-thank God. You could call
him the poor man's Huey Lewis except
that he's been around at least a decade
longer.

Unfortunately, "Love and Rock and
Roll" is second-rate Kihn, although
that's still better than a lot of first-rate
stuff from other acts. The tunes are
mostly die -cut, the band's playing is
uninspired, and the recording is murky.
Kihn's vocals sound as if they're com-
ing through the smoke and chatter of a
crowded bar. But there are a few good
cuts: the title track, which rips off the
Cars for its main theme and Buddy Hol-
ly for its bridge, is still fun; the David-
Bacharach show tune Little Red Book,
originally a hit for Manfred Mann, a
song that Kihn proves again is impossi-
ble to sing in tune; and Worst Job I Ever
Had, which isn't as funny as it should
have been with that title but still rocks
nicely. The rest of the album is middle
of the road, and, for everyone but die-
hard Kihn collectors, it probably ought
to be a road not traveled. M.P.

NICOLETTE LARSON: Rose of My
Heart. Nicolette Larson (vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. /
Won't Give Up; If Only for One Night;
Let Me Be the First; Captured by Love;
and six others. MCA 0 MCA -5719
$7.98, © MCAC-57I 9 $7.98.

Performance: Getting there
Recording: Good

The last time I reviewed a Nicolette
Larson album-rather harshly, as I re-

call-I got a call from her publicist, who
practically accused me of taking eti-
quette lessons from the Marquis de
Sade. That wouldn't stop me from pan-
ning this one, of course, except that
"Rose of My Heart" is a vast improve-
ment over Larson's last effort.

I'm not sure Larson's voice is really
interesting enough or possesses enough
distinctive color and texture to earn her
the key spotlight. But the only real com-
plaint I have about her is that she
obviously has a severely limited emo-
tional range, which shows up here more
on the country -oriented material than
on the blues -gospel or rock stuff, where
she forged her initial reputation as a
back-up singer. Deborah Allen and Rafe
VanHoy's If I Didn't Love You, for
example, is one of those inherently gut -
wrenching songs that requires more
Angst than Larson gives it, but she's
able to reach way inside herself to pull
out some soulful wailing for As an Eagle
Stirreth Her Nest. I suspect that's part of
the reason that producers Emory Gor-
dy, Jr., and Tony Brown brought in
Steve Warner, Dave Loggins, and Lin-
da Ronstadt to sing with Larson on
three of the cuts, since they're among
the most emotive singers in the busi-
ness and add a much -needed depth to
the overall program. A.N.

JOHN McCUTCHEON AND SI
KAHN: Signs of the Times. John
McCutcheon (vocals, dulcimers, guitar,
fiddle, banjo, synthesizer); Si Kahn (vo-
cals, guitar); Cathy Fink (harmony vo-
cals, banjo); other musicians. One Thin
Swimsuit; Welcome to the World/Wil-
lie's Waltz; One Strong Arm; Govern-
ment on Horseback; The Senator; and
seven others. ROUNDER 4017 $8.98, ©
C-4017 $8.98.

Performance: Absorbing
Recording: Varies

John McCutcheon and Si Kahn are
singer -songwriters who record both solo
and with various friends. This particu-
lar album is made up partly of live con-
cert recordings the two made on their
Signs of the Times tour (with singer
Susan Freundlich), a project to bring
music to the deaf. The twelve original
songs are socially and politically
minded, covering a range of concerns
from the double tragedy of a Vietnam
veteran and his family to the U.S. inter-
vention in Central America and the
good ol' boy network of the Reagan
administration. On two occasions the
singers successfully use humor to take a
stand on pornography and abortion.
But often the most affecting songs are
the quiet, personal stories about friend-
ship and family. McCutcheon is ob-
viously the more talented of the two,
both as a writer and as a singer and
instrumentalist, but it's a good pairing.
On the whole, "Signs of the Times" is a
lovely little record. A.N.

PAKE McENTIRE: Too Old to Grow
Up Now. Pake McEntire (vocals); Reba
McEntire, Guy Clark, Paul Davis,

CIRCLE NO 56 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Vince Gill, Wendy Waldman (back-
ground vocals); instrumental accom-
paniment. Savin' My Love for You;
Every Night; I'm Having Fun; Bad
Love; Heart vs. Heart; and three others.
RCA AELI-5809 $8.98. © AEKI-5809
$8.98.

Performance: Nice, but . .

Recording: Good
When Reba McEntire and her brother,
Pake (short for Pecos), were kids grow-
ing up in Oklahoma. they competed.
Reba says, for everything. "I can throw
a rock farther than you." Pake would
say. "Well, I can sing better than you."
Reba replied. She was right. On his first
major -label effort (he has two LP's on
his own Old Cross label). Pake McEn-
tire shows considerable skill as a coun-
try vocalist in the traditional hardcore
and western -swing styles. He moves
from his lower register to his higher
with uncommon grace, and he has an
easy, natural feel for the material. But
he does not have the talent his sister
has. His light baritone lacks the richness
to make him really special, and his
delivery carries none of the gut -wrench-
ing emotion that accounts for a good
half of Reba's appeal.

RICK NELSON: Memphis Sessions.
Rick Nelson (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. That's All
Right Mama; It's All Over Now; Dream
Lover; Rave On; Send Me Somebody;
and five others. EPIC FE 40388, © FET
40388, no list price.

Performance: Return to roots
Recording: Schi:ophrenic

In winter of 1978-1979, the year after
Elvis Presley deep-sixed in a pool of
drugs and self-absorption, Rick Nelson.
who was always something of a Holly-
wood rockabilly, walked into the famed
Lyn -Lou recording studio to record
what would become known as his Mem-
phis sessions. At the time, Nelson was
big on the oldies shows and dinner -the-
ater club circuits, but he wasn't doing
anything anywhere else, and he had
something to prove there at Lyn -Lou.

Whether he actually proved it is de-
batable. At the time of Nelson's death in
a plane crash last December, he was
hoping to revitalize his career with the
kind of soft -edged rockabilly that estab-
lished him as a top recording star of the
Fifties, but if this album is any indica-
tion of what Nelson was up to before his
death, he probably would have been
only mildly successful in his comeback.
In other words, there's a reason Epic
didn't release these tracks in their en-
tirety in 1979, and if Nelson hadn't
died, it's a cinch you wouldn't have
heard of them now.
'The high points here are the more

innately sensitive, sensual songs-Bob-
by Darin's Dream Lover and Holly's
True Love Ways-that reflect Nelson's
timidity and low-key approach, a timid-
ity that accounted for both his strength
as a smouldering balladeer and his fail-
ure to become a pop star of the highest

Germany's Number One
Brand Of Speakers Is Now

Available In The U.S.
For years the people of the United States have appreciated the
quality of West German products. Automobiles by Audi, BMW,
Mercedes and Porsche. Cameras by Leica. Home appliances
by Krups.

But until recently, if you wanted to own the most popular high-
performance loudspeakers from Germany-you had to go there.
No more.

The four series of Magnat 'M loudspeakers are now available
through a small, carefully selected network of dealers in the
United States:

The Monitor Series. Beautifully crafted, monitor -quality bookshelf speakers
priced affordably from $149 to $229 each'
The All -Ribbon Series. Carefully engineered bookshelf speakers using
Magnat's exclusive computer -wound ribbon -wire voice coils, and patented
soft -metal dome tweeters. Priced from $249 to $475 each'
The MSP Series. Precisely balanced speakers in stunning columnar cabi-
nets-using Magnet's all -ribbon voice coils and soft -metal dome tweeters.
Priced from $445 to $695 each!
The Magnasphere' Series.The Magnaspheres use revolutionary ball -
shaped, baffle -free transducers that emanate sound omnidirectionally. Their
sound is so uncannily three-dimensional, they've won a record three "Decibel
d'honneurs:' France's most prestigious audio award. Priced from $795 to
$1,245 each'

If you're in the market for truly outstanding loudspeakers, visit your
nearest dealer and audition Magnat. You'll hear why-in a country

known for its quality products- Magnat outsells
all their competition.

MSP 300

MaGnat
Box 808
Marblehead, MA 01945
(617) 639-1400

4/I -Ribbon 8
Magnasphere Gamma Monitor D

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Technology, Inc., Toronto. In Canada: 1-800-263-6395
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order. Meanwhile, in between those few
high points, you have to do a whole lot
of waiting. A.N.

WILLIE NELSON: The Promiseland.
Willie Nelson (vocals, guitar); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Living in
the Promiseland; I'm Not Trying to For-
get You; Here in My Heart; No Place
But Texas; Pass It On; and seven oth-
ers. COLUMBIA FC 40327, 0 FCT
40327, 0 CK 40327, no list price.

Performance: Barely revived
Recording: Digital

Willie Nelson has been vacationing in
the ozone for his last few records, or so
it has sounded. With "The Promise -
land" he isn't exactly bouncing off the
ceiling, but he sounds as if he's enjoying
what he's doing. The title cut, a patriot-
ic ditty, pretty much takes it to the lim-
it, but Nelson balances it with some
nice ballroom ballads, a Floyd Tillman
chestnut (I've Got the Craziest Feeling),
the old Basin Street Blues, and even a
bit of Bach (Minuet in G). It's not a
great album by any stretch, and certain-
ly never profound, but it's pleasant
diversion, dressed nicely with Johnny
Gimble's sweet western fiddling and the
ever-present Mickey Raphael and his
humping harmonica. Why Nelson
doesn't make an effort to find stronger
material, however, is beyond me. A.N.

MARNI NIXON: Marni Nixon Sings
Gershwin. Marni Nixon (vocals); Lin-
coln Mayorga (piano). I've Got a Crush
on You; The Man I Love; Blah, Blah,
Blah; Blue, Blue, Blue; Embraceable
You; Someone to Watch Over Me; and
twelve others. REFERENCE RR -19
$17.98.

Performance: Uneven
Recording: Crystal clear

As one of the best-known crossover art-
ists of recent years Marni Nixon would
seem an ideal interpreter for the rich
Gershwin song treasury, but this is an
uneven set at best. The songs she sings
here often suffer from a delivery that is
too strait-laced-closer to Jeanette
MacDonald archness than to "the Ger-
trude Lawrence style" alluded to in Mi-
chael Feinstein's liner notes. Lincoln
Mayorga's piano accompaniments, for
all their stylishly imaginative touches
(including a bit of Richard as well as
Johann in By Strauss), don't serve Nix-
on's pure but thinnish sound as well as
some more varied instrumental back-
ings would have. Roy Hemming

CARL PERKINS, JERRY LEE LEW-
IS, ROY ORBISON, AND JOHNNY
CASH: Class of '55. Carl Perkins, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Roy Orbison, Johnny Cash
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Birth of Rock and Roll; Six-

teen Candles; Class of '55; We Remem-
ber the King; Coming Home; and five
others. AMERICA-SMASH/POLYGRAM al
830 002-1 $8.98, © 830 002-4 $8.98.

Performance: Better left untried
Recording: Fine

The idea of reuniting the surviving
members of the Million Dollar Quartet
in the old Sun Studio and adding Roy
Orbison, one of Elvis's favorite singers,
to take up the slack was a great one. The
execution, however, is enough to make
the King grateful he couldn't sit in.
Despite the predictable strengths-Or-
bison's otherworldly tenor, Perkins's
congenial feistyness, Lewis's mild his-
trionics, and Cash's Voice of the Ages-
this is a surprisingly bland and static
homecoming. It's not that these hillbilly
cats can't cut it anymore, but everybody
except Perkins sounds so weary of it all,
so uninspired. To top it off, the material
isn't really up to snuff, and there's
another tiresome Presley memorial
song, We Remember the King, finishing
up side one. Maybe the problem is that
"Class of '55" was recorded in two
days. Or maybe it proves you really
can't go home again, no matter how sin-
cere your intentions. A.N.

PET SHOP BOYS: Please. Neil Ten-
nant (vocals); Chris Lowe (keyboards);
vocal and instrumental accompani-

THE JENSEN
JENSEN'S ENTIRE LINE OF CLASSIC CAR STEREO SPEAKERS WILL

Model for model, size for size, and dollar
for dollar, we have designed Classic
speakers to deliver more volume,
smoother bass response, and greater
dynamic range than ever before.

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF! Visit your
nearest Jensen® dealer. Set the display

JTX-300 6 x 9 TRIAX 3 -Way Speakers
Power Handling. 150 Watts Peak. 80 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response 40 Hz -25 kHz  Senwhyrty (1 Watt® 1 meter):
92 dB SPL  Impedance. 4 Ohm  Woofer: 6 a 9' Cone  Midrange:
291" Cone  Tweeter: 7 Cone.  MountIng Depth: 41

amplifier at any level you choose. Cut in
any Jensen Classic speaker, then switch
over to any comparable competitive
speaker. Now switch back and forth to
compare the two. In every model category
the Jensen Classic speaker will stand
out right there on the floor!

JTX-365 TRIAX 3 -Way Speakers
Power Handling. 120 Watts Peak. 60 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response 58 Hz -20 kHz  Sensatryrty (1 Watt 1 Mete.)
91 dB SPL  Impedance. 4 Ohm  Woofer 6', Cone  Midrange 1

Cone  Tweeter: VS" Cone  Mounting Depth

Most car stereo speakers have pole
mounts. Jensen Classic speakers have
the unitized array. This improved method
of mounting the midrange and tweeter
gives the woofer a larger working area,
and better bass response than possible
with other systems. The unitized array

JFX-140 4 Dual Cone Speakers
Power Handling: 60 Watts Peak. 30 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response. 70 Hz -20 kHz  Sensthyrty (1 Watt M1r 1 Meter)-.
88 dB SPL  Impedance. 4 Ohm  Woofer 4 Cone  Mounting
Depth. IN

'Triax and Jensen" are registered trademarks of International Jensen, Inc.



ment. Two Divided by Zero; West End
Girls; Opportunities (Let's Make Lots of
Money); Love Comes Quickly; Sub-
urbia, and five others. EMI AMERICA
PMAS-17193 $8.98, © 4PAS-17193
$8.98.

Performance: Mild depressant
Recording: Good

Pet Shop Boys Chris Lowe and Neil
Tennant tip their hands on Opportuni-
ties when Tennant sings, "You've got
the looks, I've got the brains, let's make
lots of money." Like Wham!, the Pets
are the kind of group that drives frus-
trated audiophiles to mutter, "I could
do that." The trick here is to switch on
the Linn drum, hold a few chords on the
synth, and let Tennant sing -speak his
melancholy lyrics. But even for formula
synth -pop, this stuff is pretty limp. The
third "definitive" version of West End
Girls, a legit club classic that Tennant
and Lowe recorded with Bobby 0 in
1982, is clearly the high point of the
album. But that's where their inspira-
tion runs out. M.P.

EDDIE RABBITT: Rabbitt Trax. Ed-
die Rabbitt (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Gotta Have
You; Repetitive Regret; Both to Each
Other (Friends & Lovers); Threw It
Away; Singing in the Subway; and four
others. RCA AHL1-7041 $8.98, ©

ANK1-7041 $8.98, PCD1-7041 no
list price.

Performance: Out of the hat
Recording: Very good

In Nashville, at least, a lot of folks will
argue that New Jersey -born Eddie Rab-
bitt has always been more of a pop sty-
list than a country crooner, even though
he hightailed it down to Music City at a
relatively young age to make his mark
as a country songwriter. Early in his
career, Rabbitt wrote ersatz country
songs for other artists (Kentucky Rain
for Presley, Pure Love for Ronnie Mil -
sap), later singing his own pop -hooked
country hits in a voice styled straight
from Top 40 and the inflections of his
idol, Elvis Presley. For a good while,
though, Rabbitt's albums have gotten
increasingly MOR, and on "Rabbitt
Trax" he fairly throws in the country
towel. Not only does he have new pro-
ducers (Richard Landis and Phil Ra-
mone), but he's found new writing part-
ners and even a new label. And instead
of singing with the likes of Crystal
Gayle, he does a duet with Juice New-
ton, puts Andrew Gold behind him on
guitar and background vocals, and even
calls in Carly Simon for a "whistle per-
formance" on one tune.

The upshot of all this is that Rabbitt
sounds more natural here-more like a
real human being instead of a poseur-

than he ever did with the more country -
derived material, which is something of
an irony considering that on several of
the songs, he merely sets pop arrange-
ments to country themes. Some of this
is rather enjoyable, but despite some
snappy rhythms and stylish production,
Rabbitt's music is still pretty bland.
Rabbitt may be making trax, but tracks
of the larger sort are apparently still
beyond him. A.N.

BOB SEGER AND THE SILVER
BULLET BAND: Like a Rock. Bob
Seger and the Silver Bullet Band (vocals
and instrumentals); other musicians.
American Storm; Like a Rock, Miami;
The Ring; Tightrope; Somewhere To-
night; The Aftermath; Sometimes; It's
You.CAPrroi. PT -12398 $8.98, © 4PT-
12398 $8.98.

Performance: Dullsville
Recording: Very good

Bob Seger is one of those quintessential
nice -guy rock journeymen you're loath
to criticize on principle, but his new
album, "Like a Rock," is longer on
good intentions than on inspiration. A
lot longer. The musical idiom is a kind
of bleached -out, all-purpose American
AOR that's indistinguishable from the
sound tracks of lots of recent car or beer
commercials. While Seger's gruff r-&-b-
influenced singing retains a certain

CHALLENGE:
TAKE ON ANY OTHER BRAND IN HEAD TO HEAD COMPETITION!
construction provides up to 48% more
speaker area than some pole mount
speakers fitting in the same installation.
The result is more bass, more overall
performance superiority-more sound
for the dollar. The Jensen Classic car
stereo speakers deliver the power
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CHUCK BERRY'S
ROCK-AND-ROLL

FEW years back, after Chuck Ber-
ry became the first rocker
whose music was launched
into space (aboard NASA's

Voyager 1), there was a rumor that a
Houston radio astronomer had received
a message from a nearby star. After a
team of scientists worked feverishly to
decipher it, they were not too surprised
to read the plea, "Send more Chuck
Berry!"

"Rock 'n' Roll Rarities," a new
Chuck Berry compilation, would seem a
likely candidate for the next interstellar
musical CARE package. The first in a
projected reissue series from MCA,
which acquired the entire Chess Rec-
ords catalog last year, it brings together

previously unreleased alternate takes
and stereo remixes of some of the most
familiar tunes in rock history and al-
lows us to hear them as if they were
spanking new.

Berry, who more or less invented rock
guitar, also set the standard for all sub-
sequent rock lyric writing. "Rock 'n'
Roll Rarities" catches him at his peak-
from 1957, after he had made his initial
score with the deathless Maybelline, to
1965, when he returned at the height of
the British Invasion he had helped
inspire. Among the high points in the
set are a deliciously deadpan version of
It Wasn't Me, his immortal paean to
irresponsibility; a version of Johnny B.
Goode with a Lafayette Leake piano
break replacing the more familiar guitar
solos; and absolutely revelatory remixes
of No Particular Place to Go, Promised
Land, and You Never Can Tell (still the
best generation -gap song ever written).

Rock-and-roll has mutated in count-
less ways that would have been un-
thinkable back when this stuff first
turned up on American radios and turn-
tables, but Berry's music is the original
gene pool from which everything since
has derived. It's timeless, funny, dance-
able, and essential. More, please.

Steve Simels

CHUCK BERRY: Rock 'n' Roll Rari-
ties. Chuck Berry (vocals, guitar); Willie
Dixon (bass); Johnny Johnson, La-
fayette Leake (piano); Fred Below
(drums); other musicians. No Particular
Place to Go; Rock and Roll Music; It
Wasn't Me; Reelin' & Rockin; Come
On; Johnny B. Goode; Bye Bye Johnny;
Little Marie; Time Was; Promised
Land; Little Queenie; You Never Can
Tell; Sweet Little Sixteen; County Line;
Run Rudolph Run; Nadine; Betty Jean;
I Want to Be Your Driver; Beautiful
Delilah; Oh Yeah. CHEss/MCA CH2-
92521 two discs $8.98, © CHC2-9252 1
one cassette $8.98.

built-in charm, his songs don't give it
much of a context to operate in.

American Storm, the album's first
track, is a reasonably sincere anti -drug
song that, unfortunately, sounds almost
exactly like Born to Run (a criticism
that could with justice be leveled
against every uptempo number Seger
has come up with in the last five years).
Like a Rock is yet another of his wal-
lows in nostalgia for adolescence, and
Miami, clearly intended as a Big State-
ment, seems to be about the first wave
of anti -Castro refugees but is so vague it
could as easily be about a bunch of
Jewish retirees from New York's gar-
ment district.

I hate to suggest that success has
spoiled Bob Seger, but the fact is that
this is a thoroughly lousy record, un-
worthy of the fire -breathing rocker
whose Heavy Music and Rambling
Gambling Man were among the best
things from Detroit since the first Cor-
vettes and Thunderbirds. S.S.

JANE SIBERRY: The Speckless Sky.
Jane Siberry (vocals, keyboards, guitar);
instrumental accompaniment. One
More Colour; Seven Steps to the Wall;
The Very Large Hat; Vladimir, Vlad-
imir; Map of the World; and two others.
OPEN AIR/A&M OA -0305 $8.98, ©OT -
0305 $8.98.

Performance: Labored
Recording: Okay

Jane Siberry's previous album, "No
Borders Here," was one of the small
gems of 1985. Some found a strong
resemblance to fellow Canadian Joni
Mitchell in her delicate soprano, vul-
nerable phrasing, and fondness for jazz -
like settings. And her off -beat, ironic
lyrics drew comparisons to Laurie An-
derson. Her followup, though, is disap-
pointing.

In "The Speckless Sky" Siberry has
abandoned the direct narrative style of
"Borders," a style that was often very
funny and often quite sad, and has

replaced it with lyrics that are frag-
mented, self -referential, obscure, and
largely humorless. The heightened
sense of self that she conveys is at odds
with her flighty vocals. Where her trem-
ulous singing was just right for Siberry
as a haggard waitress or a skeptical aero-
bics student or a captive of dull cocktail
chatter-a few of the memorable char-
acters from "Borders"-it sounds cloy-
ing and artificial from Siberry the poet-
aster. The arrangements on the new
album work at being free -wheeling and
innovative, but while there's lots going
on, none of it is much fun or very inter-
esting. It's clear Siberry's trying too
hard. M.P.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC: Killbilly Hill.
Southern Pacific (vocals and instru-
mentals). Road Song; A Girl Like Em-
mylou; Pink Cadillac; I Still Look for
You; Pull Your Hat Down Tight; Killbil-
ly Hill; Don't Let Go of My Heart; and
three others. WARNER BROS. 25409-I
$8.98, © 25409-4 $8.98.

Performance: On target
Recording: Very good

Southern Pacific-made up of a couple
of ex-Doobie Brothers (John McFee
and Keith Knudsen), a former member
of Creedence Clearwater Revival (Stu
Cook), and lead singer Tim Goodman,
who's hung out with a bunch of the
best-rolled out their debut LP last year
to deservedly enthusiastic reviews. At a
time when country music was, and still
is, dozing on the hoof, Southern Pa-
cific's smart, hard -muscle country -rock
delivered a much -needed sockeye
punch and hope for better things in the
future.

On their second album, "Killbilly
Hill," the band comes through again
with what made the first one so impres-
sive: sassy, California -country instru-
mental work, latticework vocal har-
monies, and Goodman's virile but emo-
tional lead singing. Such songs as the
band's energetic, full -steam -ahead Road
Song, their seductive cover of Bruce
Springsteen's Pink Cadillac, and the
melancholy yearning of Michael Noble
and Carl Struck's I Still Look for You
crawl up the neck and burrow in the
brain.

From its inception, Southern Pacific
has had a bit of a personnel problem,
with two of the original members drop-
ping out of the band before the first
album was released and Cook and key-
boardist-songwriter Kurt Howell com-
ing aboard only with the second album.
Perhaps this is part of the reason both
albums sound more like a collection of
songs than the focused output of a real
band. On the other hand, when Good-
man hands the lead singing duties to
McFee or Howell, which might help so-
lidify a cohesive band "feel," the result
only points up how extraordinary a
vocalist Goodman is.

"Killbilly Hill" has so much else
going for it-including the fact that
much of the best material was written
by the members of the band-that any
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possible stumbling blocks appear more
like momentary diversions. Here's hop-
ing that Southern Pacific has its lineup
sorted out, more original songs up its
sleeve, and an audience that realizes
what it's got. A.N.

THE STYLE COUNCIL: Home and
Abroad. Paul Weller (vocals, guitar,
synth); Mick Talbot (keyboards): Steve
White (drums, percussion); instrumen-
tal accompaniment. My Ever Changing
Moods; The Lodgers; Head Start for
Happiness; (When You) Call Me; The
Whole Point of No Return; and five oth-
ers. GEFFEN GHS-24103 $8.98, C M5G-
24103 $8.98.

Performance: Intense but muddled
Recording: Scrambled

The Style Council's first two albums,
"My Ever Changing Moods" and "In-
ternationalists," were as auspicious a
beginning as any band has had in recent
memory. But the very elements that
make the Style Council so appealing-
their scathingly clever, anticapitalist ly-
rics and sophisticated pop -and -soul ar-
rangements-are what makes "Home
and Abroad" less than satisfying. Sim-
ply put, Paul Weller and Mick Talbot
couldn't quite pull it off in live perform-
ances.

"Home and Abroad" is like a vintage
bootleg album. The nearest mike

couldn't have been closer than the bal-
cony. Weller has to race to get all the
words in, and even when he does he
sounds as though he's singing from
another zip code. The horn arrange-
ments are well intentioned and energet-
ic, but their entrances don't always
coincide with the songwriter's inten-
tions. The drumming, too, seems to
fade in and out arbitrarily. In short,
"Home and Abroad" succumbs to just
about every pitfall that cart ruin a con-
cert recording.

Still, when Weller and Talbot hit their
stride on side two, you may almost for-
get you can barely hear them. Since vir-
tually every song here is from "Moods"
and "Internationalists," I encourage
you to get your hands on both of those
two excellent records before you try to
figure out what's going on here. M.P.

TANGERINE DREAM: ... In the Be-
ginning. Edgar Froese (guitars, organ,
tapes, synthesizers); Chris Franke
(drums, synthesizer); Peter Baumann
(keyboards, synthesizer); other musi-
cians. Genesis; Cold Smoke; Sunrise in
the Third System; Alpha Centauri;
Green Desert; White Clouds; Journey
Through a Burning Brain; Ashes to
Ashes; Resurrection; Fly and Collision
of Coma Sola; Birth of Liquid Plejades;
and nine others. RELATIVITY EMC 8066
six discs $29.98 (from IRD Mail Order,

Important Record Distributors, 149-03
Guy R. Brewer Blvd., Jamaica, NY
11434).

Performance: Absolute minimalist
Recording: Dated

Tangerine Dream was one of the semi-
nal synthesizer bands. Revisiting their
early music, it's easy to see why the syn-
thesizer met with so much resistance.
".. . In the Beginning" is a composite
reissue of Tangerine Dream's first four,
pre -Virgin albums (one of them a two -
record set), plus an unreleased album
from 1974. They are, for the most part,
a mess. To the band's credit, the synthe-
sizer was a much less reliable source of
sound in the early Seventies than it is
today, and leader Edgar Froese and
Tangerine Dream eventually mastered
the technology and went on to become
accomplished composers for film. Still,
most of this set is sheer noise-entire
album sides of droning, wheezing elec-
tronic moans, punctuated with occa-
sional drumming that, in this context,
comes as an enormous relief. You can
hear the influence of Terry Riley and
Steve Reich, but you also understand
why Riley and Reich and Tangerine
Dream itself moved on to less minimal-
ist varieties of ambient music.

In the Beginning" serves the
same sort of historical purpose for "new
music" that the early Sixties recordings

Our lightest audio component
Until you plug it in.

At less than 6 ounces, our new YHD-1
stereo headphones won't weigh you down. Plug them
in, though, and the sound is anything but lightweight

Their exclusive Orthodynamic design
allows full -surface linear motion of the lightweight
diaphragm drivers. So the music sounds more open
and spacious with improved high -frequency re-
sponse. And exceptionally low distortion.
Even at high sound pressure levels.

The ergonomic design of the
YHD-1 headphones allows
them to be worn for hours
without listener fatigue.The
fact that they look so  doesn't hurt either.

And the indu  -  mini -plug adaptor lets you
use the YHD-1 headphones with your portable stereo

components. So no matter what you plug them
into, you'll always get heavyweight sound.

Yamaha ElectMnics Corporation, USA. PO. Box 6660. Buena Park, CA 90622
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BENNETT'S BACK
FORGET the pretentious title.
"The Art of Excellence," Tony
Bennett's first studio -recorded
album in ten years, is easily one

of his all-time best. First oft it shows
that Bennett, who turned sixty in Au-
gust, is still musically and expressively
at the top of his form-a form that's
known few equals among the real com-
municators of good popular songs since
Bennett first hit the scene in 1950.
There's an impeccable choice of materi-
al, too, and the nicely varied trio back-
ings of longtime collaborator Ralph
Sharon blended with a bigger but always
tasteful London studio orchestra con-
ducted by Jorge Calandrelli.

In an age when fewer and fewer songs
seem to have much relevance to people
over thirty, Bennett has come up with a
dandy mix of new songs and neglected
oldies that have something worth say-
ing to grownups, particularly about the
ups and downs of relationships. Two of
the album's best, Love Is All We Had
(by conductor Calandrelli and S. Miha-
novic) and Forget the Woman (by Ron-
ny Whyte and album co -producer Et -
tore Stratta), deal with romantic post-
mortems in warmly intelligent and un-
self-pitying ways. In his more tradition-
ally romantic vein, Bennett sings his
heart out with one of Irving Berlin's
least -remembered gems, I Got Lost in
Her Arms from Annie Get Your Gun.
He digs back even further to resuscitate
Moments Like This. from the long -for-

gotten 1938 movie musical College
Swing, and makes a strong case for
keeping this lovely Burton Lane -Frank
Loesser ballad alive.

For James Taylor's wry wailer Every-
body Has the Blues, Bennett is joined by
Ray Charles (unbilled on the album
cover) in a high-spirited duet about why
being down in the dumps isn't the end
of the world. City of Angels by Tommy
Wolf and Fred Astaire may not do for
L.A. what one of Bennett's all-time hits
has done for San Francisco, but it's a
worthy reminder of how many good
and regrettably neglected original songs
Astaire has written over the years.

The small print of the inside liner
includes this note: "Dedicated to Mabel
Mercer (1900-1984)." Considering the
quality of the songs and their delivery
here, that estimable lady and patron
saint of so many great singers would
surely be pleased. Roy Hemming

TONY BENNETT: The Art of Excel-
lence. Tony Bennett (vocals); the Ralph
Sharon Trio; U.K. Orchestra Ltd., Jorge
Calandrelli cond. Why Do People Fall
in Love; Moments Like This; What Are
You Afraid 0J?; When Love Was All We
Had; So Many Stars (CD only); Every-
body Has the Blues; How Do You Keep
the Music Playing?; City of Angels; For-
get the Woman; A Rainy Day (CD
only); I Got Lost in Her Arms; The Day
You Leave Me. COLUMBIA FC 40344, ©
FCT 40344, CK 40344 no list price.

of George Russell and Albert Ayler do
for jazz, reminding us of a courageous
and necessary musical experiment that
pointed us in new directions not so
much by virtue of their success as by
their failure. This set is for archivists
and dedicated followers only. M.P.

SONNY THROCKMORTON: South-
ern Train. Sonny Throckmorton (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment.
Waitin' on a Southern Train; You've
Got the Longest Leaving Act in Town;
Bye Bye Baby Blues; My First Reaction;
and six others. WARNER BROS. 26374-1
$8.98, 26374-4 $8.98.

Performance: I.D. problem
Recording: Very good

Sonny Throckmorton has a problem.
As the writer of a mile -long list of hit
country songs-including The Way I
Am for Merle Haggard, Waitin' for the
Sun to Shine for Ricky Skaggs, and Bye
Bye Baby Blues for the Judds-Throck-
morton has a sterling reputation, and
presumably a bank account to match.
That's a problem? No, the problem is
that he's now pursuing a singing career
too, and on "Southern Train" he
sounds so much like Kenny Rogers,
with his sandpaper vocals, that you
can't shake the feeling that you're listen-
ing to Rogers, albeit a Rogers who's a lot
more countrified and a lot less polished
than he's sounded in years.

Other than that, this is a pretty decent
little record, with a full range of contem-
porary and traditional material, most of
it both commercially sound and artisti-
cally substantial. Whether it will be a hit
for Throckmorton the singer, as well as
for Throckmorton the songwriter, is an-
other question. A.N.

RANDY TRAVIS: Storms of Life.
Randy Travis (vocals); vocal and in-
strumental accompaniment. On the
Other Hand; The Storms of Life; My
Heart Cracked (But It Did Not Break);
1982; Messin' with My Mind; and five
others. WARNER BROS. 25435-1 $8.98,

25435-4 $8.98.

Performance: On his way
Recording: Good

Randy Travis recently won the Acade-
my of Country Music's Top New Male
Vocalist award on the basis of one hit
single, 1982, where he sounds more like
George Jones than George Jones does.
Now Warner Bros. has released Travis's
debut album, a stylish one that proves
that he is a serious and worthwhile sui-
tor for the same audience that reveres
Jones, Merle Haggard, and George
Strait. He lays on what Charley Pride
calls the "nasal nuances" a little too
thick in places (Messin' with My Mind
is dead -on Hank Williams), but his
whine is as sincere as a steel guitar's.
Besides, he's written a near classic
honky-tonk song with Reasons I Cheat.
I like this guy. A .N

BONNIE TYLER: Secret Dreams and
Forbidden Fire. Bonnie Tyler (vocals):
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Todd Rundgren (background vocals);
vocal and instrumental accompani-
ment. If You Were a Woman (And I
Was a Man); Loving You's a Dirty Job
but Somebody's Gotta Do It; Band of
Gold; and five others. COLUMBIA OC
40312, © OCT 40312 no list price.

Performance: Power to spare
Recording: Very good

Bonnie Tyler, the raspy -voiced Welsh
singer of Total Eclipse of the Heart and
It's a Heartache fame, is back with
another high-octane album of melodra-
matic love songs. As with her last
album, this one is produced by Jim
Steinman, who surrounds his singer
with a bigger -than -God production,
probably because it takes that to sup-
port Tyler's megaton vocal power.

For all the fire Tyler is able to muster,
however, the most affecting songs here
are the quiet ones, like Bryan Adams's
No Way to Treat a Lady and two songs
by Desmond Child, the melancholy
Lovers Again and If You Were a Wom-
an (And I Was a Man), a thoughtful
take on the void between the sexes.
Except for a useless revamping of Band
of Gold, the old Freda Payne hit, most
of the songs offer as much depth as they
do emotional punch. There is the mat-
ter of some assorted caterwauling on a
duet with Todd Rundgren, but maybe
they just got carried away. A. N.

VAN HALEN: 5150. Sammy Hagar
(vocals); Michael Anthony (bass); Alex
Van Halen (drums); Eddie Van Halen
(guitars, keyboards). Good Enough;
Why Can't This Be Love; Get Up;
Dreams; Summer Nights; Best of Both
Worlds; and three others. WARNER
BROS. 25394-1 $8.98, C) 25394-4 $8.98,

25394-2 no list price.

Performance: Imitation
Recording: Good to fair

If David Lee Roth's departure from
Van Halen and his replacement with
Sammy Hagar had been a baseball deal,
it would be considered one of those
trades that hurt both teams. Roth's
solo career will probably self-destruct
under the weight of his enormous ego.
For Vaa Halen, it's meant having to
replace one of rock's genuine eccentrics
with a run-of-the-mill, hard -partying
rock -and -roller of dubious talent.

On "5150," Hagar is clearly intent on
proving he's a worthy successor to the
King of Raunch-and-Roll. But where
Roth could be legitimately funny about
his rampaging promiscuity (Hot for
Teacher, for instance), the best Hagar
can manage is a dull, passe crudeness.
Good Enough, which sizes up an attrac-
tive prospect as "U.S. Prime, Grade A
stamped guaranteed," is a good exam-
ple of how not to play the game.

With Hagar's hackneyed heavy-metal

vocals threatening to turn Van Halen
into just another swaggering, dry -ice
and strobe -light coliseum act, one seeks
the comforts of Eddie Van Halen, guitar
deity. He sounds as bored as I was.
Spurred on by the incredible drumming
of brother Andy, Eddie delivers an awe-
some frontal attack on Get Up. But that
four minutes of solo power seems to
wear him out, and the rest of "5150" is
simply loud, not proud. To make mat-
ters worse, Mick Jones's contribution to
the record's production only serves to
muddy things up, making Best of Both
Worlds and one or two other songs
sound like Foreigner out -takes. The
lone track of interest is Inside, a song
arranged like a barroom brawl, but it's
interesting mainly because Hagar seems
to be suggesting that his joining Van
Halen was a mistake. It was. M. P.

STEVE WARINER: Life's Highway,
Steve Wariner (vocals, guitar); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment.
Life's Highway; She's Crazy for Leav-
ing; / Let a Keeper Get Away; She's
Leaving Me All Over Town; and six oth-
ers. MCA MCA -5672 $8.98, © MCAC-
5672 $8.98.

Performance: Bound for glory
Recording: Very good

For the last several years, Steve Wariner
has been a "rising young star" at

KRAVFM cleans its valuable library
of compact discs with Discwasher:

They must know something.

Charlie Derek, Station KRAV-FM.

With one of the largest compact disc collections in the country, Radio
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Station KRAV also knows that the new Discwasher Compact Disc
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a CD according to manufacturers. You'd expect a superior
product from Discwasher, the leader in audio care.

To keep the near perfect sound of your CDs,
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with the Discwasher Compact Disc
Cleaner. Get Discwasher's Guide
to Compact Disc Care from your
dealer or by writing to Discwasher.

, New
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RCA-even a protege of Chet Atkins
when Atkins was still an executive with
the label. But RCA never found quite
the right production groove for Warin-
er. He was pushed as a sort of young,
supperclubby Glen Campbell, and de-
spite several hit records, his "stardom"
got stalled on the tracks. Over at MCA,
producers Tony Brown and Jimmy
Bowen have given him a looser rein and
emphasized his country and country -
blues side.

Wariner sings with a lot of heart, and
his MCA albums (this is his second)
have a sense of integrity about them.
With his ultra -smooth vocal control, his
superb instrumental skills, his boyish
good looks, and his impressive song -
writing ability, he ought to hit it big
finally. Nice album. A.N.

WAX: Magnetic Heaven. Wax (vocals
and instrumentals). Right Between the
Eves; Hear No Evil; Shadows of Love;
Marie Claire; Ball and Chain: Magnetic
Heaven; and four others. RCA AFL1-
9546 $8.98, © AFK 1-9546 $8.98, 0
PCDI-9546 no list price.

Performance: Cheerful
Recording: Good

Don't be deceived: Wax isn't really a
group but a hands -across -the -sea studio
collaboration between a pair of guys
with impeccable credentials. Andrew
Gold, the American, is the hot -shot gui-
tarist responsible for nudging Linda
Ronstadt out of her mid -Seventies Cali-
fornia torpor on such hits as You're No
Good and When Will I Be Loved. Gra-
ham Gouldman, the Brit, was responsi-
ble for most of lOcc's best material (I'm
Not in Love) and before that penned
some of the most sublime songs of the
British Invasion (The Hollies' Bus Stop,
the Yardbirds' Heart Full of Soul).

With a background like that, you
might expect "Magnetic Heaven" to be
fairly special, but unfortunately it's not
exactly a pop classic. Everything is
cheerful, well produced, and well
crafted, but neither Gold nor Gould -
man is a particularly interesting singer,
and, more to the point, their melodic
gifts seem to have deserted them. As a
result, this is a real in -one -ear -and -out -
the -other piece of work. Only Right
Between the Eves, which works up an
appealing neo-Motown groove, sticks in
your head at all. A genuine disappoint-
ment. S.S.

WILD CHOIR, Wild Choir (vocals and
instrumentals). Runnin' Scared: Girl on
a String: Safe in the Arms of Love:
Walls; Never Cross That Line; I Don 7
Wanta Hold Your Hand; Heart to
Heart; and three others. RCA AEL1-
5810 $8.98, 0 AEK1-5810 $8.98.

Performance: Assertive
Recording: Good studio ,feel

In her eight years as a country recording
artist, singer Gail Davies has piled up
enormous critical acclaim but she has
collected only mediocre record sales.
Partly because of that, and partly be-

cause, according to'Davies, there's nev-
er been a band in the history of country
music with a female lead, she has now
abandoned her solo career and teamed
up with four Nashville musicians to
form a group with the appropriate name
of Wild Choir.

In contrast to the country/folk sound
that Davies is known for, "Wild Choir"
features an energetic, hard -driving rock
beat with only a cursory nod to country.
The focus is on a "live studio" feel, and
the other band members-Pete Pen-
dras. Denny Bixby, Larry Chaney, and
Bob Mummert-are as important to
the group's overall character as Davies
is. The level of their musicianship is
strong, and so is their material.

Some of the most impressive songs
here are Davies's own. Anyone familiar
with her other albums knows that she
has always taken a stand against "wom-
an -as -victim" in the tangle of romance.
but with the throbbing beat of Wild
Choir behind her, she has gone beyond
a simple demand for equality: she be-
comes an assertive woman who knows,
what she wants and isn't shy about say-
ing it.

There's a lot going on in this album-
an amalgam and subtle integration of
styles, of talents and of vision, all of it
adding up to an achievement of real
quality. A.N.

JOHN WILLIAMS: Echoes of Lon-
don. John Williams (guitar); orchestra,
William Goodchild cond. Streets of
London; Salut d'amour: Holland Park;
A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square;
A Foggy Day; Air on a Ground Bass; A
Room in Bloomsbury; London Pride;
London by Night; Maybe It's Because
I'm a Londoner; and four others. CBS
FM 42119, © FMT 42119, MK
42119, no list price.

Performance: Neat double play
Recording: First-rate

We get two sides of John Williams (the
English guitarist, not the American
movie composer and conductor) with
this album, and they are both dandy.
One side puts the spotlight on Williams
the classical soloist, performing tasteful
versions of short pieces by Handel, Pur-
cell, Byrd, and Elgar, some of them in
deftly dubbed duets with himself. On
the other side, Williams crosses over
into the pop land of Sandy Wilson.
Noel Coward, and a few others, backed
by Steve Gray's orchestral arrange-
ments of the "soft lights" variety. The
common denominator for both sides is
London, with pieces by composers
identified with Williams's sometime
home town or pieces about that city
(such as Gershwin's A Foggy Day). It's
an attractive program all around. I espe-
cially couldn't stop playing over and
over the dreamy London by Night
by Coates-presumably Eric Coates.
whose London Suites were so popular a
couple of decades ago but who has been
regrettably forgotten, at least on this
side of the Atlantic, in recent years.

Roy Hetnming
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CRUTCHFIELD
JAZZ

ORNETTE COLEMAN, PAT ME-
THENY: Song X. Ornette Coleman
(alto saxophone, violin); Pat Metheny
(guitar, guitar synthesizer); Charlie
Haden (bass); Jack DeJohnette (drums);
Denardo Coleman (percussion). Mob
Job; Video Games; Trigonometry; Song
X; and four others. GEFFEN GHS 24096
$8.98, M5G 24096 $8.98, 24096-2
no list price.

Performance: Intense
Recording: Excellent

Although Pat Metheny produced "Song
X," I suspect the album will not be
every Metheny fan's cup of tea. Follow-
ers of Ornette Coleman and others with
adventurous ears should welcome it,
however. It is mostly Coleman's album,
although Metheny contributes strong
support. The going gets a bit rough here
and there, but on the whole this is a
most satisfying release. The rhythm sec-
tion is dynamic, to say the least, and the
two principals exhibit a mutual rapport
that simply begs for further collabora-
tion. I did not think I would like this
album. I was wrong. C.A.

LARRY CORYELL: Equipoise. Larry
Coryell (guitar); Pamela Sklar (flute);
Stanley Cowell (piano); Buster Williams
(bass); Billy Hart (drums). Unemployed
Floyd; Tender Tears; First Things First;
and three others. MUSE MR 5319 $8.98,

MC 5319 $8.98.

Performance: De-fusioned
Recording: Quite good

Having maintained a fairly low profile
for a couple of years, Larry Coryell
returned to my record shelves with a
Concord album last year and now with
"Equipoise," a Muse record by a quar-
tet that also features Stanley Cowell,
Buster Williams, and Billy Hart. On one
track, Unemployed Floyd, they are
joined by flutist Pamela Sklar.

Coryell is an excellent jazz guitarist, a
fact sometimes obscured by the frills on
his fusion fare, and that excellence is
very much in evidence on the present
album. It's a set that warrants serious
attention and is likely to remain vital
for years to come. My favorite selection
is Clifford Brown's Joy Spring, but I
recommend the entire program. C.A.

BILL FRISELL, VERNON REID:
Smash and Scatteration. Bill Frisell,
Vernon Reid (guitars, synthesizers, ban-
jo, drums). Landscapes in Alternative
History; Last Nights of Paris; Dark
Skin; Small Hands; Black Light; Bur-

den of Dreams; and three others. RY-
KODISC RCD-10006 no list price.

Performance: Strewn silicon
Recording: Excellent

Plink and pulsation are two words one
might use to describe the music of Bill
Frisell and Vernon Reid; two more
would be smash and scatteration, which
they seem to have found for themselves.
This album originally appeared last
year in vinyl form on another label (Mi-
nor Music). The sound is better on the
new Ryko compact disc release, but a
little bit of this music goes a long way.
Heavily souped up, it is high -wattage
directionless sound that reveals little in
the way of technical skill on the part of
the two players. If you have seen artists
throw paint at a canvas, you have some
idea of how this album sounds. C.A.

STEVE KUJALA: Fresh Flute. Steve
Kujala (flutes, recorders, piccolo, clari-
net, synthesizers, vocals); other musi-
cians. Fretless Flute Song; Nicole; Tutti-
flutti; Backburner; Peasant Dreams; and
five others. CBS BFM 42097, © BMT
42097, MK 42097, no list price.

Performance: Pleasant
Recording: Excellent

Steve Kujala was a member of the clas-
sically trained jazz -oriented group Auri-
cle when I first heard him, and he has
since enjoyed a long association with
Chick Corea. His new album may fall
outside the jazz and fusion categories,
but it rates a high position on the mid-
dle of the road's sunnier side.

"Fresh Flute" is highly sophisticated
mood music, filled with nuances and
gently nudging rhythms that please the
aesthetic sense while giving the intellect
a rest. If that sounds like a deprecation
of Kujala's work, be assured that it is
not meant to be-there is music for
every mood, and this set of ten compo-
sitions written by Kujala and producer/
pianist Bill Purse covers a wide range of
them. C.A.

LYLE MAYS. Lyle Mays (piano, syn-
thesizers, autoharp); Billy Drewes (so-
prano and alto saxophones); Bill Frisell
(guitar); Marc Johnson (acoustic bass);
Alejandro N. Acutla (drums); Nana
Vasconcelos (percussion). Mirror of the
Heart; Teiko; Alaskan Suite; and three
others. GEFFEN 0 GHS-24097 $9.98, ©
M5G-24097 $9.98.

Performance: Tinkle, tinkle
Recording: Excellent

If you like Pat Metheny's music, or the
pitter patter that constitutes most
Windham Hill fare, or that spineless
form of melodic expression known as
New Age music, you will probably love
Lyle Mays's first album as a leader.
There are brief moments when you can
detect the teachings of Marian' McPart-
land, but this is mostly elevator music
that stays on the ground floor. C.A.

SUSANNAH MCCORKLE: How Do
You Keep the Music Playing? Susannah
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McCorkle (vocals); Al Cohn (tenor sax-
ophone); Ben Aronov (piano); Gene
Bertoncini (guitar); other musicians.
While the City Sleeps; Where or When;
Slap That Bass; Ain't Safe to Go No-
where; Cheek to Cheek,- Poor Butterfly;
Blizzard of Lies; flow Do You Keep the
Music Playing?: A Fine Romance; and
three others. PAUSA PR -71915 $7.98.

Performance: Resplendent
Recording: Excellent

Susannah McCorkle is better than ever
in her new set, "How Do You Keep the
Music Playing?" It contains several fa-
miliar songs, but every one of them has
been enhanced by this remarkable song
stylist. Even There's No Business Like
Show Business, that tired number Ethel
Merman used to bark, is turned into an
exquisite gem in a sensitive arrange-
ment by McCorkle and pianist Mike
Abene. While the City Sleeps, updated
with additional lyrics, is another high-
light in an album that's full of them.
Simply put, McCorkle is the finest
interpreter of sophisticated songs we
have today. C.A.

BOBBY McFERRIN: Spontaneous In-
ventions. Bobby McFerrin (vocals, bass,
percussion); Herbie Hancock (piano);
Wayne Shorter (soprano saxophone);
Manhattan Transfer (vocals); other mu-
sicians. Thinkin' About Your Body:

Walkin'; From Me to You: I Hear
Music: Another Night in Tunisia; Bever-
ly Hills Blues: and five others. BLUE
NOTE BT -85110 $8.98, © 4BT-85110
$8.98.

Performance: Inventive
Recording: Excellent

Since I found vocalist Bobby McFer-
rin's last album, "The Voice," pretty
offensive, it pleases me to report that
his new release, "Spontaneous Inven-
tions," is thoroughly delightful. Unlike
the previous set, a series of solos, this
one features McFerrin with other art-
ists, which gives it more variety. But
McFerrin himself has also improved. If
I heard this album's solo performances
one after the other, my attention might
not hold, but they are sequenced be-
tween duets with Herbie Hancock's
acoustic piano (Turtle Shoes) and
Wayne Shorter's soprano saxophone
(Walkin), a wonderful new look at A
Night in Tunisia with Jon Hendricks
and the Manhattan Transfer, and a fun-
ny blues satire with comic Robin Wil-
liams (Beverly Hills Blues).

My favorite track? Well, each one is a
little gem, but I might take Pt 'alkin' with
me to a desert island. McFerrin is often
at his best when he's teamed up with an
instrumentalist, and his interplay with
Shorter is the highlight of a very suc-
cessful and creative album.

MULGREW MILLER: Keys to the
City. Mulgrew Miller (piano); Ira Cole-
man (bass); Marvin "Smitty" Smith
(drums). Song for Darnell; Evert' Time
We Say Goodbye; Saud's Run; Mile-
stones; and four others. LANDMARK
1507 $8.98, © 5-1507 $8.98, FCD
641-1507 $16.98.

Performance: Tynerian
Recording: Excellent

Thirty -one -year -old pianist Mulgrew
Miller is yet another promising player
from that seemingly eternal wellspring
of jazz talent known as Art Blakey's
Jazz Messengers. He has previously ap-
peared on records with Blakey and as
sideman to such fellow Blakey proteges
as Terence Blanchard and Donald Har-
rison, but "Keys to the City" is the first
release under his own name. Still largely
under the spell of McCoy Tyner, Miller
has yet to find his own voice, but a dis-
tinct talent is in evidence here, especial-
ly on Warm Valley, which he plays
unaccompanied. I hope Miller soon
outgrows the Tyner tinkle, but I enjoyed
this taste of his budding artistry. C.A.

CHARLIE PARKER: Birth of the Be-
bop. Charlie Parker (tenor and alto sax-
ophones); Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis,
Billy Eckstine, Chet Baker (trumpet);
Jimmy Rowles, Hazel Scott (piano); Os-
car Pettiford, Red Callender, Carson
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Smith (bass); Roy Haynes, Doc West,
Shelly Manne (drums). Cool Blues;
Sweet Georgia Brown (two versions):
Barbados; Ornithology; Billie's Bounce;
Drifting on a Reed; Embraceable You;
and five others. STASH 0 ST -260 $8.98,

STC-260 $8.98.

Performance: Significant
Recording: Decent to dreadful

Since the late Thirties, when record
companies began to dig into their ar-
chives for alternate takes, the jazz world
has periodically unearthed rare, forgot-
ten, but remarkable performances.
Many of those performances have been
by Charlie Parker. "Birth of the Bebop"
is a Parker collection that derives large-
ly from the so-called Redcross discs,
well-worn acetates from 1943 and 1946,
which have been combined with other
private recordings of 1950 and 1953.
The early performances are of musical
as well as historical importance despite
the considerable surface noise.

Robert Redcross, recently a chauffeur
for Billy Eckstine and Dizzy Gillespie,
began cutting acetate discs in 1938,
often in his room in Chicago's Savoy
Hotel. That's where a nearly eight -min-
ute version of Sweet Georgia Brown was
played on a chilly February night in
1943 by Parker (on tenor), Dizzy Gilles-
pie, and bassist Oscar Pettiford. The
recording was the first made by Parker

and Gillespie together, which alone
gives it great historical significance, and
it forms as good a bridge from swing to
bop as we are ever likely to hear. Gilles-
pie had at this point moved farther
away from the Roy Eldridge influence
than Parker had from that of such tenor
players as Coleman Hawkins and Chu
Berry. Two other 1943 sides recorded
by Redcross feature Parker with Billy
Eckstine on trumpet, and one has him
accompanying Hazel Scott's 1942 Dec -
ca recording of Embraceable You-all
on the tenor saxophone. You wonder
what the hotel's other guests thought.

Parker, on alto, and Gillespie are
again heard together on a couple of
1946 sides Redcross made in a private
home in Hollywood. The three inter-
vening years had taken both men over
to bop, with exhilarating results, partic-
ularly in the album's second version of
Sweet Georgia Brown, which also fea-
tures input from Don Byas.

Redcross is not responsible for the
album's second side, the cuts on which
stem from 1950 and 1953 and are slight-
ly to considerably better in sound quali-
ty. They're not bad as filler, but there is
a wealth of better, professionally re-
corded material from this period. C.A.

GEORGE WALLINGTON: The Sym-
phony of a Jazz Piano. George Walling-
ton (piano). Jack Finding His Jill; Post-
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humous Glory; Billie, I Must Leave You
Now; Two Lovers; Soap Bubbles; Delu-
sion; and six others. INTERFACE/DENON
0 33C38-7825 no list price.

Performance: Eloquent
Recording: Excellent

George Wallington came to New York
from Sicily when he was a year old. His
name then was Giacinto Figlia, but an
inclination to dress elegantly earned
him the nickname "Lord Wallington."
Judging by the photographs on his new
CD, "The Symphony of a Jazz Piano,"
Wallington continues to dress elegantly,
and his playing is no less stylish.

About three decades ago, Wallington,
the composer of such successful bop
fare as Godchild and Lemon Drop,
walked off the jazz scene, disheartened
by the commercial direction the music
was taking. There is, of course, a certain
irony in his choosing to return at a time
when some of our finest players and
young jazz hopefuls have shamelessly
thrown themselves at commercialism's
feet. Then again, that may be why he
came back.

I highly recommend these fifty-four
minutes of original compositions, ex-
pertly played by a man of rare integrity
and sensitivity. If Wallington's name is
new to you, listen to this set, then look
for his Prestige and Blue Note record-
ings. You are in for a treat. C.A.
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed
Robert A rt
Richard Freed
David Hall
Stoddard Lincoln

BACH: Suites for Unaccompanied Cel-
lo (BWV 1007-1012). Mischa Maisky
(cello). DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
415 416-1 three discs $29.94, © 415
416-4 two cassettes $29.94, 0 415 416-2
three CD's no list price.

Performance: Searching
Recording: Fine

Besides beauty of tone and perfection of
technique, Mischa Maisky brings a
warm, searching quality to Bach's six
cello suites as he probes the subtleties of
the music. His approach is fine for the
free -style preludes and the allemandes,
but in the jauntier gavottes, gigues, and
courantes, the constant feeling -out de-
stroys the dance quality. The first re-
quirement of dance music is that it
dance, and these suites, however com-
plex, are dance music. S.L.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 4,
in G Major, Op. 58; Symphony No. 5, in
C Minor, Op. 67. Carol Rosenberger
(piano); London Symphony Orchestra,
Gerard Schwarz cond. DELOS DCD
3027 no list price.

Performance: Good to excellent
Recording: Comfortable

In many respects, the major attraction
of this CD is that the coupling offers a
full seventy minutes of well -played Bee-
thoven. Carol Rosenberger's best solo
work is in the concerto's finale, which
comes off in flawless rippling style. The
Imperial BOsendorfer she plays has a
lovely sound here. Gerard Schwarz and
the London Symphony give her solid
backing, and the ambience of the Henry
Wood Hall, where the recording was
made, is both intimate and comfortable
to the ear. There's no attempt to tickle
the eardrums here-just good, honest
sound.

Schwarz puts the orchestra through a
virile, no-nonsense reading of the Fifth
Symphony, observing the exposition re-
peat in the finale. If his interpretation
does not exactly efface memories of the
celebrated and near -fearsome Carlos
Kleiber performance with the Vienna
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Philharmonic on Deutsche Grammo-
phon, it is an interpretation that stands
firmly and honestly on its own. D.H.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 1, in C
Major, Op. 21 (see MOZART)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 1, in C
Major, Op. 21; Symphony No. 2, in D
Major, Op. 36. English Chamber Or-
chestra, Michael Tilson Thomas cond.
CBS al IM 39707, C)IMT 39707, no list
price.

Performance: Elegant
Recording: Excellent

Michael Tilson Thomas, continuing his
cycle of the Beethoven symphonies with
the English Chamber Orchestra, again
reveals his affinity for this composer.
The sound of the orchestra is transpar-
ent, and Thomas leads these charming
symphonies with an elegance that clear-
ly honors Beethoven's eighteenth -
century roots. Splendid work! S.L.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3, in E-
liot Major, Op. 55 ("Eroica"); Egmont
Overture, Op. 84. Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 415 506-1
$10.98, 0415 506-4 $10.98, 0 415 506-
2 no list price.

Performance: A testament
Recording: Good

With this Eroica and the Eighth, sched-
uled for release at about the same time,
Karajan completes his digital survey of
the Beethoven symphonies, all issued
on Compact Disc. It is his fourth com-
plete Beethoven cycle, and surely the
one he intends to stand as a sort of
testament to a lifetime's thought and
study.

The Eroica, of course, is pivotal to
such an undertaking, and this one in
most respects constitutes a true culmi-
nation. The performance is perhaps
closer to the fine one in Karajan's last
Beethoven set (1977) than any of his
other digital remakes is to its respective
predecessor. It is a bit cooler, but none-
theless as rich in drama as in musical
detail, impeccably balanced, powerful,
unostentatiously majestic. Everything
you'd want in an Eroica is surely pre-
sent in this one.

Like the rest of Karajan's new Bee-
thoven cycle and several of his other
recent recordings, this one was taped by
the Deutsche Grammophon team for a
Telemondial video production. Why
that should make a difference, I can't
imagine, but here, as in some of the oth-
er recordings from that series, the sound
strikes me as rather less full-bodied than
we might expect in 1986, and it has less
definition here and there as well.

In respect to sonic excellence, this and
all other current recordings of the Eroi-
ca must yield to Dohnanyi's fleet -footed

one for Telarc and Suitner's for Denon
with its first -movement repeat. But mu-
sically Karajan is more than a match for
them, and by any other standards DG's
sonics are quite good indeed. There is
also a most agreeable bonus in the form
of a stirring Egmont Overture (beauti-
fully paced for a total of eight minutes,
not ten as printed), which could tilt any-
one's decision further in favor of the
Karajan album. R.F.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in D
Minor, Op. 125 ("Choral"). Carol Va-
ness (soprano); Janice Taylor (mezzo-
soprano); Siegfried Jerusalem (tenor);
Robert Lloyd (bass); Cleveland Orches-
tra Chorus; Cleveland Orchestra, Chris-
toph von Dohnanyi cond. TELARC
CD -80120 no list price.

Performance: Swift and sure
Recording: Very good

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9, in D
Minor, Op. 125 ("Choral"). Helen Do-
nath (soprano); Trudeliese Schmidt
(mezzo-soprano); Klaus Konig (tenor);
Simon Estes (bass); Bavarian Radio
Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Sir
Colin Davis cond. PHILIPS 416 353-1
$10.98, 416 353-4 $10.98, 0 416 353-
2 no list price.

Performance: Monumental
Recording: Very good

These latest recordings of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony are as remarkable for
their internal consistency of style and
tempo as for their sharply contrasting
views of the music. Where Christoph
von Dohnitnyi is lean and urgent in his
treatment of the turbulent opening
movement, Sir Colin Davis is sternly
monumental. Where the Clevelanders'
scherzo is mercurial, the Bavarians take
a more measured approach. In the no-
ble slow movement, it is Dohnanyi and
the marvelous Cleveland strings and
winds that search out the mystical ele-
ment, while Davis views it as a serene
song whose line is broken only by the
fanfare episodes toward the close and
by the great plunge into D -flat, later
echoed in the "Vor Gott" outburst of
the chorus in the finale.

Interpretive contrasts are less evident
in the finale. Both choruses are excel-
lent, but Davis's soloists have an edge,
not only in the remarkable sureness
with which they execute the trying vari-
ations -and -coda episode but particu-
larly in the impressive way that Simon
Estes projects the famous bass solo. He
may not have the dark, magisterial
quality of, say, Matti Salminen in Zubin
Mehta's RCA recording, but the power
and conviction of his vocalism is arrest-
ing. In the choral department, however,
the Clevelanders show more rhythmic
alertness and sharpness of attack.

Both recordings have excellent sound,
with good balance between the vocal
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and orchestral elements. Munich's Her-
kulessaal projects a more powerful bass,
while Cleveland's Masonic Auditorium
yields slightly more brightness at the
high end. D. H .

BLOCH: Piano Quintet No. 2. LER-
DAHL: String Quartet No. 2. Howard
Karp (piano, in Bloch); Pro Arte Quar-
tet. LAUREL LR-128 $9.98.

Performance: Convincing
Recording: In character

For the present generation, nearly all of
Ernest Bloch's music represents materi-
al awaiting discovery. With precious
few exceptions, it simply isn't heard,
and even in recorded form it is far less
well represented than it ought to be. The
Second Piano Quintet was composed in
1957, about two years before Bloch's
death. Even among those familiar with
its splendid predecessor, few were
aware of this work's existence, but any-
one with functioning ears should be
happy to make its acquaintance in this
very attractive premiere recording.

Howard Karp, the pianist in the
Bloch, is the father of Parry Karp, the
Pro Arte Quartet's violist. All five musi-
cians are on the faculty of the Universi-
ty of Wisconsin at Madison. The Pro
Arte commissioned Fred Lerdahl's Sec-
ond Quartet, introduced the original
version at Madison in 1981, presented
the final, somewhat expanded version
in New York in November 1983, and
here gives it its disc premiere. In the lin-
er notes, Lerdahl describes the work as a
single movement made up of two parts,
which in turn break down into more or
less identical five -part structures. It is,
he writes, "outwardly passionate, devel-
opmental, full of energy and sweep."
The quartet is in a clearly contemporary
yet readily accessible idiom-as accessi-
ble, as some fleeting resemblances sug-
gest, as Stravinsky's Firebird or Schoen -
berg's Transfigured Night. It's a sub-
stantial work, one that invites the listen-
er back, and the performance, like that
of the Bloch, is thoroughly convincing.
The recorded sound is representative of
the fine chamber -music quality we've
come to expect on Laurel, and the press-
ing is clean enough to make you think
you're listening to a CD. R.F.

BRITTEN: Si:denim da Requiem, Op.
20; An American Overture, Op. 27; Oc-
casional Overture, Op. 38; Suite on En-
glish Folk Tunes, Op. 90 (see Best of
the Month, page 101)

CHOPIN: Waltzes. Dmitri Alexeev (pi-
ano). ANGEL 0 AE -34488 $6.98, ©4AE-
34488 $6.98.

Performance: Probing and poetic
Recording: Very good

CHOPIN: Waltzes. Zoltan Kocsis (pi-
ano). PHILIPS 0 412 890-1 $10.98, ©

POGORELICH'S
TCHAIKOVSKY

/N the notes for his new recording of
Tchaikovsky's First Piano Con-
certo, Ivo Pogorelich declares that
his purpose is to show that Tchai-

kovsky wrote "a genuine dialogue be-
tween piano and orchestra. What it
needs is partnership, not ostentatious
cascades of sound with humble orches-
tral accompaniment. . . . Above all the
pianist must not seek merely to dazzle,
but must allow complete equality to the
orchestra."

A nice sentiment, and it is in large
part supported in this performance,
which is exceptionally musical, at times
downright poetic. It is in no way matter-
of-fact, and yet there is no feeling of any
sort of straining for effect. Though I
would personally like the first move-
ment to move on a bit more-it is spun
out to over twenty-three minutes
here-Pogorelich's caressing of some
phrases doesn't really impede mo-
mentum. There is not only a sense of
parity between soloist and orchestra but
a good deal of real give-and-take. While
Deutsche Grammophon has actually fo-
cused the piano about as far forward as
we hear it in most recordings of this
work, care has been taken to allow the
orchestral voices to make their effect.

It's worth noting that even with the
long first movement, the total timing of
this performance is under thirty-eight
minutes, not very generous for a com-
pact disc capable of yielding twice that
in playing time. But it is, in all, a fresh

and satisfying account of the thrice -
familiar work-enhanced by sound that
is satisfyingly rich and full.

Richard Freed

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.
1, in B -flat Minor, Op. 23. Ivo Pogore-
lich (piano); London Symphony Or-
chestra, Claudio Abbado cond. DEUT-
SCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 415 122-1
$10.98, 415 122-4 $10.98, 415 122-
2 no list price.

412 890-4 $10.98, © 412 890-2 no list
price.

Performance: Bright and fresh
Recording: Very good

Both of these recordings are enormous-
ly attractive, and in such strongly con-
trasting ways that you may feel you
want both of them. Dmitri Alexeev is
probing and poetic, rather introspective
in his evocation of a distinctly noctur-
nal frame, while Zoltan Kocsis seems
more driven by spontaneity. The bright-
ness, vivacity, and overall sense of
freshness in his playing suggests an
unresisting surrender to the more ex-
troverted character of actual dance mu-
sic. There is a heady intoxication in
either approach, and either disc could
be a desert -island choice, for Kocsis is
by no means without poetry or depth,
nor is Alexeev wanting in liveliness.
Both pianists give us all nineteen of the
waltzes, and both benefit from first-rate
recording. R.F.

DEBUSSY: String Quartet in G Minor.
RAVEL: String Quartet in F Major.

Nuovo Quartetto. DENON 33C37-
7830 no list price.

Performance: Overly expansive
Recording: Wonderfully lush

One of the jewels of Italy's cultural life
in the years since World War II has
been the Quartetto Italiano, whose emi-
nence is attested by its long and varied
roster of recordings covering the major
masterpieces of the string -quartet litera-
ture. Piero Farulli, who played viola for
more than three decades with the Quar-
tette Italiano, has now joined three
younger colleagues to form the Nuovo
Quartetto, represented on this Denon
CD in its U.S. debut release.

In choosing the oft -recorded pairing
of the Debussy and Ravel masterworks,
the group puts itself in competition with
some of the best quartets in the busi-
ness. Unfortunately, it falls a bit short.
What is missing for me in these per-
formances is the element of volatility
and lightness so essential to this music,
which is reflected in the rather extended
performance times.

In both works, the scherzo move -
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indrevt. Davis: coolly detailed Hoist

ments, with their abundance of pizzica-
to effects, fare best. Thanks to a lovely
room acoustic, the sonics are ravishing,
with a lushness to the strings that would
be hard to surpass. D.H.

DEBUSSY: String Quartet in G Minor,
Op. 10. RAVEL: String Quartet in F
Major. Alban Berg Quartet. ANGEL al
DS -38 193 $11.98, C)4DS-38193 $11.98,
© CDC -47347 no list price.

Performance: Ravel better
Recording: Razor sharp

DEBUSSY: String Quartet in G Minor,
Op. 10. RAVEL: String Quartet in F
Major. Cleveland Quartet. TELARC
DG -10111 $12.98, 0 CD -80111 no list
price.

Performance: A little tentative
Recording: Gorgeous

The most all-round satisfying LP of
these frequently (and sensibly) paired
quartets, I think, was the one by the
Melos Quartet on Deutsche Grammo-
phon, which is no longer in the catalog.
The Vienna -based Alban Berg Quartet
takes a similar approach but without
quite such effective results, particularly
in the Debussy, which, instead of seem-
ing eloquently understated, here seems
merely distant, suggesting the players
had not yet fully digested the material.
The Ravel comes off better, with a fine
natural flow and a good deal of depth.
The recording is razor sharp but some-
what lacking in intimacy.

Telarc gives the Cleveland Quartet
the advantage of gorgeous sound, excep-
tionally rich and well balanced, but if
the Alban Berg Quartet sounds distant
in the Debussy the Cleveland Quartet
sounds a little tentative in a different
sense. They tend to thin out at climactic
points (such as the big surge one expects
in the slow movement of the Debussy),
and their pizzicati are dryish in the two
scherzos.

The Quartetto Nuovo, on Denon,

shows altogether more commitment
and a greater sense of color than either
the Berg or the Cleveland but occasion-
ally blurs the lines and impedes mo-
mentum with a somewhat overindulged
voluptuousness. I have not heard the
CD transfer of the Galimir Quartet's
Debussy/Ravel, for Vanguard, but
those performances, issued on LP a few
years ago, are clearly more satisfying
than any others on CD now. R.F.

HANDEL: L'Allegro, it Penseroso, ed it
Moderato. Nancy Armstrong, Sharon
Baker (soprano); Mary Westbrook-
Geha (mezzo-soprano); Frank Kelley
(tenor); James Maddalena (baritone);
Chorus and Orchestra of Banchetto
Musicale, Martin Pearlman cond. ARA-
BESQUE 0 ABQ 6554-2 two discs
$16.98, © ABQC 6554-2 two cassettes
$16.98, © Z6554-2 two CD's no list
price.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Judging from Schwann, you get the dis-
tinct impression that France, Germany,
and England have a corner on the mar-
ket for authentic performances of large
Baroque vocal works. It is a pleasure,
then, to be able to recommend this
wonderful new recording of Handel's
L'Allegro, it Penseroso, ed it Moderato
by the soloists, chorus, and orchestra of
the Boston -based Banchetto Musicale.
Judging from it, all is well in American
early -music making.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of
this performance is that all of the sing-
ers-not just the women, as is so often
the case-employ what is at the mo-
ment considered to be Baroque -style
vocal production: the sound is pure and
sharply focused, comparatively free of
vibrato. The women's voices seem dis-
embodied, like those of boy sopranos,
and the men's voices seem to lack viril-
ity. Except for differences in range, all
the voices tend to sound alike, and the
singing seems impersonal, lacking in
individual character. Although this ap-
proach takes some getting used to, and
it can become tiring, once accepted its
rewards are great in terms of the
increased clarity of line and articulation
and the seamless blend of the voices
with the early instruments. The validity
of the technique is certainly proven in
Nancy Armstrong's ravishing "Sweet
bird" and Sharon Baker's brilliant "Or-
pheus' self may have his head." And
Frank Kelley's steely laugh in "Haste
thee, nymph" could not be duplicated
by any other means. But while the sing-
ing is generally of a very high standard,
the diction in the airs leaves something
to be desired, and none of the singers
has really mastered the trill that is so
important in Baroque music.

The orchestra is splendid, and we are
given a chance to hear it solo by the fe-
licitous insertion of a Handel concerto
grosso that serves as an overture. Not
only is the full ensemble excellent, but
the obbligato playing displays the tal-
ents of many fine individual players.

Conductor Martin Pearlman's choice
of tempos and pacing is effective. Espe-
cially commendable is his treatment of
the recitatives. Rightly questioning the
current fad of playing the cadences
simultaneously with the final vocal note
despite the resultant harmonic clashes,
he has reinstated the tradition of delay-
ing the final chords. It's high time some-
body had the courage to say no to
unfounded and unmusical practices
that creep into so many performances
of early music. S. L.

HOIST: The Planets, Op. 32. Toronto
Children's Chorus; Toronto Symphony,
Andrew Davis cond. ANGEL 0 DS -
37362 $11.98, © 4DS-37362 $11.98, ©
CDC -474I7 no list price.

Performance: Carefully tempered
Recording: Cool and clean

Collectors with long memories may re-
call that during World War II, the To-
ronto Symphony under Sir Ernest Mac-
Millan recorded the first four move-
ments of The Planets, which RCA sub-
sequently issued on 78's as well as on its
budget Camden LP label. Audio tech-
nology and the recording history of The
Planets have come a long way since
then, when Hoist's own Columbia al-
bum was the only existing complete
version. Now, with Andrew Davis's
new Angel recording, there are more
than a dozen recorded versions, many
with super -star conductors and orches-
tras, and six of them are on CD.

Davis's approach to The Planets is
coolly detailed, an approach that works
best in the serenely placid Venus move-
ment, in the brilliant nervosity of Mer-
cury, where he achieves a fine chamber -
music transparency, and in the coldly
ethereal Neptune finale with its offstage

 choir-in this case, a vibrato -free chil-
dren's ensemble. Only the opening
movement, Mars, is a serious disap-
pointment, requiring a greater measure
of urgency and tension. The recording is
clean and bright but generally neutral in
coloration, which tends to emphasize
the coolness and measured quality of
Davis's reading. (The Gibson recording
on CD has a warmer accoustic sur-
round.) Sound buffs, though, will enjoy
the fine timpani transients and the
organ glissando in the Uranus move-
ment as conducted by Davis. D. H .

LERDAHL: String Quartet No. 2 (see
BLOCH)

LISZT: Grandes etudes de Paganini;
Au lac de Wafienstad4 Il penseroso; Les
Jeux d'eau a la Villa d'Este; Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 13. Andre Watts (piano).
ANGEL 0 DS -37354 $11.98, © 4DS-
37354 $11.98, © CDC -47380 no list
price.

LISZT: Piano Sonata in B Minor; Un
sospiro; Valse oubliee No. 1; Nuages
grin; Schlafios, Frage and Antworc En
revs; Transcendental Etude No. 10;
Bagatelle ohne Tonart. Andre Watts
(piano). ANGEL al DS -37355 $11.98,
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4DS-37355 $11.98, CDC -47381 no
list price.

Performances: Excellent
Recordings: First-rate

According to Angel, Andre Watts had
more or less withdrawn from recording
activity for about ten years until the ses-
sions that produced these discs last No-
vember. Watts actually began his dis-
cography with Liszt (he recorded the E -
flat Concerto with Bernstein just after
his debut at the age of sixteen), and now
he has resumed with Liszt because he
had prepared this material for his recital
programs in the Liszt centennial season.
It's an auspicious return, and the sec-
ond of these two collections is especially
impressive.

In the piano sonata Watts plays with
an apparent freedom that will evoke for
many listeners the image of the old
Romantic virtuoso, and yet with a very
clear regard for, and grasp of, the
remarkable work's structure. His per-
formance may not supersede those by
Brendel, Browning, Arrau, Bolet, or Ce-
cile Ousset, but it is in the same league.
The forward -looking pieces from the
1880's packaged with it are especially
welcome in Watts's probing, clear-eyed
presentation.

The Paganini Etudes, as an integral
unit, had been largely neglected on
records until Angel's release of Ousset's
fine recording of them together with the
B Minor Sonata. Both pianists are su-
perb in the etudes. Watts's companion
material-three pieces from the Annees
de pelerinage and a Hungarian rhapso-
dy-will be just as likely to be dupli-
cated in most collections as the sonata,
but the prospective buyer is really in a
no -lose situation here, for any choice
between these alternatives is going to be
a satisfying one. The Watts recording of
the sonata and the late pieces, though,
strikes me as being virtually indispen-
sable. R. F.

MENDELSSOHN: Organ Preludes
and Fugues in C Minor, G Major, and D
Minor; Andante with Variations in D
Major; Organ Sonatas Nos. 1, 3, and 6.
Marie -Claire Alain (organ). ERATO/
RCA © ECD 88112 no list price.

Performance: Powerful
Recording: Very good

More than seventy-five years passed af-
ter Bach's death before another German
composer made any significant contri-
bution to that country's great tradition
of organ music. Considering how deeply
the young Mendelssohn was influenced
by Bach, it is not surprising that it was
he who picked up the tradition. Ironi-
cally, however, he might not have stuck
to it if he hadn't visited England, where
organ voluntaries were an integral part
of the Anglican liturgy.

Marie -Claire Alain here gives us some
of the happy results of Mendelssohn's
devotion to Bach and to the organ. Her
strong performances bring out the in-
volved counterpoint of the fugal writing
and set off the traditional German cho-

Ra.fael Kubelik: romantic Mozart

rale melodies that Mendelssohn used.
She is unafraid even to reveal the senti-
mentality of the lyrical, songs -without -
words sections. Let's hope she will
record the three remaining sonatas and
some of Mendelssohn's other short or-
gan works. S.L.

MOSZKOWSKI: Suite in G Minor for
Two Violins and Piano, Op. 71 (see
MOZART)

MOZART: Divertimento in D Major
(K. 251); Divertimento in B -flat Major
(K. 270); Serenata notturna in D Major
(K. 239). Orpheus Chamber Orchestra.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 415 669-1
$10.98, C) 415 669-4 $10.98, 0 415 669-
2 no list price.

Performance: Robust
Recording: Excellent

The true meaning of "divertimento" is
a piece to divert or amuse, not neces-
sarily to edify, and the Orpheus Cham-
ber Orchestra is most diverting in its
robust readings of these delightful Mo-
zart pieces. The Divertimento in B -flat
Major, for pairs of oboes, horns, and
bassoons, reveals the splendors of the
ensemble's wind players, and the Seren-
ata notturna does the same for its sensi-
tive string section. The Divertimento in
D Major unites the group's several
strengths in a glorious whole. S.L.

MOZART: Don Giovanni. Alan Titus
(baritone), Don Giovanni; Julia Varady
(soprano), Donna Anna; Thomas Mo-
ser (tenor), Don Ottavio; Jan -Hendrick
Rootering (bass), Commendatore; Ar-
leen Auger (soprano), Donna Elvira;
Rolando Panerai (baritone), Leporello;
Rainer Scholze (bass), Masetto; Edith
Mathis (soprano), Zerlina. Chorus and
Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio, Ra-
fael Kubelik cond. EURODISC/RCA 0
302 435-44 three discs $32.98, Cr 502
435-44 three cassettes $32.98, © 610-
00287 three CD's no list price.

Performance: Musicianly
Recording: Well engineered

Do not be put off by the silly album
cover of this set, or by its rather inade-

quate program notes. Granted, the re-
cording does have shortcomings, espe-
cially in Alan Titus, who is not yet a
polished Giovanni. He sings the part
accurately enough, but without the
magnetism of Pinza, the elegance of Sie-
pi, or the presence of London. Without
a dominating singer in the title role, the
performance loses theatrical focus and
tension. Less important, perhaps, but
not infrequently unsettling, is the way-
ward Italian pronunciation on the part
of cast generally.

Very much on the credit side, howev-
er, is Rafael Kubelik's fairly romantic
reading of the score, much like Wilhelm
Furtwangler's from the 1953 Salzburg
Festival. Kubelik has lived long and
lovingly with Mozart's operatic master-
piece and brings to it a warm, sensitive,
and well-proportioned reading, drawing
some fine singing from the principals.
Aside from Titus, Thomas Moser
makes Ottavio somewhat less the stick
he usually is; his two arias are well per-
formed. Rolando Panerai and Rainer
Scholze are commendable in their as-
signments, and Jan -Hendrick Rooter-
ing deserves special praise for his im-
posing, clear -voiced Commendatore.
The three sopranos, however, contrib-
ute the most interesting performances.
Julia Varady sings the Act II "Non mi
dir" with unusual beauty and ease; Ar-
leen Auger makes the semi -crazed Elvi-
ra a pitiable figure; and Edith Mathis's
Zerlina is warm -voiced, smoothly sung,
and charmingly characterized.

If this is not the definitive Don Gio-
vanni recording, it nonetheless, under
Kubelik's direction, offers many mu-
sical rewards. R.A.

MOZART: Symphony No. 36, in C
Major (K. 425, "Linz"); Symphony No.
38, in D Major (K. 504, "Prague,.
English Chamber Orchestra, Jeffrey
Tate cond. ANGEL 0 AE -34468 $6.98, ©
4AE-34468 $6.98.

Performance: Noble
Recording: Splendid

Continuing their Mozart series, Jeffrey
Tate and the English Chamber Orches-
tra present the Linz and Prague Sym-
phonies in radiant readings. Although
Tate has been mostly occupied with
opera until now, he is certainly at home
with the symphonic repertoire, and es-
pecially with the music of Mozart. No-
ble music, noble performances, splen-
did sound, fine listening. S.L.

MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G
Minor (K. 550); Symphony No. 41, in C
Major (K. 551, "Jupiter"). Chamber
Orchestra of Europe, Sir Georg Solti
cond. LONDON 0 414 334-1 $10.98,
414 334-4 $10.98, © 414 334-2 no list
price.

Performance: Fine "Jupiter"
Recording: Very good

MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G
Minor (K. 550). BEETHOVEN: Sym-
phony No. 1, in C Major, Op. 21.
Orchestra of the 18th Century, Frans
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VT 98A

56995
449.95
89995

RCA
HO MACHINES
NOW REDUCED!,

AM -FM RECEIVERS CASSETTE DECKS TURNTABLES CARTRIDGES COMPACT DISC PLAYERS VIDEO
TAPE SPECIALS

TECHNICS SA -390

50 watts per channel
28 -key wireless AV remote control
Built-in 5 band equalizer

AM FM RECEIVERS
921995

Technics SA -130(35 watts) 99 95
Technics SA -190(35 watts) 119 96
TeChniCS SA -370(40 watt) 189 95
Technics SA -290150 watts) 149 95
Technics SA -590 (100 watt) 359 95

Akai AAV-201 140 watt .. 139 %
Scott

388 RS (100 watt
299 95

Akai AAV-301 (60 watt) .. 18995
Akai AAV-401 (80 AO) .. 249 95
JVC RX 1BK (35 watt) . . 159 95
JVC RX 38K 145 watt) ... 18995
JVC RX 5VBK (60 watt) ... 269 95
JVC RX 7VBK (70 watt)... 349 95
JVC RX 9VBK (120 watt) 449 95
Marantz SR -840 (70 watts) 319 95
Marantz SR -940 (100 watt 379%

TECHNICS SL -J33

Akai HXA 101 IDOlby  BI . 6995
Akai I-IXA-201 (Dolby 138C) 8925
Akai kIXA-3X

(Dolby' B.C.DBX) 15095
JVC TD -W 10 JBK (Dub) 117195
JVC TD -W 20 JBK (Dub) 13995
JVC TD -W 30 JBK (Dub) 19095
JVC TD -V66 JBK (3 head.) MA
JVC TD -X501 JBK (2 motor)18925
Technics RS -B 107188C) 109.95
Technics RS -B 207

IB.C.DBX) 129.95
Technics RS- T 10 )Editing) 11995
Technics RS -T 20 (Editing) 109.95
Technics RS -T 28R (Rev 1 14095
Technics RS -T 6011

II:tubbing. rev BAC) 25995
Technics RS -T 8011 (Dubbing re

verse B C & DBX) 32995

AKAI HXA-301W

stereo dubbing deck $13995
wlDolby B & C
and high speed dibbing

TURNTABLES

Technics SL -B010 (manual, 5495
Technics SL-BD1K (Manual, 54.95
Technics SL -BD ISemiautoi 67.95
Technics SL -0022 isemiauto, 87.95
Technics SL -0033 ,lully auto)94.95
Technics SL -B500 taut cha 1 169.95
Technics SL-050011aut cha )15995
Technics. SL -J113 Alm trackl 02.95
Technics SL -J2 An track I 11895
Technics SL -L2 ( in track' 12995
Technics SL-L3(rogramI 13995
Technics SL -1288 MK II iprotes

sional disco turntable) 269.95
JVC ALF05BK (Quartz) 9495
JVC ALL 20 RB (Quartz) 12895
Akai AP -X1 Isemi auto)...5995
Akai APA 201 (semi auto' 93.95

AUDIO-TECHNICA
HR -201 E/U $599$

frequency response 15-27.000 HZ
Ehpbcal siyiuS
29 BD's

HR -101 EJ i. 39.95
HR -201 EJ 59.95
HR -301 EIJ 74.95
HR -401 89.95

SHURE
DT -15P 39.95
DT -25P 59.95
DT -35P 79.95

ST( MX )1
PRO 3000 29.95
PRO 4000 59.95
PRO 5000 7&95
Pro 96

TECHNICS
XL 1200 MK II
PROFESSIONAL 526.795
DISCO TURNTABLE

Technics
SL -P300

New Programmable Disc Player
with remote control

- -
11c.

Technics SL-PJ11 189.95
Technics SL -P100 209.95
Technics SL -P500 319.95
Technics SL-XP7 179.95
Sony 0-5 165.95
Sony 13-7 249.95

JVC XL -V200 199.95
JVC XL-V400B 289.95
JVC XL -V50013 38995
Aka CD -A30 189.95
ADC CD -1005 169.95
Hitachi DA -501 279.95
Scott DA 959 289.95
Aiwa DX -1500 . 269.95

Famous Maker
VHS T-120
6 Hour Tape 2.99 ea.

Maxell XL -II C90
Maxell XL -II S-90
Maxell T-120
Maxell T-120HG X
Maxell T-120 HGX Gold

1.99
2.39
4.99
5.99
7.99

TDK SA -90 1.69
TDK SA -X90 2.39
TDK T-120........4.99
TDK-120 EHG 5.99

MINIMUM OF 10 TAPES

Send '1 For
LaBELLE's
220 Page
Catalogue!

AMPLIFIERS/TUNERS EOUALIZER/MIXEFtS

TECHNICS SU-V6X
1.10 Watts per charm.
Computer Drive Clan A.11'

Technics SU-V4X 24995
(65 watts) 199.95

Technic& SU-V70
(100 watts) 289.95

Technics SU V'
(120 watts! 379.95

Akai AM -A401 180 A --
JVC A -X 500 JB

224.95
309.95

JVC A -S 900 B (120 wans)389.98
TUNERS

Technics ST -G3 129.95
Technics ST-G6T 169 95
Technics ST -G7 249 95
Akita A' A tii 144 95

111111

ADC SS -412X 21995
10 Band EU w Spedi urn Anaiyir.,
ADC SS -425X 249.95
ADC SS- 117EX .... 149.95
Teac EOA 10 89.95
Technics SH-8044 139.95
Technics SH-8055 219.95
Technics SH-80f,<" 299.95
Akai EA -A2 119.95
NUMARK DISCO MIXERS
DM -5430 ... 89.95
DM -1550. 179.95
DM -1800
DM -1150
DM- 16,,r,
[11,r

289.95
139.95
209.95
379.95

RADAR DETECTORS

!!F1:Mf COBRA
R0-4100

Cobra RD -3100
Cobra RD 2100

WHISTLER
SPECTRUM

$17995
Whistler Spectrum II . . 229.95
Whistler Spectrum Remote 179.95
Un,den Bandit . 109.95
Under RD -9 - 1109.95

,14995
109.95
79.95

410 BEL 834-S

Bel 870
Bel 8,51
Bel 860
Bel 864
Bel 83,1

17495

159.95
99.95

134.95
8995

14995

ANSWERING MACHINES & PHONES

PHONEMATE
8000
BEEPERESS
REMOTE

$12995 it
Tare & Date Stamp. Remote message
chnge call screening
Pnonemate 5000 79.95 Panasonic KXT 2415 . 11995
Pnonemate 8050 149.95 Panasonic KXT 2425 . 159.95
Panasonic KXT 1421 .... 79.95 Panasonic KXT 2135 ....84.95
Panasonic KXT 1426 119.95 Panasonic KXT 3135 . 811.95

Code A Phone 3530 119.95 Panasonic KXT 3825 . . 79.95
Cade A Phone 3570 15995 Cobra CP 460 13995
GTE 7300 89.95 Freedom Phone 5000...25.%
Sony ITA 600 179 95 Record a Call 2000 99.95

PANASONIC
KXT-2345

Telephone Answring
Machine 33 Station mem
tone pulse dialing
Speakerphone auto redial

$5995

FOR ANYTHING & EVERYTHING IN CAR STEREOS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-443-1927
PIONEER PIONEER
PRODUCTS NOW -
AVAILABLE AT
LOWEST PRICES

SA N 1/43
FTE-50

All night illuminatici ti it &
C AM SS 9.5 watts per c.riannel
fader clock. auto reverse. AM SS
music search
FTE-15
FTE-20
FTE-30
FTE-40
FTE-60
FTE-D4
FTE-D6

$17995
129 95
149 95

FTU-45
FTU-55

1_39.95 FTU-42
1w-95 FTU-52
22299:5 PA6050..
alrn EOZ-6210

PA6110

119.95
129.95
119.95
134.95
99.95
79.95

139.95

SONY
ESR- 10 ,:AR STEREO
 10 watts  Separate bass 8 treble
 Auto reverse  Fader
 Digital Scan 1 1 995

C CI arion
8400R

Digital AM -FM stereo
tuner auto -reverse tape
separate base and treble

8925RT 239.95 8400P 13995
8900RT 229.95 8300R 139.95

88000T 189.95 8200R 119.95
8725RT 189.95 6300R 119.95
8625RT 17995 900E0A 139.95
860001 159.95 700 EGA 99.95

13995

BLAUPUNKT rioNg
TUCSON

AM -FM digital stereo push
button tuner auto revers.
Dolby  noise reduction ta 1, N9,95
Frankfort 119.95 Sacramento 259.95
Seattle 159.95 Washington Sq 389.95
Ric hrnonC 189.95 New Yorker Sq atm

Aspen
Manhattan 219.951959BBPpAA--4105

209.95

JENSEN 111rMe
X1(:952 14995
 digital  6,10 reverse  scan
 Sep.., to rt,iss & treble factor control
 tar, rnattallzation

JENSEN
JTX 300

PHILIPS
LIB 8855 514"

6 x9 Triax 150 Watt 3 Way DOME CO-AXIA
Car Speaker SYSTEM 7995
JENSEN
JTX-365 6 Toax 60w 49.95px.. ''' ..1...' J.1. -J'....
JTX-265 6 Coax 45w 3995 pr. 0.5202
US420 4 Coax 35w 37.95 PT
JCX-203 69 Coax150w54.%A.

Panel Speaker 40J30336,9 (tray 103W 7495 pr.
Depth

Super t

J3023 6 1r lax 75w 6995 Pr
J3013 6 -Coax 75,,s 4495 pr s1499s,
J301134 ' Coax ',Ow 4995 pr
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SCHUBERT'S "WINTERREISE"

Peter Schreier and Sviatoslav Richter: complete rapport

NEW recordings of Schubert's
Winterreise song cycle have
come at us in the last two or
three years with a frequency

formerly reserved for such instrumental
favorites as the Tchaikovsky symphon-
ies and Vivaldi's Four Seasons. Several
of them have been fairly distinguished,
and nearly every one has fit snugly on a
single Compact Disc. The newest one,
however, recorded in actual perform-
ance at the Semper Oper in Dresden in
February 1985 by Peter Schreier and
Sviatoslav Richter, requires a second
disc because it runs about seventy-eight
minutes. It is a staggering performance,
and by way of giving very full value the
set also includes Richter's similarly
staggering performance of Schubert's
"Unfinished" Sonata in C Major, D.
840 (the so-called Reliquie Sonata), re-
corded live in 1979.

If I begin with the sonata, it may help
describe the performance of the song
cycle as well. Richter's is quite unlike
any other recorded performance of this
music in terms of depth, dimension,
and sheer intensity. The first movement
alone, at twenty-two and a half minutes,
is longer than Alfred Brendel's perform-
ance of the entire work; Richter's total
timing is forty-five minutes. He adopts
very deliberate tempos and holds to
them, he repeats the entire first -move-
ment exposition, and-unlike Brendel
and virtually every other pianist, who
play only the two movements Schubert
completed-he plays the menuetto and
finale as well. You're not likely to feel
there is anything incomplete about the
menuetto unless you're following with a
score, but in the finale-well, Richter
simply stops playing where Schubert
stopped writing. It is all very inward
and very uncluttered by any sort of
interpretive overlay.

How frequently Richter has collabo-
rated with Schreier, or, indeed, whether
they had ever performed together be-
fore undertaking the Winterreise re-
corded here, I do not know, and the

notes do not say, but they were obvious-
ly of one mind when they performed the
cycle in Dresden. They approached it
not as a series of songs but as a single
continuous musical and emotional se-
quence, building upon and enhancing
each other's phrases as only a singer and
pianist in complete rapport can do. Sev-
eral of the songs are taken more slowly
than usual, but none of them seems at
all overdeliberate because each is subtly
invested with the dramatic and emo-
tional weight that both calls for and sus-
tains such pacing. Not a single syllable
is thrown away. Schreier has obviously
absorbed the text with the most creative
understanding, and he informs every
phrase with the utmost poignancy-
while maintaining the most natural mu-
sico-dramatic momentum and always
"breathing together" with Richter. To-
gether they give us something quite dif-
ferent from all other versions.

Schreier's voice, I should add, is in
beautiful shape, and the digital record-
ing of the song cycle is vivid and well
balanced. The older, analog recording
of the sonata is also first-rate. In both
the song cycle and the sonata, Philips
wisely cut off any applause that could
break the spell for the home listener.
There is some audience noise, and in
the Winterreise a good deal of coughing,
but this nuisance becomes an assurance
of the unbroken continuity of an actual
live performance, and as such it is easily
borne. Perhaps the very intensity of
these performances will make some lis-
teners regard them as more suited for
alternate listening than as the only ver-
sions to have of the works, but they are
certainly too moving to think of doing
without them. Richard Freed

SCHUBERT: Winterreise (D. 911); Pi-
ano Sonata in C Major (D. 840, "Unfin-
ished,. Peter Schreier (tenor); Sviato-
slav Richter (piano). PHILIPS 0 416 289-
1 two discs $19.96, 0416 289-4 two cas-
settes $19.96, 0 416 289-2 two CD's no
list price.

Brliggen cond. PHILIPS 0 416 329-1
$10.98, C)416 329-4 $10.98, 0 416 329-
2 no list price.

Performance: Revelatory
Recording: Very good

The Chamber Orchestra of Europe was
organized some three years ago as an
offshoot of the European Community
Youth Orchestra. Alexander Schneider
has conducted the group in recordings
of Dvotak and Mozart, and such star
conductors as Lorin Maazel and Sir
Georg Solti have been actively inter-
ested in it. This Solti Mozart album is
the first of his COE recordings to be
released in the U.S., and the Jupiter
Symphony performance is a notable
achievement.

Unlike some of Solti's work with his
own Chicago Symphony, his Jupiter
reading, while taut, is unforced, and the
young musicians respond with hair-trig-
ger alertness to his direction. There is a
superbly virile opening movement, a
beautifully inflected andante, an easily
paced yet aristocratic minuet with un-
usually lovely woodwind playing in the
trio section, and a finale of great brio.
The recorded sound, too, is clean and
bright.

I found Solti's reading of Mozart's
Symphony No. 40, however, a bit too
weighty and measured, probably be-
cause I heard it along with the sharply
contrasting performance by the Orches-
tra of the 18th Century, another recent-
ly established multinational ensemble,
this one using period instruments. The
orchestra is under the direction of its
founder, the recorder and flute virtuoso
Frans BrUggen, and if the performances
on this Philips disc are any yardstick, he
is without question a virtuoso of the
baton as well.

In contrast to the big and relatively
coarse sound of the COE's modern
instruments, the sound from the Or-
chestra of the 18th Century is singularly
lithe and transparent. BrUggen's tempos
and phrasing in the opening of the
Mozart are subtly flexible without ever
lapsing into the eccentric. The slow
movement is taken as a true andante,
not as a quasi adagio, and the pervasive
double -note figuration becomes part of
the general texture rather than the ob-
trusive element it can be on modern
instruments. The famous minuet is tak-
en with a lighter hand than usual, and
the finale goes like the wind. Unlike
Solti, BrUggen is generous with repeats
where called for.

Just as revelatory is this "original
instruments" version of Beethoven's
First Symphony. BrUggen seems intent
here on demonstrating the considerable
contrast between even the youthful Bee-
thoven and his immediate late -eigh-
teenth -century predecesors. The intro-
duction carries unmistakable weight,
and the ensuing allegro is taken at a
more deliberate pace than usual. The
con moto element in the andante is
much to the fore, while the menuetto is
treated as a true scherzo. The finale gets
a handsome, virile treatment, and the
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COMPARE SERVICE!
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WDS
WISCONSIN DISCOUNT STEREO
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MADISON, WIS. 53713

Hours M -T 8-8
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SAT 9-5or COD

CALL TOLL FREE
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EXAMPLES OF SOME OF OUR SUPER SPECIALS!
$229 olig

Sony D-7
Portable Disc M

$345
Tachnics SLP500

_P100, $199; SLP300,
?45

CALL
Top -Rated

D'JAL CS505
Wood Base, Semi Auto -vatic

4.1m. $99
Sansui L nea  Tracker
with Cartridge

Your Choice

siormig $199 $88 each
OJ Sansui, EPI, Scott

Sony Disc Player
-Beam Laser

4111.111111Mm

Floor -Stand ng, 3 -Way

CALL
Sansui SXV1000
80 Watt wireless with NM.
surround sound

$159
Technics
50 Watt/Ch. Receiver
4nommismi.

Nikko NR750
48 Wa-t/Ch. Digital

Below Cost

$139

$119
Sansui
Auto -Reverse Digital

2E2

$129
Digital
Sherwood CRD 18C
AM Stereo, 12 Presets
: . T .I -

® -O-';.1111

Ay$209

Technics SLXP7
lecludes Battery Pack!

paliMIMP $149
Toshiba Disc Player
3 -Track Programmable

MEP $179
Hitachi Disc Player
1.5 -Track Programmable

iiir--um $92
Technics RSB18
Dolby B&C dbx

&nal p=ii

Nikko ND750
Auto Reverse Dolb B&C

"The Tower"
by Sansui
150 watt giant
floor standing

$599 k
3elow Cost

Sansui SVL1000
Compact Cksc/Laser Vision

$349
with Remote

TEAC V850 3 -head,
-mptor, Dolby B&C-t- dbx

Tapes and Radar Detectors

$249
55 watt/c1.

Sansui Wireless Power
Int. Amp & Digital Tuner

0111=1

CALL

Concord HPL550
Digital Dolby B&C

$299
Sony G7W

Mid -size Music System
Double Deck 5 -Band Es.

JVC PCW 35
Double Deck Portable

5 -Band Eq.. Detachable Spkrs.

Sony UCXS90 ..$1.79

Sony T-120 . . . .$4.49

Uniden RD35. .$59.00

Uniden RD9. .$199.00

Bel 870 $135.00

$199
Audio Source SS -1
Dolby Surround Sound

.111111111.

$145
Digital

Clarion 8400
Scan, 18 Presets

CALL
Sansui AV 99

In Stock
Audio/Video Processor

$199
Bose 1401 ,Z,-
4 -Speaker with EQ Anp

$799
Teac X 2000R
10" Auto -Reverse

Reel to Reel

Reasons Why WDS Rated #1

'All Orders Processed within 12 Hours.
'95% of All Orders Shipped Wi'.hin 48 Hours.
*All Units Factolf Sealed With Full Warranty.
'No Extra Charge for Mastercat or Visa.
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- Free.

'7 -Day Service Guaranteed
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N
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Sansui SE88 Special

Wireless Remote 14 Band
Eq.

CALL
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Double Auto -Reverse
High -Speed Cassette

Video Recorders

AKAI VS115 HQ .$289

VHS HQ wireless $247
GE VHS HiFi $389

Panasonic wireless $259
Sony SLHF900

. . . .$699

JVC GRC7U CALL



brazen sound of the horns in the later
pages is truly startling.

The BrUggen recordings were done in
concert, complete with applause, the
Mozart in the Amsterdam Concertge-
bouw and the Beethoven in Utrecht.
Obtrusive audience noise is at a mini-
mum, however, and the sonic quality
overall is beyond reproach. In short, a
fine disc. D.H.

MOZART: Piano Trio in E -flat Major
("Kegelstatt," K. 498); Duos for Violin
and Viola in G Major (K. 423) and B -
flat Major (K. 424). Gidon Kremer
(violin); Kim Kashkashian (viola); Val-
ery Afanassiev (piano). DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON 0 415 483-1 $10.98, C)
415 483-4 $10.98, 0 415 483-2 no list
price.

Performance: Whimsical
Recording: Excellent

MOZART: Duo for Violin and Viola in
B -flat Major (K. 424). MOSZKOW-
SKI: Suite in G Minor for Two Violins
and Piano, Op. 71. SARASATE: Na-
varra (Dana Espagnole) for Two Vio-
lins and Piano, Op. 33. Ani Kavafian
(violin); Ida Kavafian (violin, viola);
Jonathan Feldman (piano). NONESUCH
0 79117-1 $10.98, © 79117-4 $10.98.

Performance: Warm
Recording: Fine

Gidon Kremer and Kim Kashkashian
are both masters of whimsical elegance.
Mozart, too, is a master of whimsical
elegance. It is no wonder, then, that
Kremer and Kashkashian's Deutsche
Grammophon recording of three Mo-
zart pieces is largely a delight. Besides
whimsey and elegance, there is a lot of
substance in these works, especially the
B -flat Major Duo, the more ambitious
of the pair. My only criticism of this
release is that the mellowness and russet
subtleties of the Kegelstatt Trio, origi-
nally scored for piano, viola, and clari-
net, are lost by the substitution of a
violin for the clarinet. I can certainly
understand why Kremer would want to
perform such a lovely work, but even
his fine playing cannot wholly compen-
sate for the loss.

The talented sisters Ani and Ida Ka-
vafian are best represented on their
Nonesuch release by the Moszkowski
suite. This rarely heard work ranges in
mood from the energetic to the senti-
mental, and it is fleshed out with con-
stant invention and a good deal of dra-
matic contrast. The reading is excellent
and well thought out. The Sarasate
piece, too, is of great interest and
makes, as one would expect, full use of
the violin's technical and coloristic pos-
sibilities. There are moments, however,
when the performers' technique is
strained. The performance of the Mo-
zart duo is charming but often lacks
direction and consequently an overall
musical line. The recorded sound,
though, is consistently fine. S.L.

PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas (see Best
of the Month, page 99)

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concerto
eo. 1, in F -sharp Minor, Op. 1; Piano
Concerto No. 2, in C Minor, Op. 18.
Zoltan Kocsis (piano); San Francisco
Symphony, Edo de Waart cond. PHILIPS
0 412 881-1 $10.98, C) 412 881-4
$10.98, 0 412 881-2 no list price.

Performance: Lots of glitter
Recording: Very good

With this release, Zoltan Kocsis and the
San Francisco Symphony under Edo de
Waart complete their Rachmaninoff
concerto cycle. My reaction to this cou-
pling of the first two concertos is pretty
much the same as what I felt about this
team's performance of the Third and
Fourth Concertos-more razzle-dazzle
than soul. Kocsis and De Waart rip
through the First Concerto in just twen-
ty-five minutes. I'll admit, however,
that the playing in the finale, including
the lyric interlude, is nothing short of
sensational-a la Horowitz in the
1940's.

Things calm down a bit for the popu-
lar Second Concerto, and the execution
of its first movement is fairly even-tem-
pered. Again, however, it is the fantastic
velocity of Kocsis's playing that seizes
the attention in the middle section of
the slow movement and throughout the
finale. De Waart elicits sharp and telling
responses from his orchestra in both
works, and the sound is clean-a bit
bright in the midrange and a bit cool in
the lower registers. D. H .

RAVEL: String Quartet in F Major (see
DEBUSSY)

SARASATE: Navarra for Two Violins
and Piano, Op. 33 (see MOZART)

SCRIABIN: Symphony No. 1, in E
Major, Op. 26. Stefania Toczyska (mez-
zo-soprano); Michael Myers (tenor);
Westminster Choir; Philadelphia Or-
chestra, Riccardo Muti cond. ANGEL. CP
DS -38260 $11.98, 4DS-38260 $11.98,
0 CDC -47349 no list price.

Performance: Fiery
Recording: Superb

For his first major orchestral work,
composed between the Third and
Fourth of his piano sonatas, Alexander
Scriabin was not content to create a
four -movement work of standard di-
mensions. He came up instead with six
contrasting movements in a hyper -
Romantic, post -Tristan idiom, con-
cluding with vocal soloists and a chorus
singing his own text in praise of Art.
And whatever he may have lacked in
terms of a full command of symphonic
form, he more than made up in orches-
tral color, which is alternately lush and
iridescent.

By far the most striking part of Scria-
bin's First Symphony is the fourth
movement, a scherzo as fleet and scin-
tillating as if it were composed by a
post -Wagnerian Mendelssohn. On ei-
ther side of it are movements both lan-
guorous and sensual, replete with ex-
pressions of stormy hothouse passion.

Ida Kavafian: excellent Moszkowski

The last movement conveys a fine song-
like quality in the vocal solo and duet
episodes, but it becomes rather stodgily
academic when a fugal texture is intro-
duced to pave the way for the final cho-
ral apotheosis.

The work's faults notwithstanding,
the Philadelphia Orchestra and West-
minster Choir under Riccardo Muti
perform it with passionate conviction
in a stunning recording made at the
Memorial Hall in Philadelphia's Fair-
mont Park. During the more passionate
climaxes, I kept thinking how Leopold
Stokowski's spirit must have delighted
in the sheer power and richness of the
sonorities produced under a successor
who has more or less disavowed "the
Philadelphia Sound." On the evidence
of this disc, that sound is still very
much alive when the occasion de-
mands. D.H.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 10,
in E Minor, Op. 93. Philharmonia Or-
chestra, Simon Rattle cond. ANGEL 0
DS -38285 $11.98, 0 4DS-38285 $11.98,
0 CDC -47350 no list price.

Performance: Passionate
Recording: Good

Generally acknowledged as the highest
achievement of Shostakovich's purely
orchestral scores, the Tenth Symphony
has been a major testing piece of the
modern -romantic repertoire from its
very first performances back in 1953-
1954. The first American recording, by
Dimitri Mitropoulos and the New York
Philharmonic for Columbia in 1954, set
a very high standard, and Herbert von
Karajan set the standard for the stereo
era in his two recordings with the Berlin
Philharmonic for Deutsche Grammo-
phon. For all the passion Simon Rattle
brings to this music in his new Angel
recording, I feel that he lacks the last
measure of fine-tuned control over the
work to come through with a truly
satisfying performance.
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Rattle takes an unusually broad view
of the long slow movement that opens
the Tenth Symphony, but there is no
sense of longueur. The line is sustained
admirably, and a wonderfully warm
tone is elicited from the Philharmonia
strings. The terse and diabolic scherzo
is notable for the attention -grabbing
rhythmic attack of the strings, but I

wish that the all-important snare -drum
punctuation had been both more prom-
inent and better defined. It's in the
remarkable allegretto movement, which
paves the way to the self-asserting
finale, that I feel Rattle's interpretation
fails to hold together. The orchestral
playing is fine, however, and the record-
ing is brilliant and spacious. D.H.

VIVALDI: II Catone in Utica. Cecilia.
Gasdia (soprano), Cesare; Marilyn
Schmiege (soprano), Marzia; Susanne
Rigacci (soprano), Arbace; Margarita
Zimmermann (mezzo-soprano), Emi-
lia; Lucretia Lendi (mezzo-soprano),
Fulvio; Ernesto Palacio (tenor), Catone;
I Solisti Veneti, Claudio Scimone cond.
ERATG/RCA 0 NUM 75204 two discs
$21.96.

Performance: Brilliant
Recording: Fine

Vivaldi's opera II Catone in Utica has
one of Metastasio's most powerful li-
brettos, which deals with the confronta-

tion of Julius Caesar and the Roman
philosopher Cato the Younger in the
North African city of Utica. Basically,
Cato refuses to accept the concept of a
dictator for Rome even if that dictator
were his close friend, Caesar, a person
of high ideals and justice. Also caught
up in this conflict are Cato's daughter,
Marzia, who is in love with Caesar,
Pompey's widow, Emilia, whose hus-
band has been murdered by Caesar, and
their various lovers and suitors. Al-
though the opera's missing first act -a
pastiche by various composers includ-
ing Vivaldi -has been lost, the remain-
ing two acts stand by themselves as a
complete dramatic unit. They show Vi-
valdi as a powerful operatic composer
who drew his characters in full detail.

Twelve striking arias are interspersed
with lengthy but highly expressive reci-
tatives. Caesar and Emilia, sung by
Cecilia Gasdia and Margarita Zimmer-
mann, respectively, are assigned the
largest roles with three arias each. Both
artists are excellent and sing with a fine
sense of style and projection. Both also
manage Vivaldi's wide leaps and fierce
coloratura with thrilling virtuosity.
Zimmermann's mezzo rivals Marilyn
Home's in flexibility and richness. Mar-
ilyn Schmiege's Marzia is also powerful-
ly sung. The remaining characters, as-
signed only one aria each, maintain the
high vocal standard set by the princi-

pals. In keeping with Baroque perform-
ance practice, all of the singers are
furnished with elaborate and difficult
ornamentation for the repeats.

While the recitatives are of great
interest and carry on the drama of the
arias, there are several questionable
practices in their realization. The alter-
nation of harpischord and organ,
though effective, is questionable, and
the use of double stops and virtuoso
effects by the cellists seems curious. I

Solisti Veneti, however, add a great deal
of color to the drama with their techni-
cally superior playing, exquisite tone,
and carefully worked -out articulation.
They bring all the knowledge of Ba-
roque performance practices to their
modern instruments, and the opera
moves forcefully along under Claudio
Scimone's tightly paced direction.

The annotation should give us more
information than it does. Who, for
instance, are these wonderful singers?
Who did the ornamentation? Is the cel-
lo part in the recitatives original or
rewritten? Also, John Underwood's
translation of the libretto is so deliber-
ately archaic and convoluted that its
meaning is often impossible to figure
out Nonetheless, this is fabulous Vival-
di, beautifully performed and recorded.
The release should help restore Vival-
di's reputation as an opera composer to
its rightful place -right at the top. S.L.
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CLEARLY A BEST BUY
THE NEW / 1, "PRO -POWER FOUR"

MOSFET AMPLIFIER IS OUR BEST BUY, AND HERE ARE
A FEW REASONS "WHY":

REASON #1: Dynamic Power to spare, up to 550 watts into 2 ohms.
REASON #2: High Current where it's really needed. 50 Amps per
channel available for instantaneous peak output capability of 2500
watts per channel.
REASON #3: Pure tube -like sound .. smooth, clean, no "edginess,"
through the superb-and costly-MOSFET fully -complementary
power output stages. You MUST hear this rib -cage -rattling superb
new Audio Amplifier... hear the MOSFET difference, so pure it out-
performs even the "esoteric," "price -no -object" amplifiers!
REASON #4: Distortion -free performance, typically 0.02% THD and
IMD, with TIM unmeasurable. Continuous FTC total power of 410
watts at 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz, 205 watts channel, <0.05% THD.
REASON #5: Precision -Calibrated 40 -LED Power Meters, allowing
continuous and accurate monitoring of each channel's performance
at 2 ohms, 4 ohms, and 8 ohms.
REASON #6: It is guaranteed to improve and enhance your
present receiver or Integrated Amplifier, with our $39.00 Power
Coupler, the PC1. It enables you to plug in any Soundcraftsmen
Amplifier to your existing stereo system, whether Receiver, or Inte-
grated Amplifier.

REASON #7: The Pro -Power Four is an ideal "main component" for
up-grading-or starting-a High Powered stereo system. It is capa-
ble of fully reproducing, with distortion -free, spine -chilling sonic
clarity, all of the demandingly high dynamic peaks inherent in the
new Compact Discs and Hi-Fi VCR's.
REASON #8: Full-size 19" Rackmount panel with dark charcoal off -
black finish, is a standard feature, as shown, with optional hard-
wood side panels available.
REASON #9: Speaker System switching, 1, 2, or both... plus the High
Current low impedance power to drive Multiple Speaker Hookups in
addition to Systems 1 and 2.

REASON #10: It shares the outstanding PerformanceNalue rating of
all 16 Soundcraftsmen Professional and Hi-Fi amplifiers, ALL
designed AND manufactured right here in Santa Ana, California. Our
410 -watt total FTC continuous power Basic Amplifiers start as low as
$449.00, and a complete 410 -watt system, including our AM -FM
Tuner and Control Center Preamplifier shown above, has a list price
of just over $1,000.00.
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For a FREE 16 -page FULL -COLOR, FULL -LINE BROCHURE with the Soundcraftsmen Story, and the Why's and How's of Equaliza-
tion, plus details on our FREE 12" TEST RECORD offer and name of nearest Dealer, please phone our "Dealer Locator" operator at
714 556-6191-or write to us at 2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705. In Canada: Tri-Tel, 105 Sparks Ave., Ontario M2H 2S5.
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VIDEO REVIEWS

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Robert Ackart
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash

JOHNNY CASH: Ridin' the Rails: The
Great American Train Story. Johnny
Cash (vocals, guitar). The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down; The Legend of
John Henry's Hammer; Casey Jones;
Wreck of the Old 97; and six others.
SONY B0241VH VHS Hi-Fi $29.95,
B024IBE Beta Hi-Fi $29.95.

Performance: Stalled on the tracks
Recording: Fair

Johnny Cash and trains just seem to go
together-they're both big, they tend to
dress in black, and they both have a
sound all their own. Unfortunately,
that's not enough to make this 1974
"documusical" a riveting hour of enter-
tainment. The concept casts Cash as a
wandering balladeer, meandering
through time and showing up at golden
moments in locomotive lore, and then
singing about them, sometimes with an
out -of -tune guitar. It's not what you'd
call overwhelming. Cash strives valiant-
ly to make the thing jell, but he never
gets to sing a whole song, and the script,
with its forced folksiness, works against
him. This might have seemed livelier a
decade ago, but in 1986 "Ridin' the
Rails" appears to have run out of
steam. A.N.

FALCO: Rock Me Falco. Falco (vo-
cals); other musicians. Der Kommissar;
Rock Me Amadeus; Vienna Calling;
Jeanny. A&M VC -61015 VHS Hi-Fi
$19.95, BC -61015 Beta Hi-Fi $19.95.

Performance: Rock echt Wien
Recording: Good

Bilingual Viennese rock star Falco (ne
Hans Hoelcel) makes his inimitable
way through four basically unrelated
videos here. Der Kommissar, his first
hit, is done up in a sort of proto-Miami
Vice manner, with the star cavorting in
traffic; like Jeanny, a wildly overripe
romantic production number, it is basi-
cally dull stuff.

Far better are Rock Me Amadeus, in
which Fal appears both as a lounge sing-
er and a punk Mozart surrounded by
Hell's Angels, and Vienna Calling,
which begins with a Strauss waltz
played on a touch-tone phone and is a
goofily endearing dance clip somewhere
between Fred Astaire and Fred Flint -
stone.

Has this guy got any talent beyond
being photogenic? The jury is probably
still out, but I've been humming the

LOOKING BACK
DOCUMENTARY look at Bob Dy-

Ian's 1965 British tour, D. A.
Pennebaker's Don't Look
Back is one of the legendary

artifacts of the Sixties and was hailed at
the time as some sort of definitive state-
ment on the (ahem) youth culture. Now
Paramount has released it on videocas-
sette, and while it seems somewhat less
profound than it did two decades ago,
when we were all young and drug -ad-
dled, it is still a fascinating film.

Pennebaker is a man who has been in
the right place at the right time with
some regularity, documenting such
landmarks as the Monterey Pop Festi-
val and David Bowie's "retirement."
His film catches Dylan and his entou-
rage backstage, in various hotel rooms,
and in interview situations, all inter-
spersed with a generous number of con-
cert performances. These include a ver-
sion of Gates of Eden that, in particular,
makes you realize why Dylan hit people
so hard: he's truly mesmerizing. He also
comes across as something of a brat, at
times rather cruel, and as a man with an
inordinate need to be surrounded by
sycophants. One can only speculate as
to why he was willing to have this clear-
ly unflattering portrait released.

All in all, as a glimpse at the transi-
tional period between the pop world's
early Sixties innocence and its later
decline into decadence, Don't Look
Back remains an important cultural ar-
tifact. Like most Sixties documentaries,
its hand-held informality and arbitrary
cutting eventually get on your nerves,
but the home version is worth buying if

only for its opening scene: Dylan in
some scuzzy alleyway, holding up cue
cards to the lyrics of Subterranean
Homesick Blues while the song plays
loudly on the soundtrack. It is an exam-
ple of what today we'd call a "video"-
and it's one of the coolest ones ever
made. Louis Meredith

DON'T LOOK BACK. With Bob Dy-
lan, Joan Baez, Alan Price, Donovan,
Albert Grossman, Bob Neuwirth, oth-
ers. PARAMOUNT 2382 VHS Hi-Fi and
Beta Hi-Fi $39.95.

chorus to Vienna Calling almost non-
stop since I saw this tape, and I say give
him the benefit of the doubt. L.M.

JOHN LENNON: Imagine. John Len-
non, Yoko Ono, Jack Palance, and oth-
er actors and musicians. Imagine: Crip-
pled Inside; Jealous Guy; Gimme Some
Truth; Oh My Love; How Do You Sleep;
and seven others. SONY R0429VH VHS
Hi-Fi $29.95, R0429BE Beta Hi-Fi
$29.95; PIONEER PA -86-164 LaserDisc
$24.95.

Performance: Dated but interesting
Recording: Excellent

John Lennon and Yoko Ono are on
view here in a "legendary" promotional
film for John's "Imagine" and Yoko's
"Fly" albums. The imagery, notwith-
standing a rather startling flying Rohr-
schach ink blot, is pretty banal: Yoko as
hippie princess, gazing longingly at hub-
by; John eating chess pieces in a myster-
ious white room; the couple frolicking
in a garden, and so on. I don't know
what a generation weaned on the MTV

format of vague story lines and fast cut-
ting will make of all this, but to me it
looks like the kind of bad student films
we all suffered through in college, and
Yoko is the kind of negative screen
presence that makes you nostalgic for
the Maharishi.

Still, as a period piece, this video is
not without interest, and there's one
major redeeming factor: the sound. In
fact, if you've worn out your copy of
"Imagine," the VHS and Beta Hi-Fi
tracks here make buying a new record
unnecessary. L.M.

MADONNA: Live-The Virgin Tour.
Madonna (vocals); other musicians.
Dress You Up; Holiday; Into the Groove;
Everybody; Gambler; and five others.
PIONEER PA -86-160 LaserDisc $24.95.

Performance: Vegas glitz
Recording: Sensational

Madonna may have all the soul of a Jor-
dache girl, but let's give credit where
credit is due: that weird little Munchkin
voice of hers is a sublimely silly pop
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sound. Indeed, Madonna may well be a
female Frankie Valli for the Eighties,
and I mean that as a compliment. We
would do well to remember, though,
that Frankie and the rest of the Four
Seasons went from sublime silliness to
Las Vegas glitz in fairly short order, and
on the basis of this new video, I'd say
Madonna has already made a similar
transition.

What's on display here is indistin-
guishable from the kind of club acts
purveyed by such luminaries as Cheryl
Ladd and Raquel Welch. For most of it,
the once and future Material Girl is
accompanied by a brace of obnoxious
chorus boys (one of whom is named, so
help me, Lyndon B. Johnson). She
changes clothes a lot (in Like a Virgin
she wears what a character in Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf refers to as a
"Sunday -go -to -meeting dress") and
dances with all the professional aplomb
of your next-door neighbor's kid sister.
She also indulges in some shameless
cornball show -biz emotionalism ("cry-
ing" for joy at being back in Detroit,
where this was shot) and turns the act of
tossing a tambourine into an exercise in
suspense worthy of Hitchcock.

To be fair, the show moves along
smartly, the boys in the band sound ter-
rific, and Pioneer's digital audio is
extremely impressive. L.M.

MOTOWN TIME CAPSULE: The
60's. The Four Tops: I Can't Help
Myself The Miracles: Shop Around.
Marvin Gaye: Pride and Joy. The
Temptations: The Way You Do the
Things You Do. Stevie Wonder. For
Once in My Life. And five others. Mo-
TowN/MCA 80395 VHS Hi-Fi $29.95.

MOTOWN TIME CAPSULE: THE
70's. The Jackson Five: Dancing Ma-
chine. Smokey Robinson: Cruisin'.
Marvin Gaye: What's Going On. The
Commodores: Easy. Stevie Wonder:
Living for the City. And five others.
MOTOWN/MCA 80396 VHS Hi-Fi
$29.95.

Performances: Engrossing
Recordings: Very good

It would be difficult to review the Six-
ties and Seventies, from an American
point of view, without somewhere along
the line bringing in the unique Motown
beat. It is therefore quite appropriate for
Motown Productions to dip into its
vaults, extract choice morsels, and mix
them well with visuals of the day. That
is precisely the recipe for these two new
fifty -minute videos. The visual material
comes mainly from television commer-
cials and stock footage, but there are
also some Monty Pythonish animated
collages.

There are ten segments in each video,
one for every year in each decade, and
each has a Motown hit single as its
foundation. We've seen this kind of
montage before and, indeed, you'll
probably recognize some of the footage,
but the editing keeps the images moving
at a brisk pace. Recommended. C.A.

MOZART: The Abduction from the
Seraglio. Valerie Masterson (soprano),
Constanze; Lillian Watson (soprano),
Blonde; Ryland Davies (tenor), Bel-
monte; Willard White (bass), Osmin;
James Hoback (tenor), Pedrillo; Joa-
chim Bissmeier, Pasha Selim. Glynde-
bourne Festival Chorus; London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Gustav Kuhn
cond. VIDEO ARTS INTERNATIONAL
69023 VHS Hi-Fi $69.95, 29023 Beta
Hi-Fi $69.95.

Performance: Appealing
Recording: Good

This video cassette is characterized by
two particularly attractive qualities.
First, the two pairs of lovers around
whom the opera's action revolves are
played by engaging young people who
act well and are therefore believable in
their roles. Second, the five singing
parts of the opera (the role of Pasha
Selim is spoken) are enhanced by true,
pure, fresh, and unforced voices.

Valerie Masterson copes with Con-
stanze's wicked tessitura and ornamen-
tation with ease; there is no shrillness or
forcing. Lillian Watson is a pert and
charming Blonde. The two tenors, Ry-
land Davies and James Hoback, as mas-
ter and servant, respectively, are warm,
winning, and musically satisfying. In
Willard White we have at last an Osmin
who can call up some sympathy, for he
plays the part as a rather pleasant, blun-
dering bully who provides some genu-
inely funny moments; his rich bass is
ideal for the role.

The chorus and orchestra under Gus-
tav Kuhn sing and play with verve and
style. The recorded sound is well bal-
anced and clear. The action of Mozart's
Singspiel is made plain by subtitles that
are neither so lengthy nor so literal that
they detract from the proceedings. The
size of the opera is scenically well suited
to the small Glyndebourne Festival
stage.

Granted that Mozart and his librettist
created some rather heavy-handed
comedy that is difficult to lighten, this
production by and large succeeds. I did
wonder why the camera was allowed to
dwell on Constanze at close range dur-
ing her very difficult first aria; no singer
can look beguiling while executing that
music. I also question having her most
demanding scene (ending with "Marten
aller Arten" played in a room distract-
ingly and exclusively furnished with
caged birds-granted they are "sym-
bols," though rather obvious ones. And
why is Pedrillo gratuitously given spec-
tacles to wear when they add nothing to
his character? But I really liked the stag-
ing of the quartet of the reunited lovers,
an extended passage that is sung and
acted with joyous fervor. I can recom-
mend this cassette to those who admire
Mozart's delicate score and who will
enjoy a tasteful dramatic presentation
of the opera's occasionally silly but
winning story. R.A.

TOM PETTY & THE HEART-
BREAKERS: Pack Up the Plantation.

11//)/////e/Y .1l/IY

Tom Petty (vocals, guitar); the Heart-
breakers (background vocals, instru-
mentals); the Soul Lips Horns (brass);
the Rebelettes (background vocals).
American Girl; You Got Lucky; It Ain't
Nothin' to Me; Don't Do Me Like That:
The Waiting: I Need to Know; Don't
Come Around Here No More: Spike;
Southern Accents; and eight others.
MCA 80328 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-Fi
$29.95.

Performance: Cookin'
Recording: Average remote

Like the live album of the same name,
Pack Up the Plantation is a compilation
of two Tom Petty performances re-
corded at L.A.'s Wiltern Theatre last
August. Six of the songs represented on
the LP are not included here, but the
video offers seven other tunes not on
the double album, including the Top-
Ten hit Don't Do Me Like That. Petty is
not the most mesmerizing showman,
but he does have a presence, and when
that begins to wear thin he always has a
great band behind him in the Heart-
breakers, particularly guitarist Mike
Campbell and keyboard player Ben-
mont Tench. For this tour, Petty added
back-up singers and a horn section,
which give the songs more bite and add
an urgency to the overall, brooding
sound. This is pretty much a power-
house performance, weakened only a
couple of overlong vamps and by the
dark, available -light shooting. A.N.

RUSH: Through the Camera Eye. Rush
(vocals and instrumentals). Distant
Early Warning; Vital Signs; The Body
Electric: Afterimage; and four others.
PIONEER PA -85-112 LaserDisc $19.95.

Performance: Has its moments
Recording: Very good

Rush has gone from mediocre heavy-
metal to a not inestimable mixture of
Police -style atmospherics, old -school
Seventies art rock, and social comment,
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but this collection of (mostly) recent
videos raises a question also raised by
far too much of what's on MTV: Why
bother? Fact is, the songs here do not
exactly scream out for visualization.
One significant exception is Subdivi-
sions, in which director Grant Lough
paints an interesting picture of sub-
urban sterility and conformity and
brings an otherwise fairly dour little
song to life. L.M.

BARBRA STREISAND: Putting It To-
gether-The Making of the Broadway
Album. Barbra Streisand (vocals); or-
chestra. CBS/Fox 7101 VHS Hi-Fi and
Beta Hi-Fi $29.98; 7101-80 LaserDisc
$29.98.

Performance: Self-indulgent
Recording: Excellent

Barbra Streisand is, of course, a super-
star, but "Putting It Together," the vid-
eo that documents the making of her
highly successful "The Broadway Al-
bum" is by its very nature self-indul-
gent. Now I greatly admire Streisand's
singing and have been a fan since I first
heard her slowly glide her voice through
Happy Days Are Here Again on the old
Tonight show, but aren't they making
too much of an event out of this album?
After all, Streisand has made better
albums without any hoopla, and the
interview with film director William
Friedkin (taped at Harlem's Apollo
Theatre, of all places) is the sort of thing
I used to get as promotional material in
my disc -jockey days. Some viewers
might find the glimpses of behind -the -
scenes studio activity interesting, and
there are pleasing fragments of music,
but they're only fragments. C.A.

THE WHITE ANIMALS: Home Mo-
vies. The White Animals (vocals and
instrumentals). This Girl of Mine; Girls;
I Need You So; Don't Care; and six oth-
ers. DREAD BEAT VHS $19.95 (from the
Music Shop, 1 -800 -FOR -A -HIT).

Performance: Endearing
Recording: Mostly good

The White Animals are one of the most
original of the currently fashionable
roots -oriented guitar bands, and while
they aren't as well known yet as, say, the
Long Ryders, they're a lot more reward-
ing. In fact, their canny mixture of
Jamaican dub techniques with the usual
Sixties influences make them a kind of
oxymoron-a band that's both retro
and up-to-date.

"Home Movies," which comes off as
a thirty -six -minute Eighties American
version of A Hard Day's Night, catches
the guys in various self -produced vid-
eos, TV interviews, and live perform-
ances. It's appealingly low budget and
often very funny in a deadpan Southern
way. Leader Kevin Gray demonstrates
the kind of unselfconscious screen pres-
ence that makes most of the fashion cas-
ualties and preening narcissists you see
on MTV look like the wonks they
obviously are. A video that's definitely
worth a look. L.M.

t'sinjtoy sound from any
audio source -without
being wired to it!

1
Use it while
working around
the house

2 Dance without the
music disturning
others

Perfect for the

3 hearing -impaired
or listening while
others sleep

Amazing infrared technology
gives you complete privacy

and totally eliminates wiring!
Now! Be wire-free!...get person-
alized sound and NEVER disturb
anyone around you! You can even
enjoy your stereo while others in the
same room are watching TV or even
sleeping! No tangled cords to criss-
cross or trip over. And you can use
any audio source...stereo, cassette
player, disc player, AM/FM, even
the TV or VCR!

Frequency response: 35-15,000
Hz (similar level to quality audio
systems)

Simple, easy to use!
Simply connect the transmitter to
any wall outlet and your audio
source. Receiver (9v. battery not
included) clips on your belt or set
on table. Plug in the stereo ear-
phones and away you go! Order
yours today and start enjoying
wile -free audio!

111111111 TODAY

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-231-0031

10 DAY
HOME TRIAL

We are so sure that
you will be delighted
with this product, we
make this guarantee:
If, for any reason, you
do riot feel that the unit
is all we say it is, you
may return it for a full
refund (exclusive of
shipping) within 10

days-no questions
asked. So, order yours
today!

TOMORROW, TODAY, INC.
50 Maple St. Norwood, IC 07648-0427

Please send me (qty). I understand that if I am not completely satin -
'led, I may return the Remote Receiver(s) for a full refund (exclusive of shipping)
within 10 days.

0Remote Receiver only $68.95 plus $2 ship. (Total $71.95)
0 Two Remote Receivers only $125.95 plus $4 ship (Total $129.95)
Send check or M O. (no CODs) payable to: TOMORROW, TODAY, INC.

or Charge It: 0 Visa 0MasterGard 0 Amex Exp. Date_

Acct *
NJ state residents please add appropriate tax.

Name

Address Apt. it

City State.._ Zip

0 Enclose $1.00 fcr Video Accessories Catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. Write on your
letterhead for information.
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STEREO REVIEW
GUIDE TO AUTHOIIIZED RETAILERS

MONSTER CABLE & INTERLINK at
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

Authorized Dealers for:
Onkyo
JBL
Hafler
Bose
Dahlquist
Signet
Nitty Gritty
Systemdek
'Carver

DCM
Jensen
Pioneer
Aiwa
Grado
Sony
Precision Fidelity
'Kenwood: Car.
Home. Basic

TROLLEY Lir-segos-I STEREO
36s) Trapelo Road (617) 484-7847
Belmont, MA 02178
'not available via mail order in store on .

YOU RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK WITH MOUE

I he Pest Urke
11 Si hind UR 111 e

At SOUND STAGE you con talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget From
our large selection you can compare
performance specifications and prices.

ALL SOUND STAGE equipment Includes
 30 -day best price protection

free 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free delivery
PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER

NEC ALPNE ENERGy LALEMAN TWE LINGO BOX
ADS SIGNET LUXMAN AMOK° AUDIOCONIRCl
DCM HAFLER ALLISON CJ WALKER BEYER DYNAMIC
STAx GRACE PROTON MITY GRITTY DBX SOUNDFIELD
!LOSS FOSTEX CONIECI1 JENSEN VIDEO BANG & OWFSEN
AMBER DEMON CLIFFORD 3D ACCORDS SURROUND SOUND

Cali tor store hours
(718) 961-9888.
113 Broadway

NYC. NY 10007
(NW corner of

&way & Corflondt
Enter on Cortland,

One flight up )
OR

16410 Horace norcling Expiry
Rasa Meodou NY 1136600 25l.

I E I

S( -1.111:*;TERN

ADS
ALPINE

 IMO
B&W
CROWN
DAYTON
WRIGHT

Leonard
Radio
FOR OVER 50 1 EARS

CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE- BEST PRICES
MOST KNOW LEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR
A DCOM DUAL OHM

DYNAVECTOR ORTOFON
PROTON
REVOX
SOUND -

CRAFTSMEN
STAX-SUM11)
TANDBERG
THORENS

GRACE
GRADO
HARMON-

KARDON
.113

LUXMAN
DB% McINTOSH
DENON  NAKAMICHI
55 WEST 44TH ST. NYC (212; 840-2025

69-34 51ST AVE. WOODSIDE, QUEENS, NY
(718) 803-1111

LEONARD RADIO OF NJ INC.
160 ROUTE 17, PARAMUS, NJ

(201) 261-5525
'Available in Paramus only

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS FOR
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

i.( -11 I (ENTRAL

HOUSTON'S home for quality
stereo and video components by:
ADS, Alpine, Bang & Olufsen,
Boston Acoustics, dhx Soundfield,
Klipsch, Kyocera, McIntosh, NAD,
Nakamichi, NEC, PhaseTech, Signet,
Thorens, and Yamaha.

Custom Media Systems Division  524-2823

5310 Kirby  526-4317
7543 Wertheimer  781-1013
7123 Southwest Freeway  777-0353
17776 f Mlatt at 1M1960 (Willtnt brook ( ovrt)  915 001
t 'STON. 111M, !area ottl, -1,

HOME ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

YOU CAN AFFORD
SOMETHING BETTER

AT HI Fl BUYS
WE CARRY THE BEST STEREO & VIDEO AT THE BEST PRICE!

 Acoustat  Canon  Magnavox  Quasdr
 Adcom  Carver  Minolta  Sharp
 ADS  DCM  Mitsubishi  Sony
 Advent  Denon  Monster Cable  Systemdek
 Bang & Olufsen  Infinity  Nakamichi  Thorens
 Belles  KEF  NEC  Toshiba
 Bose  Kenwood  NYAL Moscode  AND MORE'

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO Mission
Acoustat MIT
ADS NAD
Boston Acoustics Nakamichi
Bryston Nelson Reed
Carver Oracle
CWD Robertson
DCM Signet
Denon Snell
Grado Signature SOTA
Magnepan Stax
Martin -Logan Tandberg

Thiel
Threshold
Vanderste
Velodyne
VPI
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Pioneer
Proton
Sony

Modern Demo Facility. Specialty Records.
Accessories and CDs. In-store Service.

Custom Cabinetry. No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave . New Haven. CT
Mon .Tue .Wed .10-6.Thurs 0-8.Sat.. 10-5.

MC 'VISA/AMEX/TAKE c Charge

Kim in qmeiLwich:
Visit our theDemonstratib'

totalStudio. fully equipped
with the latest
high-technology, in High Emd
Hi-Fi audio equipment from such dedicated
manufacturers as ...

Apogee  Canton  Carver  Kyocera
Microseiki  Mirage  MIT

J A Mitchell  Monster Cable  Nagaoka
Perreaux  Pioneer  Proton Video  OED

Revolver  Spectrum  Stax  Straight Wire
Sumiko  Target  Triad  Vandersteen

VPI  Wharfdale  Well Tempered Arm  Zeta

... a relaxed place. Where you can hear what can be
done with today's newest equipment Where you can
compare ... unimpaired Where you can discuss your
needs with the experienced, knowledgeable Aud-Vid
people who can turn personal preferences into reality.
Phone . or lust stop in Mondays through Saturdays

I
N E Putnam An (Rte US 11

Gre(e2n0w3)1c8h,69C-T060668630

YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

audio den ltd.
THREE AUDITIONING ROOMS

Authorized Sales and Service
AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS

AJUUM11
A R TURNTABLES
CLASSE
CONRAD JOHNSON
DUAL
DRADO
HAFLER
KLIPSCH
MAGNEPAN
MAGNE PLANAR
MIT CABLES

 MuN:, k-ABLL HA.
 MAD  STAX
 NAKAMICHI  SUMIKO

 SYSTEMDI
 TERK
 THOREN'-,
 VELODYNtVPI
 YAMAHA

NEC
 OHM
 PARADIGM
 PINNACLE
 ROGERS
 SENNHEISER
 SHURE ULTRA
 SOTA

RENTALS  TRADE-INS  DISCS & TAPES
SMITH HAVEN PLAZA

2021 NESCONSET HWY. (RT. 347)
LAKE GROVE. N.Y. 11755

(AM/ TO SMITH HAVEN MALL)

(516) 360-199014 ATLANTA LOCATIONS  (404) 261-4434



I he Speaker Specialists

Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED DEALER LIST
ALABAMA Auburn
Birmingham !Homewood!
Huntsville -

Mobile  MOnIgOmery: l'e

ALASKA Anatomic Shocess  F21,99160'

ARIZONA Flagstaff -2 Pro  Mesa
 Tuscan ' Owe

ARKANSAS t ittle Rock
Searcy
CALIFORNIA Arcata
Bakersfield '  Berkeley

 Campbell
Chico

 Fresno  Los
Angeles Mill Valley

.Napa  Orange
 Penngrove

 Sacramento  San Di
ego  San Francisco

 San Gabriel
Santa Barbara

.  Santa Cruz  Santa
Maria .  Santa Monica

 Slockton
 Thousand Oaks

 Ventura .  Visalia
 Walnut Creek

. Woodland rolls
CANADA

Minnetonka  Rochester
 Roseville St

Paul
MISSISSIPPI Gulfport  Jackson
6-1 E '  Pascagoula
MISSOURI Cape Girardeau
G011entea '  Lebanon ,

St Louis
MONTANA Bozeman .  Great

NEBRASKA Lincoln Norfolk.

NEVADA Las Vegas .  Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE Concord : Sok
 Laconia Los ljund 

New London r .E 
Salem
NEW JERSEY Easl Brunswick au:s

 Franklin Lakes "0
Montclair  Raritan

..  Ridgewoon
Shrewsbury  Toms
Riser  West Caldwell

NEW MEXICO Albuquerque
 Carlsbad

NEW YORK Albany  Batavia
 Buffalo

Corning Elmira
 Fredonia

Glens Fans Huntington

COLORADO Arvada Aurora ' Jamestown
-  Boulder Manhasset

. Colorado Springs Newburgh  New Hors
. Denver  S011eton City r.

-  Pueblo  Rochester  Scarsdale
CONNECTICUT Avon  Syracuse '.
Brookfield Fairfield Vestal  Wappingers Fallt

L  Greenwich

 New Haven  Newington
 New London

. 'Norwalk
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA Altamonte Springs

 Boca Rater  Daytona
BeaCI, . Ft Lauderdale

Ft Myers Fl

Pierce Ft Walton Beach
 Jacksonville

 Lakeworth Merritt
Island '  Miami

 Na
plea  Orange Park

 Orlando ' . Pen
smote Tallahassee

.  Tampa '  W Palm
Beach
GEORGIA Atlanta  Augusta

.  Duluth  Morrow
 Savannah

Smyrna  Tucker

HAWAII Honolulu
IDAHO Boise  Moscow

NORTH CAROLINA Asheville
 Chapel Hill

Charlotte  Greensboro
 Jacksonville

Pineville
Raleigh
Wilmingion ,ersavern

 Winston Salem Vreo Sound
NORTH DAKOTA Bismarck Cnoa
Minot
OHIO Cleveland '  Cincinnati'

Columbus Dayton:
 Fairlawn

 Findlay '  Lima
Mayfield Helh.t:um.

Toledo
OKLAHOMA Lawton 2 / You-- 81111'
water Tulsa' Audio Agra
OREGON Beaverton -rem Sucersteres 
Eugene '  KIIMIMI1
Falls  Pendleton
..  Portland
PENNSYLVANIA Allentown . a

Altoona Blakely:
'Bryn Mawr '

Camf;1,T Eric

 Pocatello Indiana  Jenkinovrn
Sandpoint . Twin Falls

 Lancaster  Montgomery
ILLINOIS Aurora . .  Bloom Ville  Natrona Heights
ingdale '  Buffalo . Philadelphia .

Grove '  Champaign  Pittsburgh
 Dekalb  Hoffman Ouakertown  Reading

Estates  Highland Park  Selinsgrove
.  Lansing Williamsport  Winner

 Mt Prospect
Normal  Northbrook PUERTO RICO Rip PiedrasPeoria RHODE ISLAND N Providence
Riverdale -

Rockford  Shaun SOUTH CAROLINA Charleston
 Columbia

rprIgfield  Sterling t' Greenwood  Spartansburg.
e  Vernon Hills

. Villa Park  Waukegan SOUTH DAKOTA Rapid City
 Sioux Falls

INDIANA Bloomington TENNESSEE Chattanooga l

BluMon .  Greenwood Cookeville Vrtamment
.  Indianapolis .  Leta Johnson City

r
Is SINN V093 

Leu"nc

Marion
South Bend

Terre Haute
IOWA Des Moines Fairfield

Mason City
 Sioux City

KANSAS Emporia '.  Junction
City  Overland

oo
Park .1

 Wichita ' Vins
Topeka
KENTUCKY Lexington S'19[924, 
Louisville  Owensbor0 'a

Kingsport LE, V160 
Knoxville .  IMMIMNINI:
.. k  MemphI8: Opus II*
Nashville
TEXAS Austin Beaumont:

College Station I..'
Dallas '.' El Paso 1

 Galveston  Garland:

1.01vvievr L unlock
Odessa

E  San Angelo .1  She,
man Temple Lich

LOUISIANA Baton Rouge .  Texarkana E  Waco
Gretna .  latayene Wichita Falls

 Metairie .  New UTAH Logan store only
Orleans  Opelousas Salt Lake City . . ',' . Vernal

Shreveport
West Monroe z. VERMONT Burlington
MAINE Bangor  Camden VIRGINIA Bristol ..

.  Westbrook A. Charlottesville '.. .Fails
Church EL  Franklin '

MARYLAND Annapolis v . . . Leesburg .

Baltimore .  Frederick Richmond  Roanoke
 Virginia Beach .

MASSACHUSETTS Fitchburg WASHINGTON Bellevue 2 re

Gloucester M  Bellingham L ynnyrood
Dartmouth Wel '. e  Oak Harbor .

Them 1BostOn I  Richland
Waite stet
MICHIGAN Ann Arbor
Birmingham '  Dearborn

East Lansing
Farmington Hills  Grand
Rapids Iron Mountain

 Lansing
Portage Royal Oak

 Saginaw
Traverse City

MINNESOTA Brooklyn Censer
Burnsville  Duluth

Edina t  Mantota
,  Minneapolis '

 Spokane

WEST VIRGINIA Barboursville
Beckley  Huntington
 Morgantown  Piedmont

WISCONSIN Appleton 4
Green Bay  Lacrosse

nnene  Milwaukee
 Rhinelander

Wausau
WYOMING Cheyenne
Riverton

STERI1 ) REVIEW
MAIL ORDER MART

MAIL-ORDER
ONLY Nationwide Electronic Distributors, Inc.

NOW Open To The Public!
"FREE "The service that spans the nation"
NEWS LETTER'

2 West 47th St., Rm 901, Der 0'212-575-1840 New York, NY 10036

over 130 uranus
HOME AUDIO EQUIPMENT

CAR STEREOS SUPER SPECIALS
AK.olon GROSS 99

T D 700 I

T D400 409696

CROW,' nDENON

cox * 316 0,..,ese 3,
SPX0 i. DC Al 2.50 219

KS1111000 YAMAHA
ARc634 387 vCRISO I97
AOC.. 1 TO v5680 129
Is et c zu, 275 ::,..t.s.Als,./..;..14cT

CDAA r3 mu CONCORD 
4047R ION MANY OTHERS
vs /10 on IN STOcAl

KEYBOARDS
CASIO YAMAHA

CVOs 129 U XS 26M
C25000 en D x 7 1499

COMPUTERS/TYPEWRITERS

COMMODORE PANASONIC
'  25 1,9 9 i35
0-6. /49 : Asoks / 2.9

VIDEOS & TELEVISIONS YAMAHA DEMON

SONY RCA
9,09 "9 W41385 349
11.E.. w. CRIA300 176
CC00(60u 1129 jvcRunvon

ws
NEC

26100 679 -.or -."ea981 en Gx' CANON
PANASONIC Hmoo 549

sea r364 323 TOSHIBA
evi5150 399 ,,,,, ,.,,9
1,220 1149

ZENITH MINOLTA
T"'... m "cosier); 1149
uR420D /49 1200 Cm'

R9 Ms DRA756 419
 tom, 497 emA500 279
A 720 395 1 ID
yess EN ORM 09 3III
CD700 seer DRmA4Hal 477

PIONEER OTHERS

PE
w cRvER 9C0 508

SONY 203
5A3 760 c.d....0E93n
1860 HIND sew DO4220 406

1540 KEE tork 2 1375
Tu a 495 MISSION 707 330

SOUND HARMON
CRAFTSMAN KAR00%

enne " 549
.5 reee'

69

Call for shipping & handling charges/C.0 0 orders.
All merchandise brand new w/U S A, warranty. EX
tended warranties available. Prices & availability
5UT3)6CT to change. Hours 9 30AM 6PM MON-SAT

NEW YORK WHOLESALE
11313231:1=11
SONY DS 1159 00
SONY D] 1239 00
SONY 095 1259 00
TECHNICS SLAP) Sun 00
TECHNICS SLPICIO 120900
TECHNICS SLP300 1739 00
TECHNICS SLP500 $33900
v AMANA CDX3 1249 00
v AMA,. 00400 saw Do

CI3503 551900
DEMON DC01000 $28900
PIONEER PON113 5375 00

11111210=22
DEMON 014944610 $43900
DEMON ORMIO S19600
DEMON DAM. 124900
vAIAAMA 6540 12390D
yAMAMA 0320 120900
YAMAHA K320 sleisoo
TrosfeCS R5878 $24900
Arsni HAW 51e6 00
Am* ADC4550 124900
Ara A AL3F620 $199 00

MI=1:11:1:13:3111
JVC T0R37013 122903
JVC
JVC
TECHNICS
TECHNICS
PIC/MEER
YAMAHA
DEMON
AKA,

FIX403
RA500
SM60
SA560/956
SAW%)
R3
DRA555
AV40i

111:
$18900
$339 Oa
1009 00
$i 79 00
520900
$245 00

00301 $109 DO

TECHNICS Ss '200i 1269 03
TECHNICS SsB210 16900
TECHNICS SLOS 514900
DEMON DP35 121900
DEMON DP59L $43900
DEMON DP23F 516.0
DUAL 50511 $15900
THORENS 30316 CALL

MM1111100513:13
DEMON PMA 737 5279.00
DEMON PMA757 1169 00

DEMON
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
Sew
EPICURE
MISSION
MISSION

Tu-747
M60
TS20
CW220
30

700

1209 00
$449 00
$12900
$419

$675 00/PP
1676 OD/PR
$209 00/PR

PANASONIC P613111 1299.00
PANASONIC Pki1564 156900
-WC 14R0103 $3690
JVC NRO306 Inne 00
FISHER F661900 153900
GOLDSTR Gone45 126 00
NEC NNW CALL
SHARP

F VOWS'1;
MCI OCR $37900

133500
SONY SlmF750 CALL
SONY IXREMOTE 129900
ZENITH VR4100 yen 00
OCR RABBIT TR7030 179 00

SONY CCOV8 CALL
MINOLTA CR1000 CALL

.4

CGR7 CALL
CA/R300 CALL

1111:130=11111
LDK SA90 It 68
'DK SA.A90 S2 28
MAXELL KLI190 St 89
MAXELL XLIG90 5229

=MMMIDE31=11
iDK
TDK
GOLDSTAR
JVC
SONY
Sow

370 1099
T .204G
Tr20
Tr20
LS33
L SOHO

ISSN
5399
S3 99
1399
Ns2S

RADAF DETECTORS

Rots TLER
BEL

FOX
COBRA

SPECTRUM
1370

R03110

vette
s 139.90
111000
11400
1099

MMIETEI:3311MINII
SONY AR7130 5229 0
PIONEER
JVC
KENW000
ALPINE
ALPINE
ALPINE
ALPINE

KE8181 1229 I1C
KSRABOSJ Lk, oc
KFIC636 1.319 oc
7i93 3199 0,c.
7272 1329 00
3519 116900
6393 11311.00/PR

TYPEWRITERS A COMPUTERS

SHARP
SCM
CANON
BROTHER
BROTHER
IBM
PANASONIC
ATARI
MAR,

00320
0E500
TYPESTAR 5.12
EM4i1
WW 3
RKT40
65/eF

Sole 00
SUN 03

169 Oa
$15900
1399 00
1699 00
ST99 00

1.65 DO 00
5599 in

1411=3:=::mi
SONY
AIWA

PANASONIC K0T2320
PANASONIC KAT142,
PANASONIC AXT242i
CODE A PHONE 0530
SANYO 255

WAgq

PIVOT
AU

537 co
VS 00

5127.0
5118 .00

FOR FASTEST (212) 684-6363
SERVICE CALL or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, New York, N.Y. 10016

:Ps s.roect 10 ceange eanOut nalCe We reSerye the

HOURS: 9AM-7PM EST.

Monday -Saturday

Hold Your Phones!
nstead of putting them someplace

or .where/", now you can Droudly display
and safely store yours on our Headphone
-folder The cord stows in the base. Pure
smoke body with wood front. your head-
phones will finally look like 'hey belong to
your stereo system $13 50 $2 AS ship-
ping

Romeo Engineering, Inc.
Box 7175 a Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48302-7175

..2e

L4

Stereo Review MAIL ORDER MAR ---1:1
lets you turn up the volume
where your customers are...

,,, Deam your mail Order message where the c uStOrne rz are, Se
-{huS inventory, STEREO REVIEW's new Mail Order Mart wa
.ined with your marketing needs in mind And this flemble rt.....

, urn is so budget wise, you can't afford not to use itt

To place your Mail Order Mart ad, call COLLECT, today

(212) 503-5999



STEREO REVIEW
MAIL ORDER MART

LOWEST
PRICES
On over 125 Brands

STEREO/ESOTERIC COMPONENTS,
VIDEO, CAR STEREO, ACCESS.

Call or Lcrite for free price list uxius'

AUDIO UNLIMITED
12031/2E Adams Avenue

La Grande, Oregon 97850
(503) 963-5731

ca$okg hotline (800) 233-8375

fo-Pp m mTei, 103 Fri. (Pacific Time)

-.4111

Call or write /or free price list today!

Nady Cordless
Stereo Headphones
Unbelievable sound
at an amazing price!
You would expect to pay much more for

these Cordless Stereo Headphones once you

hear them and experience the freedom of

no cords
They use the latest technology to trasmit

perfectly separated stereo (from your tuner
or tape deck) on invisible infrared light

System range is 35 feet. Frequency

response 50-15.000 Hz. Installation is

quick and easy. And we guarantee your
satisfaction-simply return within
IS days for your money back

Order now. Call toll -free:
Nationwide:

800-222-8228m 3'
In California:

800-6244784 cot 3'
Add S2 per order for postage and handling
CA residents add applicable sales tax

Mail check or money order to
INNOVATION SPECIALTIES

1900 Powell St., Suite 1135

Emeryville. CA 99608

oft-

V7S4

MESS

innovation
s

IRH-210

The basic system is

one IRT200 Infrared

Transmitter and one
IRH210 Headphone/

Receiver $119.95

Aro, number of
additional head
phones can be used

in the room IRH210
Headphone / Receiver

only $59.95

LOWEST PRICES
ANYWHERE-
ON NAME
BRAND
PRODUCTS

VHS CAMCORDER

GRC7U

Now
In Stock!
JVC
rt.,:
*7_

" 

LARGE SELECTION

THE LATEST IN AUDIO
& VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Video Recorders, Players, Color

Video Cameras, Camcorders, Big
Screen& Portable TV's, Compact
Disc Players, Computers, Radar

Detectors, Satellite Dishes
Microwave Ovens, Audio Rack

Systems, Receivers, Amps, Tuners
Turntables, Cassette Decks,

Speakers, Car Stereo, Phono
Cartridges, Blank Tapes & more!

`A,VUOM,`I

1-800-942-9421
IN GEORGIA

1-800-932-9321
OUTSIDE GEORGIA

Monday -Saturday
9 AM -5 PM E.S.T.

American Express, Visa,
Mastercard accepted

Cfloaker_._9anc---
THE Au0i0PHHES CHt,,CE

In order to capture the increased fidelity
afforded by today's digital and high quality
analogue recordings, audiophiles realize that
they must place great attention on proper
speaker mounting. Improperly mounted
speakers fail to project the advantages of new
recording technology as increased dynamics
are lost in carpets, furnishings and other
environmental factors.

For more musical enjoyment from your
audio -video system, elevate your speakers on
Chicago Speaker Stands.

CALL TODAY!!
1-800-882-2256 312-745-5500

Stereo Review
MAIL ORDER MART

lets you turn up
the volume where

your customers are...
Want to beam your mail order message
where the customers are? Sell surplus inven-
tory? STEREO REVIEW's new Mail Order Mart
was designed with your marketing needs in
mind. And this flexible new medium is so
budget -wise, you can't afford not to use it!

To place your Mail Order Mart ad,
call COLLECT, today:

(212) 503-5999

If you can't live without music, you ought to know
about The Absolute Sound. It takes home music
systems seriously and uses the real thing-
unamplified music in a real space-as the stan-
dard to judge the truth, without fear or favor, in a
magazine where cussed independence is the style.

For six issues, send $33 ($55 US outside North
America). Or Call (516) 671-6342 and order The
Absolute Sound with Visa, MasterCard, or
American Express. A sample issue is $7.50.

Return to: The Absolute Sound
Box 3000, Dept. CC 1s66,

Denville, NY 07834



STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
EQUIPMENT

When was the last him! you
changed your stylus? If you can't
remember, then it may already
be too late!!

We specialize in phono cart-
ridges. factory original replace-
ment styli & record care items
only!!

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
VISAIMCIC.O.D. ORDERS
N.Y. State (516) 599-1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

Dept. SR, Box 158
Valley Stream. N.Y 11582

orrofon SHUIE siaNTon

Stereo -±_11 caa 14101E
xpress- ( 714) 594-5749

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

vAmAHA ADS. BOSE HAFLER HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY. AR. ALTEC, SONY (AIX JBL. JVC AINA

TECHNICS. AKAI SAE. MICRO SEIKI. ADCOM
TEAC. STAR. ADVENT AUDIO SOURCE.

AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS ALPINE. BLAUPUNKT CONCORD. SONY

KENWOOD. PIONEER CLIFFORD ALARMS

EO
tCNY JVCRCA PANASONIC

709 Brea Canyon Rd.. Suite 9. Walnut, CA 91719

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD, Thorens,
Kyocera. Reasonable prices. Soundcrest, Inc., (201)

756-4858.
HAFLER, YAMAHA, BOSE, MCINTOSH, etc., in stock.
Trades welcomed. Audio Exchange, 57 Park Place -SR,
NY. NY 10007. (212) 964-4570.

GET LOW PRICES ON ALL types of audio equip-
ment -including high -end and even esoteric products

not normally discounted! Now we can save you
money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Exten-
sive selection -no need to settle for second choice.
Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. FAST
delivery available. All products feature USA manu-
facturer's warranty. Call us for price quotes or
friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. (616) 451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes

SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.
SPEAKERKIT CATALOG -30 proven designs for
home, cars 8 (and) pro. JBL. Audax. Hatter, polypro-
pylene drivers. & crossovers. 52. Gold Sound. Box
141SR, Englewood, CO 80151.

Audio. Video
Car Stereo

Lowest Prices on All Major Braids
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo

FULLY WARRANTEED

GET IT FREE!
Free Del very Anywhere in the 115.

Major Credit Cards Accep:ed

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY r 725

"Call Us" (516) 499-7680

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, ME-

RIDIAN, N.A.)., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA,
YAMAHA LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B&W, POLK,

KEF, D.C.M., E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND

OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS

COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WAR-
RANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC., EAST: (904)

262.4000; WEST; (818) 243-1168.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS with low disccunt prices on:
Carver, ADS, Bang 8 Olufsen, Revox, Nakamichi, Hal-
ler, Kyocera. Tandberg, Luxman, H.K. Manufacturers
U.S.A. warranty on all. ISLAND AUDIO, INC., (904) 253-
3456.

J.S. AUDIO offers home, car, digital, 8 esoteric audio
components at extremely competitive prices. Call (301)
890-3232 or write to: J.S. AUDIO. One Childress Court,
Laurel. MD 20707 MC -VISA.

ORDER TOLL FREE 1(800) 222-3465. AR * ACOUS-

TAT * AMBER * B&W * BOSE * GRADO * HARMAN

KARDON * HAFLER * JVC * KENWOOD * NITTY
GRITTY PREMIER * SONY * TALISMAN * AND
MORE. I -CM AUDIO, 1600 BX MANGROVE CHICO,

CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.

SAVINGS TO 40%: Nakamichi: Revox, NAD, KEF,
B&W, Yamaha, Mission, Tanberg, Kyocera, Sony, plus

100 others East 1(202) 723-7404; West 1(206) 325-
7601.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

# 4 401. .!*

zoo& Ir

REMO VES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Nov You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most o- virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo recorc and leave most of the bactground
untoucied! Fcord with your voice or perfcrm live
with tht backgrounds. Used in Professional Perfor-
mance yet cc nnects easily to a home con- ponent
stereo tysteri. Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works aver the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochu-e and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. S R, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 443- I 258
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: MO4)4634879

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's best kept
audio and video secret, continues to please ...
Five years and over 40,000 customers later, we
still offer the best in audio, video, and auto sound
including esoterics at incredible prices! We sell
and service only U.S. warranty merchandise! Our
staff it not only knowledgeable, but helpful and
courte)us in choosing the right component for
you. Become one of the ELITE! Call (404) 351-
6772. )irect Sight and Sound, 3095 Bolling Way,
Dept. 5,, Atlanta, GA 30305. MC/VISA/AMEX. COD

with deposit. FREE catalog.
EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE! ACOUSTAT, PS,
HAFLER, SAE. SONY, KLIPSCH, THORENS, PRO-
TON, FRIED, ADCOM, MONSTER CABLE. CD PLAY-
ERS, more, Immediate, FREE shipping! READ
BROTHERS STEREO, 593-B King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803)723-7276.

CONCERT SOUND HAS MOVED. Linn Sondek-
Naim-NAD-REGA-Mordaunt Short-Grado-
Magneoan. 7103 Blanco (NW Corner loop 410). San
Antonio 340-1224

LOWEST PRICES ON BRAND NAME LOUD SPEAKER

DRIVERS. Crossovers, parts and kits. Quantity dis-
counts available. Send $1.00 for catalogue (refund-
able w;th order). KDS ELECTRONICS, Dept. SR 986,

POB 907, Rye, NY 10580.

CALL -OLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520 for DAN, Hai-
ler, Denon, Dahlquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Pro-
ton, Nittygritty, B&W, VSP, Thorens, Grace, CWD,
Monster, M&K, Grado, Belles, Oracle, Talisman,
Dunte:h, Stax, Snell, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM,
Proac, Dynavector, Fried, Moscode. SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main, Marinette, WI 54143. (715)
735-9)02.
HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems. speaker kits and
the widest selection of raw drivers from the world's
finest manufacturers. For beginners and audiophiles.
Free catalog. A8S SPEAKERS. Box 74825, Denver, CO
80207. (303) 399-8609.

Reference \
Audio Systems

We believe serious audiophiles deserve seri-
ous service. And that's what you'll get at
Reference Audio Systems. We offer the best in
high -end audio and the best in friendly ser-
vice by our knowledgeable staff. From the
latest CD player to a classic mega -watt ampli-
fier, you'll like our surprisingly affordable
prices and free shipping.
Hafler  PS Audio  Revox  Adcom  Tandberg 

Kyocera  Luxman  N.Y. Audio Moscode.: 
Denon  Onkyo  Sony  Har : 14205

dbx Soundfield  JBL  - 19
Infinity  Ohm . 11

W31 39.%_26

OS1 '21.3) nye: Concord 
Oracle $ ratty 

0A.t°0
oPro  VPI  Spica 

ngo Box and more!
Use your VISA or MasterCard

18214 Dalton Avenue, Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 10 to 2 P. D. T.

AMERICAN STEREO
AMERICA'S LOWEST PRICES ON

CAR and HOME STEREO
SONY CD DISC JOCKEY 5700  BECKER HT 40 OZ

WOOFER $34  CONCORD HPL-540 $299
 SEPARATE SPEAKERS FOR YOUR CAR

NATIONWIDE TOLL FREE CALIFORNIA
1-808-882-8787 I -204-221-8787

Cash for all types of used Stereo equipment. We buy
by phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.



ELECTRACRAFT: Authorized dealer for Bang 8. 01-
ufsen. Dahlquist, DCM. Denon. Entec, Grado. Hatter,
KEF. Klipsch. M&K. Monster Cable. Nakamichi. P.S.
Audio. Revox. Signet, Sota. Tandberg and many more
hi -end audio products, including mobile sound. M/
C. VISA. AMEX. ELECTRACRAFT, 400 Cedar St.,
Sandpoint, ID 83864. (208) 263-9516.

YOUR ONLY AUTHORIZED WEST COAST source for

ADCOM * B&O * BES * Canton * H/K * Kyocera *
Mission *Revox. Save more, pay by check or money
order. STANAL SOUND, (818) 764-5200, Ext. 8.

STEREO CITY ATLANTA MAIL ORDER DIVISION.
We carry everything in electronics. Yamaha, Al-
pine, Denon. (404) 264-9378.

LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES by ENCORE. Real
Rosewood and Teak veneers. Meniscus, 3275 Gladi-
ola. Wyoming, Michigan 40509. (616) 534-9121.

AUDIOVISION Authorized dealer for ADS. 138.0, De -
non. Klipsch, Monster Cable. Nakamichi, NEC, Polk.
Signet, Yamaha. Audiovision, 507 South Main, Mos-
cow. ID 83843. (208) 882-3505.

CHADWICK MODIFICATIONS UPGRADES FOR
THORENS TURNTABLES-GRADO PICK UPS. Mats,
speaker cables, and other products. Info -catalog
$3.00 refundable. Chadwick Modifications, Dept. SR
205, Rindge Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, CROWN OWNERS, We
build new higher performance circuits in Honer, Dyna,
Crown audio components. Not "modifications", but
new PC cards and stable, non -stewing circuits that
drive real world loads with music signals. Write or
call for free catalog and sample of Audio Basics, our
monthly newsletter. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River
Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.

PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAU-
010 LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and
competent services. Crossover components also.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. 8982 Table
Bluff. Box 4283. Madison. WI 53711. (608) 831-3433.

HAND-CRAFTED FOLDED CORNER HORNS. Highly
efficient. finished or unfinished. Thomas & Associ-
ates, 527 West Burke St., Martinsburg. W. VA 25401.
(304) 267-4118.

SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYERS. All models in stock.
FAST FREE DELIVERY. Call (516) 499-7680.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality audio -video with
money back guarantee! Send your name and address
for FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo, 4912 Na-
ples Place, San Diego, CA 92110. (619) 275-3632.

PCM AND HOT NEW SONY/YAMAHA CD PLAYERS
DIRECT FROM JAPAN. ALL HIGH -END INTERCON-
NECTS, 100 CARTRIDGES. 50 TONEARMS. MICRO
SEIKI. JAPANESE STEREO. 2718 WILSHIRE BLVD,
SANTA MONICA. CA 90403. (213) 829-3429.

LOWEST PRICES, Bose. DBX, JBL, B80. Nakamichi
and more. Dynamic Sound, Box 168, Starkville. MS
39759. (601) 323-0750. 2pm-9pm.

ARE YOU INTERESTED in Quality Preowned Audio
Equipment? Subscribe to 'The Sount Trek,' published
fits annually, your listings of items for sale or wanted.
$10/yr. Call or write: Play It Again Sam. 12611-R Mad-
ison Avenue. Lakewood, Ohio 44107, (216) 228-0040.
MC/VISA.

ACOUSTIC FOAM: THE PRO'S SECRET TO GREAT
SOUND. It's called SONEX and you've already heard
this accoustic foam in action, probably without even
knowing it. It lines the walls and ceilings of nearly ev-
ery broadcast and recording studio in America. And
now it's available to you for better home stereo sound.
Call or write us for complete information on this pat-
ented, professional sound controller: Illbruck, 3800
Washington Ave.. N., Dept. SS. Minneapolis, MN 55412.
(612) 521-3555.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS Guar-
anteed lowest prices in U.S. Jerrold Hamlin. Zenith -
many others! Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped
within 24 hours! MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. ac-
cepted. Free catalog -call (800) 345-8927 only! Pa-
cific Cable Co., Inc., 7325'/2 Reseda Blvd. #1304.
Reseda. CA 91335. All other information, call (818) 716-
5914.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, car audio.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

UNPRESSURED. PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION
and lowest prices on a variety of superb components.
COMMUNITY AUDIO. 318 West Duval, Philadelphia. PA
19144. (215) 843-9918.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 217 Alexander, Rochester NY
14607. For 30 years one of the largest state-of-the-art
inventories in U.S.A. Your best investment is (716) 262-
4310.

HIGH -END AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS. LOW
PRICES! FRIENDLY SERVICE. AUDIO AMERICA
(VIRGINIA). CALL FOR LOW PRICES TODAY! 1(804)
797-5861.

SAVE UP TO 75%! Esoteric loudspeaker kits, acoustic
foam, drivers. enclosures, capacitors etc. Catalog
$2.00. Refundable. Audio Concepts, 1631 Caledonia
St.. LaCrosse, Wisconsin 54602. (608) 781-2110.

YAMAHA: R9 $679. R8 $529, R7 $399, R5 $269. GE5O
$319. CD2000 $699. CD700 $479. CD500 $319, AVC50
$399. M85 $829. C85 $639, 185 $389. K1020 $529.
K720 $389. K540 $279, DX7 $1599. NAKAMICHI:
BX100 $269. BX125 $369. BX300 $599, RX202 $539,
CR7A $1199, DRAGON $1499. OMS4A $839, OMS3A
$599, SR3A $529, CA5 $649. PA7 $1499, ST7 $639.
SONY: TCD5M $549. DENON: DRM44HX $489.
DRA755 $459. DCD1500 $529, DP59L $479. HARMAN
KARDOW: CD49 $699. HK795 I $529, TD392 $549.
HD300 $449. JBLper pair: L6OT $459. L8OT $599. dbx.
BOSE, NAD. LUXMAN. ONKYO. USA warranty. Inter-
national models available. VISA/MC, AMEX, DINERS,
COD. 1(800) 222-2219 extension 201. New Jersey
1(800) 222-4134 extension 201. TASKAMICHI AUDIO
(206) 221-2977. P.O Box 25583. 11555 27TH North East,
Seattle, WA 98125.

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
STEREO and VIDEO
EQUIPMENT at

DistRieuIllaces'
* NO DEPOSIT - Nothing to pay till yon

to, eis der

* SAME DAY SHIPPING - of orders
phoned in bi.lore I pro

11; LEMON -PROOF GUARANTEE -
90 day replacement of equipment not able to
be properly serviced

WRITE OR CALL FOR CATALOG

1P4 IHNITARNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS
MORAVIA CENTER
INDUSTRIAL PARK
BALTIMORE, MD. 2 1 2 0 6

(301) 488-9600
Daily 9 to 9: Sat. 10 to 5

TAPES

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40. $45.00. 101/2 x 3600' and cassettes.
MC/VISA. Valtech Electronics. Box 6 -SR. Richboro. PA
18954. (215) 322-4866.
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SAVE ON BRAND NAME AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING
TAPE & ACCESSORIES. CALL OR WRITE for $2.00
catalog: WYCO Sales. Dept SR8, CARY, NC 27511, (919)
467-8113.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! In-
expensive Recordings. 275 page catalog,$1.25. AM
TREASURES, Box 192SR, Babylon, NY 11702.

PREMIUM CASSETTES WITH BACKGROUND MUSIC
for all your Audio Visual needs! $10.00 ppd.. Py's Mu-
sic Service, P.O. Box 2661. Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670.

RECORDS

OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES. VIDEO &
DISC. Most comprehensive selection. Catalog $1.00.
LYRIC. Box 622, Merrick, NY 11566.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves, opera
boxes, etc. COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212,
Room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

JAZZ. BLUES, ROCK. Below list. VISA, MC. Free cat-
alog. RUTABAGA RECORDS, 437 North 5th St..
Stroudsburg, PA 18360.

PROTECT YOUR LP'S-Poly sleeves 136, Polylined
paper 176. Cardboard Jackets 506. Postage $2.50.
Record House, Box 323, Hillburn, NY 10931.

FREE RECORD, CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG: Features a tremendous selection of re-
maindered LP and cassette values in all musical cat-
egories. Compact disc, cassette and LP new releases
at discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels
offered. Prompt delivery. Rose Records, Dept SR. 214
SO. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. IL 60604.

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP'S 78's,
45's etc. Visit or mail -in wants. The Olde Tyme Music
Scene, 915 Main Street, Boonton, NJ 07005. (201) 335-
5040. Tuesday -Sunday.

LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCE ON DISC -VIDEOS. Un-
believable treasures -FREE CATALOG. LEGENDARY
RECORDING, Box 104, Ansonia Station, New York City,
NY 10023.

LOOKING FOR HARD -TO -FIND MUSIC? Send $2.00
for America's largest catalog of independent label LP's.
cassettes and compact discs, all offered at discount
prices! ROUNDUP RECORDS, P.O. Box 154, Dept. SR.
Cambridge, MA 02140.

COLLECTORS' SOUNDTRACKS. Mint. Top titles.
speedy service. List $1.00 (refundable). Jemm's. P.O.
Box # 157, Glenview, IL 60025.

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOP

AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILESI We have the widest
selection of audio/video equipment available. Ky-
ocera, Allison, Adcom, Infinity, NEC, Thorens, Her-
man-Kardon, Soundcraftsman, Canton. Haller,
Klipsch, Luxman. VHS Hi -Fit Call for information.
CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd., Rego
Park, NY 11374. (718) 459-7507. Immediate delivery.
MC/VISA/AMEX.

COMPACT DISCS

COMPACT DISCS! Most $12.99-$14.99. 4000 plus ti-
tles. Free catalog plus regular updates. OZ REC-
ORDS. 5246 Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, Georgia
30083. (404) 292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS AND LASER VIDEO DISCS. Nice
prices -free lists. MC/VISA. SIGHT & SOUND INC..
18 Bennett St., Boston. MA 02135. (617) 787-4465.

COMPACT DISC CENTER
P.O. Box 616S Clifton Park, NY 12065

NY (518) 664-2550
Outside NY -To Order Only

Call 1400-232-3687

Many Discs $12.99
Ouantrty 10 and over only $11.99

$2.00 cont. U.S. snipping

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPACT DISC/AUDIOPHILE AND IMPORT AL
BUMS. Large selection, fair prices, fast service, de
tailed monthly BULLETIN. New low pricing. For FREE
catalog write: The Essentials Marketing, Dept. SR86,
POB 3366, Lynnwood, WA 98046.

WE PAY YOU $6-$16, YOU PAY $3-$5 TO TRADE CD's.
Free membership, catalog. Weekly Stocklists. Audio
Club. 1105 Webster Drive, #486. Sandy. Utah 84070-
3151. (801) 571-9767.

FREE CHAMBER MUSIC RECORD CATALOG! FREE
record offer! Brass! Spring Woodwinds! CRYSTAL
RECORDS, Sedro Woolley, WA 98284.

WE ARE MR DISC your compact contact with the end-
less disc list. Free catalog and updates: MR DISC, 220
South L St.. Lompoc, CA 93436.

CD SUPERMARKET -PRICES SLASHED. Prompt de-
livery. Large selection. For information or phone or-
ders call TOLL FREE: 1(800) 382-1985. CA residents
call (213) 379-3151. CD SUPERMARKET, 246 Pacific
Coast HWY. Hermosa Beach, CA 90254.
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SERIOUS ABOUT CLASSICAL MUSIC? ABOUT
COMPACT DISCS? Now is our 4th year. Ethel Enter-
prises is serious about both and invites you to sub-
scribe to our 100pIpage catalog detailing more than
1700 titles in stock. Annual subscription $5.00 ob-
REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER). ETHEL ENTER-
PRISES. P.O.B. 3301, Dept. SR, Falls Church, VA 22043.

CANADIANS -AMERICANS: CLASSICAL COMPACT
DISC CLUB. Borrow. Buy or Both. Charter member-
ships being accepted. PEAK, Box 266, Port Hope, On-
tario LIA 3W4. (416) 885-6239. Compuserve 72 335,
566.

DWARS BOX 6662D, GREENVILLE, SC. 29606. Sep-
tember special -any 3 LONDON CD's for $41.00 + $3.00
S&H UPS. Catalog $1.00.

TELARC CD's $12.99. For listings send SASE to: MJM
AUDIO, P.O. Box 1231, Forney, TX 75126.

USED CD'S: We buy for $6: sell for $9.49. AUDIO
HOUSE. 4304 BRAYAN, Swartz Creek, MI 48473. (313)
655-8639.

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE

1(800) -ALL -DISC, (in CT. 1 452.0203), for FREE
CATALOG M -F 10-8, Saturday 10-6. ALL DISC MU-
SIC INC., 41 Monroe Tpke., Trumbull, CT 06611.
RETAILER PRICES AVAILABLE.

ANNOTATED INDEX OF CLASSICAL CD REVIEWS: A
guide to recommended performances. "Stereo Re-
view" and ten other magazines referenced. Revised
quarterly, $3.75/issue. KEN'S KOMPENDIUM, 2400
Hawthorne Dr., Atlanta, GA 30345.

AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILES! We have the widest
selection of audio/video equipment available. Ad
com, Infinity, Harman Kardon, Kyocera. JVC Video.
Canton, Klipsch, Luxman. Sony ES Yamaha. Call for
information. CONTINENTAL SOUND. 98-77 Queens
Blvd., Rego Park, NY 11374. (718) 459-7507. Immedi-
ate delivery. MC/VISA/AMEX.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable. li-
censed/unlicensed, transmitters! Broadcasting: Box
130-R9, Paradise, CA 95969.

HUNDREDS! WEEKLY, Master Circular Mailing
Home- Operated! Sincerely Interested rush Self -Ad-
dressed Envelope: Headquarters-MGG, POB 801,
Woodstock, IL 0098.

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED! Lowest
possible prices!! Over 100 brands! Audio, Video, Car
Stereo, Computers, Electronic Experts, 1000 Orange
Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information
free. Mail Order Associates, Inc., Dept. 558. Mont-
vale, NJ 07645.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Knowledge of High Fidelity components im-
portant. Work from home or campus. For
catalog and information call (301)
488-9600 or write:

International Hi Fi Distributor
Moravia Center Industrial Park

Baltimore, Maryland 21206

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing de-
tails, strange catalog free! Auto suggestion, Box 24-
Z D. Olympia. Washington 98507.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

FREE SAMPLE COPY
Write for your free copy of the most

accurate satellite tv guide

satiteltAA-Mleek
p o box 308(H1601) Fortuna CA 95540

WANTED: TO BUY

TOP DOLLAR PAID: LP's -cassettes -CD's: Classi-
cal, Rock, Pop, etc. USA's largest used and collector
shop needs quality collections. Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane Street, Princeton, NJ 08542.
(609) 921-0881.

INSTRUCTION

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER! New classes quar-
terly. Institute of Audio/Video Engineering, 1831 Hy-
perion, Dept. L Hollywood. CA 90027. (213) 666-3003

YOUR CAREER IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS STARTS AT
TREBAS INSTITUTE OF RECORDING ARTS. Learn
sound engineering, digital audio, multitrack record-
ing techniques. electronic music synthesis. Two-year
Diploma in Recording Arts 8 Sciences. Government
approved courses. Financial aid available. Five loca-
tions: USA and Canada. since 1979 Contact: TREBAS
INSTITUTE. Dept. SR. 6602 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
CA 90028 Phone. (213) 467-6800

MUSIC BUSINESS/VIDEO CAREERS! STUDY IN AT-
LANTA OR FT. LAUDERDALE.learn recording studio
techniques. video production and much more. THE
MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE prepares you for ex-
citing marketing, management and technical careers.
Top pro trainir.g in concert production, artist repre-
sentation. retail/wholesale. promotion/marketing.
copy right law publishing, much more. Employment
assistance, financial aid available. Call toll free (800)
554-3346, or send for tree career guide (indicate cam-
pus choice. phone, and year of H.S. graduation) to:
M.B.I., Dept. 19, 3376 Peachtree Rd , Atlanta, GA
30326.

MOVIE FILM/VIDEO TAPE

BROADCAST QUALITY VIDEO TRANSFERS, from
country to country. Optical or Digital. (408) 997-7679.
Also duplication services.

OPERA ON VIDEO. Greatest performances -selec-
tions -lowest prices. Free catalog. CLASSICS ON
VIDEO. Box 578, Riverside, CT 06878.

CLUBS

CLASSICAL 'MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE. Nation-
wide Link between unattached music lovers. Write:
CMLE, Box 31sr, Pelham, NY 10803.

FREE FILM CLUB! For information wr te: URSULA'S
DARK ROOM, 7025 Ray Road. Lot 117, Springlake. NC
28390

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS! Can you profit from your idea? Call
AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free in-
formation. Over a decade of service. 1(800) 338-5656
In Massachusetts call (413) 568-3753.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 through the US
government' Get the facts today! Call (312) 742-1143
E x t 4 670

PUBLICATIONS

FREE promotional albums, concert tickets, stereos.
etc., Information: BARRY PUBLICATIONS, 477 82ND
Street. Brooklyn, NY 11209

LASER VIDEO DISCS

* Laser Video Discs *
1..irgest selection in the U.S.. with over 1.400 titles.
We STOCK what othersjust list. 10 discount on all
titles. C 0 D -personal check. VISA. MASTER

* CHARGE. and telephone order, accepted. No time
limit on warranty returns. FOR FREE CATALOG.
write. Starship Industries. 605 Utterbeck Store
Road. Great Falls. VA 22066. Or call (703) 130-8692
or (703) 450-5780.*

*

*

LASER DISC HOTLINE
Recorded message on new laser disc releases
available 24 hours a day. (703) 430-0330.

*
*

SATELLITE TV

BLACK BOX DE-SI-FURING the solution to satellite
scrambling. 100 pages complete scnematics. parts
lists,suppliers. Video and audio complete $32.95 post-
paid or C.O.J.BELLRAE DISTRIBUTING. PO. BOX
41S. Warren, RI 02885. (401) 333-8775.

CAR STEREO

CAR STEREO at wholesale to PUBLIC! AM -FM cas-
sette $24.50! JVC, Sentrek,Audiovox. SURVIVAL
STORE, (314) 336-3147. FREE price list.
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To place a response generating
money -making ad

call us collect
or

send your copy to:

Stereo Review
Classified Advertising

1 Park Avenue, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10016

Rates:

Regular Classified -54.95 per
word, minimum 15 words or $74.25

Display -$595 per inch,
3 inch maximum

Frequency discounts and other
exciting options available. Call

collect for information.

Charge your ad to American
Express, Diners Club, MC, Visa

(
ATTENTION
CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS:

What's the best way
to reach over

575,000 audiophiles
-prime prospects
for your mail-order

oroducts and services?
Through a low-cost ad
in Stereo Review's
Classified section!

To place your ad, or for
further information

(including rates,
ad styles and sizes),

call Lois Price
collect at:

(212) 503-5999
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by Christie Barter
& Steve Simels

Prince: monosyllabic

RECENTLY and aptly de-
scribed by comedian

Dennis Blair as "Little Rich-
ard in Mozart's clothes,"
Prince is not widely cele-
brated for his humility. Per-
haps as an attempt to demon-
strate the common touch,
he's been making a series of
surprise, small -auditorium
concert appearances around
the country recently. We ap-
plaud the gesture, but serious
pop scholars should be on the
lookout for an absolutely as-
tonishing interview aired re-
cently on the USA cable net-
work. Prince, surrounded by
his band (who treat him with

Lloyd: futuristic

D

the deference of court- wie., Liberty she'd always be
iers to Louis XIV), responds there." Then she sang Beauti-

ful Dreamer and her signature
tune, Jeannie with the Light
Brown Hair.

Miss Home says she is fond
of these old songs because
they were what she performed
as a young singer on her first
professional engagements at
fund-raising luncheons and
political rallies. Asked how
she is able to keep her inter-
pretations of these songs
sounding fresh and deeply
felt, she said, "Because
they're good!"

to a series of perfectly civil
questions with exactly the
same kind of sullen, monosyl-
labic contempt favored by
pop stars of the Sixties when
they dealt with hopelessly
square interviewers like Joe
Pyne or Les Crane. Not con-
tent to recycle psychedelia,
the guy is also recycling an-
other era's arrogance. 0

CONSU M ER QUIZ: Q-
What's the world's first

rock-and-roll science -fiction
Oedipal comedy? A-Back to
the Future, of course. And we
are pleased to report that the
box-office champ of 1985 is
now the Home Video Event
of 1986. For our money, this
wonderful Capra-esque fanta-
sy starring Michael J. Fox
and Christopher Lloyd would
have cleaned up at the Oscars
had it not been for the Mo-
tion Picture Academy's well -
documented aversion to giv-
ing major awards to come-
dies, but no matter. MCA's
tape and LaserDisc transfers
work beautifully on the small
home screen, and the digitally
mastered audio track in all
formats has great sound ef-
fects, a nice John Williamsish
orchestral score, Huey Lewis
warbling The Power of Love.
and Fox rampaging through
Johnny B. Goode. It sounds
like a million bucks.

WHEN London Records
released Marilyn

Home's new album, "Beauti-
ful Dreamer," the company
invited the musical press
corps to join Miss Home in a
visit to the newly refurbished
Statue of Liberty. We
boarded a luxurious yacht,
sailed out into New York
Harbor, and anchored in
front of the statue.

A small Steinway was on
board, and Miss Home had
agreed to sing a few of the tra-
ditional and patriotic songs
from the album. Before sing-
ing God Bless America, she
spoke touchingly of the late
Kate Smith, who was closely
associated with this song.
"She had a great natural in-
strument," said Miss Home,
"and when I was growing up,
she stood for a lot that was
American. I suppose we
thought that like the Statue of

ou can see and hear vio-
/ linist Itzhak Perlman

when the opening -night per-
formance of the New York
Philharmonic is broadcast
live by PBS stations on Sep-
tember 16.

On the Philharmonic pro-
gram, conducted by Zubin
Mehta, Perlman is the soloist
in Ravel's Tzigane, Chaus-
son's Poeme, and Sarasate's
Carmen Fantasy. Perlman
has renewed his ties with EMI
and Angel Records, and im-
mediate plans call for record-
ings of Bach's Sonatas and
Partitas for Unaccompanied
Violin as well as concertos by

Horne and Miss Liberty

Glazounov, Bruch, and Sho-
stakovich.

Preceding the Philhar-
monic on PBS is a program
documenting the wide-rang-
ing work of Leonard Bern-
stein. Titled "Bernstein: Con-
ductor, Soloist, and Teach-
er," it was filmed at the Mu-
sikverein in Vienna but in-
cludes footage of a master

RS

Perlman: opening the season

class Bernstein gave for gifted
young conductors in Los An-
geles. The air date is Septem-
ber 12.

In June President Francois
Mitterrand of France pro-
moted Bernstein to the rank
of Commander of the Legion
of Honor in a ceremony at the
Elysee Palace in Paris. Perl-
man received an honorary
doctorate from Harvard Uni-
versity in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, the same month. 0

THIS year's winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for Music

was George Perle, who re-
ceived the award for his Wind
Quintet IV. At a luncheon
given by the American Socie-
ty of Composers, Authors
and Publishers to celebrate
the honor conferred on one of
its members, Perle said,
"When Charles Ives was told
that he had won this prize in
1947, he was seventy-three
years old. He said, 'Prizes are
for boys, and I grew up a long
time ago.'

"I'm seventy-one," Perle
continued, "and I'm still
enough of a boy to enjoy this
very much." 0

HARD to believe, but the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

(which was just the Dirt Band
for a brief period in the Sev-
enties) has now joined that
select group of rock bands
that have been playing to-
gether and been commercial-
ly successful for twenty years.
To celebrate this anniversa-
ry-shared by, among others,
the Rolling Stones, the Kinks,
and the Moody Blues-the
N.G.D.B. recently presented
a concert featuring such fa -
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mous friends as Emmylou
Harris and Rodney Crowell
and released a "Twenty Years
of Dirt" album (Warner
Bros.) and the brand-new sin-
gle Stand a Little Rain. Ap-
propriately, the concert, origi-
nally scheduled for Denver's
famous outdoor Red Rocks
Amphitheater, was rained
out, and the band had to relo-
cate to an indoor venue. 0

THE painter Tom Wessel -
man likes to listen to

country music while he's
working. The "underlying
sadness" of the songs, he said,
makes him happy. He's also a
bit of a songwriter himself, so
he was a natural candidate for
the latest mixed -media pro-
ject cooked up by producer
Jeff Gordon and his wife,
Juanita. It's "Artsounds Col-
lection," a two -record set of
recordings by visual artists

Wesselman's "Artsounds"

who fancy themselves at least
part-time musicians and
songs by professional musi-
cians who fancy themselves
passable amateurs as visual
artists-the package itself has
representative graphics from
both camps.

"Artsounds" is scheduled
for release by Philips Records

RD
this month to coin-
cide with an exhibition of the
album art at the Nohra
Haime Gallery in New
York-a show that's due to
travel to other cities in the
U.S. as well. Among the
painterly contributors to the
collection, in addition to
Wesselman, are Larry Rivers,
Jonathan Borofsky. and
Keith Haring along with the
architect Philip Johnson.
Among the professional mu-
sicians is Daryl Hall.

Says Gordon, "Pop music
is art, and art is pop music.
Occasionally you find some-
one who is so identified with
[the] one that [his work in the
other field] can be a terrific
surprise. John Lennon had
that quality. So does Daryl.
Juanita and I love his draw-
ings." Hall himself has a new
solo album on RCA titled
"Three Hearts in the Happy
Ending Machine." It's his
first solo album since 1979
and only his second apart
from partner John Oates. 0

WHAT, asked Sigmund
Freud, do women

want? In the case of neo-
folkie Suzanne Vega, with a
highly regarded debut LP un-
der her belt, a song on the hit
soundtrack to Pretty in Pink,
and a prestigious collabora-
tion with Philip Glass
("Songs from Liquid Days"),
probably nothing would
make her happier than her
very own Platinum album. As
Chuck Berry put it, you never
can tell. Helping out on the
recording of her as yet untit-
led new album, a potential
blockbuster, is guitarist/pro-
ducer Mitch Easter, best
known for his brilliantly
imaginative work with REM.

Easter, Abbado, and Vega: a potential blockbuster

MAKERS

Blegen: back at the Met

Easter is probably an ideal
collaborator for the slightly
eccentric Ms. Vega, and if co-
producer Steve Abbado gives
him a free hand, the recorded
results, due soon on A&M,
could be fascinating. 0

AND, speaking of REM,
everybody's favorite

purveyors of gothic Southern
folk-rock are readying their
own new bid for Platinum
status. Entitled "Lifes Rich
Pageant" (you read it right:
no apostrophe in "Lifes"), the
I.R.S. album is produced by
Don Gehman, best known for
his explosive work with John
Cougar Mellencamp. Does
this mean the reflective and
often inscrutable REM is
moving toward Mellen -
camp's brand of Midwestern
big -beat populism? All we
know is that REM guitarist
Peter Buck claims the album
"rocks out."

e EATURED among the SO-
loists in an important new

premiere recording on RCA
is the American soprano Ju-
dith Blegen, whose discogra-
phy continues to grow on a
number of labels. The work
in question here is Handel's
recently discovered Roman
Vespers, which remained un-
published until 1984.

Blegen's previous Handel/
RCA credits include the ora-
torios Judas' Maccabaeus and
Messiah, and Deutsche
Grammophon will soon be
releasing a recording of
Haydn's The Creation in
which she is one of the so-
prano soloists under Leonard

Bernstein's direction. But as
Blegen's fans across the coun-
try know well, her repertoire
is in no way limited to early
music. Blegen returns to the
Met this season, in fact, to
sing in a new production of
Johann Strauss's Die Fleder-
maus and will appear during
the Paris Opera's spring sea-
son in Stravinsky's The
Rake's Progress. 0

GRACENOTES. Rolling
Stone Keith Richards

was seen hobnobbing with
record execs in New York re-
cently. Apparently his long-
awaited solo album will ma-
terialize sooner than ex-
pected. . . . Latest in Poly-
dor's excellent series of rock
reissues: "The Best of Mercu-
ry Vocal Groups of the 50's,"
featuring newly remastered
versions of hits by the Plat-
ters, the Del -Vikings (the first
integrated rock group), and
the Penguins. . . . More
Proof of the Existence of
God: The surviving Beatles
recently won a $10,000,000
judgment in their suit against
the producers of the stage and
film versions of Beatlemania.
. . . Wretched Excess: Vener-
able oldie Twist and Shout, a

Hall: going solo

hit for the Isley Brothers and
the Beatles, figures promi-
nently in the soundtrack of
two current hit films, Rodney
Dangerfield's Back to School
(Rodney sings it himself!) and
Ferris Bueller's Day Off(Mat-
thew Broderick lip-syncs to
the Beatles' version). 0
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B&W
The Matrix 1 speaker from B&W

houses a 57k -inch woofer and a 1 -inch
dome tweeter in a cabinet designed for
minimal resonance and coloration. The
drivers are made of a homopolymer
polypropylene said to have twice the
stiffness of copolymer polypropylene.
Inside the enclosure, interlocking hon-
eycomb panels brace all sides of the
speaker; the space between the panels is
filled with acoustic foam. The cabinet is
said to have exceptionally low vibration
and very fast decay time.

Frequency response is given as 55 to
35,000 Hz ±6 dB. The Matrix 1 is rec-
ommended for use with amplifiers de-
livering between 50 and 120 watts per
channel. Sensitivity is rated as 85 dB
sound -pressure level with an input of 1
watt. Optional stands have bases of
black Italian marble and columns of
filled steel. Price: $998 per pair in wal-
nut or black ash, $1,398 in rosewood;
stands, $199 per pair. The other speak-
ers in the series are the Matrix 2 ($1,398
in walnut or black ash, $229 for stands)
and the floor -standing Matrix 3 ($1,998
in walnut or black ash, $2,798 in rose-
wood). Anglo-American Audio, Dept.
SR, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Circle 129 on reader service card

Polk
The SDA-SRS-2 from Polk Audio is

the second model in Polk's Signature
Reference System series. Each speaker
contains a planar 15 -inch sub -bass ra-
diator, four 61/i -inch woofers, and two
1 -inch dome tweeters. The drivers, in
Polk's Stereo Dimensional Array con-
figuration, are time compensated and
phase coherent for high clarity, low dis-
tortion, high power handling, wide dy-
namic range, and accurate imaging.
Crossover frequencies are 45 and 2,000
Hz. The speakers are rated for up to 750
watts of power. The cabinet has elabo-
rate bracing for low sound coloration.

The speakers are rated for a frequency
response of 30 to 20,000 Hz ± 3 dB.
with a nominal impedance of 4 ohms.
They measure 203/4 inches wide, 50
inches high, and 121/4 inches deep. Price:
$1,990 per pair. Polk Audio, Dept. SR,
1915 Annapolis Rd., Baltimore, MD
21230.
Circle 37 on reader service card

Nakanzzchz
The Stasis power -amplifier sections

in Nakamichi's SR -3A (shown) and SR -
2A receivers are rated, respectively, for
45 and 30 watts continuous average
output per channel. The Stasis circuitry
is designed to provide large power
reserves for transient peaks and uni-
form output impedances to drive al-
most any speaker. Both receivers have
inputs for moving -magnet cartridges, a
CD player, a tape deck, and an auxiliary
source. The SR -3A can also accept both
low- and high -output moving -coil car-

tridges. The quartz -locked PLL-synthe-
sized AM/FM tuner section is identical in
both receivers, with presets for ten sta-
tions and a choice of manual or auto-
matic tuning.

An infrasonic filter in the phono-
preamp section of the 3A rolls off fre-
quencies below 20 Hz at a rate of 12 dB
per octave. Peak current output is rated
as 18 amperes per channel for the 3A,
14 amperes for the 2A. Prices: SR -3A,
$599; SR -2A, $449. Nakamichi, Dept.
SR, 19701 S. Vermont Ave., Torrance,
CA 90502.
Circle 130 on reader service card
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Celestion
The Celestion System 6000 is an

enclosureless subwoofer designed to be
used in pairs with Celestion's SL600 (as
shown) or with any other SL series
speaker. Each subwoofer unit is only 15
inches wide and has two 12 -inch drivers
mounted on twin baffles, eliminating
the need for a cabinet. An individual
active crossover/equalizer is wired be-
tween the preamplifier and the power
amplifier for each subwoofer. Because
the input signal is divided at line level,
the satellite and subwoofer pairs require
separate power amplifiers.

The subwoofer's low -bass output rolls
off at 6 dB per octave. A single control
on the first -order equalizer can extend
the point where rolloff begins from 70
Hz down to 20 Hz. The crossover, "de-
signed on the basis of a minimal -signal -
path topology to preserve the SL -600's
transparency and stereo presentation,"
uses a fourth -order Linkwitz-Riley
alignment, with a crossover point of
100 Hz. Four concealed spikes in the
subwoofers' built-in stands can pierce
floor coverings to provide a rigid foun-
dation. The satellite speakers sit on
rotating plates that can be firmly
clamped after adjustment. Price: $3,300
per pair with electronic controller. Ce-
lestion, Dept. SR, Kuniholm Dr., Hol-
liston, MA 01746.
Circle 131 on reader service card

Parasound
The Bass Perfect Image -Amplified

BPI -A60 subwoofer from Parasound
has a 12 -inch driver with a 5 -pound
magnet powered by an equalized 60 -
watt rms amplifier in a heavily braced
enclosure with 1 -inch -thick walls. The
subwoofer is rated to extend bass re-
sponse down to 20 Hz ± 3 dB. The
crossover frequency is fully adjustable
from 63 to 180 Hz, with a slope of 12 dB
per octave, and the output level can be
set by the user. An infrasonic filter
attenuates frequencies below 16 Hz at
12 dB per octave.

The subwoofer accepts high-level In-
puts from a receiver or power amplifier
or low-level inputs from a preamplifier.
Although designed for use with Para -
sound's Compact Perfect Image CPI -
440 speakers, the controls allow use
with other speakers as satellites. The
subwoofer measures 153/4 inches wide,
271/2 inches high, and 13*4 inches deep
at its base. Finish is simulated rose-
wood. Price: $449.95. Parasound, Dept.
SR, 945 Front St., San Francisco, CA
94111.
Circle 132 on reader service card
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

j
Another Way

WHEN you ask a deni-
zen of Minneapolis -
St. Paul about the re-
gion's passionate and

contrary obsession with the busi-
ness of audio, "long winters" is the
invariable retort. Well, if that were
the only explanation, Lapland
would now rule the high-fidelity in-
dustry. There must be more to this
passion, and the word "contrary"
may hold the key.

The people of the Twin Cities,
although considering themselves
normal by most definitions, take a
certain wry satisfaction in seeming
to be different. You get up in the
morning and drive to work. They
get up in the morning, turn a flame-
thrower on the driveway for fifteen
minutes, and then drive to work.
(No joke. The 3M company, which
broods over St. Paul like a mother
hen, maintains a fleet of emergency
vehicles to burrow through the
snow and winch cars out onto the
street on winter mornings.) The res-
idents consider all of technology to
be at their service, and they avail
themselves of that service.

Does all this, perchance, shed any
light on the fact that at times in the
past, and even to some extent today,
you could buy a complete high -end
music system made exclusively in
this snowbound region and legiti-

mately lay claim to its being not
only the best in the world, but sig-
nificantly different from almost
anything else in the world? Mind
you, no other municipality-not
Cambridge, Massachusetts, in its
heyday or Lapland in its surely glo-
rious future-has ever been able to
approach this status.

There was a time when you'd
begin the system with a 3M/Wollen-
sak cassette machine, easily the
most reliable and sophisticated deck
available during a period when Na-
kamichi was just learning how. If
you scorned cassettes, 3M offered
other options, up to thirty-two
tracks of open -reel, at a good price.
Alas, 3M's stockholders, many of
them not Twin Cities residents,
have irrevocably backed out of the
business. That's contrary.

The amplifier would probably
come from Bill Johnson's Audio
Research, and although Johnson re-
ports that his latest designs are at
least 70 percent transistorized, there
would still be tubes aglow inside.
Johnson decides what's best for a
certain place in the circuit architec-
ture, and that is that.

It's an irony that, while Audio
Research amplifiers are rarely en-
countered here, they are among this
country's most esteemed exports. A
part of the reason is probably that
Audio Research's overseas distribu-
tors solicitously court press atten-
tion, while here at home Johnson
does not. He's contrary. This is not
to say that he regularly orders dis-
senters served up on toast, but he
does feel that his product, take it or
leave it, is statement enough. He
fought hard for his company, selling
his patents some years ago, then
recovering them when he felt they
were being ignobly served by the
buyer, and forging ahead on his own
once more. He is not about to be
deterred by the whimsical carping
of journalists, or even by United
Parcel Service. (You'd be surprised
at how many amps are designed to
fit UPS's 70 -pound limit.)

In loudspeakers, the Twin Cities
offers a number of options, but
pride of place certainly belongs to
Jim Winey's Magnepans. The Mag-
gies, called planar -magnetic devices
by Winey and resembling folding
screens, are prominent among those
reproducers that make you grateful

you have ears. They are contrary,
however, because they are dipole
radiators with a large and permea-
tive diaphragm area, and placement
in the listening room is all-impor-
tant. It is possible to make them
sound so disagreeable that anybody
can tell there's something drastical-
ly wrong. And that is the key. When
Maggies sound preposterous in a
dealer showroom, it is fair to dis-
trust the dealer. Possibly he doesn't
know how they should sound either.
Coming from White Bear Lake,
Minnesota, they're inevitably diffi-
cult mechanisms.

Incidentally, full -range electro-
static speakers are also susceptible
to all this grief, and they tend to get
amplifiers out of breath as well. In
part, Winey's intention in designing
the Magnepan was to perfect the
loudspeaker -amplifier union. His
success is notable, and it was predi-
cated, like many worthwhile things,
on a sudden stroke of genius. In the
midst of designing a child's game
involving bar -magnet strips, Winey
saw a way to grapple with the prob- 
lems of the electrostatics he so ad-
mired. He took it to market and has
successfully kept it there.

For the rest of the system, you'd
be well enough advised to go to
Frank Van Alstine, a dealer in the
Twin Cities suburb of Burnsville.
Van Alstine cannot look at or listen
to an audio component for more
than two minutes without wanting
to tear it apart and make it better.
At last report, he does this to ampli-
fiers, tuners, and phono cartridges,
but he's just getting started. When I
last saw him, he was a bit delayed
on a drive to New York because he
stopped periodically to rebuild the
car he was driving.

Van Alstine's modifications are
not always for the best, but they're
generally for the better. And when
he finds a still better way, he'll
hound you until you look into it. He
modifies many brands of equip-
ment, but he has always been partial
to old Dynaco gear.

Maybe some of this gives you a
sense of what the Minneapolis -St.
Paul audio scene is all about. In any
case, there's no denying that this
stuff is world class. In fact, for
many, it defines world class. And all
this from a place where you're lost
without a snowmobile!
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european technology at affordable prices
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Choice :
No matter what Canton speaker you choose, quality
German craftsmanship comes from within.

Whether it be our mini -speakers to our floorstanding
speakers, our home or automotive speakers, satellite/
subwoofer combinations or active and passive
speakers-Canton offers choice.

Choice in size, finish and technology...The only choice
we don't offer is choice in quality-Canton speakers
are offered only in uncompromising "top quality!'

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD

To help you choose the right Canton speaker, visit better
audio/video retailers across the country. Come. Discover.

Explore the vast array of quality audio components
Canton has to offer.

"Choice" Hi-Fi. From Canton.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North  Minneapolis, MN 55401
612/333-1150



GLINTON
I-Egh Fidelity Made in W Germany
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Teac. For over thirty years Teac has been famous for building

precision tape recording equipment. But, we're not willing

to rest on our reels. So now Teac o'fers its most com-

prehensive line ever. From audio and hi-fi .zideo recording

equipment, to compact disc players, to graphic equal-

izers, speakers, and a complete line of audio and video

accessories. One thing, however, will never change at

Teac-our obsession with creating the most advanced,

featured -filled, superbly executed audio and video equip-

ment we can make. So, no matter what Teac you decide to

buy, you can be assured of acquirirg a piece that has

been built to unheard of standards.

ze extreme.

TEAC.
CIRCLE NO 66 ON READER SERVICE CARD


